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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft
Comparison Chart
Chapter 3 Governance Policy
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 3 Governance Policy (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

GP-G1. Plan Implementation. Consistent and successful
implementation of Plan policies throughout the planning
period.
GP-G2. Plan Maintenance. A current General Plan responsive to
community needs, which can be updated on a regular
basis.
GP-G3. Public Participation. An open, inclusive, and responsive
process for public participation in County land use
decision making.
GP-G4. Timely and Effective Coordination. Timely and effective
intergovernmental coordination that encourages
coherent planning and public communications and
efficient permitting, service delivery, and expenditure of
public funds.
GP-G5. Effective Permit Processing. An efficient permitting system
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GP-G2 Plan Maintenance. Keep the general plan up to date and
responsive to community needs.
GP-G1 Open, inclusive, and responsive. To provide an open,
inclusive, and responsive process for public participation in
County decision-making.
GP-G3 Timely and Effective Coordination. To promote timely and
effective intergovernmental coordination
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Chapter 3 Governance Policy (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

that permit applicants, community members, and
decision makers can rely upon to implement the goals
and polices of the General Plan.
Policies
GP-P1. Priority. Implementing the General Plan shall be a high
priority of the County and be given at least equal weight
to the implementation of state and federal mandates.
GP-P2. Board of Supervisors Role. The Board of Supervisors shall
have the ultimate responsibility to interpret the General
Plan and oversee its implementation.
GP-P3. Planning Commission Role. The Planning Commission shall
serve as the primary quasi-judicial body on land use
matters and the primary advisory body to the Board of
Supervisors on legislative land use matters.
GP-P4. Community Development Services Role. Under the
direction of the Board of Supervisors, the Community
Development Services Department shall have primary
responsibility for implementation of the Plan including
coordination between County departments.
GP-P5. Community Plans. Community Planning Areas shall
continue to be individually planned through periodic
updates of Plan and Zone designations and communityspecific General Plan policies.
GP-P6. Environmental Justice. County decision making shall
avoid disproportionately impacting disadvantaged
populations.
GP-P7. Periodic Review. Time the review and update of the entire
Plan with the state-mandated Housing Element periodic
update cycle or every five years at the Board of
Supervisors’ discretion.
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GP-P5 Environmental justice. County decision-making should
avoid disproportionately impacting disadvantaged
populations.
GP-P6 Periodic Review. Utilize the Housing Element periodic
updates as a primary method to keep the entire plan up
to date and relevant.
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Chapter 3 Governance Policy (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

GP-P8. Required Findings and Criteria for Amendments. A petition
for amendment of this Plan may be accepted for filing
upon making the finding that the proposed amendment
can likely be found to be in the public interest.

GP-P7 Required Findings and Criteria for Amendments. A petition
for amendment of this plan may be accepted for filing
upon making the finding that the proposed amendment
can likely be found to be in the public interest.

All of the following criteria must be met in order to make
this finding:
A. The proposed amendment has the potential for public
benefit and is consistent with the Guiding Principles
and applicable goals of the Plan, and
B. The proposed amendment would be compatible with
the surrounding area; and
C. The revision is not appropriate for the next scheduled
update; and
D. Within the coastal zone, the amendment can likely be
found consistent with the policies of the Coastal Act.
GP-P9. Errors in the Plan. Where there is an obvious error in the
Plan that would prevent a land use decision otherwise
consistent with the Plan, the Planning Commission or Board
of Supervisors may act on the matter based on a
comprehensive view of the Plan, noting the error in the
decision and referring the error to the next available set of
amendments.
GP-P10.Public Participation. Encourage and facilitate the public’s
right to fully participate in all land use planning decisions
by dissemination of information with adequate time for
review through a variety of media sources, noticing of
projects and Plan changes, and through direct
communication with the public by the use of explanatory
guides and handouts. Planning and implementation
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Criteria for making this finding include all of the following:
1. The proposed amendment is consistent with the
Guiding Principles and applicable goals of the Plan,
and
2. The proposed amendment would be compatible with
the surrounding area; and,
3. The revision is not appropriate for the next scheduled
update; and,
4. Within the coastal zone, the amendment can likely be
found consistent with the policies of the Coastal Act.

GP-P1 The public’s right. The public has a right to fully participate
in land use planning decisions.
GP-P2 Participation opportunities. Planning and implementation
of programs should include full opportunity for public
participation.
GP-P4 Meaningful participation. Public input sessions should be
formatted in such a way as to encourage meaningful
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Chapter 3 Governance Policy (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
programs shall include actions designed to engage
affected interests and ensure general public involvement.
GP-P11.Accessibility. Use plain language in public
communications and planning documents and distribute
information using current technology but also through
traditional means, such as libraries, copy centers, county
offices, newspapers of general circulation, and regular
mail.
GP-P12.City-State-County Coordination. Promote coordination
between city, state, and County planning efforts through
consistent communication, cooperative working
relationships, and joint projects.
GP-P13.City General Plans. Give consideration to city general
plans and city council input when updating this Plan.
GP-P14.Joint Planning. For major land use decisions adjacent to a
city, involve the city early on in the planning stages
through official notifications, joint staff meetings, and
presentations to planning commissions and city councils.
GP-P15.Water Service Provider Coordination. Coordinate with
water service providers on water supply and demand in
their respective areas, and participate in the five-year
updates of urban water management plans.
GP-P16.Annexations. Support annexation of urbanized areas to
adjacent cities where they are the logical service
provider. This includes annexation of planned urban
development areas around the cities of Eureka and
Fortuna. The County shall utilize this Plan when
representing its position on annexations to LAFCO.
GP-P17.Incorporation. Support incorporation of McKinleyville.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
participation.
GP-P3 Accessibility. The County should strive to make the plan
understandable and accessible to all segments of the
population, and encourage citizen participation
throughout the planning process.
GP-P8 City-County Coordination. The County should promote
coordination between city and county planning efforts.
GP-P9 City General Plans. The County shall give consideration to
city general plans when updating its plan, particularly
when the city plan has been recently updated.
GP-P10 Joint Planning. For major land use decisions adjacent to a
city, consideration should be given to joint meetings or
creating a joint area planning agency pursuant to Gov.
Code §65101(b).
GP-P11 Water Service Provider Coordination. Encourage
coordination on water supply and demand per Gov.
Code §65302(d) and §65352.5, and participate in the five
year updates of urban water management plans.
GP-P12 Annexations. The County shall utilize this general plan
when representing its osition on annexations to LAFCO.
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Chapter 3 Governance Policy (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

GP-P18.Public Works Projects. The County shall review public
works projects for conformity with this Plan.

GP-P13 Public Works Projects. The County shall review public
works projects for conformity with the adopted general
plan or part thereof, per Gov. Code §65401.
GP-P14 Real Property Transfers and Street Abandonments. County
acquisitions and disposals of real property and street
vacations or abandonments shall be reviewed for
conformity with this general plan per Gov. Code §65402.
GP-P15 Capital Improvement Plans. The County shall encourage
the preparation of capital improvement plans per Gov.
Code §65403.

GP-P19.Real Property Transfers and Street Abandonment. County
acquisitions and disposals of real property and street
vacations or abandonment shall be reviewed for
conformity with this Plan.
GP-P20.Capital Improvement Plans. The County shall encourage
and support efforts by special districts and local agencies
responsible for public facilities to prepare and maintain
capital improvement programs.
GP-P21.Regional Transportation Plan. The County shall coordinate
with Humboldt County Association of Governments
(HCAOG) in the preparation of the Regional
Transportation Plan.
GP-P22.Tribal Government Coordination. The County shall
coordinate with affected tribal governments during
General Plan updates and amendments.
GP-P23.Tribal General Plans. Within reservation boundaries, the
County shall utilize the tribal government's general plan for
policy guidance where the County may need to exercise
land use or permitting authority on non-trust lands.
GP-P24.Legislative Priorities. The policies included in this Plan are
intended to be used by the County in formulating its
legislative priorities and in drafting policy response to local,
state, and federal proposals.
GP-P25.Continuous Improvement. Building, Planning, Public
Works, and Environmental Health land use permit
processes shall be continually evaluated to eliminate
inefficiencies, reduce response time, and simplify
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GP-P16 Regional Transportation Plan. The County shall coordinate
with Humboldt County Association of Governments
(HCAOG) in the preparation of the Regional
Transportation Plan.
GP-P17 Tribal Government Coordination. The County shall
coordinate with affected tribal governments during
general plan updates and amendments.
GP-P18 Tribal General Plans. Within reservation boundaries, the
County shall utilize the tribal government's general plan for
policy guidance where the County may need to exercise
land use or permitting authority on non-trust lands.
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Chapter 3 Governance Policy (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

procedures.
GP-P26.Customer Service. The permit process shall be managed
to increase customer communication and satisfaction.
Customers include permit applicants, community
members with interest in the application, involved
agencies, and decision makers.
GP-P27.Customized Permit Processes. The County shall design
streamlined permit processes for high priority classes of
projects identified in this Plan.
GP-P28.Adequate Resources. Resources shall be provided to
ensure adequate permit staffing levels, use of modern
processes and technology, innovation, and continuous
improvement.
Standards
GP-S1. Environmental Justice. The County shall consider social
and economic effects, including effects on
disadvantaged populations, when assessing the
significance of physical changes on the environment
under CEQA pursuant to Section 15131(b) of the CEQA
Guidelines.
GP-S2. Tribal Government Coordination. The County shall
coordinate land use actions with tribal governments
pursuant to Government Code Sections 65092: Public
Notice to California Native American Indian Tribes;
Sections 65351–65352.5: General Plan Consultation; and
Sections 65560–65562.5: Consultation on Open Space.
GP-S3. State and Federal Permitting Coordination. The County
shall rely upon local, state, and federal permitting
processes and regulatory standards when compliance
with the state and federal standards will meet or exceed
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Chapter 3 Governance Policy (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

the requirements of this Plan and are feasible,
enforceable, and adequate to reduce environmental
impacts to less than significant levels.
Implementation Measures
GP-IM1.Progress Reports. A General Plan Annual Progress Report
shall be prepared by the Community Development
Services Department pursuant to Government Code
Section 65400(a)(2). The Progress Report shall be copied
to the Planning Commission and presented to the Board of
Supervisors in a public hearing.
GP-IM2.Budget Allocations. Community Development Services
shall include priority Plan implementation measures in its
annual budget submittals to the Board of Supervisors.
GP-IM3.Update Schedule. Maintain comprehensive General Plan
review on a five-year cycle, periodic update of individual
elements and community plans on an as-needed basis
directed by the Board of Supervisors, and periodic
General Plan amendments to respond to individual Plan
Amendment petitions and routine maintenance
requirements.
GP-IM4.Consistency Review of Ordinances for Plan Amendments.
Review and update related ordinances for consistency
with criteria for Plan amendments and Plan revision
schedules as required by Government Code Sections
65300 and 65583 et seq.
GP-IM5.Meaningful Participation. Comprehensively review and
update the participation processes required by County
Code to provide adequate time, information, and means
of input to ensure early and meaningful community
involvement in planning projects as required by state law.
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Chapter 3 Governance Policy (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

GP-IM6.City-State-County Coordination. County staff shall be
available to work with city and state staff on issues and
projects of mutual interest. County staff shall keep the
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors informed to
support policy level decision making on issues that require
joint coordination pursuant to Government Code Section
65103(f).
GP-IM7.Water Service Provider Coordination. County staff shall
share land use data with service providers and support
projects and plans that are consistent with this Plan
pursuant to Government Code Sections 65302(d) and
65352.5
GP-IM8.Public Works Projects. The Public Works Department shall
list proposed public works recommended for planning,
initiation, or construction during the ensuing fiscal year to
the Board of Supervisors for review and report as to
conformity with the this Plan pursuant to Government
Code Section 65401.
GP-IM9.Real Property Transfers and Street Abandonment. The
County shall not acquire, dedicate, dispose, vacate or
abandon real property unless in conformance with this
Plan pursuant to Government Code Section 65402.
GP-IM10.Capital Improvement Plans. County staff shall be
available to coordinate with special districts, including
schools in the preparation of five-year Capital
Improvement Plans pursuant to Government Code
Section 65403.
GP-IM11.Regional Transportation Plan. The County shall maintain
its representation on the Humboldt County Association of
Governments (HCAOG) and staff of Public Works and
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Chapter 3 Governance Policy (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Community Development shall participate in the
preparation of the Regional Transportation Plan.
GP-IM12.Improvement Projects. Community Development
Services shall maintain a prioritized list of on-going permit
process improvement projects. The status and
implementation of improvement projects shall be
periodically reported to the Board of Supervisors.
GP-IM13.Customer Service Training and Satisfaction. Permitting
staff shall receive periodic customer service training and
customer service satisfaction will be evaluated on a
periodic basis.
GP-IM14.Custom Permit Processes. Community Development
Services shall design less costly or less time consuming
permit processes for specific classes of projects that have
been deemed eligible to receive this incentive by this
Plan.
GP-IM15.Performance Measurement. Workload records and
elapsed permit processing times shall be maintained by
Community Development Services and reported to the
Board of Supervisors on an annual basis through the
budget process.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 4.2 Growth Planning
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

GP-G1 Land Inventory and Service Availability. An adequate
supply of vacant land with readily available urban
services to accommodate a wide variety of industrial,
commercial and residential development opportunities
necessary for growth.

1.

To accommodate expected population growth and the
resulting urban development, while achieving maximum
efficiency in the provision of orderly and economic services
with the least adverse effect on the environment. promote
the development and efficient use of urban services, while
maintaining and enhancing the qualities of our urban
communities.

GP-G2 Community Planning Areas. Sufficient development
emphasis and public investment in Urban Development
Areas to create expanding commerce and housing
opportunities, economically viable urban services and
conservation of open space and resource lands
GP-G3 Timed Development and Infrastructure Investments.
Development policies and financing mechanisms that
support economically viable commercial, industrial and
residential developments timed with infrastructure
improvements and expansion of urban services.
Policies
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Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
GP-P1 Maintain Community Plans. Periodically update
Community Plans to ensure they meet the specific
planning needs of individual communities and that
demographic, land use, and municipal service
information remains current.
GP-P2 Urban Development Areas. Establish and maintain
Urban Development Areas within Community Plan Areas
to reflect areas that are served with existing or planned
to be served with public wastewater systems.
GP-P3 Urban Levels of Development. Lands located within the
Urban Development Area are intended to be
developed at a density of one or more dwelling units
per acre.
GP-P4 Urban Service Area. Urban Service Areas are located
Within Urban Development Areas where sewer services
are available and contain existing urban development.
GP-P5 Connection to Public Wastewater Systems within Urban
Service Areas. All new development within Urban
Service Areas shall connect to public wastewater
systems.
GP-P6 Use of On-Site Sewage Systems for Subdivisions within
Urban Development Areas. The utilization of on-site
sewage disposal systems shall not be acceptable for
new subdivisions in the Urban Development Area, unless
public sewer services are not available to serve the
proposed subdivision and the local sewer service
provider provides a written statement that the area is
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

1.

2.

3.

An urban development area shall be identified and
mapped for all applicable communities within adopted
community plans in the County. Boundaries to these areas
shall also be established and should follow geographic land
features.
Lands located within the urban development area should
be suitable for development at a density greater than one
dwelling unit per acre, where public water and sewer
services with necessary capacity can be are provided.
Lands connected to public water systems shall also be
considered a part of the urban development area.

The utilization of on-site sewage disposal systems shall not be
acceptable in the urban development area, unless it can be
determined that:
A. Public sewer services are not available to serve the
proposed development; and
B. Mitigation measures will assure that the proposed
development density will not cause adverse cumulative
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Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
not planned for service in the service provider’s
Municipal Service Review and other written long-term
plans.
GP-P7 Connection to Public Water Systems. All new
development within the Urban Development or Urban
Expansion areas shall be required to connect to the
public water system, and existing development is
strongly encouraged to utilize available public water
systems.
GP-P8 Urban Expansion Areas. Establish and maintain Urban
Expansion Areas within Community Planning Areas that
consists of land not provided with public sewer services,
but expected to be developed to urban densities and
provided with public water and sewer services beyond
the 20-year planning horizon of the General Plan.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
health or environmental impacts.
4.

Utilization of public water services should be encouraged in
the urban development area.

6.

An urban expansion area shall be identified and mapped for
all applicable communities within adopted community plans
in the County. Boundaries to these areas shall also be
established and should follow geographic land features and
other definitive limits, (i.e., roads, streams).
The urban expansion area consists of land not provided with
public water or sewer services, but expected to be
developed to urban densities and provided with public
water or and sewer services in the near future.
When land within the urban expansion area is connected to
a public water or sewer system such land will be removed
from said area and added to the urban development area,
upon Planning Commission approval. Noncontiguous
additions to the urban development area shall be
discouraged.
The outer boundary to the urban expansion area shall
remain fixed until modified through a General Plan
amendment.

7.

9.

GP-P9 Urban Expansion Area Review. Review Urban Expansion
Areas during Community Plan or comprehensive
General Updates to determine if the boundaries reflect
current conditions and community needs. The
boundaries of an Urban Expansion Area shall remain
fixed until modified through a General Plan
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Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
amendment.
GP-P10 Conversion of Resource Lands. Lands less suitable for
resource production within Urban Expansion Areas
should be developed prior to the conversion of higher
quality resource lands.
GP-P11 Evaluation of Urban Expansion Area Proposals. Public
service availability, capacities, and fiscal effects shall
be assessed for development proposals in Urban
Expansion Areas or changes in Urban Expansion
Boundaries.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
13.

Lands not suited for resource production should be
developed prior to the conversion of resource production
lands.

5.

The urban development area shall be considered urban for
development purposes and subject to urban development
policies of the appropriate community plan.
The urban expansion area shall be compatible with
applicable sphere's of influence, when adjacent to a city or
special district.
The area within and beyond the urban expansion area shall
be considered rural for development purposes.
Lands not suited for resource production should be
developed prior to the conversion of resource production
lands.
Factors such as public water and sewer availability, road
and street capacity, police and fire protection, proximity to
educational and health facilities, and solid waste
management should be assessed in urban development
proposals. Fiscal impacts of new development on public
facilities should also be assessed.
The County shall review public works projects for conformity
with the adopted General Plan or part thereof.
The County shall encourage the preparation of Capital

8.
11.
13.
14.

15.
16.
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Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
17.

Improvement Programs.
The Planning Department shall record and review
information related to the adequacy of the development
timing policies of the General Plan.

Standards
GP-S1 Characteristics of Community Plan Areas. The
Community Planning Area designation shall be applied
to an area to allow greater planning detail when the
Board of Supervisors finds that an analysis of the
following characteristics supports the designation:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Urban service availability
Parcels suitable for development
Commercial activities
Access to transportation corridors
Population
Economic growth
Local interest
Service district boundaries and LAFCo adopted
spheres of influence
I. Adopted General Plans of incorporated cities.
GP-S2 Designation of Community Plan Areas. Community
Planning Areas are established for the following
communities:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Jacoby Creek
Eureka
Freshwater
Fortuna
Willow Creek
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Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
McKinleyville
Blue Lake
Hydesville-Carlotta
Fieldbrook-Glendale
Garberville-Benbow-Redway-Alderpoint
Avenue of the Giants (Weott-Holmes-StaffordMiranda-Myers Flat-Phillipsville)
L. Trinidad-Westhaven
M. Orick
N. Orleans
O. Arcata
P. Shelter Cove
Q. Rio Dell-Scotia
GP-S3 Public Wastewater Service. Public wastewater service is
defined to include service provided by cities, special
districts, and public utilities.
GP-S4 Urban Development Area. An urban development area
contains land that can be developed to a density of
one or more dwelling units per acre. This area can be
serviced with public water and wastewater in the near
term, and constitutes an identifiable urban community,
substantially more developed than surrounding lands.
Urban densities and land use designations apply to the
urban development area. These areas provide the best
opportunity for affordable development and economic
delivery of necessary public services and are to be sized
to provide an adequate supply of land to
accommodate growth as specified in this Plan.
GP-S5 Urban Service Area. Urban Service Area means areas
within Urban Development Areas currently served with

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
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2.

"Urban development area" means land generally developed
to a density of one or more dwelling units per acre. This area
is typically provided with public water and/or sewer services.
The urban development area constitutes an identifiable
community that is substantially more developed than
surrounding lands, and has an adequate supply of land as
determined in the community plan areas.
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Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
public water and sewer. For sewer service purposes, this
area also includes all parcels adjacent to the Urban
Services Area that can be served with a service line
extension no longer than 300 feet from an existing public
sewer system lateral or main line located within the
Urban Service Area.
GP-S6 Urban Expansion Area. Urban Expansion Area means
land outside and adjacent to the Urban Development
Area boundary that may be appropriate for urban
densities of development when further development in
the urban development area is constrained by the
availability of land.
GP-S7 Required Findings for Urban Expansion. To determine
when it is permissible to extend urban level
development into the Urban Expansion Area, the
Planning Commission shall evaluate housing demand
and capacity within the Urban Development Area and
public service availability and capacities for Urban
Expansion Area proposals including factors such as:
water and sewer availability; roads, streetlights, parks
and recreation and trail capacity; police and fire
protection; proximity to educational and health
facilities; and solid waste management capabilities and
make the following findings:

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

4.

5.

"Urban expansion area" means land outside the urban
development boundary that is expected to receive public
water and/or sewer services when further development in
the urban development area is not feasible. The urban
expansion area contains an adequate supply of land as
determined in the community plan.
To determine whether it is feasible to extend urban level
development into the urban expansion area, the following
criteria shall be used.
A. The Planning Commission finds that the amount of land
available within the urban development area for urban
uses is insufficient to maintain an open and competitive
development market; and,
B. Public service systems have current capacity to serve the
proposed addition, if other systems are not available.

A. That the amount of land available within the Urban
Development Area for urban uses is insufficient to
meet Housing Element goals; and,
B. Public water and sewer systems demonstrate current
or expansion capacity to serve the proposed
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Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

addition.
GP-S8 Expansion of Urban Development. Removing lands from
the urban expansion area and adding them to the
urban development area requires Planning Commission
approval and consists of modifying the urban
development boundary to include the new addition.
The addition must be adjacent to the existing urban
development area and assist in the completion of an
orderly and contiguous extension of urban
development. Such lands also require annexation to a
district providing water and wastewater service.
GP-S9 Urban Reserve. Lands given the land use designated
“Urban Reserve”, as defined in the Land Use Element,
shall be developed when urban services are available,
and, if outside city or district limits, require annexation to
the adjacent city or service district. Development within
Urban Reserves prior to extension of water and sewer
services shall not prevent attainment of planned urban
level densities.
GP-S10 Water Service Areas. Water Service Areas are areas
where sewer service is not expected but community
water service is available or expected to be available.
Residential estate style buildout on one to five acre lots
are expected to be the dominant land use in such
areas.
3.

6.
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"Urban development boundary" means the limit to the urban
development area and includes all parcels within 300 feet of
the shortest route of existing public water and/or sewer
system lines with capacity to serve such parcels.
Removing lands from the urban expansion area and adding
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Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

7.
8.

1.

them to the urban development area consists of modifying
the urban development boundary to include the new
addition. The addition should be adjacent to the existing
urban development area and must assist in the completion
of an orderly and contiguous extension of urban
development.
The urban expansion boundary is a fixed boundary, which
contains an adequate supply of land available for urban
development as determined in the community plan.
The County shall encourage each special district, school
district, and each agency created by a joint powers
agreement to prepare a five-year Capital Improvement
Program, pursuant to Government Code Section 65403.
Development: (The various types of development are
defined in the glossary)

Implementation Measures
GP-IM1 Community Plans and Boundaries. Periodically review
and revise community plan boundaries and policies to
ensure compatibility with community needs as a part of
updates to the Housing Element.
GP-IM2 Map Urban Development Areas. Identify and map
urban development areas for all community plan areas
within existing or planned public wastewater systems.
Planning for urban development areas shall include the
review of LAFCo adopted spheres of influence and
district boundaries, municipal service reviews, and
capital improvement programs, as well as consultation
with appropriate special districts, cities, public utilities,
and LAFCo. Review and revise boundaries to ensure
compatibility with community needs as part of updates
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Section 4.2 Growth Planning (GP)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

to the Housing Element.
GP-IM3 Map Urban Expansion Areas An urban expansion area
may be identified and mapped for communities within
defined urban development areas. Boundaries to these
areas shall also be established contiguous to urban
development areas and should follow geographic land
features and other definitive limits, (i.e., roads and
streams). Review and revise boundaries to ensure
compatibility with community needs as part of updates
to the Housing Element.
GP-IM4 Map Water Service Areas. Identify and map water
service areas for all Community Plan Areas within
existing or planned public water systems. Planning for
water service areas shall include the review of LAFCo
adopted spheres of influence and district boundaries,
municipal service reviews, and capital improvement
programs, as well as consultation with appropriate
special districts, cities, public utilities, and LAFCo. Review
and revise boundaries to ensure compatibility with
community needs as part of updates to the Housing
Element.
GP-IM5 Urban Service Coordination. Coordinate with special
districts, cities, public utilities, and LAFCo in the
establishment of urban development areas, urban
expansion areas, and water service areas.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 4.3 Urban Lands
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

UL-G1

Urban Development Areas. Urban Development Areas
serving as centers of business expansion, residential
growth and public investments in infrastructure and
services.

*CD-G1 Community Design. To create a people-friendly urban
environment in town centers and surrounding urban and
suburban areas, conserving land and energy through
reduced automobile usage.

UL-G2

Design and Function. Aesthetically appealing Urban
Development Areas designed and planned for
convenient access to work, shopping, recreation and
neighborhoods.

CD-G2 Diverse Communities. To create more diverse
communities, with a variety of building types, street types,
open spaces, and land uses providing for people of all
ages and every form of mobility.

UL-G3

Unique Identity of Towns. Communities with mixed use
neighborhood and town centers, serving as the
community focal point and center for commerce,
recreation and social interaction.

CD-G3 Sustainable Communities. To make communities more
resilient, sustainable and adaptable over time to improved
public transit and to changing economic conditions.

*GP-G4 Community Character. Development design and density
within Urban Development Areas that preserves and
enhances existing community character and identity.
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CD-G4 Unique Identity of Towns. To establish a unique identity for
McKinleyville communities through the development of a
viable town center, serving as a community focal point
and providing a center for social/community interaction.
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
[MCCP]

*GP will be corrected to UL in the next draft of the Plan

CD-G5 Mixture of Land Uses. To develop an area of mixed land
uses in town centers which encourages bicycle and
pedestrian travel, yet allows for convenient and safe
automobile access. [MCCP]
*CD references Chapter 10 Community Design from the 2007
Preliminary Hearing Draft of the Plan.
Policies
UL-P1 Urban Development Areas. The County shall plan Urban
Development Areas and implement land use regulations to
support business expansion, housing opportunities and
investments in infrastructure.

CD-P1. Sites for Commercial Development. On the Land Use
Maps, provide sites for neighborhood and community
scale commercial development of sizes and at locations
that offer both choice and convenience for County
residents and shoppers while sustaining a strong retail base
for the County. [See UL-IM5 in new Plan]

UL-P2 Streamlined Subdivision Approval. The County shall
streamline the approval process for subdivisions located in
designated Housing Opportunity Zones within Urban Development
Areas.
UL-P3 Streamlined Approval of Business Expansion. The County
shall streamline the approval process for business development in
designated Neighborhood Centers, Town Centers and Business
Opportunity Zones. Home based businesses and cottage
industries meeting performance standards shall be principally
permitted in all residential zones.
UL-P4 Support for Micro and Small Business Development. The
County shall Review and update standards for home based
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

businesses and cottage industries to increase the scale and range
of principally permitted development within Urban Development
Areas.
UL-P5 Community Identity. Preserve community features that
residents value and create development that compliments or
adds to community identity and character.
UL-P6 Mixed-Use Zoning. Utilize mixed-use zoning to help create
town centers that are community focal points. The mixed-use
zone shall promote higher density urban housing in concert with
retail commercial uses, day care centers, and shopfronts, and
shall include an abundance and variety of open spaces.

CD-P2 Mixed Use Zoning. Utilize mixed-use zoning to help create
town centers that are community focal points. The Town
Center Area mixed use zone shall permit mixed-use
categories of zoning, including higher density urban
housing in concert with retail commercial uses, day care
centers and shopfronts, and shall include an abundance
and variety of open spaces. [MCCP]

UL-P7 Neighborhood and Town Centers. Within designated
neighborhood and town centers, the County shall:

CD-P3 Mixed Use Buildings. Encourage buildings in mixed-use
zones with commercial uses on the ground or lower floors and
residential uses on upper floors.

A. Allow buildings with commercial uses on the ground
or lower floors and residential uses on upper floors.
B. Reduce the County’s off-street parking requirements
to encourage new business development and to
reflect multi-modal access options.
C. Allow ministerial approval of development that
conforms to performance standards adopted by
ordinance.
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CD-P4. Village Character. Encourage pedestrian-oriented village
character in mixed use and commercial areas, rather than strip
malls.
CD-P5 Building Fronts On Streets. Encourage shops in mixed use
areas to front on streets rather than parking lots.
CD-P6 Central Open Space in Commercial and Mixed Use Areas.
With new commercial and/or mixed use developments,
encourage developers to place buildings in such a way to create
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
D. Encourage and provide incentives for the following
design characteristics:
1) Pedestrian-oriented scale and character.
2) Orientation of buildings toward the street or central
open space areas rather than parking lots.
3) Parking areas to the side or rear rather than between
buildings and the street edge.
4) Placement of buildings that create a central open
space, or plaza, where passive activity can occur.
5) Transparent ground-level façades designed for
pedestrian-oriented sidewalks.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
a central open space, or plaza, where passive activity can occur.
CD-P7 Building Orientation and Building Standards. Encourage
orientation of buildings toward the street or the central open
space areas. The ground-level façade should be transparent and
be articulated to human scale to create pedestrian-oriented
sidewalks.
CD-P8 Location of Off-street Parking Areas. Encourage parking
areas to the side or rear of commercial and mixed uses in
neighborhood centers; they should not be located between
buildings and the street edge.
CD-P9 Reduce Parking Requirements. Reduce the County’s offstreet parking requirements for all land uses consistent with best
engineering practices acceptable to the Department of Public
Works.
CD-P10 Minimize Excess Off Street Parking Areas. Discourage
development of more parking spaces than necessary in
commercial and/or mixed use areas.
CD-P12. Uniform Streetscape. In commercial and/or mixed use
areas, encourage a uniform setback of structures from the street.

UL-P8 Neighborhood Connectivity. Subdivisions shall be
designed to promote road and trail circulation between
neighborhoods, schools, parks, and open space areas. The
subdivision ordinance shall specify standards and limitations for
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CD-P19 Discourage Cul-de-sacs. Discourage the creation of
new cul-de-sacs and dead-end roads; cul-de-sacs and deadend roads should only be allowed when critical areas inhibit the
possibility of a through-road.
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

cul-de-sacs and dead end roads.
UL-P9 Historic Structures. Encourage historic structures to be
retained and restored to serve as focal points of neighborhoods
and communities.

CD-P14 Historic Structures. Encourage historic structures to be
used as a focal point of communities.

UL-P10 Siting of Garages. Encourage the placement and design
of garages to make them subordinate to the house from a
streetscape view.

CD-P17 Siting of Garages. Ensure that garages do not dominate
streetscapes by creating incentives for setting them back from
the front of houses, or locating them in the rear.

UL-P11 Natural Amenities. Encourage new development projects
to incorporate natural amenities (i.e. landmark trees and rock
outcroppings) into their design.
UL-P12 Design Review. Development within designated Design
Review overlay zones shall undergo design review consistent with
an adopted Design Review Ordinance.
CD-P18 Street Design. In the Circulation Element implement
measures to ensure local streets will accommodate both
vehicular traffic and pedestrians. Strategies include minimizing
the number of curb cuts along streets, encouraging landscaped
sidewalks and medians, on-street parking, traffic slowing
measures, and pedestrian-scale outdoor lighting.
CD-P20 Encourage Public Open Space on Private Lands. Support
owners of the Cutten Ball Fields, Garberville Town Square, Southern
Humboldt Community Park, and other private landowners that
establish and maintain public open space areas.
UL-P13 Big Box Design. Large format (“Big Box”) establishments
shall be subject to a Design Review process to ensure the design is
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

aesthetic and compatible with the surrounding area. The
appearance of a large monolithic block shall be avoided by
dividing the space into separate rooms or buildings, or breaking
the mass of the façade.

overlay for areas within USA’s where they will be conditionally
permitted to ensure compatibility with neighborhood design and
community character.

UL-P14 Adult Entertainment Establishments. Adult entertainment
establishments shall be limited to areas where they will not conflict
with schools, and identify standards to ensure they will be
compatible with neighboring uses.

CD-P22 Adult Entertainment Establishments. Allow adult
entertainment establishments in areas where they will not conflict
with schools, and identify standards to ensure they will be
compatible with neighboring uses.

UL-P15 Pedestrian-Friendly Streetscape. Encourage streetscape
and pedestrian oriented residential design with front porches,
front gardens, and windows overlooking front yards and
sidewalks.

CD-P15 Pedestrian Oriented Neighborhoods. Promote more
pedestrian oriented neighborhoods with homes that have front
porches, front gardens, and windows overlooking front yards and
sidewalks.

UL-P16 Alleys. Encourage the use of an alley system and
courtyards to minimize driveways facing the street.

CD-P16 Alleys. Support use of an alley system and courtyards to
minimize driveways facing the street.

UL-P17 High Density Uses Near Parks. The County shall consider
planning higher density mixed-uses and/or commercial uses
adjacent to parks to promote park use and safety.

CD-P13 High Density Uses Near Parks. In the Land Use Element,
encourage higher density mixed-uses and/or commercial uses
adjacent to major parks to create safe and live atmosphere.

UL-P18 On-Street Parking Areas as Traffic Calming. On-street
parking should be allowed on local roads and minor collectors to
reduce the need for off-street parking and to assist in traffic
calming where appropriate.

CD-P11 Location of On-street Parking Areas. On-street parking
should be allowed on local roads and minor collectors to assist in
traffic calming.

UL-P19 Underground Utilities. Encourage and assist in
undergrounding existing utilities.
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

UL-P20 Landscaping. All designs shall screen or soften the visual
impact of new development through the use of landscaping. If
appropriate, species common to the area and known fire
resistant plants should be used.
Standards
UL-S1

Allowed Uses in Mixed-Use Areas. Mixed-Use zoned
areas should offer a range of commercial, office,
housing and civic activities. Conflicts between uses
should be minimized through adoption of standards to
guide approval of principally permitted uses and
findings to guide the approval of discretionary uses.

UL-S2

Central Open Space Standards in Commercial and MixedUse Areas. A plaza should be bounded by streets on at
least three sides and shall front on a main street. Where
new commercial and/or mixed use developments are
proposed on lots greater than 5 acres, central open
space shall have a minimum area of 20,000 sq ft.
Business Opportunity Zones. Commercial and industrial
activities proposed within designated Business Opportunity
Zones shall be principally permitted if they conform to
applicable performance standards.
Definition of a “Big-Box” Retail Store. A large commercial
structure in excess of 50,000 square feet of floor area

UL-S3

UL-S4
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CD-S1 Allowed Uses in Mixed Use Areas. The Town Center area
Mixed Use zoned areas shall offer a full range of commercial,
offices and civic activities. Allowable uses may include, but are
not limited to, an expanded grocery store, additional shops, a
department store, hardware home supply, restaurants, office
space, medical and dental clinic, a movie complex, town green
for athletic and civic events, civic buildings, library, high density
residential, laundromat, farmers market, residences above
shopfronts, child care facilities, and art galleries. All public facility
uses currently identified in the Public Facility land use designation
shall be allowed. Drive thru restaurants shall not be allowed.
[MCCP]
CD-S2
Central Open Space Standards in Commercial and
Mixed Use Areas. A plaza must be bounded by streets on at least
three sides and shall front on a main street. Where new
commercial and/or mixed use developments are proposed on
lots greater than 5 acres, central open space shall have a
minimum area of 20,000 sq ft.

CD-S3 Definition of a “Big-Box” Retail Store. A large – usually in
excess of one acre floor area – commercial structure where,
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
where, under one proprietor or a set of discrete franchises,
retail sales and services are offered in a centralized,
warehouse-like setting intended to serve a regional area.

UL-S5

Standards for Adult Entertainment Establishments. Adult
entertainment establishments shall be conditionally
permitted and required to operate in conformance with
explicit standards adopted by ordinance regarding;
location, hours of operation, screening, noise and lighting.
security, signage,

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
under one proprietor or a set of discrete franchises, retail sales
and services are offered in a centralized, warehouse-like setting
intended to serve a regional area. Due to their large area
requirements compared to the more traditional pattern of
decentralized specialty shops, this class of development can
have adverse effects (i.e., traffic, lighting, and stormwater runoff
from expansive parking areas; visual resource impacts from
structural bulk) if not appropriately sited and mitigated. [MCCP]
CD-S4 Standards for Adult Entertainment Establishments. Adult
entertainment establishments shall required to operate in
conformance with the following standards: (pick which
options should be included)
Location
a) Unrestricted; or
b) prohibited within ½ mile of any existing public school; and/or
c) allowed in the following commercial zone districts: (identify
commercial zoning districts); and/or
d) allowed in the following mixed use zone districts: (identify
commercial and mixed use zoning districts)
Hours of Operation
a) unrestricted; or
b) 11 AM to 3 AM Monday through Saturday, closed Sundays; or
c) 4 PM to 3 AM weekdays to avoid daily school operations, 11 AM
to 3 AM Saturdays, closed Sundays; or
d) 6 PM to 3 AM weekdays to avoid daily school and some after
school operations, 11 AM to 3 AM Saturdays, closed Sundays; or
e) 4 PM to 10 PM weekdays, weekends 11 AM to 2 AM
Security
a) have on-site security by a commercial security firm; or
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
b) have business employees serve as security
Signage
a) 8’ x 10’ free standing sign; 2’ x 6’ sign attached to the building; 4’
x 8’ sign (freestanding or attached) to show hours of operation;
and open/closed sign not to exceed 2’ x 4’; or
b) restricted to the standards of the zoning ordinance (maximum of
300 square feet, both sides
Fencing and Screening
a) no visibility into the interior of the building from the exterior of the
building; or
b) no visibility of the entrance of the building from the public road;
or
c) no visibility of the parking area from the public road
Noise
a) no noise from the interior of the building detectable at the
property line; or
b) conformance with General Plan standards (60 dba (ldn) at
nearest residence)
Lighting
a) conformance with General Plan standards (no direct lighting
beyond property boundaries); or
limited hours for outside lighting related to the hours of operation

UL-S6

Landscaping Standards. Landscaping shall be required
for new development which creates five (5) or more
new parking spaces. The landscaping policies shall be
accomplished by the submittal of a landscaping plan,
which shall include the information described below.
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

A. The landscape plan shall show all existing trees on
the property, and indicate those planned to be
removed, and those that are to be preserved. It shall
show the location of lawn areas, ground cover
areas, shrub masses, and new trees to be planted.
The plan shall include the use of native and fire
resistant species where feasible.
Not more than 25% of the landscaped area shall be
covered by non-living materials (e.g., rock, pavers,
bark, etc.)
B. The landscape plan shall include measures for
protection of topsoil when developing a property for
construction.
C. The landscape plan shall include a maintenance
plan which specifies the person or agency
responsible for maintenance. The maintenance plan
shall address pruning, weeding, cleaning, fertilization
and watering. Whenever necessary, planting shall
be replaced with other plant materials to ensure
continued compliance with the landscaping
requirements. All screening shall be in sound
functional condition, and whenever necessary,
repaired and replaced.

CD-S5 Town Center Uses. The Town Center area in the McKinleyville
USA shall have no additional drive-thru restaurants, and no large
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
“big-box” department stores, as defined. Rather, the department
stores should be divided into several separate rooms or buildings to
avoid the look of the giant retail, department store. [MCCP]
CD-S6 Public Facilities in the Town Center. The Town Center area in
the McKinleyville USA shall permit all public facility uses currently
identified in the Public Facility land use designation in the Humboldt
County Framework Plan (chapter 2761). All existing and proposed
public facility uses shall remain as public facilities, and shall not be
converted to incompatible commercial uses. [MCCP]
CD-S7 Central Avenue Pedestrian Crossing. The Town Center area
in the McKinleyville USA shall identify implementation alternatives
associated with a Central Avenue pedestrian crossing. The
alternatives should contain solutions which ease pedestrian traffic,
including longer time frames at the crosswalk light, funding
mechanisms for a pedestrian bridge over Central Avenue, and traffic
calming measures as illustrated herein. [MCCP]

Implementation Measures
UL-IM1

Streamlined Subdivision Approval. Designate Housing
Opportunity Zones within Urban Development Areas
following Housing Element guidelines and apply
streamlined subdivision approval processes consistent
with Housing Element policies.

UL-IM2 Neighborhood and Town Centers. Prepare a
Neighborhood and Town Center ordinance and establish
Neighborhood and Town Centers areas by zoning overlay
during General Plan Updates and Community Planning
processes. Develop figures in the implementing ordinance
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

to demonstrate design principles; for example, how to
orient commercial and mixed-use buildings toward the
street or the central open space areas.
UL-IM3 Business Opportunity Zones. Create a Business Opportunity
Zone Overlay designation with associated performance
standards and apply the zoning overlay to specific areas
or properties within Community Planning Areas to
stimulate commercial and industrial development and job
growth. Candidate areas shall include business and
industrial parks, underutilized or vacant industrial and
commercial land.
UL-P4 Support for Micro and Small Business Development.
Review and update standards for home based businesses and
cottage industries to increase the scale and range of principally
permitted development in residential zones.
UL-IM5 Sites for Commercial Development. Maintain an
adequate inventory of sites to accommodate commercial
development in Neighborhood and Town Centers.
UL-IM6 Revisions to the Non-Conforming Use and Structures
Standards. Revise the Non-Conforming Use and NonConforming Structure sections of the zoning ordinance to
grant more flexibility for continuing compatible mixed uses
in Urban Development Areas.
UL-IM7 Review and Update the Subdivision Ordinance.
Comprehensively review and update the Subdivision
Ordinance and incorporate circulation and design
standards consistent with the policies of this Plan.
UL-IM8 Review and Update Design Review Ordinance and Areas.
Comprehensively review and update the Design Review
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CD-IM7 Revisions to the Non-Conforming Use and Structures
Standards. Revise the Non-Conforming Use and Non-Conforming
Structure sections of the zoning ordinance to encourage compatible
mixed uses, and to be made more clear and easy to understand.

CD-IM4. Review of Design Review Ordinance and Areas.
Comprehensively review and update the Design Review
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

standards of the zoning ordinance and maps of areas
subject to design review.
UL-IM9 Establish Build-To Lines. Promote a more uniform
commercial streetscape by establishing build-to lines
rather than setback lines, or a combination of the two.
UL-IM10 Establish Maximum Parking Standards. In the zoning
ordinance, develop standards that limit the maximum
number of off-street parking spaces that can be
developed in commercial and/or mixed use areas.
UL-IM11 Review and Update the Sign Ordinance.
Comprehensively review and update the standards for
signs in the zoning ordinance.
UL-IM12 Simplify the Zoning Ordinance with Illustrations and
Matrices. Modify the zoning ordinance to incorporate the
use of illustrations and matrices to simplify communicating
allowed uses, design principals and development
standards.
UL-IM13 Revisions to the Zoning Ordinance to Regulate Big Box
Commercial Uses. Revise the zoning ordinance to
incorporate standards for “big box” commercial uses.
UL-IM14 Adult Entertainment Ordinance. Develop an ordinance
for adult entertainment establishments to ensure they will
be compatible with neighboring uses.

standards of the zoning ordinance and maps of areas
subject to design review.
CD-IM2. Establish Build To Lines. Promote a more uniform
streetscape by establishing build to lines rather than setback lines, or
a combination of the two.
CD-IM3. Establish Maximum Parking Standards. In the zoning
ordinance, develop standards that limit the maximum number of offstreet parking spaces that can be developed in commercial and/or
mixed use areas.
CD-IM5. Review the Sign Ordinance. Comprehensively review and
update the standards for signs in the zoning ordinance.
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CD-IM6. Simplify the Zoning Ordinance with Illustrations and Matrices.
Modify the zoning ordinance to incorporate the use of illustrations
and matrices to simplify communicating the allowed uses,
development standards, and other information in these formats.
CD-IM8. Revisions to the Zoning Ordinance to Regulate Big Box
Commercial Uses. Revise the zoning ordinance to incorporate the
selected standards for Big Box commercial uses.
CD-IM9. Adult Entertainment Ordinance. Establish standards in the
zoning ordinance for adult entertainment establishments to ensure
they do not locate near existing schools, and to ensure they will be
compatible with neighboring uses.
CD-IM1. Figures for Building Orientation and Building Standards.
Develop figures in the implementing ordinance to demonstrate how
to orient commercial and mixed use buildings toward the street or
the central open space areas. Also develop figures to show how the
ground-level façade can be made be transparent and be
articulated to human scale to create pedestrian-oriented sidewalks.
CD-IM10. Town Center Ordinance. The County shall adopt a Town
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Section 4.3 Urban Lands (UL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Center Area ordinance to identify permitted land uses and standards
for the Town Center area identified on the McKinleyville Community
Plan Zoning Map. [MCCP]
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 4.4 Rural Lands
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 4.4 Rural Lands (RL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

RL-G1 Rural Residential Land Inventory. An adequate supply of
vacant land suitable for large lot rural residential
development as the primary principally permitted use with
access to Rural Community Centers and Community
Planning Areas.
RL-G2 Rural Land Development. Homestead style independent
living on rural residential lands with minimum fire risks,
impacts to water resources, public serviced demands and
conflicts with resource production
G1.

To provide for orderly development of rural lands consistent
with the needs to encourage sustained resource
production without land degradation; reduce public
exposure to safety hazards; minimize costs of providing
services; conserve energy; encourage recreational
development on appropriate lands; and encourage
development along existing public corridors.

Policies
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Section 4.4 Rural Lands (RL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

RL-P1

P1.

RL-P2

RL-P3

RL-P4

RL-P5

RL-P6

Compatible with Resource Production. Development on
rural residential lands adjacent to designated agricultural
and timberlands shall be planned to be compatible with
agriculture and timber production.
Water Withdrawal. Cumulative impacts of water
withdrawal from surface and groundwater sources and
on-site sewage disposal systems shall be assessed during
the zoning and subdivision of all areas designated for rural
residential development.
Rural Commercial Uses. New tourist, commercial, and
retail outlets shall be located within the Rural Community
Center land use designation or designated Community
Planning Areas or other existing developed areas with
development of a similar nature, unless the use meets rural
cottage industry standards or is characteristic of and
compatible with a rural setting.
Fire Safety Hazards. Support implementation of State
Responsibility Area Fire Safe Standards and WildlandUrban Interface Building Codes for new development and
voluntary programs for fuels reduction, dwelling fire
protection and creation of defensible space for existing
development.
Road Constraints and Rural Development. Rural zoning
densities and subdivision approvals shall reflect road
constraints identified by the County Public Works
Department. Subdivisions may be allowed where roads
can be feasibly improved to minimum County standards
at the time of subdivision or incrementally, through road
improvements from future development.
Rural Development in the King Range. All development
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P7.

Lands adjacent to areas designated as agricultural and
timberlands in the General Plan should be planned for
uses compatible with agriculture and timber wherever
possible.
Cumulative impacts of water withdrawal from surface and
groundwater sources and sewage disposal should be
assessed during the zoning of all areas designated for
Rural Development.

S6.

New tourist, commercial and retail outlets should be
located within the Rural Community Center Land Use
Designation or designated Community Planning Areas or
other existing developed areas with development of a
similar nature. (Res. 85-55, 5/7/85)

P4.

Lands which contain identified hazards shall be
developed consistent with the objective to reduce public
exposure to the hazards.

S8.

Densities should reflect road constraints, identified by the
County Public Work Department.

S4.

All development within the boundaries of the Bureau of
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Section 4.4 Rural Lands (RL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

RL-P7

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

within the boundaries of the King Range National
Conservation Area shall be consistent with the Bureau of
Land Management's Management Plan.
Clustered Rural Residential Development. Clustered rural
residential development is encouraged on rural lands
suitable for development consistent with planned
densities. Density bonuses may be provided where
significant permanent land dedications are secured.

Land Management's KRNCA shall be consistent with the
management plan.

P2.
See Biological Resources

P3.

See Biological Resources

P5.
P6.

Parcels in areas of Timber Site Quality III or higher should
be retained for timber production or compatible uses
wherever possible.
Lands containing sensitive habitats should be developed
consistent with the maintenance requirements of the
habitat. (Sections 3400- 3433).
All development should be designed to minimize erosion
and sedimentation.
Any development plan or concept should be given
consideration, provided that the intent of the General
Plan is carried out.

Standards
RL-S1 Compatibility with Timber and Agricultural Production.
Rural Residential subdivision adjacent to lands planned for timber
or agricultural production shall be evaluated for compatibility with
continued resource production. Subdivisions shall be conditioned
to minimize constraints on resource production due to access
limitations and water supply impacts. Right-to-Harvest or Right-toFarm agreements shall be required on newly created Rural
Residential subdivision lots adjacent to lands planned for timber or
agricultural production.
RL-S2 Subdivisions Near Identified Resource Lands. Land
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S3.

Land divisions within the following four areas as
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Section 4.4 Rural Lands (RL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
divisions within the following four areas (as designated on the
Biological Resources Map) are restricted to 40 acre minimum
parcel sizes to preserve the areas' natural values:
A. Horse Mountain
B. Kings Range National Conservation Area
C. Scotia Bluffs
D. Luffenholtz Creek Bishop Pine Stand
RL-S3 Cottage Industry Standards. Cottage industry is a
principally permitted use in all rural land use designations
provided they meet the following standards:
A. Are conducted by occupants on the premises and not
more than 5 non-resident employees in a manner which
does not substantially affect the primary use of the parcel;
and
B. Does not require use of buildings or structures occupying more
than 2 acres; and
C. Involves no sales of merchandise other than that grown,
manufactured or processed on the premises or
merchandise directly related to and incidental to the
industry; and
D. Would increase or maintain the viability of the existing
principle use of the land, and shall not create noise, odors,
smoke, or other nuisances which would adversely affect the
surrounding area.
E. Cottage industries in Timber Production Zone (TPZ) lands must
be consistent with the TPZ list of compatible uses.
Cottage industries which do not comply with these standards
may be conditionally approved in all rural land use designations.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

P8.

designated on the Biological Resources Map are restricted
to 40 acre minimum parcel size to preserve these areas'
natural values:
Horse Mountain
Kings Range National Conservation Area (KRNCA)
Scotia Bluffs
Luffenholtz Creek Bishop Pine Stand
Community plans shall address the needs and standards
for Cottage Industries within the urban development
areas; in addition, standards for rural areas will be refined.

S11.

Cottage industries are conditionally allowed in all rural
land use designations.

S12.

Cottage Industries are considered a secondary use on a
parcel involving the manufacture, provision of, or sale of
goods and/or services, including Bed and Breakfast
establishments, which:
a.
Are conducted by occupants on the premises and
not more than 3 non-resident employees in a
manner which does not substantially affect the
primary use of the parcel; and
b.
Does not require use of buildings or structures
occupying more than 2 acres; and
c.
Involves no sales of merchandise other than that
grown or processed on the premises or
merchandise directly related to and incidental to
the industry; and
d.
Would increase or maintain the viability of the
existing principle use of the land, and shall not
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Section 4.4 Rural Lands (RL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

RL-S4 Subdivision Standards. Subdivision of land designated rural
residential may be approved if it can be found that:
A. There is proof of adequate water for domestic use as
determined by current standards of the Division of
Environmental Health provided through either:
1)
Certified dry weather tests of individually developed water
supply systems on each parcel using wells, creeks, or springs;
or
2)
Four or fewer connections to a developed private water
system, including certified dry weather testing of source,
storage, and transmission facilities, with recorded easements
and legal agreements; or
3)
Evidence of connection to a public water system.
B. Water demands do not individually or cumulatively create a
significant impact on Critical Water Supply or Watershed
Areas or water bodies designated as critical habitat under
the Endangered Species Act or temperature impaired
under the Clean Water Act.
C. There is proof that adequate sewage disposal capability will
be provided through either:
1)
Individual on-site systems approved by the Division of
Environmental Health; or
2)
Evidence of connection to a public wastewater disposal
system.
D. Building site locations are identified that meet county
streamside management setback requirements and that
are not subject to the following hazards:
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

S9.

create noise, odors, smoke, or other nuisances
which would adversely affect the surrounding
area.
Subdivision of land may be approved for residential
purposes, if it can be found that:
A.
There is proof of adequate water for domestic use
(400 gallons per day minimum) and fire suppression
(See 3291.4) provided through either:
1)
Certified dry weather tests of individual
developed water supply systems on each
parcel using wells, creeks, or springs (Res.
85-55, 5/7/85); or
2)
Four or fewer connections to a developed
private water system including certified dry
weather testing of source, storage and
transmission facilities, with recorded
easements and legal agreements; or
3)
Evidence of connection to a public water
supply meeting the water works standards
of the State of California.
B.
There is proof that adequate sewage disposal
capability will be provided through either:
1)
Individual on-site systems approved by the
Humboldt-Del Norte Health Department; or
2)
Evidence of connection to a public waste
disposal system.
C.
Identification of building sites that are not subject
to adverse impacts caused by: (Res. 85-55, 5/7/85)
1)
geologic instability, steep slopes and
erosion;
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Section 4.4 Rural Lands (RL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
1) Geologic instability, steep slopes, and erosion;
2) Seismic activity; or
3) Flooding.
A. Recorded access to a publicly maintained road that
is:
1) Adequate for ultimate development at planned
densities; and
2) Adequate for use by emergency vehicles per State
Responsibility Area Standards.
3) Not subject to adverse impacts caused by:
(a) Geologic instability, steep slopes and erosion;
(b) Seismic activity; or
(c) Flooding.
B. Findings A, C, and D may be replaced by the
following:
1) All parcels created and any remainder are each in
excess of 160 acres; and
2) The purpose of the parcels is resource production;
and
3) A transfer of development rights for residential
purposes is executed and recorded in favor of the
County of Humboldt. Residential development
rights may be reclaimed by meeting the standards
in A, C, and D.
C. Other findings specific to the area, zone, and land
use designation can be made.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

S10.

c.

S1.

Part 2, Chapter 4, Section 4.4 Rural Lands 12-18-08

2)
seismic activity; or
3)
flooding.
D.
Recorded access or other acceptable access to a
publicly maintained road that is: (Res. 85-55,
5/7/85)
1)
Adequate for ultimate development at
planned densities; and
2)
Adequate for use by emergency vehicles.
3)
Not subject to adverse impacts caused by:
a)
geologic instability, steep slopes
and erosion;
b)
seismic activity; or
c)
flooding.
Findings a, b, and c of Section 9 may be replaced by the
following:
a.
All parcels created and any remainder are each in
excess of 160 acres; and
b.
The purpose of the parcels is resource production;
and
A transfer of development rights for residential purposes
executed in favor of the County of Humboldt. Note:
Residential development rights may be reclaimed by
meeting the standards in 9 a, b, and c. (Res. 85-55,
5/7/85)
When TPZ is intermixed with areas designated as
Agriculture Grazing (AG) the TPZ shall have a minimum
parcel size the same as the minimum parcel size
established for the AG designation but no less than 40
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Section 4.4 Rural Lands (RL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

See Public Lands -

S2.

See Safety

S7.

acres on Site III or lower, or 20 acres on Site I or II,
whichever is less.
Establishment of incompatible uses on private lands
(inholdings) within the boundary of national forests should
be discouraged.
Development in areas subject to 100 year floods shall
comply with applicable provisions of the County Flood
Plain Regulations.

Implementation Measures
RL-IM1

Inventory of Rural Residential Lands. Maintain
searchable GIS inventory of lands planned Rural
Residential (RR) and review during Housing Element
Updates for adequacy to meet homestead
development demands during the Housing Element
planning period.
RL-IM2 Identification of Substandard Roads. Coordinate with the
County Department of Public Works and area
emergency service providers to inventory and map road
segments that do not meet subdivision road standards
or State Responsibility Area Fire Safe standards, and
thereby would limit development of future residential
subdivisions in the area. Identify the deficiency and
assess the feasibility of achieving minimum standards
through the Public Works Capital improvement program
or through incremental road improvements provided by
future development. Where adequate access cannot
be achieved by these methods, place an overlay zone
over the affected area restricting further residential
subdivision.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

AG-G1 Agricultural Production. Economically viable agricultural
operations contributing to the growth and stability of the
economy and a strong market demand for agricultural
lands dedicated to agricultural production.
AG-G2 Conservation of Agricultural Lands. To conserve
agricultural land for continued agricultural use and
maintain the maximum amount of land in parcel sizes that
will sustain economically feasible agricultural operations.

AG-G1 Agricultural Production. Promote and increase Humboldt
County’s agricultural production and the economic
viability of its agricultural operations.
AG-G2 Conservation of Agricultural Lands. Conserve agricultural
land for continued agricultural use. Maintain the
maximum amount of land in parcel sizes that a farmer
would be willing to buy or lease for agricultural purposes.

Policies
AG-P1 Planned Rural Development. The County shall provide a
Planned Rural Development (PRD) Program for lands
designated Agricultural Grazing (AG) and Ranchland
(AGR) that allows voluntary clustering of homesites at a
density above what would otherwise be allowed when
lands most suitable for agricultural production are retained
for permanent continued production. To qualify,
identified homesite parcels must be clustered to avoid
increasing use conflicts and not be in conflict with any
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AG-P12. Planned Rural Development. Provide a Planned Rural
Development (PRD) Program in the AG and AGR
designated areas that allows incentive-based clustering of
homesites at a density above what would otherwise be
allowed when lands most suitable for agricultural
production are retained for permanent continued
production. To qualify, identified home-site parcels must
be clustered to avoid increasing use conflicts and not be
in conflict with any applicable conservation plan. Right to
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

AG-P2

AG-P3

AG-P4

AG-P5

applicable conservation plan. Right-to-Farm agreements
shall be secured on lands proposed for conversion to
residential uses. The remaining lands most suitable for
continued agricultural production shall be retained solely
for permanent production.
Support Voluntary Purchase of Development Rights. The
County shall support the voluntary purchase of
development rights to provide income to farm operations
and limit the intrusion of residential development into
agricultural lands.
Support the Williamson Act Property Tax Incentive
Program. The County shall support the continuation,
enhancement and growth of the county Williamson Act
program.
Supplemental Farm Income. The County shall support
activities compatible with agriculture that enhance the
viability of agricultural operations such as cottage
industries, farm homestays, sale of farm products and
visitor services and accommodations.
Conservation of Agricultural Lands. Agricultural lands shall
be conserved and conflicts minimized between
agricultural and non-agricultural uses through all of the
following:
A. By establishing stable zoning boundaries and buffer
areas that separate urban and rural areas to minimize
land use conflicts.
B. By promoting in-filling to achieve a more logical
urban/agricultural boundary.
C. By developing available lands not suited for
agriculture, or those located within Urban
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
farm agreements shall be secured on lands proposed for
conversion to residential uses. The remaining lands most
suitable for continued agricultural production shall be
retained solely for permanent production.
AG-P4. Support Voluntary Purchase of Development Rights.
Support the use of voluntary purchase of development
rights to limit intrusion of residential development in
agricultural lands.

AG-P10. Conservation of Agricultural Lands. Agricultural lands
shall be conserved and conflicts minimized between
agricultural and non-agricultural uses through all of the
following:
A. By establishing stable boundaries separating urban
and rural areas and, when necessary, buffer areas to
minimize land use conflicts.
B. By promoting in-filling to achieve a more logical
urban/agricultural boundary.
C. By developing available lands not suited for
agriculture, or those located within Urban Study Areas,
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
Development Areas, prior to the conversion of
agricultural lands outside of those areas.
D. By assuring that public service facility expansions and
non-agricultural development do not inhibit
agricultural viability, either through increased
assessment costs or degraded air or water quality.
E. By increasing the effectiveness of the Williamson Act
Program.
F. By not allowing residential subdivision of lands planned
Agricultural Exclusive (AE).
G. By allowing lot-line adjustments for agriculturally
designated lands only where planned densities are
met and there is no resulting increase in the number of
building sites.
AG-P6 No Net Loss of Prime Agricultural Lands. The permanent
conversion of prime agricultural lands to non-agricultural
uses shall be mitigated to less than significant effects with
offsetting permanent protections of prime agricultural land
so there is a no net loss of prime agricultural land.
AG-P7 Agricultural Production in Conservation Areas. The County
shall support continued agricultural production on lands
placed into conservation easements or acquired by
public agencies for conservation purposes. Enforceable
provisions contained in terms of sale, deeds and
conservation easements which require continued
management for agricultural production can be
considered mitigation of agricultural land conversion
impacts.
AG-P8 Right to Farm. The County shall utilize the “Right-to-Farm”
Ordinance to provide constructive notice about the
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
prior to the conversion of agricultural lands outside of
those areas.
D. By assuring that public service facility expansions and
non-agricultural development do not inhibit agricultural
viability, either through increased assessment costs or
degraded air or water quality.
E. By broadening the utility of agricultural preserves and
the Williamson Act Program.
F. By not allowing residential subdivision of lands planned
Agricultural Exclusive (AE).
G. By allowing lot-line adjustments for agriculturally
designated lands only where planned densities are met
and there is no resulting increase in the number of
building sites.

AG-P1. Right to Farm. Utilize the Right-to-Farm Ordinance to
protect agricultural activities within the county.
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
nature of agricultural activities to residents living adjacent
to farm operations.
AG-P9 Predator Control. Support predator control programs that
comply with federal, state and local laws in order to
reduce livestock depredation.
AG-P10 Support Land Trusts. Support private non-profit land trusts
that provide agricultural conservation programs in
Humboldt County.
AG-P11 Support Vegetative Management Programs. Support
vegetation management programs (controlled burning,
etc.) when it is found that they improve the availability
and quality of rangeland for livestock and wildlife, reduce
the hazard of disastrous wildfires, and increase water
quality and quantity.
AG-P12 Advice from Agricultural Community. Seek advice from
the agricultural community for any future evaluation of
land areas needed for urban development or for any
consideration of requests by Humboldt’s Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCo) to change spheres of
influence or urban service boundaries next to or near
agricultural lands,
AG-P13 Agricultural Zoning and Parcel Size. Utilize Agricultural
Exclusive (AE), Agricultural Grazing (AG), and Ranchland
(AGR) land use classifications to ensure appropriate
parcel sizes and land use for continuing availability of the
necessary agricultural land base.
AG-P14 Residential Uses on Timberland Production Zone (TPZ)
Lands within Agricultural Preserves. Residential uses on TPZ
lands within agricultural preserves shall be consistent with
the requirements of the Williamson Act and local
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

AG-P2. Predator Control. Support predator control programs,
when necessary, to reduce livestock depredation.
AG-P3. Support Land Trusts. Support private non-profit land trusts
that provide agricultural conservation programs in
Humboldt County.
AG-P5. Support Vegetative Management Programs. Support
vegetation management programs (controlled burning,
etc.) when it is found that they improve the availability
and quality of rangeland for livestock and wildlife, reduce
the hazard of disastrous wildfires, and increase water
quality and quantity.
AG-P6. Advice from Agricultural Community. Seek advice from
the agricultural community for any future evaluation of
land areas needed for urban development or for any
consideration of requests by Humboldt’s Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCo) to change spheres of
influence or urban service boundaries next to or near
agricultural lands.
AG-P9. Agricultural Zoning and Parcel Size. Utilize Agricultural
Exclusive (AE), Agricultural Grazing (AG), and Ranchland
(AGR) land use classifications to ensure appropriate
parcel sizes and land use for continuing availability of the
necessary agricultural land base.
AG-P15 Residential Uses on Timberland Production Zone (TPZ)
Lands within Agricultural Preserves. Residential uses on TPZ
lands within agricultural preserves shall be compatible with
the requirements of the Williamson Act and the local
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
Williamson Act Guidelines.

Moved to a Open Space – CO-S1

Moved to a Rural Lands – RL-P5, RL-IM2

Moved to a Public Lands – PL-3, 4, and 5

Part 2, Chapter 4, Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Guidelines.
AG-P11 Rezoning Agricultural Land. Support rezoning of land
from the Agriculture Grazing, Agriculture Exclusive and
Ranchlands zones when it can be found that:
A. The original inclusion was in error or inappropriate; or
B. The conversion and rezoning is necessary to provide for
the logical expansion of an existing adjacent
community; or
C. The conversion and rezoning is necessary to provide for
the reconfiguration of parcels in order to utilize
development unit credits for cluster housing and
provide permanent protection of the remainder
resource lands of the highest value.
AG-P13 Substandard Parcels. Provide recognition of substandard
legal parcels through the Determination of Status/
Certificate of Compliance process, but require that
separate findings be made regarding the ability to
develop with residential structures based upon the
conformance with General Plan density and open space
development policies.
AG-P14 Road Constraints and Density. Densities should reflect
road constraints. No subdivisions are allowed where
deficiencies have been identified that are not feasible to
correct.
AG-P16Public Acquisition. Public acquisition of lands designated
Agriculture Exclusive (AE) shall be from willing sellers only.
Support lease back options for continued agricultural
operations.
AG-P7 LAFCo Use of General Plan for Guidance. The County will
request that LAFCo utilize the General Plan in advising the
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
County on the appropriate level of services in the
unincorporated areas. (modified Framework Plan policy)
AG-P8 LAFCo Findings for Conversion of Agricultural Land.
Encourage LAFCo to find that changes in organization are
consistent with the General Plan and would not result in
the conversion of agriculturally productive lands.
Standards

AG-S1 Subdivision of Planned Agricultural Exclusive (AE) Lands.
Within areas designated AE, no agricultural land division
will be approved whereby any parcel thusly created will
be less than 60 acres. However, divisions of these
agricultural lands to a minimum size of 20 acres may be
approved if the Planning Commission finds that the
division is necessary for a specific agricultural purpose
(e.g., to provide for a separate starter farm for a family
member), and the division will not adversely affect the
area’s agricultural economy or environmental resources.
The rezoning and parcel map may be approved only
upon satisfaction of all of the following conditions:
A. Conveyance of a permanent agricultural easement
to the County of Humboldt or other public entity or
private non- profit corporation, having as its chief
goal the preservation of agricultural or open space
lands.
B. Conveyance of development rights beyond those
necessary for agricultural purposes.
C. Recorded acknowledgment that, although the new
parcel is of a size below that considered a viable
economic agricultural unit, its creation was
approved for a specific agricultural purpose, and no
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AG-S4 Subdivision of Lands Planned Agricultural Exclusive (AE).
Within areas designated AE, no agricultural land division will be
approved whereby any parcel thusly created will be less than 60
acres. However, divisions of these agricultural lands to a minimum
size of 20 acres—and which are otherwise consistent with this
Chapter—may be approved if the County or Planning
Commission finds that the division is necessary for a specific
agricultural purpose (e.g., to provide for a separate starter farm
for a family member), and the division will not adversely affect the
area’s agricultural economy or habitat resources. The rezoning
and parcel map may be approved only upon satisfaction of all of
the following conditions:
1)
Conveyance of an open space easement to the
County of Humboldt or other public entity or private nonprofit corporation, having as its chief goal the preservation
of agricultural or open space lands.
2)
Conveyance of development rights beyond those
necessary for agricultural purposes.
3)
Acknowledgment either on the parcel map or in a
covenant within the chain of title that, although the new
parcel is of a size below that considered a viable economic
agricultural unit, its creation was approved for a specific
agricultural purpose, and no further division or other
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
further division or other conversion from agricultural
use, except to other open space or habitat
restoration use, will be allowed in the future even if
agricultural use of such separate parcel does not
provide adequate economic return.
AG-S2 Agricultural Grazing (AG) Land. Parcels designated AG
may be zoned as small as 40-acres in size, where the
protection of agricultural operations will be ensured,
maintained or enhanced based upon the ability to make
all of the following findings:
A. The parcel size shall not inhibit the use of the
property for commercial agricultural operations; and
B. The parcel size shall not inhibit economically viable
agricultural and timber production on adjoining
lands; and
C. Uses and parcel sizes in the adjoining area are
compatible; and
D. The parcel size is consistent with a comprehensive
view of all relevant plan policies; and
E. Each parcel has frontage on an existing publicly
maintained road; and
F. All such zoning is within 1/4 mile of an existing
maintained public road.
AG-S3 Subdivision of Planned Agricultural Grazing Lands.
Subdivision to the minimum parcel size allowed in the zone
may be permitted based on the findings that:
A. The subdivision will result in significant production
improvements through intensive management for
the growing of crops and animals; and
B. The subdivision shall not inhibit the use of the
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
conversion from agricultural use, except to other open
space or habitat restoration use, will be allowed in the
future even if agricultural use of such separate parcel does
not provide adequate economic return.
Zoning: based on an average parcel size of 40 acres may be
permitted, where the protection of agricultural
operations will be ensured, maintained or enhanced
based on the following findings:
1. It shall not significantly detract from the use of the
property for, or inhibit agricultural operations; and
2. It shall not inhibit economically viable agricultural an
timber production on adjoining lands; and
3. Uses and parcel sizes in the adjoining area are
compatible; and
4. It is consistent with a comprehensive view of all relevant
plan policies; and
5. Each parcel has frontage on an existing publicly
maintained road; and
6. All such zoning is within 1/4 mile of an existing maintained
public road.
AG-S2. Subdivisions of AG and AGR. Subdivision of rural land
may be approved if it can be found that:
A.
There is proof of adequate water for domestic use
and fire suppression (See Fire Safe Standards)
provided through either:
1)
Certified dry weather tests of individual developed
water supply systems on each parcel using wells,
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
property for agricultural operations; and
C. The subdivision shall not inhibit economically viable
agricultural and timber production on adjoining
lands; and
D. Adequate access, water, and geologic stability can
be demonstrated for the proposed use and the land
division meets all other regulatory requirements; and
E. On each parcel, the residential site is located, to the
fullest practical extent, in areas of the lowest
productivity; and
F. Access to the remainder is consistent with the uses of
the remaining property.
G. All applicable subdivision policies of the Rural Lands
can be met.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
2)

3)
4)

creeks, or springs; or
Four or fewer connections to a developed private
water system, including certified dry weather testing
of source, storage, and transmission facilities, with
recorded easements and legal agreements; or
Evidence of connection to a public water supply
meeting the waterworks standards of the State of
California.
Cumulative impact of water withdrawals from
surface and groundwater sources shall be assessed
and found to not be detrimental to beneficial uses.

B.

There is proof that adequate sewage disposal
capability will be provided through either:

1)

Individual on-site systems approved by the
Humboldt–Del Norte Health Department; or
Evidence of connection to a public waste disposal
system.

2)
C.

Building sites are identified that are not subject to
health and safety hazards caused by:
1)
and erosion;
2)
3)
4)
protection.

D.
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Geologic instability, steep slopes,
Seismic activity;
Flooding; and
Inadequate access to structural fire

Recorded access or other acceptable legally
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
documented access to a publicly maintained road
that is:
1)
2)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Adequate for ultimate development at planned
densities; and
Adequate for use by emergency vehicles.
3)
Not subject to adverse impacts caused by:
Geologic instability, steep slopes, and erosion;
Seismic activity;
Flooding; and
Inadequate access to structural fire protection.

AG-S3.

AG-S4 Planned Rural Development Program Clustering Incentive
Options:
Tier 1 clustering program:
Density credit:
2 times existing
entitlements when 90%
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Exceptions to Subdivision of AG and AGR. For
subdivisions meeting the following findings, the
standards of AG-S2 may be replaced:
1) All parcels created and any remainder is
each in excess of 160 acres.
2) The purpose of the parcels is resource
production.
3) A transfer of development rights for
residential purposes is
executed in favor of the
County of Humboldt.
Note: Residential development rights may be
reclaimed by meeting the standards in AG-S2,
Sections A, B, C, and D.
AG-P12. Planned Rural Development. Clustering Incentive
Options:
Tier 1 clustering program:
Density credit:
2 times existing
entitlements when
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Protection instrument:
Rezone homesite parcels:
Tier 2 clustering program:
Density credit:

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
of subject lands are
protected
B7 zoning, conservation
easement or equivalent
protection on remainder
County to conduct rezone.

3 times existing
entitlements when 95%
of subject lands are
protected
Protection instrument:
Permanent conservation
easement on remainder
Rezone homesite parcels:
County to conduct rezone.
AG-S5 Historical Preservation. An exception to the minimum
parcel size for planned agricultural land may be made for
the purposes of historic preservation where the following
findings are made:
A. The site or structure qualifies and is included on a
local, state or federal historic registry; and,
B. The viability of continued agricultural operations is
not inhibited, and;
C. No additional density beyond what would be
permitted as part of the existing agricultural
operations is created.
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Protection instrument:
Rezone of homesite parcels:
Tier 2 clustering program:
Density credit:

90% of subject lands
are protected
B7 zoning or other
suitable instrument
for remainder
County to follow up
3 times existing
entitlements when
95% of subject lands
are protected
Permanent

Protection instrument:
Conservation Easement
on remainder
Rezone of homesite parcels: County to follow up.
AG-S5 Historical Preservation. An exception to the minimum
parcel size for lands planned Agricultural Exclusive may be
made for the purposes of historic preservation where the
following findings are made:
(1)
(2)

The viability of continued agricultural operations is
not impaired, and;
No additional building sites beyond what would be
permitted as part of the existing
agricultural operations are created.
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

AG-S6 Resource Protection Acquisition Programs. The division of
planned agricultural lands to create parcels of less than
the minimum size may be approved to facilitate the
maintenance or replacement of residences, agriculturerelated structures, or to protect water supplies and water
rights lost in public acquisition only when the County finds
that such a division will not adversely affect the area's
agricultural economy.

AG-S6 Resource Protection Acquisition Programs. Division of lands
planned Agriculture Exclusive creating parcels of less than
60 acres may be approved to facilitate replacement of
residences, agriculture-related structures, or protect water
supplies and water rights lost in public acquisition when
the County or Planning Commission finds that such a
division will not adversely affect the area's agricultural
economy.
AG-S1 Legislative Priorities. The policies developed under this
section are to be used by the County in formulating its
legislative priorities and in drafting policy response to local,
state and federal proposals.

Implementation Measures
AG-IM1 Develop Planned Rural Development Program. Update
the Zoning Regulations to include provisions for Planned
Rural Development (PRD) and implement a program to
assist landowners with PRD applications.
AG-IM2 Manage an Agricultural Conservation Program. Seek
funding and provide staff for an on-going agricultural
conservation program to support activities associated with
the Williamson Act, land conservation efforts of local land
trusts, conservation easements and mitigation of
agricultural land conversion.
AG-IM3 Supplemental Farm Income. Update the Zoning
Regulations to provide for greater flexibility and
allowances for cottage industries, farm homestays, sale of
farm products and visitor services and accommodations
within agricultural lands.
AG-IM4 No Net Loss of Prime Agricultural Lands. Provisions for

Part 2, Chapter 4, Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources 12-18-08
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Section 4.5 Agricultural Resources (AG)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

mitigation offsets of prime agricultural land conversion
shall be adopted by ordinance.
AG-IM5 Monitor Conversion of Agricultural Lands. Annually
monitor the conversion of agricultural land to other uses. If
conversions have accelerated over previous historic rates,
report to the Board of Supervisors with corrective policy
recommendations.

AG-IM2 LAFCo Coordination. County Planning Department will
work in close cooperation with LAFCo to assure that
conversions of agricultural lands around the periphery of
urban areas will be consistent with the General Plan. (from
Framework Plan)

AG-IM6 Williamson Act Contracts. Support, promote, and
broaden the application of Williamson Act contracts and
agricultural preserves.
AG-IM7 Economic Development Assistance. Develop programs
within the County’s Economic Development Division that
assists local producers to promote strong local product
identity and enhance economic viability of agricultural
operations.
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AG-IM3 Williamson Act Contracts. Support, promote, and
broaden the application of Williamson Act contracts and
agricultural preserves.
AG-IM4 Economic Development Assistance. Develop programs
within the County’s Economic Development Division that
assists local producers to promote strong local product
identity and enhance economic viability of agricultural
operations.
AG-IM1. Monitor Conversion of Agricultural Lands. Annually
monitor the conversion of agricultural land to other uses. If
conversions have accelerated over previous historic rates,
report to the Board of Supervisors with corrective policy
recommendations. (modified Framework Plan measure)
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 4.6 Forest Resources
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

FR-G1 Forestland Resources. Public and private forestland
producing a wealth of multiple economic and natural
resource values. Constructive dialog and cooperation
between state, federal and local agencies and private
property owners and a regulatory framework that
maximizes private and public interests.
FR-G2 Forestland Timber Production. A prosperous timber
industry managing a stable inventory of productive forest
lands for timber production. Ranches and rural
homesteads making full use of the timber production
potential of their lands.
FR-G3 Stable Land Base. Forest lands protected from further
fragmentation into parcel sizes that cannot economically
sustain timber production as the primary use.
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FR-G1. Preserve and Enhance Timberlands. To actively protect
and conserve timberlands for long-term economic
utilization and to actively enhance and increase county
timber production capabilities.
FR-G2. Orderly Development of Forestlands. Protect forestlands
from fragmentation into parcel sizes that cannot
economically sustain timber production as the primary
use. Provide for orderly development of rural lands
consistent with the need to encourage sustained resource
production without land degradation; reduce public
exposure to safety hazards; minimize costs of providing
services; conserve energy; encourage recreational
development on appropriate lands; and encourage
development along existing public corridors.
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

FR-G4 Incompatible and Conflicting Uses. Forest lands protected
from land uses that are incompatible or conflict with their
primary use.

FR-G3. Incompatible Uses. Protect forest lands from the
encroachment of incompatible land uses as a strategy to
prevent forestland fragmentation and conversion to
residential uses.
FR-G4. Public Services. Support the public services necessary to
maintain a viable forest products industry.

FR-G5 Infrastructure. A public road system maintained for
transportation of logs to mills and forest products to market
and sufficient inventory of industrial property to support
forest products manufacturing. Wildland fire protection
that prevents the loss of timber on private property.
Policies
FR-P1 Timberland Regulatory Review. Support the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection’s (CAL FIRE)
strategic planning efforts in order to create a regulatory
system that encourages the continued commercial use
and productivity of timberlands.

FR-P1. Support State Timberland Planning Efforts. Support the
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection’s
strategic planning efforts in order to create a regulatory
system that encourages the continued productivity of
timberlands.

FR-P2 Timber Harvest Plan Review. Defer to CAL FIRE on timber
harvest reviews; comment only where county land-use
patterns have significantly contributed to use conflicts at
issue and where the County can assist in dispute
resolution.

FR-P2. Timber Harvest Plan Review. Defer to the CALFIRE on
timber harvest reviews. Comment only where County
land-use patterns have significantly contributed to use
conflicts at issue and where the County can assist in
dispute resolution.

FR-P3 Timber Management Regulations. Support fewer, more
effective and lower-cost timber management regulations
as a strategy to maintain timber production as the primary
use of forestlands. Coordinate County policies so they are
compatible with the State Forest Practice Act and State
Forest Practice Rules.
FR-P4 Broader Use of Non-industrial timber management plan(s)
(NTMP). Support broader use of NTMPs, including
increasing the maximum acreage allowable under such
plans and encouraging multiple landowner cooperative
plans.

FR-P3. Timber Management Regulations. Support fewer, more
effective and lower-cost timber management regulations.
Coordinate County policies so they are compatible with
the State Forest Practice Act and State Forest Practice
Rules.
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FR-P4. Broader Use of NTMP’s. Support broader use of nonindustrial timber management plans (NTMPs), including
increasing the maximum acreage allowable under such
plans and encouraging multiple landowner cooperative
plans.
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

FR-P5 Forest Improvement Programs. Support continuance and
funding of forest improvement and management
programs for ranches and homesteads.
FR-P6 Tax Incentive Programs. Support tax incentive programs,
such as the Timber Production Zone (TPZ), that increase
the economic viability of timber production. Support tax
policies that provide tax benefits to land owners for
conservation easements.
FR-P7 Innovative Forestland Programs. Support development of
innovative forest and rangeland programs that facilitate
production and conservation goals. Support forest
management and wood product certification and foster
development of markets for new forest products and
services; including using bio-mass for energy and carbon
storage.
FR-P8 Protection of High Quality Timberlands. Parcels of Timber Site
Quality III or higher shall be planned to maintain timber
production as the primary use.

FR-P5 Forest Improvement Programs. Support continuance and
funding of forest improvement programs.

FR-P9 Residential Construction on TPZ Zoned Parcels. Require
continued viability of timber production on TPZ zoned
parcels containing residences by mitigating the impacts of
residences on timber harvesting, water resources,
biological resources, wildland fire potential and public
services.
FR-P10 Substandard Lots. The County shall seek removal of
substandard lots from the TPZ designation when residential
use becomes the primary use of the property and timber
production cannot be sustained on a commercial basis.

FR-P6. Tax Incentive Programs. Support tax incentive programs,
such as the Timber Production Zone that encourage
retention of land ownership in parcels that are
economical to manage.
FR-P7. Innovative Forestland Programs. Support development of
innovative forest and rangeland programs that facilitate
production and conservation goals.

FR-P12. Timber Site Quality III. Parcels in areas of Timber Site
Quality III or higher should be retained for timber
production or compatible uses. (FRWK)

FR-P11. Substandard Parcels. Recognize substandard parcels
through the Determination of Status/Certificate of
Compliance process, but make separate findings
regarding the ability to develop with residential structures
based upon the conformance with General Plan density
and open space development policies.
FR-P8. Unfragmented Timberland Ownership. Support efforts to
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

FR-P11 Lot Line Adjustments. Lot line adjustments of substandard
TPZ parcels may be approved in order to consolidate
logical timberland management units.

maintain large-scale unfragmented ownerships for
resource-based activities. Support removal of
substandard lots from timberland production zones (TPZ)
when residential use becomes primary and the value is
greater than the timber production value of the land.
FR-P13. Lot Line Adjustments. Lot line adjustments of substandard
TPZ parcels may be approved in order to consolidate
logical management units.

FR-P12 Timberland Ownership. The County shall provide
incentives to maintain large-scale land ownerships for
commercial timber production.
FR-P13 Planned Rural Development. The County shall provide a
Planned Rural Development (PRD) program that allows
voluntary clustering of home sites at a density above what
would otherwise be allowed when lands most suitable for
timber production are retained for permanent continued
production.

FR-P14 Public Utilities on TPZ Lands. Where feasible avoid locating
federal, state, or local public improvements and utilities in
TPZ where the project or land acquisition will have a
significant adverse affect on the production of timber.

FR-P15 Conservation Easements. Support voluntary easement
programs that combine conservation management with
Part 2, Chpater 4, Section 4.6 Forest Resources 12-18-08

FR-P16. Planned Rural Development. Provide a Planned Rural
Development (PRD) program that allows incentive based
clustering of home sites at a density above what would
otherwise be allowed when lands most suitable for timber
production are retained for permanent continued
production. To qualify, identified homesite parcels must
be clustered to avoid increasing use conflicts and not be
in conflict with any applicable Habitat Conservation Plan.
Right to harvest agreements shall be secured on lands
proposed for conversion to residential uses. The remaining
lands most suitable for continued timber production shall
be retained for permanent timber production.
FR-P9. Public Utilities on TPZ Lands. Avoid, wherever practical,
the location of any federal, state, or local public
improvements and any improvements of public utilities,
and the acquisition of land therefore, in TPZs where the
project will have a significant adverse effect on the
production of timber.
FR-P15. Conservation Easements. Support voluntary conservation
easement programs for working lands.
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
sustainable timber production.
FR-P16. Planned Compatible Uses. Lands adjacent to areas
designated as Timberlands should be planned for uses
compatible with timber harvesting.
FR-P17. Forestland-Residential Interface. Identify FRI lands where
residential uses adjacent to forestlands create the
potential for use conflicts and fire safety hazards.

FR-P18. Fire Safety Hazards. The County shall implement State
Responsibility Area Fire Safe Standards and WildlandUrban Interface Building Codes for new development and
support voluntary programs for fuels reduction, dwelling
fire protection and creation of defensible space for
existing development.
FR-P19. Maintain Public Roads. The County shall maintain public
roads and drainage facilities to support log and forest
products transportation. The County shall work with timber
producers to cooperatively address substandard road
conditions and maintenance deficits.

Moved to a Air Quality – AQ-P11
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
FR-P22. Planned Compatible Uses. Support timber production on
lands planned for it. Lands adjacent to areas designated
as Timberlands should be planned for uses compatible
with agriculture and timber.
FR-P23. Forestland-Residential Interface. FRI zoning overlays shall
be applied on all parcels contiguous to the boundary
between TPZ zoned lands and lands zoned for rural
residential use in those resource areas around Rural
Community Centers (RCCs) and Community Planning
Areas (CPAs).

FR-P25. Maintain Public Roads. Maintain public roads and
drainage facilities to address traffic safety, reduce hauling
costs, allow for resource transportation, and minimize
erosion and water quality degradation.
FR-P26. Revenues for Maintaining Public Roads. Secure revenues
to support the costs of maintaining public roads in
timberland areas.
FR-P10. Carbon Sequestration. Foster development of markets for
new products and services, certification of wood and
livestock products, and market mechanisms for carbon
sequestration.
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Moved to a Rural Lands – RL-P5, RL-IM2

Moved to a Biological Resources – BR-P1
Moved to a Biological Resources – BR-S1

Moved to a Rural Lands – RL-P2
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
FR-P14. Rezoning. Support rezoning of land from TPZ when it can
be found that:
A. The original inclusion was in error or inappropriate; or
B. The conversion and rezoning is necessary to provide
for the logical expansion of an existing adjacent
community; or
C.
The conversion and rezoning is necessary to provide for the
reconfiguration of parcels in order to utilize development
unit credits for cluster housing and provide permanent
protection of the remainder resource lands of the highest
value.
FR-P17. Road Constraints and Density. Densities should reflect
road constraints. No subdivisions are allowed where
deficiencies have been identified that are not feasible to
correct.
FR-P19. Sensitive Habitats. Lands containing sensitive habitats
should only be developed consistent with the
maintenance requirements of the habitat
FR-P20. Sensitive Watersheds. New development, not including
forest practice activities regulated by the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (except where
subject to local land use and zoning regulations pursuant
to Public Resources Code Section 4516.5(f) or other
provision of law), shall be regulated to protect beneficial
uses of sensitive watersheds and critical water supply
areas.
FR-P21. Water Withdrawal. New development, not including
forest practice activities regulated by the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (except where
subject to local land use and zoning regulations pursuant
to Public Resources Code Section 4516.5(f) or other
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
provision of law), shall be designed to avoid cumulative
impacts caused by water withdrawal from surface and
groundwater sources. (Note: standards will be developed
in Water Resources Element.)
FR-P24. Biomass Conversion. Support biomass to energy
conversion and utilization programs for energy production
that result in reduced fuel loading.
FR-P27. Mitigation for Unrelated Uses in Forestlands. Proposed
uses in forest resource lands not related to timber
production shall not negatively affect timber production
and harvesting nor create demand for additional county
services without mitigation.

Moved to a Air Quality – AQ-IM6
Moved to a Rural Lands – RL-S1

Standards
FR-S1

Planned Rural Development Program Clustering Incentive
Options: The Planned Rural Development Program shall be
a voluntary incentive based program. To qualify, identified
homesite parcels must be clustered to minimize conflicts
with timber harvesting and impacts to water resources,
biological resources, wildland fire potential. Right-toharvest agreements shall be secured on lands proposed
for conversion to residential uses. The remaining lands
most suitable for continued timber production shall be
retained for permanent commercial timber production.
Tier 1 clustering program:
Density credit

Protection instrument
Rezone homesite parcels

Twice the existing
entitlements when 90%
of timberlands are
protected
B7 zoning or permanent
conservation easement
on remainder
County to conduct re-
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FR-P16. Planned Rural Development. Provide a Planned Rural
Development (PRD) program that allows incentive based
clustering of home sites at a density above what would
otherwise be allowed when lands most suitable for timber
production are retained for permanent continued
production. To qualify, identified homesite parcels must
be clustered to avoid increasing use conflicts and not be
in conflict with any applicable Habitat Conservation Plan.
Right to harvest agreements shall be secured on lands
proposed for conversion to residential uses. The remaining
lands most suitable for continued timber production shall
be retained for permanent timber production.
Tier 1 clustering program:
Density credit
Twice the existing
entitlements when
90% of timberlands
are protected.
Protection instrument
B7 zoning or other
suitable instrument
for remainder.
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
JTMP or NTMP

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
zone
Required for all parcels

Tier II clustering program:
Density credit

FR-S2

3 times existing
entitlements when 95%
of timberlands are
protected
Protection instrument
Permanent conservation
easement on remainder
Rezone homesite parcels
County to conduct rezone
JTMP or NTMP
Required for all parcels
Forestland-Residential Interface (FRI). For areas identified
as the FRI, reduce use conflicts via the following:
A. Require subdivisions in these areas to include
forested buffers and building setbacks between
residential uses and adjacent timberlands, in
consultation with CALFIRE.
B. Identify preferred and necessary log haul routes to
be maintained and acknowledged by residential
users.
C. Require recordation of “Right to Harvest”
acknowledgements (and other timber management
activities such as prescribed burns) in the subdivision
approval process.
D. Support protection of residential drinking water
supplies.
E. For residential development, require demonstration
of structural fire response capabilities, compliance
with fire safe standards, and ongoing fire protection
management programs.
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Rezone homesite parcels
JTMP
Tier II clustering program:
Density credit

County to follow up.
Required for all
parcels.

3 times existing
entitlements when
95% of timberlands
are protected.
Protection instrument
Permanent
conservation
easement on
remainder.
Rezone homesite parcels
County to follow up.
JTMP
Required for all parcels
FR-S5. FRI Overlay Zone. For areas mapped within the FRI overlay
zone, reduce use conflicts via the following:
a. Require subdivisions in these areas to include forested
buffers and building setbacks between residential uses
and adjacent timberlands.
b. Identify preferred and necessary log haul routes to be
maintained and acknowledged by residential users.
c. Require recordation of “Right to Harvest”
acknowledgements (and other timber management
activities such as prescribed burns) in the subdivision
approval process.
d. Support protection of residential drinking water
supplies.
e. Require demonstration of structural fire response
capabilities, compliance with fire safe standards, and
ongoing fire protection management programs.
f. Support noticing via North Coast Unified Air Quality
Management requirements of affected property
owners for prescribed burn activities.
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
F.

Support noticing via North Coast Unified Air Quality
Management District requirements of affected
property owners for prescribed burn activities.
G. For hilltop development, require a fire break and
open space adjacent to forestlands, with houses
internal to the fire break, to ensure defensible space.
FR-S3 State Clearance. Prior to the issuance of a building permit
on lands regulated by the Forest Practices Act, the owner
must obtain, where necessary, a timber conversion permit
or timber conversion exemption from the state lead
agency.
FR-S4 Timberland Subdivisions. Subdivision of lands designated
as Timberland (T) to the minimum parcel size may be
permitted if the project meets the following criteria:
A. The subdivision will result in significant improvements
(including but not limited to stocking and conifer
release) in site productivity, timber growth, and
harvest through intensive management; and
B. Adequate access, water, and geologic stability can
be demonstrated for the proposed use and the land
division meets all other regulatory requirements,
including the General Plan standards and policies for
rural lands; and
C. On each parcel, the residential site is located, to the
fullest practical extent, in areas of the lowest
productivity.
D. Access to the remainder is consistent with the uses of
the remaining property.
E. A joint timber management plan (JTMP) is prepared
for divisions below 160 acres.

Moved to a Rural Lands – RL-S4
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
g. For hilltop development, require perimeter road and
open space adjacent to forestlands, with houses
internal to the perimeter road, to ensure defensible
space.

FR-S2. Subdivisions. Subdivision to the minimum parcel size may
be permitted if the project meets the following criteria:
A. The subdivision will result in significant improvements
(including but not limited to stocking and conifer
release) in site productivity, timber growth, and
harvest through intensive management; and
B. Adequate access, water, and geologic stability can
be demonstrated for the proposed use and the land
division meets all other regulatory requirements; and
C. On each parcel, the residential site is located, to the
fullest practical extent, in areas of the lowest
productivity.
D. Access to the remainder is consistent with the uses of
the remaining property.
E. A joint timber management plan (JTMP) is prepared
for divisions below 160 acres.

FR-S3. Rural Residential Subdivisions. Subdivision of land may be
approved for residential purposes, if:
A.
There is proof of adequate water for domestic use (400
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

1)
2)

3)
4)

gallons per day minimum) and fire suppression (See Fire
Safe Standards) provided through either:
Certified dry weather tests of individual developed
water supply systems on each parcel using wells, creeks,
or springs; or
Four or fewer connections to a developed private water
system, including certified dry weather testing of source,
storage, and transmission facilities, with recorded
easements and legal agreements; or
Evidence of connection to a public water supply
meeting the water works standards of the State of
California.
Cumulative impact of water withdrawals from surface
and groundwater sources shall be assessed and found
to not be detrimental to beneficial uses.

B.

There is proof that adequate sewage disposal capability
will be provided through either:

1)

Individual on-site systems approved by the Humboldt Del Norte Health Department; or
Evidence of connection to a public waste disposal
system.
Building sites are identified that are not subject to health
and safety hazards caused by:

2)
C.

1)
2)
3)
4)
D.
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Geologic instability, steep slopes, and erosion;
Seismic activity;
flooding; and
Access to structural fire protection.

Recorded access or other acceptable legally
documented access to a publicly maintained road that
is:
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
1)
2)
3)

Adequate for ultimate development at planned
densities; and
Adequate for use by emergency vehicles.
Not subject to adverse impacts caused by:
a) Geologic instability, steep slopes, and erosion;
b) Seismic activity;
c) Flooding; and
d) Access to structural fire protection.

FR-S4. Exceptions to Rural Residential Subdivision Standards. The
standards of FR-S3 may be replaced for subdivisions
meeting the following criteria:
1) All parcels created and any remainder are each in
excess of 160 acres; and
2) The purpose of the parcels is resource production;
and
3) A transfer of development rights for residential
purposes is executed in favor of the County of
Humboldt.
Note: Residential development rights may be reclaimed
by meeting the standards in Standard FR-S3,
Sections A, B, and C.

Moved to Rural Lands – RL-P4

FR-S6. Adequate Structural Fire Response Capabilities. Develop
standards and definitions for adequate structural fire response
capabilities in consultation with the Humboldt County Fire Safe
Council.
Implementation Measures

FR-IM1 Advocate for Regulatory Reform. The County shall
advocate for improved design and implementation of
state forest practice rules and resource protection
regulations.
See also Governance, GP-P24
Part 2, Chpater 4, Section 4.6 Forest Resources 12-18-08

FR-S1. Legislative Priorities. The policies developed under this
section are to be used by the County in formulating its
legislative priorities platform and in drafting policy
responses to state and federal proposals.
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

FR-IM2 Develop Incentive Program to Encourage Timber
Production. Develop incentives for property owners and
forestland managers to encourage continued timber
production on forestlands. Support and provide technical
assistance to small timber producers working to maintain
timber production on lands also used as their primary
residence.
FR-IM3 Support Conservation Programs. Support local land trusts
and conservation organizations in efforts to maximize
conservation and production values from timberlands.
Work to achieve consistency between County policies
and regulations and applicable conservation programs
including conservation easement taxing policies.
FR-IM4 Merger Ordinance Revisions. Revise Merger Ordinance to
delete the requirement of merger of substandard TPZ
lands, not currently under a Williamson Act Contract, from
Article II.

FR-IM2 Develop Incentive Program to Encourage Timber
Production. Develop programs designed to support
incentives for property owners and forestland managers
(consistent with this plan) to encourage continued timber
production on forestlands.

FR-IM5 Develop Ordinance to Regulate Land Uses in TPZ lands.
Prepare an ordinance to implement the policies of this
Plan for the designation and residential use of lands zoned
TPZ.
FR-IM6 Develop Planned Rural Development Assistance Program.
Develop program to assist landowners with Planned Rural
Development (PRD) applications.
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FR-IM1 Merger Ordinance Revisions. Rescind section of Merger
Ordinance (Article II) pertaining to merger of substandard
TPZ lands. Provide recognition of legal parcels as per the
County Subdivision Ordinance and State Subdivision Map
Act standards, but make separate findings regarding the
ability to develop residential structures based upon
conformance with General Plan density and open space
development policies (Policy FR –P11). Provide an
exception to the density finding when clustering is
approved per the standards set forth in the Planned Rural
Development Program.

FR-IM3 Develop Landowner Assistance Program. Develop
departmental planning assistance program and
incentives based on policies to assist landowners with lotline adjustments and density bonuses, and to encourage
clustered development patterns.
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

FR-IM7

Implementation of FRI Overlay. Map FRI around Rural
Community Center (RCC) and Community Planning
Area (CPA) land use designations to create an Overlay
Zone. FRI is mapped using the adjacency rule—includes
every timber and non-resource parcel that are adjacent
to each other around RCCs and CPAs. Implement
development standards for overlay zone. Develop a
“Right to Harvest” Ordinance to be implemented as a
part of an FRI Overlay Combining Zone.
FR-IM8 Streamline County Forest Management Regulatory
Requirements. Review and streamline processes for
hazard tree removal, fire safety hazard reduction, and
other forest management activities under County
jurisdiction.
FR-IM9 Coordination of County and State Policies. Periodically
review policies and regulations to ensure that they are
compatible with the State Forest Practice Act and State
Forest Practice Rules.

FR-IM4 Implementation of FRI Overlay. Map FRI around Rural
Community Centers (RRCs) and Community Planning
Areas (CPAs) to create an Overlay Zone. Implement
development standards for overlay zone. Develop a
“Right to Harvest” Ordinance to be implemented as a part
of the FRI Overlay.

FR-IM10 Review Standards and Process of Joint Timber
Management Plans (JTMP). Review and provide
recommendations to the Board of Supervisors on the
standards for JTMPs and guides for subdivisions of TPZ lands
below 160 acres. Establish a process for review of all
previously approved JTMPs every 5 years for compliance.
Work to reduce redundancy between NTMP and JTMP
requirements in cases where NTMPs have been prepared.
FR-IM11 Road Maintenance. The County shall maintain roads used
for the transportation of logs and monitor substandard
conditions and maintenance needs in cooperation with

FR-IM7 Review Standards and Process of Joint Timber
Management Plans (JTMP). Direct the Forestry Review
Committee to review and provide recommendations to
the Board of Supervisors on the standards for Joint Timber
Management Plans and Guides for subdivisions of TPZ
lands below 160 acres. Establish a process for review of all
previously approved JTMP’s every 5 years for compliance
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FR-IM5 Coordination of County and State Policies. Coordinate
County policies on rules for less than three-acre
conversions and streamside management areas so they
are compatible with the State Forest Practice Act and
State Forest Practice Rules.

FR-IM6 Identification of Substandard Roads. Coordinate with the
Department of Public Works and emergency service
providers to identify roads that are substandard to
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Section 4.5 Forest Resources (FR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
timber producers.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
subdivision road standards and fire safe standards that
would limit future residential subdivisions. Define what the
deficiency is and measures necessary to improve existing
conditions to acceptable levels of service.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 4.7 Public Lands
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 4.7 Public Lands (PL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

PL-G2
Encourage Coordination. Coordinated planning of
public land uses and management between the County of
Humboldt and federal and state agencies.

PL-G1

Encourage Coordination. To encourage coordinated
planning between the County of Humboldt and Federal
and State agencies.

PL-P1

Management Plans. The County should encourage

PL-G2
Public Land Acquisition. Representation of the
interests of Humboldt County fully reflected in public land
management plans and acquisitions.
PL-G3
Working Lands. Resource lands in public ownership
managed for resource production purposes when compatible
with conservation and recreation goals.
Policies
PL-P1

Management Plans. Encourage applicable public
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Section 4.7 Public Lands (PL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

land agencies to prepare management plans that:

applicable public land agencies that prepare
management plans to:

A. Ensure consistency with the General Plan.

A. Ensure consistency with the General Plan.

B. Promote and protect adjacent private resource
production lands.

B. Promote and protect adjacent private resource
production lands.

C. Effectively utilize the multiple-use concept.

C. Effectively utilize the multiple use concept.

D. Emphasize the provision of low-cost recreational
opportunities, provided such opportunities do not
unfairly compete with private enterprise.

D. Emphasize the provision of low cost recreational
opportunities, provided such opportunities do not unfairly
compete with private enterprise.

E. Place priority on development and maintenance
of facilities over future acquisition.
F.

E. Place priority on development and maintenance of
facilities over future acquisition.

Maximize local employment.
F.

PL-P2

In-holdings. Ensure the use of private lands (inholdings) within the management boundaries of the
Six Rivers National Forest and the King Range
National Conservation is consistent with the
applicable public land agency’s management plan.

PL-P3

Acquisitions. Full-fee acquisitions should only be
supported by the County where the acquisition:
A. Is a part of an adopted management plan;
and

PL-P2

Maximize local employment.

Acquisitions. Full fee acquisitions should only be
supported by the County where the acquisition:
A. Is a part of an adopted management plan; and
B. is within the management boundaries of the public
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Section 4.7 Public Lands (PL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

B. Is within the management boundaries of the
public lands, or is for the consolidation of
management units; and

lands, or is for the consolidation of management units;
and
C. is made from willing sellers; and

C. Is made from willing sellers; and

D. is the last option after discussion with the property
owner of all less than full fee alternatives.

D. Is the last option after discussion with the
property owner of all less than full fee
alternatives, such as, easements and
acquisition of development rights.
PL-P4

Resource Production Lands. Discourage acquisition
and conversion of resource production lands to
other uses. Encourage lease-back options and deed
requirements for continued agricultural and timber
operations.

PL-P3 Resource Production Lands. Discourage acquisition and
conversion of resource production lands to other uses. Encourage
lease back options for continued agricultural operations.

PL-P5

Eminent Domain. The County shall not support
acquisitions through eminent domain, unless it is
found to be:

PL-P4

Eminent Domain. The County shall not support
acquisitions through eminent domain, unless it is found to
be:

A.

The last option after the opportunity for mutual
agreement has been exhausted; or

A. The last option after the opportunity for mutual
agreement has been exhausted; or

B.

In the interest of public health, safety, and
welfare; or

B. In the interest of public health, safety, and welfare; or

C.

Required to protect public rights; or

D.

Necessary to national security.
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C. Required to protect public rights; or
D. Necessary to national security.
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Section 4.7 Public Lands (PL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

PL-P6

Planning Adjacent to Public Lands. Land use
planning and discretionary review of permit and
subdivision applications adjacent to public lands
shall consider impacts to public lands and
consistency with applicable management plans.

PL-P5

PL-P7

Public Access. Encourage the provision of the
maximum amount of access to public lands and
waterways consistent with:

Adjacent to Multiple Use Areas. Development adjacent
to multiple use public lands shall be consistent with
applicable resource production policies of the General
Plan.
PL-P6 Adjacent to Other Areas. Development in areas adjacent to
public lands where resource production activities are not permitted
shall be consistent with applicable rural development policies.
PL-P7 Community Planning Areas. Development within
community planning areas adjacent to public lands shall be
compatible with the management doctrines of applicable public
land agencies.
PL-P8 Subdivision. Subdivision of land within community planning
areas adjacent to public lands should not be permitted, unless it
can be found that creation and development of additional parcels
will not be detrimental to the quality or activities conducted on
public lands.
PL-P9 Public Access. The County should encourage the provision
of the maximum amount of access to public lands and
waterways consistent with:

A. Public safety;

A. Public safety;

B. Consideration of nearby access alternatives;

B. Nearby access;

C. Rights of private property owners;

C. Rights of private property owners;

D. Natural resource protection; and,

D. Natural resource protection;

E. Subdivision Map Act requirements for access to

E.
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The Map Act.
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Section 4.7 Public Lands (PL)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

navigable waterways.

PL-P8

Private Ownership . Private ownerships designated
Public Lands (P) may be developed where the
proposed development is:
A. Consistent with the resource production policies;
or

B. When in or adjacent to a Community Planning Area or Rural
Community Center consistent with existing or planned uses of
the adjacent properties.
PL-P9 Comments on Public Lands Proposals. Utilize this Plan
to guide review and comments on state and federal land
acquisition and management proposals.

PL-P10 Surplus Public Land. The County supports the disposal of
surplus public lands to private ownership.
PL-P11
Private Land Designated (P). Private ownerships
designated Public Lands (P) may be developed,
consistent with other regulations, where the proposed
development is:
A. Consistent with the resource production policies; or
B.
When in, or adjacent to a Community
Planning Area, or Rural Community Center, consistent with existing
or planned uses of the adjacent properties.

Standards
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PL-S1

"Less than full fee acquisition alternatives" include, but
are not limited to the purchase of easements,
development rights, major vegetation, or buffer areas.

PL-S2

"Resource Production Lands" are defined in the General
Plan as Timberland or Agricultural land.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

IS-G1. Adequate Infrastructure and Services. Well maintained
public infrastructure and services supporting existing
development with an ability to expand to satisfy the needs
of new development.
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IS-G1 Adequate Infrastructure and Services. Provide a full range
of adequate public infrastructure and services in support
of existing and new development.
IS-G3 Storm Drainage & Flood Control Safety and Functionality.
Provide a safe, functionally effective, well-designed, -built
and -maintained storm drainage and flood control system
that protects the people and resources of the County.
IS-G6 Effective Law Enforcement Service. Provide effective,
efficient and timely response to calls for County law
enforcement services.
IS-G9 Adequate Fire Protection. Provide adequate fire
protection for people, property, and communities.
IS-G10 Water and Wastewater System Standards. Assure safe,
functional, effective, water and wastewater systems that
ensures high-quality service, and protection of the people
and resources of the County.
IS-G13 Broad Range of Parks and Recreation Services. Provide a
full range of parks and recreation services to meet
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

IS-G2. Sustainable Funding. Adequate and sustainable revenue
sources for capital improvements and maintenance of
infrastructure and services.

IS-G3. Interagency Coordination. Coordinated planning,
prioritization, funding, and implementation of infrastructure
and public service projects across jurisdictional
boundaries.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
community needs.
IS-G14 Public Safety. Utilize properly located and adequately
maintained street lighting services to protect community
health and safety.
IS-G4 Sustainable Capital Facility Financing. Develop
sustainable revenue sources that protect the County’s
investment in its capital facilities through adequately
funded storm drain and flood control maintenance and
improvement activities.
IS-G7 Sustainable Financing Sources. Provide adequate and
sustainable sources of funding for Sheriff’s Office
personnel, equipment and facilities.
IS-G11 Sustainable Capital Facility Financing. Support the
development of sustainable revenue sources that protect
service provider investment in capital facilities through
adequately funded water and wastewater system
maintenance and improvement activities.
IS-G5 County Coordination for System Planning and
Management. Consistent County-wide drainage system
design standards and maintenance and improvement
implementation criteria.
IS-G8 Integration with other Entities. Provide integrated County
departmental and city/state agency planning and
administration.
IS-G12 Interagency Cooperation. To provide coordinated
planning among County/cities/service districts/federal
and state water resource agencies for system design,
development, operations and maintenance to ensure
efficient, timely and equitable operation and
maintenance.
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
IS-G2 Health and Safety. Provide and maintain infrastructure to
protect community health and safety.
Policies

IS-P1. Coordination with Service Providers. The County shall work
cooperatively with service providers to identify needs,
secure funding, and implement infrastructure and public
service projects consistent with this Plan.

IS-P8

Coordinate with LAFCo. Coordinate with special districts,
cities, LAFCo and other local service providers to improve
information on public service availability, capacity and
needs, demographics, and development patterns by
reviewing and commenting on proposed spheres of
influence, municipal service reviews, annexations, and
changes in organization in order to ensure that adequate
public infrastructure and services can be provided and for
the purpose of maintaining consistency with the General
Plan.
IS-P28 Development Review. Coordinate with fire protection
service providers in the review of new development
applications to ensure that fire protection facilities
necessitated by new development are constructed
through exactions or funded through fees, or other
appropriate assessments on new development.
IS-P32 Ongoing Funding Sources. Support the efforts of fire
related districts to establish and maintain funding sources
such as impact fees, special taxes, and special
assessments to support adequate infrastructure and
services standards as well as to improve fire protection
service levels.
IS-P42 Interagency Coordination/Integration. Encourage
coordination among water and wastewater service
providers through the integration and shared use of
standards and capital improvement planning.

IS-P2. Prioritization. The County shall give highest priority to
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

infrastructure and services necessary to protect public
health and safety. Infrastructure projects that support
regional housing goals, provide for economic growth, and
further conservation and open space goals shall also
receive high priority. Transparent and open public
processes shall be used to prioritize projects based on
funding guidelines and objective ranking criteria.
IS-P3. Public infrastructure and Services Standards. Use
objective public infrastructure and service standards to:
A. Assess service conditions;
B. Establish minimum levels of service benchmarks;
C. Specify infrastructure and service needs for new
development;
D. Identify deficiencies and rank priorities; and
E. Set goals for levels of service for funding purposes.

IS-P1

IS-P4. Requirements for Discretionary Development. The
adequacy of public infrastructure and services for
discretionary development shall be assessed relative to
service standards adopted by the Board of Supervisors,
local service providers, and state and federal agencies.
Discretionary development may be approved if it can be
found that:
A.
Existing services are adequate; or
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IS-P2

Adequate Public infrastructure and Services Standards.
Establish and utilize adequate public infrastructure and
services standards to:
A. Ensure that infrastructure and services needed to
support new development, that meet or exceed level
of service standards established by the County, are
available concurrent with the timing of such
development;
B. Encourage development within infill areas where
infrastructure and services are available; and
C. Achieve acceptable levels of service (LOS) standards
through improvements funded by fair share impact
fees and other exactions, planned capital
improvements, and the establishment of other service
funding mechanisms.
Project Review and Findings. The impacts of new
development on public infrastructure and services should
be determined during the project review process and be
based on adequate public infrastructure and services
standards adopted by the Board of Supervisors. As part of
project approval, specific findings shall be made which
relate to the demand for new public infrastructure and
services and how the affect of this demand on adopted
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
B.

Adequacy will be attained through project
conditions; or
C.
Adequacy will be obtained over a finite time period
through the implementation of a defined capital
improvement or service development plan; or
D.
Evidence in the record supports a finding that the
discretionary development cannot be feasibly
provided with adequate infrastructure and services
and project approval will not adversely impact health,
welfare, and safety or plans to provide infrastructure or
services to the community.
IS-P5. Fiscal Impact Assessment. The economic impacts of
discretionary development on existing and planned public
infrastructure and services shall be considered during the
project review process. Significant adverse affects shall
be mitigated to the extent feasible through changes in
project design, timing, or financial exactions in proportion
to project impacts.
IS-P6. Fair Share Cost Allocation. New development shall pay
the proportional cost of providing infrastructure and
services needed to serve the development.
IS-P7. Mitigation of Cross-jurisdictional Impacts. The County shall
enter into reciprocal agreements with cities to ensure
fiscal impacts associated with new development are
mutually mitigated across jurisdictional boundaries.
IS-P8. Infrastructure and Services Capacity. In coordination with
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
levels of service.
Requirements for Discretionary Development. Adequate
public infrastructure and services shall be used to
determine infrastructure and services requirements for new
discretionary development. Projects which do not
currently have adequate public infrastructure and
services, and cannot provide adequate public
infrastructure and services concurrently with the new
development, shall be scheduled for hearing before the
appropriate hearing body with a staff recommendation
for denial, on the grounds that the project is inconsistent
with the goals, policies, and standards of Community
Infrastructure and Services Element of the General Plan.
IS-P13 Fiscal Impact Analysis. Use project specific fiscal impact
analyses for major development proposals to ensure that
approvals do not result in a fiscal impact on the County
and other services providers.

IS-P3

IS-P4

Fair Share Cost Allocation. New development, not existing
development, shall pay the cost of providing infrastructure
and services needed to serve the development, based on
the demand for infrastructure and services that can be
attributed to the development.

IS-P11 Monitor Infrastructure and Services Capacity. Monitor the
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

IS-P9.

IS-P10.

IS-P11.

IS-P12.

service providers, the County shall periodically monitor the
capacities of infrastructure and services in relation to
existing and planned demand.
Capacity of Facilities and Land Use Decisions. The County
shall evaluate the capacity and sizing of road and
drainage facilities and coordinate with water and
wastewater service providers to determine adequacy for
proposed land uses and discretionary development. The
density, timing, and design of new development shall be
consistent with service capacity.
Infrastructure and Service Inadequacies. The County shall
coordinate with service providers to proactively identify
areas of the County where existing infrastructure and
service inadequacies limit development rights otherwise
permitted in this Plan.
Consolidation and Cost Sharing. Support consolidations or
cost sharing to reduce service delivery costs, including
costs related to administration, staff training, insurance,
purchasing, and vehicle maintenance.
State and Federal Advocacy. Coordinate with local
service provider’s efforts to influence legislation or
regulations to achieve outcomes consistent with the goals
and policies of this Plan.

IS-P13. District Boundaries, Spheres of Influence, and Community
Plans. District boundaries, spheres of influence, municipal
service reviews, and community plans shall be mutually
compatible and support the orderly development and
timing of infrastructure and services.
IS-P14. Changes in District Boundaries. Support the adjustment of
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
capacities of infrastructure and services in coordination
with service providers to ensure that growth does not
exceed acceptable levels of service.
IS-P39 Development Review. Coordinate with water and
wastewater service providers in the review of new
development applications to ensure that infrastructure
upgrades necessitated by new development are in place
and constructed through exactions or funded through
fees, or other appropriate funding sources relating to new
development.
IS-P16 Correct Infrastructure and Service Inadequacies.
Coordinate with other service providers to establish
infrastructure priorities and correct existing inadequacies in
community infrastructure and services systems.

IS-P44 Influencing State Regulations: Support the actions of local
water and wastewater service providers to enact or
prevent legislation or state regulations that could impact
the ability of the County and surrounding service providers
to meet General Plan goals.
IS-P9 Spheres of Influence and Community Plans. Spheres of
Influence, Municipal Service Reviews, and Community
Plans shall be mutually compatible and supportive of one
another for all applicable areas.
IS-P29 District Boundaries. Encourage the Humboldt LAFCo and
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
service district or city boundaries to eliminate service area
gaps, align district boundaries with already served areas,
consolidate districts, or improve service delivery consistent
with this Plan.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

IS-P30

IS-P46

IS-P58

IS-P15. Road and Drainage System Funding Sources. The County
shall develop funding mechanisms and sources to support
the construction and maintenance of road and drainage
facilities consistent with the policies and standards of the
Circulation and Water Resources elements.
IS-P16. Drainage and Flood Control. The County shall develop
and maintain a countywide drainage and flood control
plan to guide capital improvements and maintenance
and serve as a basis for long-term sustainable funding
mechanisms.
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IS-P21

fire service providers to adjust district boundaries to
eliminate service area gaps and, where appropriate,
consolidate districts for greater efficiency.
Expanded Fire Protection Services. Encourage the
expansion of existing, or the establishment of new fire
related special district boundaries, as a means to provide
fire protection services to unprotected and underprotected areas of Humboldt County.
Parks and Recreation Service Providers. Encourage
existing districts providing parks and recreation services to
expand their district boundaries to include adjacent urban
areas and/or encourage existing special districts serving
urban areas to seek LAFCo approval to provide parks and
recreation services.
Street Lighting Service Providers. Ensure that adequate
street lighting service are provided by expanding the
boundaries of existing street lighting districts and
encouraging existing special districts serving urban areas
to seek LAFCo approval to provide street lighting services.
Funding Sources and Mechanisms. Preserve and enhance
storm drainage investments.

IS-P17 Storm Drainage Master Plan. Prepare and update a storm
drainage master plan for storm drainage and flood
control structures, capacity and condition assessment,
and a Capital Improvement Plan prioritizing strategy that
preserves, enhances and prioritizes investments as follows:
A. Priority 1: Safety and system preservation.
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

IS-P17. Law Enforcement. The County shall continue to monitor
law enforcement needs and coverage. New
development shall pay its proportionate share of law
enforcement costs.
IS-P18. Expanded Fire Protection Services. Encourage the
expansion of existing special district boundaries, or the
formation of a County Service Area with agreements to
fund contract fire services, as a means to provide fire
protection services to areas outside of fire district
boundaries.

IS-P19. Water and Wastewater System Capital Improvement
Programs. Support the efforts of service providers to
develop and maintain capital improvement programs for
construction of water and wastewater systems.
IS-P20. On-Site Sewage Disposal Requirements. Maintain
regulations governing construction and maintenance of
on-site sewage disposal systems to protect health and
safety and to reflect changes in state law and advances
in treatment technologies.
IS-P21. Parks and Recreation Service in Urban Development
Areas. Encourage and support special districts to provide
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
B. Priority 2: Functional efficiency and functional
capacity.
IS-P24 Funding Sources. Establish sustainable funding sources to
support adequate Sheriff’s Office service levels.
IS-P30 Expanded Fire Protection Services. Encourage the
expansion of existing, or the establishment of new fire
related special district boundaries, as a means to provide
fire protection services to unprotected and underprotected areas of Humboldt County.
IS-P31 County Service Area. Where existing fire related districts
cannot feasibly be expanded, or new districts feasibly
established, to serve existing or proposed development,
establish a County Service Area and adequate ongoing
funding source and the execution of a fire protection
agreement with a local fire service provider.
IS-P36 Water and Wastewater System Capital Improvement
Planning. Support the development and regular update
of capital improvement programs for water and
wastewater service providers that preserve, enhance and
prioritize investments in the construction, operation and
maintenance of the water and wastewater systems.
IS-P41 On-Site Sewage Disposal Requirements. Maintain
regulations governing on-site sewage disposal systems to
protect health and safety and to reflect changes in State
law and advances in treatment technologies.
IS-P45 Local Parks and Recreation. Encourage special districts to
provide local parks and recreation services in Humboldt
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
neighborhood parks and recreation services within Urban
Development Areas.
IS-P22. Park Dedications Held in Perpetuity. Parklands shall be
dedicated and held in perpetuity and protected against
diversion to non-recreational purposes and conflicts with
adjacent land uses.
IS-P23. Private Recreation Facilities. The development of private
sector recreation facilities shall be encouraged but shall
not be a substitute for public park requirements.
IS-P24. Joint Use Facilities. Encourage the utilization of schools,
especially in rural areas, as community centers for
activities such as public meetings, continuing education,
recreation, and cultural events. Joint public-private
development of recreation facilities shall be encouraged.
IS-P25. Street Lighting. Street lighting shall be required based on
the need to improve public safety and nighttime travel.
Lighting systems shall direct light to prescribed areas at
prescribed illumination levels and minimize the trespass of
light on neighboring properties and glare to the night sky.
IS-P26. County Facilities. Proposed County capital projects and
facilities with land use implications valued in excess of
$100,000 shall be analyzed for consistency with this Plan
and applicable city general plans.
IS-P27. County Library Facilities and Services. Continue to assess
needs of the County’s residents and expand library
facilities and services as necessary. New development
shall pay its proportionate share of library facility costs.
IS-P28. Location of School Facilities. Plan new school facilities in
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
County communities.
IS-P55 Park Dedications Held in Perpetuity. To the extent possible,
all parklands should be dedicated and held inviolate in
perpetuity, protected by law against diversion to nonrecreational purposes and against invasion by
inappropriate uses.
IS-P56 Private Parks. The development of private sector
recreation facilities shall be encouraged in addition to the
above, but shall not substitute for them.
IS-P48 Joint Use Facilities. Encourage the utilization of schools,
especially in rural areas, as community centers for
activities such as public meetings, continuing education,
recreation, and cultural events. Joint public-private
development of recreation facilities shall be encouraged.
IS-P57 Improve Public Safety. Encourage the provision of street
lighting services as a means to improve public safety and
nighttime travel.
IS-P60 Street Lighting Design. Encourage the use of street lights
that direct light to the proposed illumination area with the
minimum impacts on surrounding areas and the night sky.
IS-P70 County Facilities. All future capital projects and facilities
proposed by any agency of County government shall be
reviewed for consistency with this General Plan or with
applicable city General Plans.
IS-P63 County Library Facilities and Services. Continue to assess
existing and future needs of the County’s residents and
expand library facilities and services as necessary to meet
those needs.
IS-P66 Location of School Facilities-Hazards. School sites shall not
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

proximity to neighborhoods with adequate road,
pedestrian, and bicycle circulation and access to public
water and sewer services. Locate schools outside of land
use hazard areas as defined in the Safety Element of this
Plan.
IS-P29. Conversion of School Facilities. Conversion of closed
school sites and facilities to other uses shall be consistent
with existing or planned land uses of adjacent areas and
involve affected residents in the decision-making process.

be located in areas exposed to hazards.
IS-P68 Location of School Facilities- Services. School sites should
be located in areas provided with public water and sewer
services, or where adequate on-site systems can be
established.
IS-P69 Conversion of School Facilities. Conversion of closed
school sites and facilities to other uses should be consistent
with existing or planned land uses of adjacent areas and
involve affected residents in decision-making processes.*
IS-P10 Data Supporting Community Planning. Data generated
through developing Spheres of influences and Municipal
Service Reviews should be used to facilitate the
preparation of Community Plans
IS-P7 Range of Municipal Services. Encourage existing special
districts serving urban areas to expand the range of
services they provide, or encourage the creation of new
special districts, to ensure that a full range of community
infrastructure and services are available to meet
community needs.
IS-P12 Plan Effectively to Minimize Costs. Plan public facilities in
cooperation with service providers to minimize short- and
long-term construction, operation, and maintenance
costs.
IS-P14 Sizing of Facilities: Through development review, the
County shall ensure that facilities are adequately sized to
accommodate the proposed development and, if
applicable, allow for extensions to future developments.
IS-P15 Reimbursement: In order to encourage orderly
development, the County may require new development
to install off-site infrastructure improvements in excess of

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Moved to Water Resources Element, see WR-P37. Storm Drainage
Design Standards.

IS-P18

Moved to Water Resources Element, see WR-IM26. Low Impact
Development Methods.

IS-P19

Moved to Water Resources Element, see WR-P40. Fish Passage
Designs.

IS-P20

IS-P22

IS-P23
IS-P25

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

fair share capacity and utilize agreements or funding
mechanisms to reimburse expenditures in excess of the fair
share costs.
Storm Drainage Design Standards. Prepare consistent
storm drainage design standards for new development
based on a design storm with specified intensity,
frequency and duration standards.
Low-Impact Development Standards. Develop storm
drainage development guidelines with possible
associated impact fee discounts to encourage lowimpact development standards to reduce the quantity
and increase the quality of stormwater runoff from new
developments.
Fish Passage Designs. Retrofit existing drainage and flood
control structures and design new structures to facilitate
fish and other wildlife passage, in accordance with
federal and state guidelines.
Coordinated Agency Activities. Work with other drainage
and flood control infrastructure service providers (e.g.,
Army Corps of Engineers, city public works departments,
Regional Water Quality Control Board, USEPA) to
coordinate activities related to drainage and flood
control system design, development, operations and
maintenance where such coordination will result in greater
operational and economic efficiency for the overall
system.
Level of Service Standards. Develop level-of-service
standards to determine the impacts of new development
to maintain Sheriff’s Office services levels.
Planning and Community Design. Integrate safety and
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

IS-P26
IS-P33

IS-P35

IS-P38

IS-P47

IS-P49

IS-P50

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

security measures in land use planning decisions to assist in
crime prevention and quality of life enhancement through
physical planning and community design.
Level of Service. Work with the Humboldt County Fire
Chief’s Association to develop appropriate level of service
standards.
Pooling Costs. Support the establishment of funding and
resource pools to reduce administrative and operational
costs of local fire service providers including items such as
insurance, purchasing, and vehicle maintenance.
Water Resource Assessment. Encourage and support
more research and evaluation of the County's water
resources by Federal, State and local water resources
agencies.
Funding Sources and Mechanisms. Support the
development and update of long-term, secure, sufficient,
timely and equitable funding sources and mechanisms for
water and wastewater system operation, including user
fees, ongoing assessments and grant funding for service
providers where appropriate.
Parks and Recreation Funding. Support the efforts of parks
and recreation service providers to establish and maintain
adequate sources of funding for such services through
user fees, special taxes, and assessments.
Dedication or In-lieu Fee Requirements. Humboldt County
shall require all new residential development to offer to
dedicate land or pay a park fee for public parks sufficient
to achieve park standards contained in the General Plan.
Parkland Dedication. As new development is approved,
ensure that the combined amount of Humboldt County
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

IS-P58

IS-P59

Moved to Telecommunications Element, see T-P1. Development
of Telecommunications Infrastructure and Services.

IS-P61

Moved to Telecommunications Element, see T-P3.
Telecommunications Facility Siting

IS-P62

IS-P64

IS-P65

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

and local park land provided by a special district
authorized to provide parks and recreation services meet
the following minimum:
A. Community park land at 3 acres per 1,000 population.
B. Neighborhood and mini park/tot lots at 2 acres per
1,000 population.
Street Lighting Service Providers. Ensure that adequate
street lighting service are provided by expanding the
boundaries of existing street lighting districts and
encouraging existing special districts serving urban areas
to seek LAFCo approval to provide street lighting services.
Street Lighting Funding. Support the efforts of street lighting
service providers to establish and maintain adequate
sources of funding for such services such as direct
charges, special taxes, and assessments.
Development of Telecommunications Infrastructure and
Services. Encourage development of
telecommunications infrastructure and services to
facilitate the use of the best available technology for
communications and business.
Telecommunications Facility Siting. The County shall adopt
a telecommunications ordinance to Identify areas where
future commercial or public telecommunications facilities
can be located, while minimizing the proliferation of
antennas.
Library Funding Sources: Seek funding sources for public
libraries including federal and state grants, and where
appropriate, establish new fees, special assessments, and
special taxes.
Joint Use Facilities. The County should encourage sharing
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

IS-P67
IS-P70
IS-P72
IS-P73
IS-P74

of school facilities and educational programs between
school districts and other public agencies.
Location of School Facilities-Parks. Encourage new school
facilities to locate near public parks or recreational
facilities.
County Facilities-Siting. County facilities should be sited
and designed for present use and expected future
expansion.
County Facilities-Accessibility. County facilities should be
easily accessible and promote citizen use.
County Facilities-Funding. Require new development to
pay its fair share of new County facilities.
Utility System Capacity. Coordinate with utility service
providers (electricity, gas, and telecommunications) to
ensure that an appropriate range of services and
adequate capacity is available for current and planned
development.

Standards
IS-S1.

Adequate Public Infrastructure and Services Ordinance.
Adequate public infrastructure and services standards
shall be used to determine the level of infrastructure and
services necessary for new development. Standards shall
be specified by ordinance for County provided services,
including roads, bicycle and pedestrian facilities,
drainage, law enforcement, on-site wastewater disposal
and recreation. Standards for non-County services,
including public transportation, water, public wastewater,
emergency services and fire, shall be referenced and
based on applicable service provider criteria. County
standards shall be consistent with Plan policies and, to the

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

IS-S1

Adequate Public Infrastructure and Services Ordinance.
New development shall comply with adequate public
infrastructure and services standards. Adequate public
infrastructure and services standards shall be used to
determine the level of infrastructure and services to be
provided by the applicants concurrent with the new
development. Adequate public infrastructure and
services standards shall be contained in an ordinance and
based on the following:
o Levels of service standards contained in the General
Plan;
o Response times established by the Sheriff’s Office;
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
extent practical, generally accepted levels of service.
Standards for non-County services shall be consistent with
levels of service adopted by local service providers and,
to the extent practical, generally accepted levels of
service.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
o
o
o
o

IS-S2.

Levels of service adopted by local service providers;
Water, wastewater, fire, recreation and park related
district boundaries,
Insurance Service Office (ISO) Public Protection
Classification Program ratings; and,
Generally accepted levels of service.

Service Inadequacies and Development Limitations. The
County shall request that water and wastewater service
providers submit formal notice approved by their
governing body of any newly identified capacity
limitations within Urban Development Areas that have the
potential to result in a development moratorium or other
limitation of development rights otherwise permitted by
this Plan. The County shall take appropriate actions as
necessary to reflect new capacity limitations in land use
and permitting decisions and communications to the
public.
Infrastructure Project CEQA and NEPA Land Use
Consistency Determinations. Policies of this Plan which
avoid or mitigate environmental effects shall be
considered by CEQA lead agencies and federal agencies
conducting NEPA evaluations in the evaluation of the
environmental impacts of proposed infrastructure projects.
Policy conflicts should be considered potentially significant
land use impacts pursuant to California Public Resources
Code 21083 and Code of Federal Regulations Title 40, Part
6.
Subdivisions Outside of Fire District Boundaries. Prohibit
industrial, commercial or residential subdivisions unless the
County finds that the proposed subdivision is located

IS-P27 New Development within District Boundaries. No new
discretionary development resulting in structures intended
for occupancy shall be approved unless the County finds

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

I-S5.

IS-S6.

within the boundaries of a fire-related district, or the
subdivision approval is conditioned upon one of the
following:
A. If the project site is not located within the boundaries
of a fire-related district, approval shall be conditioned
upon the annexation to an existing adjacent firerelated district or annexation to, or formation of, a
county service area established to provide fire
protection services, and the establishment of
appropriate funding mechanisms to ensure that the
district has adequate capacity to provide services, or
B. If the project site is not located within the boundaries
of a fire-related district and condition A is not feasible,
approval shall be conditioned upon the establishment
of an adequate ongoing funding source and the
execution of a fire protection agreement with a local
fire service provider.
Other Development Outside of Fire District Boundaries.
New industrial, commercial, and residential development,
excluding subdivisions pursuant to the Subdivision Map
Act, not located within the boundaries of a fire protection
district shall be responsible to obtain emergency response
and fire suppression service by contract or written
agreement from a fire service provider. Permitted
development shall be required to record a notice and
acknowledgement that the development is not within a
fire protection district and an adequate level of service is
not a permanent responsibility of a fire protection agency.
Water and Wastewater Service Commitment for Proposed
Development Projects. Discretionary development served

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
that the proposed project is located within the boundaries
of a fire related district, or the project approval is
conditioned upon one of the following:
A. If the project site is not located within the boundaries
of a fire related district, approval shall be conditioned
upon the annexation to an existing adjacent fire
related district or annexation to a county service area
established to provide fire protection services, and the
establishment of an appropriate funding mechanisms
to ensure that the district has adequate capacity to
provide services,
B. If the project site is not located within the boundaries
of a fire related district and condition A is not feasible,
approval shall be conditioned upon the establishment
of an adequate ongoing funding source and the
execution of a fire protection agreement with a local
fire service provider, subject to approval by LAFCo.
*S-P23 Adequate Fire Protection Services. Where no Fire District
exists, project applicants shall provide verification, from
the most appropriate local fire authority, that adequate
fire protection services exist. Where an adequate level of
service can not be verified, project approvals shall require
a condition for and deed restriction notifying the property
owner of the level of service available and acceptance of
associated risks to life and property.
*S references Chapter 21 Safety Element from the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft of the Plan.
IS-P40 Service Commitment for Proposed Development Projects.
Require that projects to be served by public water and
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

IS-S7.

IS-S8.

IS-S9.

by public water and/or wastewater service shall receive
written service commitments from the appropriate district
or agency prior to receiving final approval from the
County.
Dedication or In-lieu Fee Requirements. Require all new
residential development to offer to dedicate land or pay
a parkland dedication in-lieu fee for public parks sufficient
to achieve park standards contained in the General Plan.
Parkland Dedication. As new development is approved,
ensure that the combined amount of Humboldt County
and local park land provided by a special district
authorized to provide parks and recreation services meets
minimum recreation standards.

Services and Location of Parks. Park sites within Urban
Development Areas , except for park sites established for
the protection of open space and wildlife/habitat values,
should be provided with adequate water, sewer, law
enforcement, and fire protection services and located in
predominantly residential areas accessible by foot,
bicycle, and automobile. The terrain of park sites within
Urban Development Areas should be suitable to
accommodate both active and passive recreational
activities.

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
wastewater service receive commitments from the
appropriate district or agency prior to receiving final
approval from the County.
IS-P49 Dedication or In-lieu Fee Requirements. Humboldt County
shall require all new residential development to offer to
dedicate land or pay a park fee for public parks sufficient
to achieve park standards contained in the General Plan.
IS-P50 Parkland Dedication. As new development is approved,
ensure that the combined amount of Humboldt County
and local park land provided by a special district
authorized to provide parks and recreation services meet
the following minimum:
A. Community park land at 3 acres per 1,000 population.
B. Neighborhood and mini park/tot lots at 2 acres per
1,000 population.
IS-P51 Parkland Terrain. The terrain of park sites should be suitable
to accommodate both active and passive recreational
activities.
IS-P52 Park Location. Parks should be located and sized and
should contain appropriate facilities to serve both the
existing and projected population within each service
radius.
IS-P53 Services Available to Parks. Park sites should be provided
with adequate water supply, sewer, law enforcement,
and fire protection services, and should be accessible by
foot, bicycle, and automobile.
IS-P54 Locate Parks in Residential Areas. Neighborhood and
community park and recreation facilities should, to the
extent possible, be located in predominantly residential
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

IS-S10. Street Lighting. Where development is required to install
streetlights, they shall be designed to block upward
transmission of light, avoid light trespass, and achieve
design illumination in prescribed areas with limited scatter.

IS-S4

IS-S2

areas.
Street Lighting. The standards of the local service provider;
street lighting standards contained in the Humboldt
County Highway Design Manual or those of the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials.
Safe Parks Designs. The design and location of parks shall
include features to promote the security of park users,
including the incorporation of “safewalk,” “neighborhood
watch,” and community-based policing principles and
techniques.

Implementation Measures
IS-IM1. Coordination with Service Providers. Coordinate with
special districts, cities, LAFCO, and other local service
providers by reviewing and commenting on capital
improvement plans, proposed spheres of influence,
municipal service reviews, annexations, and changes in
organization. Enter into formal cooperative relationships
when appropriate to plan, fund, and implement
infrastructure and service delivery projects.
IS-IM2. Adequate Public infrastructure and Services Standards.
Develop and adopt an ordinance establishing adequate
public infrastructure and services standards.
IS-IM3. Comprehensive Fiscal Impact Study. Prepare and
regularly update a comprehensive fiscal impact study that
quantifies the relationship between new development
and the need for additional public facilities and services.
IS- IM4.Impact Fees for New Development: Establish and
periodically update a development impact fee program
based on a comprehensive development fiscal impact

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

IS-IM1 Adequate Public infrastructure and Services Standards.
Adopt an ordinance establishing adequate public
infrastructure and services standards.
IS- IM4 Comprehensive Development Impact/Fiscal Impact Study.
Prepare and regularly update a comprehensive
development impact/fiscal impact study that quantifies
the relationship between new development and the need
for additional public facilities and services.
IS- IM5 Impact Fees: Adopt an impact fee program based on
the comprehensive development impact/fiscal impact
study and other similar studies.
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
study and other similar studies.
IS-IM5. Fiscal Impact Assessment. Prepare guidelines for the
preparation and evaluation of fiscal impact assessments
for large scale discretionary projects. Establish threshold
criteria to identify applicable large-scale projects.
IS-IM6. Mello Roos Community Facilities Districts/Special
Assessment District Formation Procedures. Prepare local
goals and policies concerning the use of the Mello Roos
Community Facilities Act of 1982 (pursuant to California
Government Code Sections 55312.7 and 53345.8) and
include special assessment district financing program
policies, as appropriate.
IS-IM7. Community Facilities Districts/Assessment Districts.
Facilitate the development of Mello Roos Community
Facilities Districts or special assessments districts, as
appropriate, in new development areas where current
funding will not support adequate infrastructure or service
standards.
IS-IM8. Infrastructure and Services Funding Sources. Establish
funding sources for public facilities and services including
impact fees, tax increment financing, special taxes,
special assessments, user fees, and grant funding.
IS-IM9. Reimbursement. Develop the ability to enter into
voluntary reimbursement agreements to reimburse
developers over time as subsequent development is
approved for expenditures in excess of the developer’s
fair share costs.
IS-IM10.State and Federal Legislation, Appropriations, and Grant
and Loan Programs. The County shall actively advocate
for state and federal legislation, appropriations, and grant

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

IS-IM3 Mello Roos Community Facilities Districts/Special
Assessment District Formation Procedures. Prepare local
goals and policies concerning the use of the Mello
Community Facilities Act of 1982 pursuant to Government
Code Sections 55312.7 and 53345.8 and include special
assessment district financing program policies, as
appropriate.

IS-P6

Infrastructure and Services Funding Sources: Establish
broad based funding sources for public facilities and
services that benefit current and future residents of the
County.
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and loan programs that increase funding for community
infrastructure.
IS-IM11.State and Federal Advocacy. Maintain a list of legislative
and regulatory priorities that include infrastructure and
service issues and advocate actions that benefit the
County and local service providers.
IS-IM12.Other Roadway Funding Mechanisms. The County shall
pursue other funding mechanisms to augment
development impact fees to meet roadway and
drainage improvement needs, such as reimbursement
agreements, debt financing, voter-approved taxes,
assessment districts, and state and federal grants.

IS-IM13.Drainage and Flood Control Plan. Prepare a countywide
Drainage and Flood Control Plan that inventories existing
facilities, prioritizes needs, and provides a basis for funding
mechanisms for capital improvements and maintenance.

IS-IM14.Storm Drainage Impact Fees. Establish impact fees for offsite costs clearly and rationally connected to and resulting

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

IS-IM6 Roadway Infrastructure Impact Fees. Establish roadway
infrastructure impact fees that are clearly and rationally
connected to and resulting from new development.
IS-IM7 Other Roadway Funding Mechanisms. The County shall
pursue other funding mechanisms to augment developer
and/or mitigation fees to meet roadway improvement
needs, including reimbursement agreements, debt
financing, voter-approved taxes, and assessment districts.
IS-IM8 Secure Roadway Funding Source. The County shall seek to
establish a secure local funding source for roadway
maintenance not otherwise funded under state and
federal programs, such as a special tax, an increased
sales tax, a transient occupancy tax, multi-purpose
assessment districts, or other measures.
IS-IM22 Storm Drainage Inventory/Master Plan/Capital
Improvement Program. Develop a GIS based inventory of
its storm drainage facilities that will include location, size,
type and condition, and prepare a county-wide master
plan that will focus on drainage for urban areas and
include the development of a prioritized capital
improvement plan. Utilize funding sources identified
below to support this activity.
IS-IM23 Storm Drain Impact Fees. Establish impact fees with
appropriate escalation clauses for new development for
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

from new development. Fee shall include escalation
clauses and should be based on the County Storm
Drainage Master Plan and Capital Improvement Plan.
IS-IM15.Other Storm Drainage Funding Mechanisms. Establish
other funding mechanisms, as appropriate, to augment
developer and/or mitigation fees to construct and
maintain storm drainage improvements, which may
include reimbursement agreements, debt financing, voterapproved taxes, and assessment districts. Actively support
and seek state and federal funding, such as infrastructure
banks, to improve and enhance storm drainage and flood
control facilities.

off-site costs clearly and rationally connected to and
resulting from new development, based on the Storm
Drainage Master Plan/Capital Improvement.
IS-IM23 Storm Drain Impact Fees. Establish impact fees with
appropriate escalation clauses for new development for
off-site costs clearly and rationally connected to and
resulting from new development, based on the Storm
Drainage Master Plan/Capital Improvement.
IS-IM25 Other Storm Drainage Funding Mechanisms. Establish
other funding mechanisms, as appropriate, to augment
developer and/or mitigation fees to construct and
maintain storm drainage improvements, which may
include reimbursement agreements, debt financing, voterapproved taxes, and assessment districts.
IS-IM26 State and Federal Storm Drainage Funding. Actively
support and seek State and Federal funding, such as
infrastructure banks, to improve and enhance storm
drainage and flood control facilities.
IS-IM18 Sheriff’s Office Funding Sources. Periodically assess the
adequacy of existing Sheriff’s Office funding sources by
identifying, developing, and maintaining sufficient
resources to meet Sheriff’s Office needs, including
increased operational fees, development fees, new taxes,
or special assessments.
IS-IM11 Community Facilities Districts/Assessment Districts.
Establish Mello Roos Community Facilities Districts or
special assessments districts, as appropriate, in new
development areas where current funding will not support
adequate public infrastructure and services standards.
IS-IM12 Fire Impact Fees. Support and promote the development

IS-IM16.Sheriff’s Office Funding Sources. Periodically assess the
adequacy of existing Sheriff’s Office funding sources and
seek to identify, develop, and maintain sustainable
funding sources to maintain Sheriff’s Office levels of
service, including increased operational fees,
development fees, new taxes, or special assessments.
IS-IM17.Fire Protection Special Assessments. Support the
development of fire district special assessments and
special taxes to fund fire protection services.
IS-IM18.Fire Impact Fees. Support and promote the development

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08
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of capital improvement programs by fire protection
service providers that can be used to establish
development impact fees. Develop documents to
facilitate the development of impact fees, such as a
methodology for establishing fee amounts and standard
agreements between fire-related districts and the County.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

IS-IM20.Fire Protection Levels of Service. Support the
development of a level of service standards by the
Humboldt County Fire Chief’s Association.
IS-IM21. Standards of Fire Protection Response. Encourage fire
districts to prepare Standards of Coverage Studies and
address substandard conditions. These studies may
include: establishment of baseline conditions, risk
assessment, level of service standards and objectives,
critical task capability assessment, reliability assessment,
and policy recommendations.
IS-IM22. County Service Area-Fire Protection. In close
coordination with fire-related districts, non-agency fire
departments, and CAL FIRE, establish county service areas
and adequate ongoing fire protection funding sources in
areas with developed and developable land that cannot
be served by existing fire-related districts and where new
districts cannot feasibly be established. Utilize fire

of capital improvement programs by fire protection
service providers that can be used to establish impact
fees payable by all new development. Develop
documents to facilitate the development of impact fees,
such as a methodology for establishing fee amounts,
uniform fire impact fee ordinance, agreement between
fire related districts and the County, etc.
IS-IM13 Pooled Costs/Shared Resources for Special Districts. In
consultation with the Humboldt County Fire Chief’s
Association, develop programs for special districts to
reduce operating costs (similar to County Risk
Management reducing district workman’s compensation
costs for fire protection districts).
IS-IM14 Fire Protection Levels of Service. Support the
development of level of service standards by the
Humboldt County Fire Chief’s Association.
IS-IM15 Standards of Fire Protection Response. Encourage Fire
Districts to prepare and implement the results of standards
of response coverage studies; these studies may include:
establishment of baseline conditions, risk assessment,
establishment of level of service standards and objectives,
critical task capability assessment, reliability assessment,
and policy recommendations.
IS-IM16 County Service Area-Fire Protection. In close
coordination with fire related districts, non-agency fire
departments, and CAL FIRE, establish County Service
Areas and adequate ongoing fire protection funding
sources in areas with developed and developable land
that cannot be served by existing fire related districts and
where new districts cannot feasibly be established, and
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protection service agreements with existing fire service
providers, where appropriate. Utilize County Service Areas
to augment the level of service and capacity of existing
fire service providers, where appropriate.
IS-IM23.Fire Protection Municipal Service Review. Support the
preparation of a comprehensive countywide fire
protection municipal service review by the Humboldt
LAFCO to determine the best approaches to improving
levels of service countywide and expand service to areas
outside existing fire-related district boundaries.
IS-IM24. Monitor Infrastructure and Services Capacity. Utilize
wastewater treatment plant annual reports (prepared
pursuant to federal NPDES permits), water system annual
inspection reports (as prepared by California Department
of Public Health, Drinking Water Program), and close
coordination with water and wastewater providers to
monitor the capacities of infrastructure and services to
ensure that growth does not exceed acceptable levels of
service.
IS-IM25.Organization of Water and Wastewater Providers. Assist in
the establishment of an organization of local water
agencies, such as an association or authority, to improve
water quality, service capacity, and level of service of all
water and wastewater services providers.
IS-IM26. Sizing of Water and Wastewater Systems. Provide this
Plan and land inventory data to service providers for
system planning, facility sizing, and CEQA evaluations of
land use consistency.

Part 2, Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
utilize fire protection service agreements with existing fire
service providers, where appropriate. Utilize County
Service Areas to augment the level of service and
capacity of existing fire service providers, where
appropriate.
IS-IM17 Fire Protection Municipal Service Review. Support the
preparation of a comprehensive countywide fire
protection municipal service review by the Humboldt
LAFCo to determine the best approaches to improve
levels of service Countywide and expand service to areas
outside existing fire related district boundaries.
IS-IM2 Monitor Infrastructure and Services Capacity. Utilize
wastewater treatment plant annual reports (pursuant to
NPDES), water system annual inspection reports (as
prepared by Department of Public Health Office of
Drinking Water Safety) and close coordination with water
and wastewater providers to monitor the capacities of
infrastructure and services to ensure that growth does not
exceed acceptable levels of service.
IS-IM27 Organization of Water and Wastewater Providers. Assist in
the establishment of an organization of local water
agencies, such as an association or authority, to improve
water quality, service capacity, and level of service of all
water and wastewater services providers in Humboldt
County.
IS-IM28 Sizing of Water and Wastewater Systems. Require the use
of the County General Plan, and Zoning Code in
determining the size and location of water and
wastewater facilities, and the extent of services provided.
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

IS-IM27.Coordination with Water and Wastewater Service
Providers. Utilize the review of capital improvement plans,
referrals, “will serve” letters, and project review meetings,
as appropriate, to coordinate with water and wastewater
service providers and ensure that necessary infrastructure
planning and funding mechanisms are in place to support
existing, planned, and proposed development.
IS-IM28.Use of Parkland and Fees. The County shall develop a
schedule for the use of land and fees collected under
parkland dedication provisions, including mechanisms for
tracking the expenditure of funds for a five-year period in
coordination with special districts providing parks and
recreation.
IS-IM29. Parks and Recreation. Prepare parks and recreation
standards for new development that differentiate
between urban and rural settings; specify acreage of park
land per 1,000 residents; and specify land dedication, inlieu fee, or other mechanisms to make park and
recreation improvements and criteria for establishing Mello
Roos Community Facilities Districts or special assessment to
ensure adequate funding for operation and
maintenance.
IS-IM30. Street Lighting. Prepare street lighting standards for new
development that differentiate between urban and rural
settings and that specify when streetlights are required
based on intersection type and functional classification.
Establish lighting design criteria, considering AASHTO and
International Dark-Sky Association guidelines.

IS-IM29 Coordination with Service Providers. Utilize referrals, “will
serve” letters, and project review meetings, as
appropriate, to coordinate with water and wastewater
service providers and ensure that necessary infrastructure
and planning is in place to support existing, planned, and
proposed development.
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IS-S3

Use of Parkland and Fees. The County shall develop a
schedule for the use of land and fees collected under
parkland dedication provisions, including mechanisms for
tracking the expenditure of funds for a five-year period in
coordination with special districts providing parks and
recreation (i.e., develop a Memorandum of Agreement).
IS-IM35 Parks and Recreation. Prepare parks and recreation
standards for new development that differentiate
between urban and rural settings, specify acreage of park
land per 1,000 residents, and that specify land dedication,
in-lieu fee, or other mechanisms to make park and
recreation improvements and criteria for establishing Mello
Roos Community Facilities Districts or special assessment to
ensure adequate funding for operation and
maintenance.
IS-IM33 Street Lighting. Prepare street lighting standards for new
development that differentiate between urban and rural
settings and that specify when street lights are required
based on intersection type and functional classification as
well as establish other street lighting criteria, and that
specify improvement requirements and criteria for
establishing Mello Roos Community Facilities Districts or
special assessment to ensure adequate funding for
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
IS-IM31.Expand Lighting Services. Require that development
within an Urban Development Area be annexed to
County street lighting districts if nearby, whether or not the
project site is contiguous with current district boundaries.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
operation and maintenance.
IS-IM34 Expand Lighting Districts. Require that new urban
development that meets threshold requirements
established pursuant to IS-S15, Street Lighting, whether or
not the project site is contiguous with current district
boundaries, annex to the nearest street lighting district.
Annexation proceedings are not subject to LAFCo
authority and would be conducted by the Board of
Supervisors.
IS-IM9 State/Federal Roadway Legislation. The County shall
actively support State and/or Federal legislation that
generates funding, with growth potential, for
transportation infrastructure and operations.
IS-IM10 Fire Protection Special Assessment Toolkit. Support the
development of the Humboldt County Fire Chief’s
Association special assessment toolkit and provide
additional support (such as assistance from the Planning
Division, Public Works, Auditor-Controller or Assessor) to
facilitate the development of new assessments and
special taxes to fund fire protection services.
IS-IM19 Partner with the County “Community.” Build the
sheriff/community partnership by cooperating and
collaborating with community members and other
governmental and service organizations on activities and
programs, by recruiting officers skilled in community
policing and the use of citizens in volunteer capacities,
and by the soliciting of input on public satisfaction with
Sheriff’s Office activities.
IS-IM20 Safe Communities Program. Create a Safe Communities
Program involving the Sheriff’s Office, Planning, and Public
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Works departments to prevent crime and enhance the
quality of life for County citizens through the
implementation programs such as “Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design” principles. These principles
help facilitate both public safety and community building
through:
A. proper design and maintenance of the physical
environment,
B. bringing people together in the physical environment
(community building), and
C. long-term commitment to proper care of the physical
environment.
IS-IM21 Safety Audits and Community Building. Establish a Safe
Communities Program to conduct safety audits on areas
and neighborhoods in the County with rates of crime
above county averages. An interdepartmental County
team will work to update County development guidelines
to foster the creation of safer physical environments. This
interdepartmental team will consider how community
design can foster a greater sense of community, as this
has been positively associated with reductions in crime
and an enhanced quality of life.
IS-IM22 Storm Drainage Inventory/Master Plan/Capital
Improvement Program. Develop a GIS based inventory of
its storm drainage facilities that will include location, size,
type and condition, and prepare a county-wide master
plan that will focus on drainage for urban areas and
include the development of a prioritized capital
improvement plan. Utilize funding sources identified
below to support this activity.
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Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and Services Element (IS)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Moved to Telecommunications Element, see T-IM1.
Telecommunications Facilities Ordinance.
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IS-IM24 Minimize Flood Risk. Construction standards and review
procedures shall be updated to minimize risk, and flood
hazard regulations shall be updated to address the water
quality impact of manure storage areas (ponds).
(Humboldt County Code Zoning Regulations, Title III-Land
Use & Development, Division 1-Planning)
IS-IM30 State/Federal Legislation. Support State and/or Federal
legislation that generates funding for infrastructure. Track
legislation and advocate or appose, as appropriate, new
legislation that may benefit or adversely impact the
County and its service providers.
IS-IM31 Update On-Site Sewage Disposal Regulations. Update
regulations that govern on-site wastewater systems to
protect health and safety and reflect advances in
treatment and disposal practices that have occurred
since the last update.
IS-IM32 Telecommunications Facilities Ordinance. Prepare a
Telecommunications Ordinance that: ensures
compatibility of telecommunications facilities with nearby
land uses; is proactive in the design and siting of wireless
telecommunications facilities, and provides incentives for
unobtrusive and compatible wireless antennas.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Chapter 6 Telecommunications Element
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 6 Telecommunications Element (T)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

T-G1.

T-G2.

Availability. Telecommunications available to every
resident, business, and institution in Humboldt County at a
level of service and price comparable to statewide
availability and standards.
Broadband Access. A broadband internet infrastructure
that reliably connects Humboldt to national networks and
extends throughout urbanized areas to our most rural
communities.

*ED-G2. Broadband Internet. To establish a reliable broadband
internet infrastructure that distributes a choice of
economically accessible broadband services into our
most rural communities, and is not vulnerable to disruption.
Integrate broadband service capability into new buildings
and developments. Provide broadband access in remote
or rural communities.
*ED references Chapter 11 Economic Development Element from
the 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft of the Plan.

T-G3.
T-G4.

New Construction. Broadband service capability
integrated into new buildings and developments.
Telecommunication Facilities. Orderly and appropriate
development of wireless telecommunication facilities
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Chapter 6 Telecommunications Element (T)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

within the county to achieve reliable access in a manner
that will protect and promote public health and safety;
prevent visual blight; preserve the county's rural character;
and protect scenic, natural, and cultural resources.
Policies
T-P1.

T-P2.

T-P3.

T-P4.

T-P5.

Development of Telecommunications Infrastructure and
Services. Advocate for development of
telecommunications infrastructure and services to
facilitate the use of the best available technology for
business, households, and government.
Broadband Service Reliability. Support efforts to increase
reliability and continuity of service by broadband
telecommunications providers through market
development, installation of redundant infrastructure,
diversification of providers, and system modernization.
Telecommunications Facility Siting. Design and site all
facilities to minimize their visibility, prevent visual clutter,
and reduce conflicts with surrounding land uses

IS-P61 Development of Telecommunications Infrastructure and
Services. Encourage development of telecommunications
infrastructure and services to facilitate the use of the best
available technology for communications and business.
*IS references Chapter 7 Community Infrastructure and Services
Element from the 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft of the Plan.

IS-P62 Telecommunications Facility Siting. The County shall adopt
a telecommunications ordinance to Identify areas where
future commercial or public telecommunications facilities
can be located, while minimizing the proliferation of
antennas.

e-Government Infrastructure. Continue to expand the
County’s website and telecommunications capabilities,
including the use of geographic information system
resources, as a source of public information and as an aid
in the delivery of public services.
Telecommunications Facilities Within County Rights of Way.
Encourage telecommunications service providers to size
underground and overhead facilities to accommodate
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Chapter 6 Telecommunications Element (T)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
future expansion, changes in technology, and, where
possible, the facilities of other telecommunications
providers.
T-P6. Telecommuting. Telecommuting and home-based
businesses that use internet shall be considered principally
permitted accessories to residential uses when operated in
compliance with cottage industry performance standards.
T-P7. Broadband Internet. Promote the provision of broadband
infrastructure in all communities.
T-P8. Broadband Internet. Support the development and
management of an alternative fiber optic line that
connects to the fiber backbone running along the U.S. 5
corridor. The County shall support the expansion and
delivery of broadband internet in the rural or remote
communities in the county through all appropriate
technologies.
T-P9. Workforce Development. Continue to work with local
businesses to identify special telecommunications needs,
and to ensure that there are a variety of service providers
available to address those needs.
T-P10. Subdivision Improvement Requirements. New residential
and commercial development projects shall include the
infrastructure components necessary to support modern
communication technologies, such as conduit space
within joint utility trenches for future high-speed data
equipment, and flexible telephone conduit to allow for
easy retrofit for high-speed data systems.
T-P11. Joint Telecom Planning. Work with local governments,
utilities, schools, medical service providers, and
neighboring counties to unify telecommunication
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

ED-P3. Broadband Internet. Promote the provision of broadband
infrastructure in all communities.
ED-P13. Broadband Internet. Support the development and
management of a redundant fiber optic line that
connects to the fiber backbone running along the U.S. 5
corridor. The County shall support the expansion and
delivery of broadband Internet in the rural or remote
communities in the county through all appropriate
technologies.
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Chapter 6 Telecommunications Element (T)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

infrastructure planning on a regional basis.
T-P12. E-911. Ensure that the county's radio,
telecommunications, and internet services are capable of
providing timely emergency information and facilitating
rapid and reliable emergency response.
T-P13. Cable Franchise Ordinance. Ensure that the county's
cable franchise ordinance is kept up-to-date to deal with
the changing nature of federal and state law, as well as
the changing nature of telecommunications technology
so that the best possible services are available to residents
T-P14. Wireless “Hot Spots”. Encourage the installation of publicuse wireless broadband antennas at every County-owned
building.
T-P15. Trip Reduction. Encourage telecommunications
infrastructure improvements as a means to reduce
transportation impacts and improve air quality
T-P16. Public Broadband Telecommunications Service Providers.
Support the provision of broadband telecommunications
services by public agencies.
T-P17. Technology Awareness. Promote awareness of
broadband telecommunications technology by
businesses and residents.
Standards
T-S1.

Telecommunications Siting Standard. Siting of new
telecommunications facilities shall comply with standards
contained in a Telecommunications Facilities Ordinance
that incorporates the following:
A. Tiered Permitting. Utilize permit processes that vary
depending upon the physical characteristics of the
facility, its location, and its compliance with specific
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Chapter 6 Telecommunications Element (T)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

development and performance standards.
B. Performance Standards. Standards for siting design,
visibility, construction impacts, on-going operation,
and other characteristics that affect the compatibility
and environmental and safety impacts of proposed
facilities.
C. Site Co-location. When feasible, telecommunications
facilities shall be located adjacent to, on, or
incorporated into existing or proposed buildings,
towers, or other structures. The County shall require
new facilities to accommodate future co-location to
the maximum extent feasible.
D. Public Health and Safety. Applicants shall
demonstrate that proposed facilities operate within
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) emission
regulations and guidelines.
E. Location and Siting.
1) Avoid siting along ridgelines unless screened from
public view.
2) Avoid siting within views of scenic highways, public
parks, recreation or cultural facilities or other public
lands and coastal scenic or view areas.
3) Setbacks
shall
be
required
between
telecommunication
facilities and
residential
dwelling units, public or private schools, and child
daycare facilities.
4) An alternatives analysis shall be provided at the
time of application that documents why the
project as proposed is the best way to accomplish
project alternatives while minimizing project
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Chapter 6 Telecommunications Element (T)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

impacts.
Design and Screening.
1) Support structures shall be designed and painted
to minimize visibility with a preference towards
each of the following in the order so listed: 1) use
of existing structures, 2) stealth designs for
concealment, and 3) monopoles.
2) Component parts, equipment cabinets, buildings,
and security fencing shall be designed to achieve
a minimum profile through painting, screening,
landscaping, and architectural compatibility with
surrounding structures.
3) Photosimulations or balloon tests with views from
various vantage points shall be used to show visual
impact of the proposed facility.
G. Removal of Un-used Facilities. Require the timely
removal of telecommunications towers and
equipment when they are no longer needed as a
condition of approval.
H. Independent Review. Applicants may be required to
pay the cost of independent review to evaluate siting
alternatives, necessity based on adequacy of
coverage or evaluation of radio frequency emissions in
relation to FCC Maximum Permissible Exposure Limits.
I. Waiver or Modification of Standards. Allow for a
waiver or modification to standards and requirements
based on specific findings showing non-detriment and
necessity or that strict compliance would result in
noncompliance with applicable federal or state law.

F.
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Chapter 6 Telecommunications Element (T)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Implementation Measures

T-IM1. Telecommunications Facilities Ordinance. Adopt a
Telecommunications Facilities Ordinance that: ensures
compatibility of telecommunications facilities with nearby
land uses, is proactive in the design and siting of wireless
telecommunications facilities, provides incentives for
unobtrusive and compatible wireless antennas, and
establish clear standards for such facilities.
T-IM2. Broadband Deployment. Revise subdivision regulations to
require the provision, where feasible, of infrastructure for
broadband internet.
T-IM3. Improvement Specifications within Road Rights-of-Way.
Review the Standard Improvement Specifications for
Public Improvements to determine if a location for the
placement of conduit for telecommunications use can be
designated and to develop safe zones for installing new
telecommunications infrastructure.
T-IM4. Telecommunications Infrastructure Inventory. Create and
maintain an inventory of telecommunications
infrastructure located within and outside public rights-ofway and all existing and proposed telecommunications
facilities and their locations in the county, including all
available tall structures that could be used for
telecommunications antennas.
T-IM5. Public Conduit. Work with other local and state
jurisdictions to evaluate the feasibility of installing publicly
owned telecommunications conduit as part of capital
construction projects such as water, wastewater, power,
roads, and sidewalks.
T- IM6. Ongoing Telecommunications Planning. Prepare and
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IS-IM32 Telecommunications Facilities Ordinance. Prepare a
Telecommunications Ordinance that: ensures
compatibility of telecommunications facilities with nearby
land uses; is proactive in the design and siting of wireless
telecommunications facilities, and provides incentives for
unobtrusive and compatible wireless antennas.
ED-IM3. Broadband Deployment. Revise subdivision regulations to
provide infrastructure for broadband Internet.
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Chapter 6 Telecommunications Element (T)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

periodically update a telecommunications improvement
program based on existing local, countywide, and
regional telecommunications planning studies that
identifies existing conditions, needed improvements, and
funding programs and that establishes criteria for
prioritizing projects.
T- IM7. Pre-planning Facility Locations. Establish and utilize
wireless and wireline telecommunications siting standards,
in coordination with other jurisdictions, to pre-identify areas
where future commercial or public telecommunications
facilities can be located.
T- IM8. Telecommunications for Rural Communities. Advocate for
and seek grant funding to deliver improved
telecommunications to outlying rural communities.
Provide technical assistance to community service districts
interested in offering broadband telecommunications.
T- IM9. Broadband Reliability. Advocate for and seek grant
funding to support broadband service diversity and
redundant fiber optic service to the county.
T- IM10.e-Government. Continuously improve County
government’s use of telecommunications and digital
technology to educate and provide public services with a
focus on internet services, geographic information
systems, and public safety and emergency
telecommunications.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Chapter 7 Circulation Element
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 7 Circulation Element (C)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

C-G1. Circulation System Safety and Functionality. A circulation system
that is safe, efficient, and provides good access to all cities,
communities, neighborhoods, recreational facilities, and
adjoining regions.
C-G2. Balanced Transportation Opportunities. A transportation system
that integrates and balances the needs of motorized vehicles,
public transit, bicycles, and pedestrians.
C-G3. Interagency Cooperation. Coordinated planning between
transportation system service providers and HCAOG for
improved system design, development, operations, and
maintenance.

C-G1 Roadway Safety and Functionality. To develop, operate and
maintain a well-coordinated, balanced, circulation system
that is safe, efficient and provides good access to all cities,
communities, neighborhoods, recreational facilities and
adjoining regions [FRWK].
C-G2 Multi-Modal Transportation. To provide a balanced multimodal transportation system that accommodates motorized
vehicles, public transit, bicycles, and pedestrians.
C-G3 Interagency Cooperation. To coordinate planning among
state/county/city roadway system service providers and
HCAOG for improved system design, development,
operations and maintenance.

Policies
C-P1. Orderly Development. Encourage development of a road
system that supports an orderly pattern of land use through:
A.
Using minor collector roads to provide access to higher
density residential areas, local commercial facilities,
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C-P6. Orderly Development. Encourage development of a road
system that supports an orderly pattern of land use through:
A.
Using minor collector roads to provide access to
higher density residential areas, local commercial facilities,
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Chapter 7 Circulation Element (C)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

neighborhood parks, and schools.
B.
Design access to residential areas to minimize disruptions
to the flow of traffic on arterial or collector roads. Avoid, when
feasible, direct residential driveway access off of arterials and
(major) collectors.
C.
Connectivity between neighborhoods and destinations.
D.
Locating retail, service and industrial facilities,
community centers, major recreational facilities, employment
centers, and other intensive land uses near major collectors or
arterial roads.
E.
Improving roads to accommodate existing land uses
served by a sub-standard road classification.
C-P2. Consideration of Land Uses in Transportation Decision Making.
Transportation decisions in urban and rural areas shall be based
on a comprehensive planning approach that considers existing
land uses and future land development as proposed in adopted
County plans and plans of other governmental agencies.
C-P3. Consideration of Transportation Impacts in Land Use Decision
Making. Decisions to change or expand the land use of a
particular area shall include an analysis of the impacts to
existing and proposed transportation facilities and services so as
to minimize or avoid significant operational or economic
consequences.
C-P4. Mitigation Measures. New development shall be conditioned to
proportionally mitigate significant traffic impacts through
construction of on- and off-site improvements and dedication of
rights-of-way.
C-P5. Level of Service Criteria.

The County shall endeavor to
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neighborhood parks and schools.
B.
Locating lower density residential areas with frontage
onto arterial or major collector roads away from throughtraffic unless sufficient mitigation measures are used.
C.
Locating retail, service and industrial facilities,
community centers, major recreational facilities,
employment centers, and other intensive land uses near
major collector, or arterial roads.
D.
Improving roads to accommodate land uses served
by an inappropriate road classification. [FRWK]
C-P7. Consideration of Land Uses in Transportation Decisionmaking. Transportation decisions in urban and rural areas
should be based on a comprehensive planning approach
that considers at a minimum existing land uses and future
land development as proposed in adopted County plans
and plans of other governmental agencies. [FRWK]
C-P8. Consideration of Transportation Impacts in Land Use
Decision-making. Decisions to change or expand the land
use of a particular area should include an analysis of the
impacts to existing and/or proposed transportation facilities
and services so as to minimize or avoid serious operational or
economic consequences. [FRWK]
C-P9. Mitigation Measures. Proportionate mitigation measures
should be used to construct on- and off-site transportation
infrastructure improvements and dedicate rights-of- ay
clearly connected to impacts resulting from new
development.
C-S2 Levels of Service. Level of Service (LOS) C should be used as
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Chapter 7 Circulation Element (C)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

manage its streets and highway system so as to maintain Level
of Service C operation on all roadway segments, except for any
portion of U.S. 101, where Level of Service D shall be
acceptable. Calculation of Level of Service shall be based upon
V/C Ratios as described in C-S4, or other methods acceptable
to Public Works. Cumulative impacts to levels of service shall also
be considered in project review and addressed through the use
of development impact fees.
C-P6. Jurisdictional Coordination and Integration. Use HCOAG, formal
Memorandums of Understanding, and informal project level
cooperation to integrate countywide land use and
transportation planning and implementation efforts. Work
towards adoption of consistent transportation standards and
roadway functional classifications between jurisdictions and
Caltrans.
C-P7. Joint Use of Traffic Models. Integrate transportation planning
and analysis through joint use of area-wide traffic models such
as the Greater Eureka Area Travel Model (GEATM). Support
coordination with agencies to maintain the accuracy and utility
of such models.

the Threshold of Significance for all roadways during nonpeak periods, and LOS D as the Threshold of Significance
within Urban Study Areas for peak periods. Calculation of
LOS shall be based upon V/C Ratios as described in C-S4, or
other methods acceptable to Public Works. Cumulative
impacts to levels of service shall also be considered in
project review and addressed through the use of
development impact fees.
C-P40. Departmental Coordination/Integration. Participate in
coordinated transportation-related activities through
integration and shared use of consistent transportation
standards and roadway functional classifications.

C-P8. Coordination Between County Agencies. County Public Works,
Health and Human Services, and Community Development
Services departments shall coordinate with each other to
encourage uniform implementation of circulation polices.
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C-P41. Joint Use of the Greater Eureka Area Travel Model. Integrate
roadway maintenance and improvement data through use
of the Greater Eureka Area Travel Model (GEATM). Support
coordination with other agencies to resolve discrepancies in
the list of road segments with capacity problems between
the GEATM model and estimates made by HCOAG based
on CalTrans data.
C-P42. Coordination with Public Health. The Planning Division shall
refer all new subdivisions and discretionary permits for
commercial developments to the Environmental Health
Division for comments on potential public health impacts.
C-P43. Coordination Between County Agencies. County agencies
shall coordinate with each other to encourage
development patterns more easily served by public transit,
biking and walking.
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Chapter 7 Circulation Element (C)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

C-P9. Acceptance of Roads into the County Maintained Road System.
Roads whose alignments are part of the Circulation Element
(generally arterial and collector roads) that are constructed to
County standards approved by the Department of Public Works
shall be recommended to the Board of Supervisors for inclusion
into the County Maintained Road System. Roads that are
constructed to County standards and approved by the
Department of Public Works that are not a part of the
Circulation Element, and are not arterial or collector roads, shall
not be recommended for acceptance into the County
Maintained Road System unless adequate funding for the future
maintenance of the road and its associated facilities is
provided, subject to approval of the Department of Public
Works.

C-P13. Acceptance of Roads in the Circulation Element into the
County Maintained Road System. Roads whose alignments
are part of the Circulation Element (generally arterial and
collector roads) that are constructed to County standards
approved by the Department of Public Works shall be
recommended to the Board of Supervisors for inclusion into
the County Maintained Road System.

C-P10. Right-of-Ways as Public Facilities. Road and rail right-of-ways
are hereby designated as Public Facilities (PF), as per the Land
Use Element, whether or not specifically mapped.
C-P11. Roadway Functional Classifications. Adopt and consistently
apply roadway design and right-of-way standards according to
functional classifications that distinguish between the needs of
Urban Development Areas and rural areas.
C-P12. Level of Service Criteria. The County shall specify and endeavor
to maintain minimum Levels of Service (LOS) on County roads
and use LOS criteria as a basis for analyzing impact fees and
assessments, prioritizing congestion relief projects, and
evaluating cumulative traffic impacts of discretionary
development.
Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08

C-P14. Acceptance of Roads Outside of the Circulation Element into
the County Maintained Road System. Roads that are
constructed to County standards approved by the
Department of Public Works that are not a part of the
Circulation Element, and are not arterial or collector roads
shall not be recommended for acceptance into the County
Maintained Road System unless adequate funding for the
future maintenance of the road and its associated facilities is
provided, subject to approval of the Department of Public
Works.
C-P12. Right of Ways as Public Facilities. Road and rail right of ways
are hereby designated as Public Facilities (PF) in the Land
Use Element, whether or not specifically mapped.
C-P2. Roadway Functional Classifications. Adopt and apply
consistent roadway functional classifications that reflect
urban/rural/community distinctions and that maximize rightof-way use for multi-modal safety and functionality.
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Chapter 7 Circulation Element (C)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
C-P13. Prioritization of Investments. Use objective criteria consistent with
this Plan that can be applied uniformly and countywide to
prioritize roadway capital and maintenance expenditures.
C-P14. Efficiency and Capacity. Manage roadway systems for
increased transportation efficiency through multi-modal use and
demand management before increasing capacity through
roadway widening or new road construction.
C-P15. Roadway Condition Thresholds. Use objective roadway
condition measures and thresholds to prioritize maintenance
projects. Work to reduce overall deferred maintenance liability.
C-P16. Public Input. Public input shall be sought and considered in the
development of the Capital Improvement Program.
C-P17. U.S. Highway 101 Safety Corridor Improvements. The County
supports a strategy for improvements to the U.S. Highway 101
Safety Corridor that minimizes impacts to coastal resources, and
treats all three main roads between Arcata and Eureka as one
system. The strategy would develop an overall improvement
plan considering motorized and non-motorized transportation
that phases improvements on a prioritized basis between the
three roads; U.S. Highway 101, State Route 255, and Old Arcata
Road/Myrtle Avenue.
P18.
Coordination with School Districts. The County shall coordinate
with school districts on new school site locations, opening or reusing closed school sites, and significant changes in attendance
levels or hours of operation to minimize traffic impacts and
promote multimodal school site access.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

C-P4. Functional Efficiency and Capacity. Manage roadway
systems for functional efficiency (roadway system and
demand management) before functional capacity
(roadway widening or new road construction) whenever
possible.
C-P3. Roadway Condition Thresholds. Roadway system condition
thresholds should be used to allow for maintenance project
prioritization and selection based on the attainment of
acceptable overall system condition levels.
C-P15. Public Input. Continue to consider public input in the
development of the Capital Improvement Program.
C-P16. U.S. Highway 101 Safety Corridor Improvements. The County
supports a strategy for improvements to the U.S. Highway
101 Safety Corridor that minimizes impacts to coastal
resources, and treats all three main roads between Arcata
and Eureka as one system. The strategy would develop an
overall improvement plan that phases improvements on a
prioritized basis between the three roads; U.S. Highway 101,
State Route 255, and Old Arcata Road/Myrtle Avenue.
C-P27. Coordination with School Districts. The County and school
districts should coordinate with one another regarding
school site locations and transportation facilities.
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Chapter 7 Circulation Element (C)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

C-P19. Best Management Practices for Road Grading. New
development subject to the grading ordinance shall use best
management practices as described in the Grading Ordinance
to prevent soil erosion and minimize impacts to watersheds from
grading activities.
C-P20. Best Practices for County Road Maintenance. Continue use of
the Five County Water Quality and Stream Habitat Protection
Manual for County Road Maintenance or a functional
equivalent, as amended and approved by state and federal
resource agencies, for County road maintenance and
maintenance yards to minimize impacts to watersheds from
roads and maintenance yard facilities.
C-P21. State and Federal Consistency. Road construction and
maintenance activities performed by the County or under the
County’s land use jurisdiction shall be consistent with and
support approved state and federal salmon or steelhead
recovery plans, Clean Water Act Total Maximum Daily Loads
(TMDLs) and the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
Stormwater Program.

C-P17. Best Management Practices for Grading. New development
subject to the grading ordinance shall use best
management practices as described in the Grading
Ordinance to prevent soil erosion and minimize impacts to
watersheds from grading activities.
C-P18. Best Practices for Road Maintenance. Continue use of the
2002 Water Quality and Habitat Protection Manual (Best
Practices Manual), or subsequent revisions to the manual, for
County road maintenance and maintenance yards to
minimize impacts to watersheds from roads and
maintenance yard facilities.

C-P22. Public Transit. The County shall support the guiding goals,
policies, and objectives of the Public Transit and Paratransit
Service Element of the Regional Transportation Plan as
amended.
C-P23. Public Transit Service. Public transportation systems in the
County should be coordinated and integrated so that a full
range of travel patterns and connectivity with other modes of
transportation can be supported.
Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08

C-P18. Best Practices for Road Maintenance. Continue use of the
2002 Water Quality and Habitat Protection Manual (Best
Practices Manual), or subsequent revisions to the manual, for
County road maintenance and maintenance yards to
minimize impacts to watersheds from roads and
maintenance yard facilities.
C-P19. Update Standards. Recognizing that best management
practices continue to evolve, the County should continue to
update their procedures for grading, road maintenance
and maintenance yard

C-P1. Coordinating Public Transit with Other Modes of Travel.
Transportation systems in the County and those which link
with other areas of the State should be coordinated and
integrated so that a full range of travel patterns can be
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A.
Existing and future public transit services should be
coordinated so that service from rural areas is effectively
integrated with urban service. Schedules should be designed
for a smooth transfer between rural and urban buses. Fares
should be integrated so that a person pays only once for the full
trip. Convenience facilities should be made available so that
transfer areas are protected from the weather and bus
information is provided.
B.
Automobile and bicycle transport should be integrated
with public transit by developing adequate parking facilities at
major bus stops and, where feasible, transporting bicycles on
the buses along the intercity bus routes.
C.
Multi-family housing, public uses such as libraries, schools
and community centers, and commercial uses should be
encouraged in areas serviced by public transit.
D.
Public transportation should support access to social
services and mitigate the impacts of service changes to social
service clients.
E.
Public transportation should provide access to recreation
areas.
C-P24. Investment in Improvements. The County’s Capital
Improvement Plan shall include an assessment of the needs of
bicycles and pedestrians and allocate funds consistent with the
goal of increasing the safety, functional efficiency, and
capacity of pedestrian and bike routes. The level of service and
quality of service for pedestrians and bicycles shall be increased
when expanding roadway capacity for motorized circulation.
Road resurfacing projects should provide improved access and
safety for bicycles.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
supported.
A.
Existing and future public transit services should be
coordinated so that service from rural areas is effectively
integrated with urban service. Schedules should be
designed for a smooth transfer between rural and urban
buses. Fares should be integrated so that a person pays
only once for the full trip. Convenience facilities should be
made available so that transfer areas are protected from
the weather and bus information is provided.
B.
Automobile and bicycle transport should be
integrated with public transit by developing adequate
parking facilities at major bus stops and, where feasible,
transporting bicycles on the buses along the intercity bus
routes.
C.
Multi-family housing, public uses such as libraries,
schools and community centers, and commercial uses
should be encouraged in areas serviced by public transit
where consistent with other sections of the plan. [FRWK]
C-P1. Safety Improvement. Use safety indicators and threshold
criteria for capital improvements in the Capital Improvement
Plan that result in levels of safety on County roadways higher
than statewide averages.
C-P25. Efficiency and Capacity Investment Priority. Transportation
facility investments should consider functional efficiency and
capacity of pedestrian, bike and public transit.
C-P26. Capital Improvement Plan. The County’s Capital
Improvement Plan shall include an assessment of the
impacts on multimodal transportation for all projects
considered for funding.
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C-P25. Multimodal Level of Service Standards. Use objective
Multimodal Level of Service Standards; for example, the Florida
Department of Transportation’s “Quality/Level of Service
Handbook” (FDOT, 2002) or the Transportation Research Board’s
“Highway Capacity Manual” (TRB, 2000) to assess and plan the
multi-modal capacity of county roads and intersections.
Analyze neighborhood level conditions using objective methods
and criteria such as “walkability audits.”
C-P26. Bicycles and Pedestrian Facilities in New Subdivisions. Off-street
bike and pedestrian ways or, at a minimum, sidewalks separate
from roadways shall be required of new major subdivisions. The
County shall provide incentives for design and investments in
bicycle and pedestrian access beyond regulatory requirements.
C-P27 Right-of-Way Design Standards. Right-of-way design standards
should incorporate specifications for bicycles, pedestrians,
public transit facilities, and buffers.

C-P24. Right-of-Way Multi-Modal Level of Service Standards. Right
of Way Multimodal Level of Service (LOS) Standards should
be used for maximizing the multi-modal suitability of County
roads and intersections.

C-P28. Landscape Buffer Strips. Landscape buffer strips shall be used,
where feasible, to segregate pedestrian walkways from arterial
and collector roadways.
C-P29. Removal of Obstacles in Pathways. New pathways and
sidewalks shall be free of obstacles such as utility poles and
mailboxes. Where obstacles are unavoidable on existing
sidewalks or pathways, they shall be widened or otherwise
designed to provide the least amount of obstruction to users.
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C-P59. Bicycles and Pedestrian Facilities in New Subdivisions. In
subdivisions creating new interior roads, bikeways, off-street
pedestrian ways, or sidewalks separate from roadways shall
be incorporated when warranted into the design of the
subdivision. (MCCP)
C-P55. Circulation Planning for Bicycles and Pedestrians. All future
circulation planning shall include bicycle and pedestrian
pathway routes. (MCCP)
C-P56. Road and Intersection Designs for Bicycles and Pedestrians.
All new roads and intersections shall be designed to provide
convenient use by pedestrians, bicyclists and motor vehicles.
(MCCP)
C-P60. Landscape Buffer Strips. Landscape buffer strips shall be
used to segregate pedestrian walkways from arterial and
busy connector travelways. (MCCP)
C-P61. Removal of Obstacles in Pathways. New pathways
(including sidewalks) shall be free of obstacles such as utility
poles and mailboxes. Where obstacles are unavoidable on
existing sidewalks or pathways, they shall be widened or
otherwise designed to provide the least amount of
obstruction to users. (MCCP)
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C-P30. On-Street Parking. Design on-street parking in commercial areas
to minimize conflicts with planned bicycle routes. Creative onstreet parking arrangements such as parking pockets or bays
shall be considered to improve design flexibility.

C-P53. On-Street Parking. On street parking shall be prohibited
discouraged in commercial areas and shall be prohibited
discouraged where bicycle routes are planned adjacent to
public street’s travel lanes unless parking lanes are provided.
(MCCP)
C-P54. Design Standards for All Pathways. Design standards should
be adopted for all pathways. Pathways are defined as
developed portions of rights-of-way from which motor
vehicles are excluded. (MCCP)

C-P31. Design Standards for All Pathways. Published design standards,
such as the Caltrans Highway Design Manual or equivalent, shall
be used by the County Public Works Department for the design
and construction of pedestrian and bicycle paths. All new hard
surfaced walkways shall be wheelchair accessible. Existing hard
surfaced walkways should be improved to be wheelchair
accessible when funding is available or when development
projects occur on adjacent parcels.
C-P32. Traffic Calming. Use traffic calming measures, where
appropriate, as a means of providing safe pedestrian and
bicycle access. Traffic calming measures include, but are not
limited to, roundabouts, chicanes, curb extensions, and traffic
circles.
C-P33. Protection of Designated Pedestrian and Bicycle Routes. The
County shall review land development along and adjacent to
designated pedestrian and bicycle routes to ensure that
adjacent new development is consistent with established rightof-ways and compatible with the safety and capacity of the
corridor.
C-P34. Encourage Bicycle Facilities. Encourage the placement of
secure, weather-protected bicycle storage facilities at bus stops,
businesses, and public buildings.
Encourage the addition of bicycle transport racks on public
buses.
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C-P29. Traffic Calming. Use of traffic calming measures where
appropriate as a means of providing balanced multi-modal
roadways that are compatible with adjacent land uses.
Traffic calming measures include, but are not limited to,
chicanes, curb extensions and traffic circles. [MCCP]
C-P31. Protection of Designated Trails. The County shall review land
development along and adjacent to designated trails and
pathway corridors in order to provide sufficient right-of-way
to ensure that adjacent new development is compatible
with safety, recreational, and aesthetic qualities of the
corridor. [MCCP]
C-P32. Encourage Bicycle Storage Facilities. Encourage the
provision of secure, weather protected bicycle storage
facilities at bus stops, businesses, and public buildings as
needed. [FRWK]
C-P33. Encourage Bicycle Transport racks on Public Transit.
Encourage appropriate buses to be equipped with bicycle
transport racks. [FRWK]
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C-P35. Development of Railroad Right-of-Ways for Bicycles and
Pedestrians. Encourage development of the Northwestern
Pacific (NWP) and Annie and Mary Railroad rights-of-way as
Class 1 bikeway (bike and pedestrian path) provided those uses
do not conflict with regional rail transportation system plans.

C-P36. Annie and Mary Trail. Encourage development of the Annie
and Mary trail between the cities of Blue Lake and Arcata as
a Class I bike/pedestrian trail using the existing railroad right
of way where feasible.

C-P36. Develop a Regional Trails System. Support efforts to establish
and connect a regional trails system extending from Trinidad to
Garberville and east to Willow Creek and the Hoopa Valley, with
linkages to the California Coastal Trail system.
C-P37. Encourage Equestrian Horse Trails. Encourage the development
of equestrian recreation trails.
C-P38. Channel Maintenance. Support continued maintenance of
harbor channels to provide deep water access to existing and
planned port facilities.
C-P39. Commercial Fishing Facilities. Support the improvement and
modernization of facilities that provide support and access to
markets for the commercial fishing industry.

C-P40. Public Infrastructure Supporting Private Investment. Support
investments in public infrastructure that increase readiness and
facilitate private initiatives and investment into port enterprises
such as marine-dependent industrial use, boat building and
Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08

C-P37. Use of the NWP Railroad Right of Way for Bicycles and
Pedestrians. The County shall encourage of the NWP right of
way between Arcata and Eureka as a Class 1
bike/pedestrian trail provided those uses do not compromise
future use of the right of way for rail transportation.

C-P44. Humboldt County supports continued maintenance of the
channels to provide access to existing and planned port
facilities. [FRWK]
C-P45. Humboldt County supports the improvement and
modernization of commercial fishing facilities in Humboldt
County. The cities of Eureka and Trinidad, Humboldt County
and Humboldt Bay Harbor District should actively and
cooperatively seek to encourage private investment into
commercial facilities and, where necessary, invest public
funds into rehabilitation, upgrading and expanding boat
marinas and public piers. [FRWK]
C-P46. Local business groups should be encouraged to work with
local government to encourage private investment into
facilities such as: Boat building and repair facilities; Fleet
service facilities; and Fish processing facilities. [FRWK]
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repair facilities, fleet service facilities, tourism, recreation, and fish
processing facilities.
C-P41. Movement of Goods. Encourage marine transport options, such
as coastal barge service, to reduce truck transportation on
highways 101 and 299.
C-P42. Re-establishing Regional Rail Service. Public investment to reestablish regional rail service should be contingent on a private
or public demand for sustained rail service and an analysis of
net benefits to the County’s economy, transportation systems,
and environment.
C-P43. Rail Right-of-Way. Protect and reserve the rail right-of-way for
public and private transportation uses.
C-P44. Expansion of Airline Service. The County shall work to sustain
and expand commercial passenger airline service to and from
the County consistent with the Arcata-Eureka Airport Master
Plan and the economic development goals of the County.

Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

C-P47. When it becomes economically and environmentally
feasible, the railroad system connecting to points south shall
be maintained and operated to support the County's
economic development and maintain the diversification of
the County circulation network. [FRWK]
C-P48. Protect and reserve the rail right of way for public
transportation uses, regardless of whether or not rail service is
restored.
C-P50. Expansion of Airline Service. Humboldt County supports
efforts to expand commercial airline service to the area
consistent with the Airport Master Plans of each airport
operated by the County. [FRWK]
C-P1. Safety Improvement. Use safety indicators and threshold
criteria for capital improvements in the Capital Improvement
Plan that result in levels of safety on County roadways higher
than statewide averages.
C-P4. Functional Efficiency and Capacity. Manage roadway
systems for functional efficiency (roadway system and
demand management) before functional capacity
(roadway widening or new road construction) whenever
possible.
C-P30. Landscape Maintenance Zones. The County or other local
agency should explore alternative financing mechanisms for
landscape maintenance zones which will enhance street
aesthetics and enable landscape strips with street trees
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within the public right-of-way. [MCCP]
C-P35. Encourage Visual Screens Along Horse trails. Encourage the
placement of landscaping along horse trails located
adjacent to roadways to serve as safety and/or visual
screens between trail and vehicle lanes. [FRWK]
C-P39. Integrate social transportation services with daily services
where possible. Promote integrated social service and
public transportation services, using existing programs where
possible, and seek available alternatives for independently
providing client transportation services. In addition,
encourage public and private non-profit specialized
transportation providers to notify and apprise each other of
all service changes that will impact programs or clientele.
[2006 RTP]
C-P49. The County supports use of the NWP railroad for excursion
trains as a tourist attraction provided they do not interfere
with use of the railroad for cargo transport.
C-P51. Coastal Access. Implement policies for coastal access
through review of new development as required by the
Coastal Act. (Coastal Plans)
C-P52. Coastal Public Roadway Projects. Public roadway
improvement projects shall not, either individually or
cumulatively, degrade environmentally sensitive habitats or
coastal scenic areas. Improvements (beyond repair and
maintenance) shall be consistent with Coastal Act
protections of environmentally sensitive habitats and visual
resources and shall be limited to the following:
a. Reconstruction and restoration of existing roadways,
including bridge restoration and replacement, highway
planting, construction of protective works such as rock
slope protection and slope corrections, reconstruction of

Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08
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roadways following damage by storms or other disasters,
and improvement of roadside rests.
b. Operational improvements, such as traffic signals, guard
rails and curve corrections.
c. Roadside enhancements, such as construction or
improvement of roadside rests and vista points
consistent with Section 3.40 (Resource Protection Policies
and Standards), and removal of roadside signs
consistent with Section 3.42 C (Coastal Scenic Areas).
d. Minor improvement projects, such as modifying
encroachments or ramps, construction turnouts, and
channelized intersections.
e. Except in coastal scenic areas, climbing and passing
lanes.
f. Expansion of substandard roadway shoulders.
Construction of bikeways. (Coastal Plans)
C-P55. Circulation Planning for Bicycles and Pedestrians. All future
circulation planning shall include bicycle and pedestrian
pathway routes. (MCCP)
C-P56. Road and Intersection Designs for Bicycles and Pedestrians.
All new roads and intersections shall be designed to provide
convenient use by pedestrians, bicyclists and motor vehicles.
(MCCP)
C-P57. Repair and Reconstruction Projects to Provide for Bicycles
and Pedestrians. When major repairs or reconstruction
occurs on existing substandard collector and arterial roads
and intersections, they should be brought up to standards
which provide for pedestrian, bicycle and motor vehicle use.
Existing deficiencies shall be corrected prior to further
development. This policy is contingent upon funding
availability. (MCCP)

Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08
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C-P58. Prioritize Funding for Bicycles and Pedestrian Facilities. Priority
(from the available funds provided for McKinleyville) shall be
given to circulation projects which enhance safe pedestrian
and bicycle access to McKinleyville's schools. (MCCP)
C-P62. Minimize Impacts to Streams and Wetlands With New Road
Construction. Site plans for new roads, paths and trails, or
improvements to existing ones shall minimize their impact to
streams and wetlands, and incorporate and preserve
aesthetically pleasing natural features consisting of native
and non-native species. A funding mechanism should be
provided for the design of improved public pathways.
Funding alternatives include development impact fees, user
fees (such as fuel taxes and tolls), non-user fees (such as
property and sales taxes), special benefit fees (such as
assessment districts), joint ventures (such as public/private
agreements), and debt financing (such as bonds,
certificates of participation etc.). (MCCP)
C-P63. Wheelchair Accessibility for New Walkways. All new hard
surfaced walkways shall be wheelchair accessible. (MCCP)
C-P64. Wheelchair Accessibility for Existing Walkways. Existing hard
surfaced walkways should be improved to be wheelchair
accessible when funding is available or when development
projects occur on adjacent parcels. (MCCP)
C-P65. Creative and Flexible Application Of Travelway Design
Standards. Creative and flexible application of travelway
design standards based upon engineering principles in new
subdivisions shall be allowed if they minimally impact the
natural environment. (MCCP)
C-P66. Integration with the Pedestrian Circulation Network. New
subdivisions and other major developments shall be
designed to integrate with the pedestrian circulation
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network in the community. (MCCP)
C-P67. Rights-of-way for Pathways. In order to minimize travel
distances for pedestrians (encouraging pathway short-cuts
and non-automobile use), new subdivisions and other major
developments shall provide rights-of-way for pathways
consistent with the adopted Trails Plan between public
streets (or other public or commercial destinations) at least
every 1,320 feet (1/4 mile) in R-1 neighborhoods; and every
350 feet (one city block) in higher density areas. Assessment
districts, subject to voter ratification or other funding
mechanisms, shall be created for all subdivisions to improve
and maintain rights-of-way to pathway standards as
identified in the Circulation and Trails Plans. (MCCP)
C-P68. Off-Street Parking. Off-street parking along local streets shall
be encouraged in the design of new developments.
Creative on-street parking arrangements such as parking
pockets or bays on local service roads are encouraged
when based on engineering principles. (MCCP)
C-P69. Off-Site Improvements. Offsite improvements along local
streets shall be encouraged in the design of new
developments. (MCCP)
1. All subdivision applications which propose new roads not
listed in the circulation element shall submit alternate
roadway designs which reflect an emphasis on
pedestrian convenience. They may include reducing
travelway widths within the required right-of-way
easement. (MCCP)
2. Prior to approving a reduced roadway width, the
County shall ensure that the roadway provides
adequate access for emergency vehicles.
3. The County shall implement where appropriate as
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determined by the Public Works Department the use of
traffic calming measures as a means of reducing the
speed of motor vehicles, and facilitating pedestrian
movement. Traffic calming measures include chicanes,
curb extensions and traffic circles.
4. The County or other local agency should explore
alternative financing mechanisms for landscape
maintenance zones which will enhance street aesthetics
and enable landscape strips with street trees within the
public right-of-way.
5. All pedestrian pathways should be located adjacent to
or within landscape strips or greenways. Pathways
should not be located adjacent to the traveled way.
6. Subdivisions involving five or more units and zoned for
under 20,000 square foot minimum parcel size are
encouraged to incorporate parking bays into the design
of any proposed traveled way that are not shown as
collector streets on the Circulation Plan map.
7. Intersections and streets shall be designed to provide an
attractive environment for multiple modes of
transportation.
8. The County shall explore the use of incentives to
property owners/subdividers for providing landscaping
strips, maintenance programs, and parking bays. These
incentives may include density bonuses. (MCCP)
C-P70. Trails Implementation Plan A Trails Implementation Plan shall
be prepared that includes a trail by trail review with
recommendations for how easements could be gained and
under what circumstances dedication of easements might
be required. Development projects proposed on lands that
include a trail as shown on the Trails Map may be required to
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dedicate and/or improve such trail if an individualized
determination is made that the dedication is related both in
nature and extent and is roughly proportional to the impact
of the proposed development.
For purposes of this section, ‘development projects’ include
discretionary projects including subdivisions, special or
conditional use permits, variances, and zoning
reclassifications and ministerial projects requiring more than
five (5) new parking spaces. Excluded from requirement to
dedicate a trail easement are ministerial projects that would
require less than five (5) new parking spaces. Also excluded
are the following discretionary projects: temporary uses,
including public assemblages, timber production, variances
where the proposed development does not interfere with a
trail alignment, lot line adjustments which do not interfere
with a trail alignment, signage. (MCCP)
C-P71. Review of Development Along Trails. The County shall review
land development along and adjacent to designated trails
and pathway corridors in order to provide sufficient right-ofway to ensure that adjacent development is compatible
with safety, recreational, and aesthetic qualities of the
corridor. (MCCP)
C-P72. Maintenance and Repair of County/State encroachments at
intersections. Coordinate with CalTrans to maintain and
repair County/State encroachments at intersections.
(Avenues CP)
C-P73. Lowering the Speed Limit in Miranda and Phillipsville. The
County shall work with CalTrans in lowering the speed limit
through the communities of Miranda and Phillipsville.
(Avenues CP)
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C-P74. Funding for Pedestrian Safety, Access and Egress. The County
shall request that CalTrans comply with Streets and Freeways
Code, Section 157, to provide for pedestrian safety, access,
and egress, as an integrally funded part of their highway
projects. (Avenues CP)
Standards

C-S1.

Functional Classifications. Roadway functional classifications
and standards are shown below in Table 7-B (pages 7-20 and 721), and further specified in Title III—Land Use and Development
Division 2 Subdivision Regulations.

Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08

C-S4 Functional Classifications. The County’s Road Standards in the
Subdivision Ordinance shall be modified to incorporate the
following functional classifications for the Humboldt Countymaintained roadway system:
Urban/Rural Minor Arterials link cities and towns. An arterial
provides service between major traffic generators such as
cities or large towns, and normally provides the most direct
route to the state system. Arterials usually provide the highest
level of service to the County as measured by mobility and
traffic volume. An arterial will have some access and traffic
control. Arterials have relatively high travel speeds with
minimum interference to through movement.
Urban/Rural Major and Minor Collectors. A collector road
moves local traffic from or to arterial roads. A collector can
also link arterials or provide access to an arterial. A collector
also provides service between minor traffic generators.
Collectors typically have shorter routes than arterials with
more moderate speeds. Major collectors serve more
important intra-county travel corridors than minor collectors.
Urban/Rural Local Roads. Local roads provide access or
entrance to residences, businesses or other abutting
property. They generally provide the least mobility within the
County system and are usually the origin and destination
route for a “trip” within the County.
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C-S2.

C-S3.

Neighborhood Connectivity. Standards for neighborhood
connectivity shall be those specified in Title III—Land Use and
Development Division 2 Subdivision Regulations. Connectivity
standards shall govern:
A. Intersection spacing
B. Block sizes
C. Cul-de-sacs and dead-end roads
D. Secondary access requirements
E. Gated communities and other restricted access roads
F. Access connections between local, connector and
arterial roads
G. Pedestrian and cycling connections
H. Construction and connection of street “stubs,” to
adjacent parcels
Traffic Thresholds of Significance. Apply objective measures,
such as roadway capacity and level of service from the
Transportation Research Board Highway Capacity Manual or its
equivalent, to make determinations on the significance of traffic
impacts for CEQA purposes.

C-S4.

Pavement Management Criteria. Strive to maintain the overall
condition of County-maintained roadways above the 50th
percentile of the Overall Condition Index (OCI) and Modified
OCI developed in the 2008 Technical Report.
C-S5. Prioritizing Roadway Capital Expenditures. Objective criteria
shall be used to prioritize roadway capital expenditures. Criteria
shall be developed to reflect consideration of:
A.
Accident data and traffic engineering safety analysis for
safety projects.
B.
LOS measures for congestion relief projects.
Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

C-S1 Capacity Standards. Volume-to-Capacity and/or movementdelay estimates should be used to assess Level of Service
(LOS) impacts of new developments on the road network
according to the following table. Volume to Capacity Ratio
estimates from the GEATM Model should be used where
feasible. Alternatively, site-specific data from a certified
engineer may be used.
C-P5. Pavement Management Criteria. Strive to maintain the
overall condition of County-maintained roadways above
the 50th percentile of the Overall Condition Index (OCI) and
Modified OCI developed in the 2007 Technical Report.
C-S5 Prioritization of Road Improvements. Volume to Capacity
Ratios (V/C Ratios) should be considered in the prioritization
of roadway projects.
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C-S6.

C-S7.

C-S8.

C.
Analysis of future development potential based on the
Housing Element land inventory for growth accommodating
projects.
D.
Reductions in roadway system maintenance costs.
E.
Community demand and public interest.
Prioritizing Road Maintenance Projects. Use and refine the OCI
rating system to prioritize road maintenance projects for roads
that have been assessed under this system. Maintenance
projects on other roads shall use the Modified OCI system.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

C-S6

Prioritization of Road Maintenance Projects. Use and refine
the OCI rating system to prioritize road maintenance
projects for roads that have been assessed under this
system. Maintenance projects on other roads shall use the
Modified OCI system. Technological advances such as
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Geographic
Positioning System (GPS) shall be used to enhance these
rating systems.

Transit, Bicycle, and Pedestrian Level of Service Standards.
Bicycle and pedestrian Level of Service Standards shall be
specified in Title III—Land Use and Development Division 2
Subdivision Regulations. For land use planning purposes, the
County shall reference Transit Level of Service standards
specified in the Public Transit Service Element of the Regional
Transportation Plan as amended.
Pedestrian and Bicycle System. A Board adopted Pedestrian
and Bicycle System Plan consistent with the Regional
Transportation Plan shall identify trails and routes considered a
part of County maintained circulation system. Development
projects proposed on lands that include a County maintained
trail or route may be required to dedicate easements of make
improvements if an individualized determination is made that
the dedication is related both in nature and extent and is
roughly proportional to the impact of the proposed
development consistent with standards specified in Title III—Land
Use and Development Division 2 Subdivision Regulations.

Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08
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C-S9.

Prioritization Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities and Routes.
Objective criteria shall be used to prioritize construction of
pedestrian and bicycle facilities and routes. Criteria shall be
developed to reflect consideration of:
A.
Providing safe and continuous connections between:
1)
Neighborhoods and public schools
2)
Residential areas and workplaces
3)
Transit stops and public facilities
4)
Adjacent open spaces or recreation areas
B.
Reductions in vehicle miles traveled
C.
Community demand and public interest
C-S10. Equestrian Horse Trails. The Federal Highway Administration,
“Equestrian Design Guidebook for Trails,” or its equivalent, shall
be used as a guide for the analysis and design of equestrian
trails.
C-S3 Consistent Roadway Design Standards. Roadway design
standards and functional classifications shall be applied in a
consistent manner throughout the County roadway system.
C-S7 Multi-Modal Level of Service Standards. Right of Way
Multimodal Level of Service (LOS) Standards should be used
for maximizing the multi-modal suitability of County roads
and intersections. For bicycle facilities, LOS standards should
be developed for the following types of facilities:
Bike Path Class I Separated, surfaced right-of-way
designated exclusively for non-motorized use. The minimum
width for each direction is 1.5 meters, with a 2.4 meter
minimum width for a bi-directional path.
Bike Lane Class II White stripe and Bike Lane sign on roadway
providing 1.5 meters of road surface for preferential bicycle
use (not including gutter). Vehicle parking adjacent to and
motorist crossflow is allowed. Bike lanes must be on both
Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08
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sides of a two-way road for one-way travel only.
Bike Route Class III Shared roadway with motorists on through
routes not served by Class I or II bikeways or to connect
discontinuous bikeways. Established by a Bike Route sign
C-S8 Safe Routes To Schools, and Between Transit Stops And Nearby
Libraries, Parks, And Community Centers. Construct and
maintain contiguous sidewalks and bike paths along roads
used for multimodal access within one mile of all public
schools, and between transit stops and nearby public
facilities (libraries, parks, and community centers) as funding
sources are identified and available.
C-S9 Dedication of Trails and Parkland Fees. Public pathways, trails
and greenways identified on the Trails Map are to be
dedicated separately from and in addition to dedication of
park acreage or payment of in-lieu fees authorized by the
Quimby Act (CA Gov. Code §66477) and the local
implementing ordinance (HCC Title III, Div. 1, Sec. 316-24 et
seq ) [MCCP]
C-S10 Use of Parkland Fees for Trails Improvements. The trails, parks,
and improvements identified in this section may be
developed using Quimby Act parkland dedication in-lieu
fees. [MCCP]
C-S11 Terms for Dedication of Trails. When new development
triggers a dedication requirement, the County shall require
the developer to provide either: a) a 50 year offer of
dedication of an easement; b) an easement (with any
improvements as may be agreed on); or c) fee simple title of
that
C-S12 Review of Trails Proposed for Dedication. The review of
development subject to trail and greenway dedication
and/or improvement shall include consideration of the
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following features:
A
The intended purpose for the trail (i.e., a surfaced
pedestrian walkway, bicycle path, semi-improved
recreational trail for walkers, bicyclists, and
equestrians, an unimproved rural trail for hikers,
mountain biking, and horse riding).
B.
Consistency of the proposed class of trail and its
location with adjacent uses so as not to have
adverse impacts on adjacent owners' use of their
property.
C.
The intensity of adjacent development.
D.
Minimizing the likelihood of trespass and vandalism
on adjacent private property through the trail
design, including location, improvement standard,
and the sanctioned use of the trail.
E.
Evaluating public health and safety needs for:
1)
parking;
2)
road capacity and traffic patterns;
3)
avoiding conflicts in uses (i.e. pedestrian,
equestrian, vehicular);
4)
use by the handicapped;
5)
sanitary facilities including trash disposal; and
6)
accessibility of the terrain (topography of trail is
not too steep).
F.
Availability and adequacy of other nearby trail
alignments.
G.
Potential for significant conflicts with agriculture
including:
1)
vandalism;
2)
theft of livestock, agricultural supplies and tools;
3)
damage to crops and livestock;
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H.
I.

J.
K.
L.
M.

N.
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4)
trespass on areas not part of access way;
5)
damage to fencing and gates;
6)
livestock depredation;
7)
litter; and
8)
interference with agricultural operations.
The design, construction, and management of trails
and pathways should be carefully executed in order
to reduce environmental disturbance.
Bridges and other public improvements within
designated trails and pathway corridors should be
designed to provide safe and secure routes for trails,
including grade separation between roadways and
trails whenever feasible. trails and pathways into
corridors used for public and utility purposes.
Encouraging the incorporation of trails and
pathways into corridors used for public and utility
purposes.
New development shall not block existing
neighborhoods' access to trails.
Bikeways, hiking trails, and equestrian trails (off road)
should be provided within designated trail corridors,
and whenever feasible, rest areas and picnicking
The applicant for development of a parcel which
the Trails Map indicates as having a trail crossing it
shall have the option of designing the trail route
through the property provided the trail’s entry and
exit points are consistent with the Trails Map.
A parcel which the Trails Map indicates as crossing it
“in whole” (i.e., not straddling a common property
boundary with an adjacent lot) shall have the option
of designing the trail route through the parcel
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provided the trails end points --- where it enters and
exits the parcel --- are consistent with the Trails Map.
[MCCP]
C-S13 Robinson\Dunn Project Improvements. Incorporate the
following standards into the transportation improvements for
development of the Robinson\Dunn property south of the
Lundbar Hills neighborhood:
a)
The project should require that a road be
constructed from Ridgewood Drive toward Fairway
Drive at least to the north end of the property. The
road should be planned so that it may eventually be
connected through to the City to Fairway Drive.
b)
The development should have multiple access points
onto Walnut Drive and Ridgewood Drive. The timing
for development of each access point shall be
determined by Public Works, as warranted, as each
development phase is submitted to the County.
c)
These access points should coincide with existing
street systems whenever feasible, such as entering
Walnut Drive where a street already exists on the
opposite side, thus providing for a four-way
intersection.
d)
Access point location designs should conform to
good traffic engineering principles such as
adequate site distance, adequate storage for
vehicular movements entering and exiting,
appropriate intersection controls, and conformance
with the County's street design standards. (ECP)
C-S14 McKay Tract Improvements. Incorporate the following
standards into the transportation improvements for
development of the North and South McKay Tracts off of
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Walnut Drive:
a)
Development of the North McKay property should
include a primary through road from Cypress Street to the
end of Harrison Avenue. In addition, development of the
North McKay property shall include at least three access
points onto Walnut Drive. These access points shall
incorporate the extensions of Redwood, Fern and Arbutus
Streets. The timing for extension of each street shall be
determined by Public Works, as warranted, as each
development phase is submitted to the County.
b)
Development of the South McKay property shall be
designed with a primary access other than Northridge Road.
The primary access shall be designed to intersect Walnut
Drive when possible. Northridge Road shall be used as a
secondary access. The timing for construction of the
secondary access shall be determined by Public Works, as
warranted, as each development phase is submitted to the
County.
c)
All access points should coincide with existing street
systems whenever feasible, such as entering Walnut Drive
where a street already exists on the opposite side, thus
providing for a four way intersection.
d)
Access point locations should conform with good
traffic engineering principles, as mentioned above (for
Robinson\Dunn property). (ECP)
Implementation Measures

C-IM1. Circulation Standards. Review and update roadway,
pedestrian, and bicycling facility standards in the Humboldt
County Roadway Design Standards Manual, Title III—Land Use
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and Development Division 2 Subdivision Regulations, and other
appropriate ordnances.
C-IM2. Tracking Road Improvement Requirements. Public Works shall
develop, maintain, and publish an inventory of road segments
and intersections that do not meet LOS or road classification
standards given existing traffic levels or number of currently
developed parcels.
C-IM3. Road Abandonment. Proposals to vacate or abandon
ownership or maintenance of County roads shall include a
General Plan consistency review and analysis.
C-IM4. Regional Coordination. Support and participate in joint
circulation system and land use planning with HCOAG, affected
cities, and Caltrans. Maintain, update, and validate the GEATM
or its equivalent on a regular basis, and use the model to
evaluate development-related traffic impacts on County and
city existing and proposed circulation system.
C-IM5. Roadway System Construction. Develop funding mechanisms
to complete construction of critical segments of the roadway
system designated in the Circulation Element and identified in
the Capital Improvement Plan.
C-IM6. Coordination with Public Health. Refer subdivisions creating
more than 30 parcels and discretionary permits for commercial
developments in excess of 50,000 square feet to the
Environmental Health Division for review and comments on
potential public health effects.
C-IM7. Transit Infrastructure. Work with regional transit providers (K-T
Net, Blue Lake Rancheria Transit, Humboldt Transit Authority,
Arcata & Mad River Transit System and Redwood Coast Transit)

Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08
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C-P10. Tracking Road Improvement Requirements. Maintain a
database to track road improvement requirements.

C-P11 Road Abandonments. The County Planning Commission
shall review All proposed abandonments of ownership or
maintenance on County roads shall be reviewed for
conformance with the County General Plan before they are
approved. [FRWK]

C-IM6 Transit Infrastructure. Work with regional transit providers (HTA)
to situate transit stops and hubs at locations that are
convenient for transit users, and promote increased transit
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to situate transit stops and hubs at locations that are convenient
for transit users, and promote increased transit usage through
the provision of shelters, benches, and other amenities.
C-IM8. Park and Ride Facilities. Support Caltrans’ efforts to add parkand-ride lots in McKinleyville and Fortuna.

C-IM9. Adoption of Water Quality and Stream Habitat Protection
Measures. Formally adopt and maintain the Five County,
“Water Quality and Stream Habitat Protections Manual for
County Road Maintenance” or its equivalent, to guide the
following activities:
A. Routine and emergency road repair
B. Maintenance of county roads and related facilities,
including actions taken to prevent erosion and/or the
deterioration of a roadway, such as activities affecting the
cutbank, road surface, fillslope, and all drainage structure
C. Maintenance and replacement of bridges and culverts
D. Activities on County-owned maintenance yards
E. Measures to protect the traveling public, such as snow and
ice removal.
C-IM10. U.S. Highway 101 Safety Corridor Improvements. Issuance of
Coastal Development Permits and other discretionary permits by
the County for the U.S. Highway 101 Safety Corridor
Improvement Project should support a strategy that treats all
three main roads between Arcata and Eureka (U.S. Highway
101, State Route 255, and Old Arcata Road/Myrtle Avenue) as
one system. The strategy would develop an overall
improvement plan that phases improvements on a prioritized
Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08
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usage through the provision of shelters, benches, and other
amenities.
C-P38. Support the Development of More Park-&-Ride Lots Near
Population Centers to Encourage Bus Ridership and
Carpooling. The County shall support CalTrans efforts to add
park-&-ride lots in McKinleyville, Fortuna, and other
population centers as identified in the most recent RTP. [2006
RTP]
C-IM8 Adoption of Water Quality and Stream Habitat Protection
Measures. Formally adopt the 2002 manual, “Water Quality
and Stream Habitat Protections Manual for County Road
Maintenance” to guide the following activities:
o routine and emergency road repair;
o maintenance of county roads and related facilities including
actions taken to prevent erosion and/or the deterioration of
a roadway, such as activities affecting the cutbank, road
surface, fillslope and all drainage structure;
o maintenance and replacement of bridges and culverts;
o activities on County-owned maintenance yards; and
measures to protect the traveling public, such as snow and
ice removal.
C-IM9 U.S. Highway 101 Safety Corridor Improvements. Issuance of
Coastal Development Permits and other discretionary
permits by the County for the U.S. Highway 101 Safety
Corridor Improvement project should support a strategy that
treats all three main roads between Arcata and Eureka (U.S.
Highway 101, State Route 255, and Old Arcata Road/Myrtle
Avenue) as one system. The strategy would develop an
overall improvement plan that phases improvements on a
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basis between the three roads.

C- IM11.Transit Service to East, South and North County. Pursue funding
and partnerships with the Humboldt Transit Authority, Native
American tribes, and non-profit transportation organizations to
establish and sustain transit services to rural communities in the
eastern, southern, and northern portions of the county.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
prioritized basis between the three roads. Potential impacts
of the project on coastal resources, including those that
were identified in the comments made to CalTrans by the
Board of Supervisors September 18, 2007, should be
minimized.
C- IM11 Re-establish transit service to east, south and north county.
The Humboldt Transit Authority will Pursue partnerships with
the County of Humboldt, Humboldt Transit Authority, Native
American Tribes, and non-profit transportation organizations
that will help fund and facilitate the re-establishment of
services to rural communities in the east, south and north
portions of the County. [2006 RTP]

C-IM12.Pedestrian and Bicycle System Plan. Public Works shall prepare
a Pedestrian and Bicycle System Plan consistent with the
Regional Transportation Plan and incorporate appropriate
implementation standards in Title III—Land Use and
Development Division 2 Subdivision Regulations.
C-IM1 Review of the Capital Improvement Program. Planning and
Environmental Health staff should review and provide
comments on the Capital Improvement Program.
C-IM2 Great Eureka Area Travel Model (GEATM). In coordination
with the City of Eureka and CalTrans, the County shall,
maintain, update and validate the GEATM on a regular
basis, and use the GEATM to evaluate development related
traffic impacts on the City’s existing and proposed
circulation system.
C-IM3 Missing Links. Where feasible, construct missing roadway links
to complete the roadway system designated in the
Circulation Element when warranted by safety concerns,
congestion relief, and improvement of roadway functional
Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08
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efficiency and/or capacity.
C-IM4 Multi-Modal Requirements. Roadway improvements should
include pedestrian and bike facilities and bus stops as
needed to accommodate demand for such facilities and
where rights of way can accommodate such facilities,
including sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bus stops, safe highway
passages and neighborhood trail linkages.
C-IM5 Future Multi-Modality Options. Preserve use of dedicated
rights of way for future pedestrian, bicycle and transit
facilities on roads where they do not presently exist.
C-IM12 Handicapped Access. Outdoor recreation facilities shall be
designed and constructed to be accessible to
handicapped persons consistent with the requirements of
the Americans with Disabilities Act.
C-IM13 Lateral Access Guidelines in Coastal Areas. Guidelines for
the designation of lateral accessways are as follows:
(1) Where there is an existing access way adjoining the
proposed access way, the location and size of the new
access way shall be the same as the adjoining
accessways; or
(2) where there is a fixed landward point from which to
measure (e.g. bluffline) the access way shall be no less
than 25 feet in width seaward from the fixed landmark;
or
(3) to the first line of terrestrial vegetation, excepting dune
areas; or
(4) a minimum of 25 feet from the mean high tide line
(5) where there is no vertical gradient differential between
the development and the access way, a privacy buffer
shall be established with a minimum of 10 feet with only
limited uses allowed from 10 to 20 feet and only passive
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recreational uses between 20 and 50 feet. (Coastal
Plans)

C-IM14 Vertical Access Guidelines in Coastal Areas. Guidelines for
the designation of vertical accessways are as follows
(1) Location should be along boundaries of property but
may be re-sited as necessary.
(2) Width should be a minimum of 10 feet for pedestrian use
with additional width as required for slope or
construction easements and/or other uses.
(3) Privacy buffer between access way and residence shall
be a minimum of five (5) feet for pedestrian accessways.
(Coastal Plans)
C-IM15 Access Improvements
1. Minimal improvements should be scheduled for
unimproved access points in character with the rural nature
of the communities they serve, and accessways accepted
by the responsible entity or agency should include but shall
not be limited to, the following as they are found consistent
with the identified uses, modes of access and limitations as
identified in the Access Inventory.
a.
parking
b.
roads
c.
trails, stairs and ramps
d.
sanitary facilities (including trash collection)
e.
facilities for the handicapped
f.
fencing and barriers to inappropriate uses
g.
signing of access points, trails and hazard areas
h.
maintenance and operation of the access way and
Part 2, Chapter 7 Circulation Element 12-18-08
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support facilities.
2. In reviewing improvements to accessways, the approving
authority shall consider the following:
a. The common use(s) of the shoreline;
b. The proposed mode of access (pedestrian, equestrian, or
vehicular) and adverse impacts on adjacent owners'
use of their property, and the size of the development;
c. The likelihood of trespass and vandalism on adjacent
private property;
d. The need to provide for public health and safety,
including the need for:
(1)
parking
(2)
road capacity and traffic patterns
(3)
conflicts in uses (i.e. pedestrian, equestrian,
vehicular)
(4)
use by the handicapped
(5)
capacity of sanitary facilities, including trash
disposal
(6)
topography of trail
(7)
beach hazards (tides, currents, undertows)
e.
Conflicts with agriculture including:
(1)
vandalism
(2)
theft of livestock, agricultural supplies and
tools
(3)
damage to crops and livestock
(4)
trespass on areas not part of access way
(5)
damage to fencing and gates
(6)
dogs killing, maiming or harassing livestock
(7)
litter
(8)
interference with agricultural operations (by
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access corridor)
3. Improvement of accessways shall be permitted
where the level of development is adequate to support
common uses of the shoreline and the mode(s) of access
proposed in the Plan, and where the improvements are sited
and designed to prevent significant hazards to public health
and safety or to agriculture and minimize the likelihood of
trespass and vandalism on adjacent private property.
4. Signs at access points should be supplemented by
an atlas of County coastal access points for use by both
residents and visitors. (Coastal Plans)
C-IM16 Unavoidable Loss of Coastal Public Access
New industrial development which impedes or interferes with public
access to or along the bayshore shall provide off-site
improvements to open other equivalent bayshore areas
where no public access exists, or enhance comparable,
existing bay access. Such improvements shall include, as
necessary, dedication of access easements, fee title along
the new access way, access improvements, including
parking areas and trails, and provisions for maintenance and
operation of the new access way.
If an applicant cannot provide these improvements or these
improvements amount to only a portion of an overall
preferred off-site access proposal, an in-lieu fee payment
shall be made to an appropriate public agency for the
purpose of providing the above comparable bay access or
enhancement of existing comparable bay access.
(Enhancement of existing, comparable bay access could
include in-lieu fees for shoreline protection, development of
a public fishing pier, or provision of additional off-site access
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facilities. (Coastal Plans
C-IM17 Improvements to F Street (Oak to Alder). F Street is being
recommended for widening from two to four lanes. This
Improvement should be coordinated with the same
improvement warranted on F Street within the city
boundaries. This improvement is needed at the 25%
development scenario (assuming 100% buildout of the City's
vacant parcels). This can largely be accommodated by restriping of the existing facility, and perhaps with removal of
on-street parking. (ECP)
C-IM18 Improvements to Herrick Road at Elk River Road. The
intersection of Herrick Road and Elk River Road should be
signalized and left-turn lanes should be constructed. (ECP)
C-IM19 Improvements to Union Street. That portion of Union Street
from the city limits to Madison Avenue should be improved
to allow for access from Pine Hill to the City of Eureka. The
improvements should consist of a minimum of 2 driving lanes,
pedestrian/bicycle corridor, and improvement of the
intersection of Sea Avenue.
C-IM20 Improvements to Togo Street. Incorporate the Togo Street
improvements onto Public Works Five Year Priority List Capital
Improvement program.
C-IM21 Robinson\Dunn Project Improvements. When the
Robinson/Dunn property develops, the County shall work
with the City of Eureka to ensure a route through the City to
connect Fairway Drive with Ridgewood Drive.
C-IM22 Lot Frontage on Major Roads. The policy to discourage lots
from fronting onto such roads as Humboldt Hill, Walnut,
Campton and Ridgewood (west of Walnut) shall be
implemented through the subdivision process for parcels
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along these corridors.
C-IM23 Pedestrian Corridors. The County shall incorporate the
development of pedestrian corridors along major roads into
Public Works Five Year Priority List Capital Improvement
program.
C-IM24 Elk River/Ridgewood/Westgate Intersections. The County
shall incorporate the realignment of these intersections as a
high priority in Public Works Five Year Priority List Capital
Improvement program.
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Chapter 9 Economic Development Element
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 9 Economic Development Element (ED)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

ED-G1.

Stable Economy. A diverse, stable, and growing local
economy with an emphasis on base and emerging
industries, innovation, entrepreneurship, and global
competition.

ED-G1.

Stable Economy. To enhance and maintain a
diverse, stable, and growing local economy with
an emphasis on base and emerging industries,
innovation, entrepreneurship, and global
competition.

ED-G2.

Natural Resource Assets. Protect the long-term
economic viability of agricultural, mineral resource,
timber, and coastal dependent lands.

ED-G8.

Natural Resource Assets. To protect productive
agricultural, mineral resource, timber, and coastal
dependent lands.

ED-G3.

Strategic Planning. A comprehensive economic
development strategy that guides forward progress on
economic development goals and informs the public on
emerging markets, innovations, and opportunities for
entrepreneurship that benefit the region’s economic
prosperity.

ED-G12.

Informed Public. To educate County residents of
economic trends, emerging markets, innovations
and opportunities for entrepreneurship that benefit
the region’s economic prosperity.

ED-G4.

Cooperation and Collaboration. Productive partnerships

ED-G10.

Cooperation and Collaboration. To build and
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with cities, neighboring counties, and the private sector
that build and enhance common assets and resolve
common obstacles.

maintain partnerships with cities, neighboring
counties, and the private sector that build and
enhance common assets and resolve common
obstacles.

ED-G5.

Economic Development Assistance Programs. Financial
and technical assistance programs that support workers,
businesses, service providers, and disadvantaged
communities.

ED-G11.

Economic Development Assistance Programs. To
administer and support financial and technical
assistance programs that support workers,
businesses, and service providers.

ED-G6.

Competitive Quality of Life. Natural resources,
recreational opportunities, and vibrant town centers that
incorporate a mix of employment, housing, and retail
uses as well as access to childcare, multi-modal
transportation, and cultural and natural amenities.

ED-G3.

Quality of Life. To attract and retain young talent
by developing vibrant town centers that
incorporate a mix of employment, housing, and
retail uses as well as access to child care,
transportation, and cultural and natural amenities.

ED-G7.

Skilled and Ready Workforce. Proactive development
of the workforce through early and higher education,
vocational training, and lifelong learning, so that our
residents are prepared to contribute to the industries in
Humboldt County and our region.

ED-G4.

Skilled and Ready Workforce. To foster a local
workforce that is prepared to succeed in the
industries growing in Humboldt County, which
values early education, vocational training, and
lifelong learning.

ED-G8.

Regulatory and Permit Streamlining. Permitting and
licensing processes that respond to the needs and
timelines of market conditions and remove unintended
barriers to microenterprises and home-based businesses.

ED-G5.

Streamlining. To implement permitting and
licensing processes that are more responsive to the
needs and timelines of the marketplace,
particularly for microenterprises and home-based
businesses.

ED-G9.

Telecommunications. Reliable and modern
telecommunications infrastructure and services that can

ED-G2.

Broadband Internet. To establish a reliable
broadband internet infrastructure that distributes a
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attract and retain internet and knowledge-based
businesses.

choice of economically accessible broadband
services into our most rural communities, and is not
vulnerable to disruption. Integrate broadband
service capability into new buildings and
developments. Provide broadband access in
remote or rural communities.

ED-G10. Public Water and Wastewater. Adequate public water
and wastewater facilities to accommodate workforce
housing and provide opportunities for businesses to
grow.

ED-G7.

Public Water and Wastewater. To have and
maintain adequate public water and wastewater
facilities to accommodate workforce housing and
provide opportunities for businesses to grow.

ED-G11. Transportation Networks. Transportation facilities and
services that allow competitive connectivity for freight
and people to metropolitan areas and worldwide
markets.

ED-G6.

Transportation Networks. To have transportation
facilities that allow freight mobility along the
interstate highway system and provide
connectivity between residential neighborhoods
and employment centers.

ED-G12. Land Inventory. A sufficient land inventory to meet the
demand for commercial and industrial expansion and
profitable natural resource production.
ED-G13. Brownfields. A successful recycling program converting
underutilized brownfields into valuable land for housing
and business expansion.

ED-G9. Brownfields. To clean up and reuse brownfield sites.

Policies
ED-P1.

Financial Resources. The County shall acquire state,
federal, and private grants for workforce training,
economic research, infrastructure, and local business
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development consistent with the County Economic
Development Strategy.
ED-P2.

ED-P3.

ED-P4.

development.

Job Growth and Workforce. Collaborate with economic
development entities in the region to promote job
growth, technological innovations, and
entrepreneurship in base and emerging industries. Work
with the education and private sectors to promote
education, vocational training, professional
development, and lifelong learning in the workforce.

ED-P17.

Job Growth. Collaborate with economic
development entities in the region to promote job
growth, technological innovations, and
entrepreneurship in base and emerging industries.

ED-P18.

Workforce. Work with the education and private
sectors to promote education, vocational training,
professional development, and lifelong learning.

Workforce Housing. Develop housing at a price
commensurate with income levels as reflected in the
County Regional Housing Needs Assessment, and a
transportation system to provide efficient connectivity
between housing and places of employment to
minimize commute travel times and distances.

ED-P4.

Workforce Housing. Promote the development of
workforce housing and mixed-use housing around
multi-modal transportation options.

ED-P14.

Workforce Housing. Encourage production of
housing at a price commensurate with income
levels, and a transportation system to provide
efficient connectivity between housing and places
of employment to maintain satisfactory commute
travel times and distances.

Childcare. Promote the provision of childcare facilities
within business, commercial and industrial centers, and

ED-P5.

Child Care. Promote the provision of child care
facilities within business, commercial and industrial
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Chapter 9 Economic Development Element (ED)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
housing developments. Streamline the permitting
requirements for new childcare facilities. Foster
private/public partnerships with childcare service and
information providers.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
centers and housing developments.
ED-P20.

Child Care. Foster private/public partnerships with
child care service and information providers.

ED-P5.

Aging Population. Respond to the increasing
transportation, service, and housing needs of the
county’s aging population.

ED-P6.

Large Format Retail. Require review of the economic
and workforce impacts of large format “big box”
commercial uses.

ED-P9.

Commercial Retail. Include standards for
discretionary review of large format “big box”
commercial uses to reduce their land use impact.

ED-P7.

Broadband Internet. Support broadband improvements
necessary to maintain the County’s business
competitiveness and serve remote communities.

ED-P3.

Broadband Internet. Promote the provision of
broadband infrastructure in all communities.

ED-P13.

Broadband Internet. Support the development and
management of a redundant fiber optic line that
connects to the fiber backbone running along the
U.S. 5 corridor. The County shall support the
expansion and delivery of broadband Internet in
the rural or remote communities in the county
through all appropriate technologies.

ED-P15.

Public Infrastructure. Pursue and distribute funding
and technical assistance to upgrade and
enhance the water and wastewater facilities of
communities.

Note: more policies for this topic in Chapter 6.
Telecommunications Element

ED-P8.

Public Infrastructure. Assist local service providers in the
pursuit of state and federal funding and development of
land use assessment and fee programs to upgrade and
enhance water and wastewater facilities.

Part 2, Chapter 9 Economic Development Element 12-18-08
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Chapter 9 Economic Development Element (ED)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

ED-P9.

ED-P12.

Freight Mobility. Pursue financial and technical
solutions to provide reliable interstate truck access
on both U.S. 101 and State Highway 299.

ED-P12. Airport Expansion. Support expansion of the airport to
include service to multiple major airport hubs and
expanded flight schedules.

ED-P2.

Airport Expansion. Support expansion of the airport
to include service to major airport hubs and
expanded flight schedules.

ED-P13. Prime Employment Land Protection. Identify and protect
prime employment lands from conversion and

ED-P1.

Prime Employment Land Protection. Identify and
protect prime employment lands from conversion

Freight Mobility. Pursue financial and technical solutions
to provide unrestricted interstate truck access on both
U.S. 101 and State Highway 299.

ED-P10. Rail. Support protection for the NCRA right-of-way and
assets to preserve the ability to re-open the line in
response to a demand for rail service.
ED-P11. Port Development. Support efforts to maintain and
develop the port for the fishing industry, marine
dependent coastal industries, mariculture and
recreation. Zone and develop infrastructure to create
an adequate supply of ready-to-build coastal
dependent land suitable to compete for marine
dependent industries.
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Chapter 9 Economic Development Element (ED)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

encroachment of conflicting uses.

and encroachment of conflicting uses.

ED-P14. Industrial Parks. Promote development of well-planned
and designed industrial parks catering to existing local,
as well as outside, opportunities, where appropriate.
Encourage master environmental assessments for
industrial parks in order to streamline the subsequent
development process.

ED-P10.

Industrial Parks. Where appropriate, promote
development of well planned and designed
industrial parks catering to existing local, as well as
outside opportunities. Encourage master
environmental assessments for industrial parks in
order to streamline the subsequent development
process.

ED-P15. Revitalization. Promote the revitalization of communities
in transition due to the decline of resource-based
industries.

ED-P6.

Revitalization. Promote the revitalization of
underutilized lands in communities in transition due
to the decline of resource-based industries.

ED-P7.

Brownfields. Consider land use designations for
brownfields to encourage cleanup and reuse.

ED-P16.

Brownfields. Pursue and distribute funding and
technical assistance to assess, clean up, and reuse
brownfields.

ED-P19.

Cities and Counties. Collaborate with cities and
neighboring counties to identify and implement
regional economic initiatives that benefit base and
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Chapter 9 Economic Development Element (ED)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
emerging industries.
ED-P8.

Commercial and Industrial Sites Database.
Maintain a commercial and industrial sites
database and continue to improve accessibility to
online information on commercial and industrial
property.

Standards
ED-S1.

Childcare. The County shall consider childcare facilities
within commercial and industrial zones as a principally
permitted accessory use when supporting that business
or industrial use. Maintain a tiered permitting system
ranging from principally permitted to conditionally
permitted, according to size and location when in
commercial or industrial zones but not directly
supporting the business or industrial use and within
residential zones.

ED-S2.

Large Format Retail. The County shall require
discretionary review of large format “big box”
commercial uses.

ED-S3.

Disadvantaged Communities. Communities shall be
considered disadvantaged based on one or more of
the following factors: disproportionately lower median
incomes, higher unemployment rates, deteriorated
housing conditions, or high commercial and industrial
land vacancy rates.

Part 2, Chapter 9 Economic Development Element 12-18-08
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Chapter 9 Economic Development Element (ED)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Implementation Measures

ED-IM1. Economic Development Strategy. Maintain the County’s
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy in
collaboration with local jurisdictions, businesses,
economic development organizations and the public.
Conduct and disseminate economic research relating
to emerging markets, innovations, and opportunities in
which the region may have competitive advantages.
ED-IM2. Economic Development Programs. Operate economic
development programs that promote and seek funding
for workforce development and housing and provide
technical and financial assistance, including delivering
capital, technical expertise, and training to businesses
starting up and expanding.

ED-IM4.

Programs. Support technical and financial
assistance programs, including delivering capital,
technical expertise, and training to businesses
starting up and expanding.

ED-IM5.

Streamlining. Provide regular review and
improvement of ordinances and permit processes
to increase efficiency and reduce permit
processing times for strategic targets such as, but
not limited to, microenterprises, home basedbusinesses, and workforce housing.

ED-IM3. Disadvantaged Community Assistance Programs.
Operate economic development programs that
promote and seek funding for development assistance
to disadvantaged communities.
ED-IM4. Permit Streamlining for Business Growth. Update
ordinances and permit processes to increase efficiency
and reduce permit-processing times for strategic targets
such as, microenterprises, home-based businesses, and
workforce housing. Increase the type and scale of
principally permitted land use activities associated with
microenterprises, home-based businesses, and
expansion and re-location of small businesses. Provide
regulatory incentives for base and emerging industries
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Chapter 9 Economic Development Element (ED)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

proposing to expand their business operations and
workforce.
ED-IM5. Commercial and Industrial Sites. Maintain and update
the commercial and industrial sites database, including
identification of prime employment sites, on a two-year
cycle and provide online maps of vacant industrial and
commercial properties using the County’s Geographic
Information System.

ED-IM2.
Commercial and Industrial Sites Database
Mapping. Update the commercial and industrial sites database
on a two-year cycle and provide online maps of vacant industrial
and commercial properties using the County’s Geographic
Information System.

ED-IM6. Childcare. Modify land use ordinances to reduce
permitting requirements for childcare facilities and
support development of funding sources.

ED-IM6.

Child Care. Investigate and support financing tools
that leverage public and private funding to
increase the establishment, rehabilitation,
expansion, and viability of child care facilities.

ED-IM7. Large Format Retail. Develop guidelines for conducting
economic and workforce impact analysis for “big box”
commercial uses.
ED-IM8. Transportation and Infrastructure. Operate economic
development programs that promote and seek funding
for transportation and infrastructure development
critical to economic growth, including
telecommunications, regional highway improvements,
port development, airport expansion, and water and
wastewater systems.
ED-IM9. Foreign Trade Zone and Enterprise Zone. Support
promotion of benefits and usage of special economic
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Chapter 9 Economic Development Element (ED)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

development zones to the business community.
ED-IM10. Brownfields. Develop zoning standards to provide
increased flexibility for interim land uses and
continuation of legal non-conforming uses to encourage
cleanup and reuse of underutilized commercial and
industrial zoned brownfields.
ED-IM1.

Ordinances. Update ordinances related to
economic development for consistency with the
uses of base and emerging industries.

ED-IM3.

Broadband Deployment. Revise subdivision
regulations to provide infrastructure for broadband
Internet.

ED-IM7.
Informed Public. Conduct and publish economic
research relating to emerging markets, innovations, and
opportunities in which the region may have competitive
advantages.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 10.2 Open Space
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 10.2 Open Space (CO)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Goals
CO-G1. Open Spaces. Open spaces that distinguish and
showcase the county’s natural environment and rural
lands and provide attraction and enjoyment to residents
and visitors.
CO-G2. Conservation of Working Lands. Working resource lands
that provide livelihoods and profitable economic returns
while maintaining open space and ecological values.
CO-G3. Conservation and Open Space Program. An Open
Space and Conservation Program that implements this
Element’s policies and is complimentary to the
conservation and open space lands and programs of
cities, tribes, and state and federal agencies.
CO-G4. Parks. Well maintained and accessible parks offering a
range of popular recreation opportunities.

CO-G1. Open Space Program for Working Landscapes. To
provide an overall system for the conservation and
preservation of open space lands.
CO-G3. Support Conservation and Open Space Programs of Other
Resource Land Management Agencies. To enhance the
County’s overall conservation and open space strategy
by supporting conservation and open space programs of
federal, and State agencies, as well as cities and tribes.
CO-G2. County Parks. To provide and adequately maintain park
and recreation opportunities which are highly accessible
and reflective of public needs; to protect park resources
from incompatible uses; and to plan park development in
such a manner as to minimize environmental impacts

CO-G5. Open Space and Residential Development. Orderly
residential development of open space lands that
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Section 10.2 Open Space (CO)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

protects natural resources, sustains resource production,
minimizes exposure to public safety hazards, and recovers
the costs of providing public services.
Policies
CO-P1.

CO-P2.

CO-P3.

CO-P4.

CO-P5.

Conservation and Open Space Program. The County
shall inventory and appropriately zone conservation and
open space lands and work to protect these lands
through development review; Williamson Act programs;
TPZ zoning designations; conservation easement and
recreation programs; and support for continued
resource production.
Support for Working Lands. The County shall support
policies that maintain profitable resource production on
timber and agricultural lands as a means to secure longterm protection and sustainability of open space lands.
Conservation Easements. Support conservation
easement programs that protect natural resource and
open space assets. Promote and develop voluntary
easement programs that generate economic returns to
the landowners and continued resource production, in
exchange for permanent protection of natural resource
and open space values.
Greenbelts. Maintain separation of urbanized
communities through appropriate land use designations
and zoning density. Avoid merging urban development
boundaries of adjacent communities.
Planning for Recreational Needs within Communities.
Policies addressing community recreational needs shall
be prepared as part of planning efforts within each
community. Implement park in-lieu fee programs in
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CO-P2.

Working Landscapes. Seek permanent protection for
particularly important working landscapes through
conservation easements and other mechanisms.

CO-P3.

Proactive Approach. Be proactive in conservation of
open space by implementing a recreational and
conservation easement program.

CO-P1.

Greenbelts. Establish greenbelts and agricultural and
timberland buffers to insure separation of existing
communities. Avoid merging urban growth boundaries
of adjacent communities.
CO-P4. Planning for Recreational Needs Within Communities.
Policies addressing community recreational needs shall
be prepared as part of planning efforts within each
community. Implement park in-lieu fee programs in
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Section 10.2 Open Space (CO)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
CO-P6.

CO-P7.

CO-P8.

major communities.
Develop and Maintain County Parks. Secure, develop,
and maintain county parks and recreation areas that
are highly accessible to the public in order to serve the
present and future needs of county residents. Plans for
the development of additional county recreational
facilities and opportunities shall consider the county's
long-term capabilities for the maintenance of all
facilities and opportunities.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
major communities
CO-P6. Pursuit of Funding. The County shall pursue sources of
funding for the maintenance, development or
acquisition of recreational facilities and programs
consistent with this plan.
CO-P7. Develop and Maintain County Parks. The County should
continue to support efforts to secure, develop, and
maintain county parks and recreation areas that are
highly accessible to the public, and serve the present
and future needs of County residents and tourists.

Encourage Private Outdoor Recreation. Encourage
private acquisition, development, and management of
outdoor recreational services and facilities as a means
to generate economic returns from conservation and
open space lands.
Development Review. Development proposed on
conservation and open space lands shall be reviewed
for consistency with Conservation and Open Space
Element policies.
CO-P5.

CO-P8.

Part 3, Chapter 3, Section 10.2 Open Space 12-18-08

Review of New Development for Impacts on
Recreational Resources. During review of new
development, the County Parks and Recreation Division
staff shall continue to provide information regarding
recreational opportunities within Humboldt County and
input into land use planning decisions insofar as those
decisions may affect recreational opportunities in the
County.
Local Needs. The County should focus on local outdoor
recreational needs in the acquisition, development and
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Section 10.2 Open Space (CO)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
maintenance of County parks.
Development of Additional Recreation Facilities. Plans
for the development of additional County recreational
facilities and opportunities shall consider the County's
long term capabilities for the maintenance of all facilities
and opportunities.
CO-P10. Encourage Private Outdoor Recreation. The County shall
encourage the private acquisition, development, and
preservation of outdoor recreational resources and
opportunities and facilities.
CO-P11. Coordinate with Other Agencies. The County shall
coordinate recreation plans with all appropriate
agencies.
CO-P9.

Standards
CO-S1.

Conservation and Open Space Element Consistency
Determination. New development requiring a building
permit or discretionary review for the areas noted is
subsections A and B below shall not be approved unless
consistent with Conservation and Open Space policies
and standards:
located in the following zoning designations:
Agriculture Exclusive (AE)
Timber Production Zone (TPZ)
Commercial Timber (TC)
Natural Resources (NR)
Public Recreation (PR)
Archaeological Resource Combining Zone (A)
Alquist-Priolo Combining Zone (G)
Streams and Riparian Corridors Protection Combining
Zone (R)
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Section 10.2 Open Space (CO)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

located in the following areas:
FEMA mapped flood hazard zones
An identified cultural resource site
Areas mapped as special biological areas
Streamside Management Areas and Other Wet Areas
Areas mapped of geologic instability
Areas mapped as Very High Fire Severity hazard
Critical Water Supply
Areas mapped as Critical Watersheds
CO-S1.
CO-S2.

Lead Agency. The Parks Division of the Department of
Public Works shall be the lead agency of the County for
developing public parks and access facilities.
Handicapped Access. Outdoor recreation facilities shall
provide reasonable accommodation to handicapped
persons consistent with the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities Act.

Implementation
CO-IM1. Conservation and Recreation Easement Program.
Provide staffing and secure continued funding to
support the Williamson Act Program and expand the
County’s Conservation and Recreation Easement
Program as a means to protect working landscapes,
priority open space lands, and outdoor recreational
opportunities.
CO-IM2. Working Landscapes. Advocate for state and federal
regulatory policy that sustains profitable resource
production as a means to sustain the conservation and
open space values of forest and agricultural land.
Support market development efforts that maximize
financial returns to the landowner for agriculture and
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CO-IM1. Working Landscapes Open Space Program. Secure
continued funding for a coordinated protection
program for working landscapes and other priority open
space lands through conservation easements and other
mechanisms, in concert with public and private
agencies.
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Section 10.2 Open Space (CO)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
timber products, recreation, and ecological services.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
CO-IM3. Pursuit of Funding. The County shall pursue funding for
the maintenance, development or acquisition of
recreational facilities and programs consistent with this
plan.
CO-IM2. General Plan, Zoning and Environmental Review.
Implement policies for conservation and open space
though General Plan, Zoning and CEQA review.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 10.3 Biological Resources
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 10.3 Biological Resources (BR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

BR-G1.

Threatened and Endangered Species. Sufficient
recovery of threatened and endangered species to
support de-listing.

BR-G2.

Sensitive, Critical, and Essential Habitat. A mapped
inventory of sensitive, critical, and essential habitat
where biological resource protection policies apply.
Benefits of Biological Resources. Fish and wildlife
habitats protected on a sustainable basis to generate
long-term public, economic, and environmental
benefits.

BR-G3.

BR-G1

Maximize Benefits of Biological Resources. To maximize
where feasible, the long-term public and economic
benefits from the biological resources within the County
by maintaining and restoring fish and wildlife habitats.

BR-P1

Maintain Important Habitats. Maintain values of significantly
important habitat areas by assuring compatible adjacent
land uses, where feasible.

Policies
BR-P1.

Compatible Land Uses. Land containing sensitive and
critical habitats shall be planned and zone for uses
compatible with the long-term sustainability of the
habitat. Discretionary land uses and building activity in
proximity to sensitive and critical habitats shall be
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Section 10.3 Biological Resources (BR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

BR-P2.

BR-P3.

BR-P4.

BR-P5.

conditioned to prevent significant habitat degradation
or harm to rare, threatened, or endangered species.
Critical Habitat. Discretionary projects that have the
potential to impact critical habitat designated under
the federal Endangered Species Act shall be
conditioned to avoid significant habitat modification or
destruction consistent with federally adopted Habitat
Recovery Plans or interim recovery strategies.
Essential Habitat. Discretionary projects that have the
potential to impact essential habitat designated under
the California Endangered Species Act shall be
conditioned to avoid significant habitat modification or
destruction consistent with Department of Fish and
Game guidelines or recovery strategies.
Development within Stream Channels. Development
within stream channels shall be permitted when there is
no lesser environmentally damaging feasible alternative,
and where the best feasible mitigation measures have
been provided to minimize adverse environmental
effects. Development shall be limited to essential, nondisruptive projects as listed in Standard BR-S6 Development within Stream Channels.
Streamside Management Areas. To protect sensitive fish
and wildlife habitats and to minimize erosion, runoff, and
interference with surface water flows, the County shall
maintain Streamside Management Areas, along its blue
line streams (as identified on the most recently published
largest scale USGS topographic maps—1:24,000).
Streamside Management Areas shall also apply to
intermittent streams that exhibit in-channel wetland
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

BR-P2

Critical Species Habitat. Habitats for "critical species" shall
be protected under provisions of NEPA and CEQA.

BR-P3

Development in Stream Channels. Development within
stream channels shall be permitted when there is no less
environmentally damaging feasible alternative, where
the best feasible mitigation measures have been
provided to minimize adverse environmental effects, and
shall be limited to essential, non-disruptive projects as
listed in Standard 6.

BR-P4

Streamside Management Areas. To protect sensitive fish
and wildlife habitats and to minimize erosion, runoff and
interference with surface water flows, the County shall
maintain Streamside Management Areas (SMA’s), along
its blue line streams as identified on the largest scale
U.S.G.S. topographic maps most recently published, and
any significant drainage courses identified through the
CEQA process.
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Section 10.3 Biological Resources (BR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
characteristics and off-channel riparian vegetation.
Development within Streamside Management Areas.
Development within Streamside Management Areas
shall only be permitted where mitigation measures
(Standards BR-S8 - Required Mitigation Measures, S9 Erosion Control, and S10 - Development Standards) have
been provided to minimize any adverse environmental
effects, and shall be limited to uses as described in
Standard BR-S7 - Development within Streamside
Management Areas.
BR-P7.
Wetland Identification. The presence of wetlands in the
vicinity of a proposed project shall be determined during
the review process for discretionary projects and for
ministerial building and grading permit applications,
when the proposed building development activity
involves new construction or expansion of existing
structures or grading activities. Wetland delineation by
a qualified biologist using criteria acceptable to the
Department of Fish and Game may be necessary and
shall be required when wetland characterization and
limits cannot be easily inventoried and identified by
informal site inspection.
BR-P8.
Oak Woodlands. The voluntary protection of oak
woodlands should be encouraged.
BR-P9.
Invasive Plant Species. The County shall cooperate with
public and private efforts to control noxious and exotic
invasive plant species.
BR-P10. Biological Resource Maps. Biological resource maps
shall be consulted during the ministerial and
discretionary permit review process in order to identify
BR-P6.
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BR-P5

Development in SMA’s. Development within the
Streamside Management Areas shall be permitted where
mitigation measures (Standards BR-S8, S9, and S10) have
been provided to minimize any adverse environmental
effects, and shall be limited to uses as described in
Standard BR-S7.

BR-P6

Biological Resource Maps. The Biological Resource Maps
shall be incorporated into the project review process in
order to identify sensitive habitat concerns. These maps
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Section 10.3 Biological Resources (BR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

habitat concerns and guide mitigations that will reduce
biological resource impacts to below levels of
significance.
BR-P11. Agency Review. The County shall request the California
Department of Fish and Game, as well as other
appropriate agencies and organizations, to review plans
for development within sensitive habitat areas and
Streamside Management Areas. The County shall
request National Marine Fisheries or Fish and Wildlife
Service review, as well as other appropriate agencies
and organizations, to review plans for development
within critical habitat areas. Recommended mitigation
measures to reduce impacts below levels of significance
shall be incorporated into project approval.

BR-P7

shall be kept up to date with the most recent information
obtainable. Accommodation of new resource
information on the Biological Resource Maps may require
an amendment to the adopted General Plan.
Agency Review. The County should request the
Department of Fish and Game, as well as other
appropriate agencies and organizations to review plans
for development within sensitive habitat areas or
Streamside Management Areas. Recommended
mitigation measures shall be considered prior to project
approval.

Standards
Sensitive Critical and Essential Habitats
BR-S1.

Development Excluded from Policies. Proposed
development occurring within areas containing sensitive
habitats shall be subject to the conditions and
requirements of this chapter except for these exclusions
(which do not preempt other County regulations or
those of other agencies):
A. Timber management and harvest activities under a
timber harvesting plan or non-industrial timber
management plan, or activities exempt from local
regulation as per California Public Resources Code
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Applicability
BR-S1

Proposed development occurring within areas
containing sensitive habitats shall be subject to
conditions and requirements of this policy except for the
exclusions as follows:

A.

Timber management and harvest activities under a THP
or NTMP, or activities exempt from local regulation per
PRC 4516(f).
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Section 10.3 Biological Resources (BR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
4516.5(f). These standards shall not be used to
reduce buffers specified under the State Forest
Practice Act.
B. Any area proposed for development, which upon
examination of the biological resource maps and
field inspection is not actually within or does not
contain the indicated habitat.
C. Forest management activities that are needed to
improve timber productivity regulated by other
agencies, which are otherwise consistent with this
chapter.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
B.

Any area proposed for development which upon
examination of the Biological Resource Maps and field
inspection is not actually within or does not contain the
indicated habitat.

C.

Forest management activities needed to improve timber
productivity regulated by other agencies, where
otherwise consistent with this Chapter.

D.

Agricultural operations needed to improve agricultural
productivity, where otherwise consistent with this
Chapter.

D. Agricultural operations that are needed to improve
agricultural productivity, which are otherwise
consistent with this chapter.
BR-S2.

BR-S3.

BR-S4.

Agency Consultation. The County will seek specific
recommendations from the California Department of
Fish and Game and other agencies and organizations
for discretionary projects with potential to impact
sensitive and essential habitats.
Critical and Essential Habitat Defined. Critical habitats
are federally designated habitats necessary for the
protection of threatened or endangered species listed
under the Endangered Species Act. Essential habitats
are state designated habitats necessary for the
protection of threatened or endangered species listed
under the California Endangered Species Act.
Sensitive Habitat Defined. Sensitive habitats are defined
as a unique, limited, or an especially valuable habitat
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Note: The above exclusions in no way preempt other
County regulations or those of other agencies.
BR-S2

BR-S3

The County will seek recommendations from the
Department of Fish and Game, agencies, and
organizations that are specific and cite relevant code
sections and standards.
Critical habitats are sensitive habitats essential for a
Federal or State designated endangered, threatened or
rare species. This includes the portion of a critical species
range which is essential to the existence of that species.

BR-S4 Sensitive habitats are defined as a unique, limited or
economically important habitat type for a species whose
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Section 10.3 Biological Resources (BR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
type for a species whose habitat requirements, if
significantly changed, would cause a threatening
change to the species population and may include the
following:
A. Critical habitat
B. Migratory deer winter range
C. Roosevelt elk range
D. Sensitive species rookery and nest sites

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
habitat requirements, if significantly changed, would
cause a threatening change to the species population
and may include the following:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

E. Streams and streamside areas
F.

G.
BR-S5.

Natural ponds, springs, vernal pools, marshes, and
wet meadows exhibiting standing water all year long
or riparian vegetation.

Other sensitive habitat and communities listed in the
Department of Fish and Game’s California Natural
Diversity Data Base, as amended periodically.
Streamside Management Areas Defined. Streamside
Management Areas (SMA) are identified and modified
as follows:
A. Areas specifically mapped as SMA and Wetland
(WR) Combining Zones, subject to verification and
adjustment pursuant to site-specific biological
reporting and review procedures.
B. For areas not specifically mapped as SMA and
Wetland (WR) Combining Zones and outside of
Urban Development and Expansion Areas, the outer
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G.

Critical Habitat
Migratory Deer Winter Range
Roosevelt Elk Range
Sensitive Species Rookery and Nest Sites
Streams and Streamside Areas
Natural ponds, springs, vernal pools, marshes, and
wet meadows exhibiting standing water year long
or riparian vegetation.
Other sensitive habitat and communities listed in
the Department of Fish and Game California
Natural Diversity Data Base as amended
periodically.

BR-S5 Streamside Management Areas are identified and
modified as follows:
A.
Areas specifically mapped as SMA and Wetland
(WR) Combining Zones,
subject to verification
b
and adjustment pursuant to site-specific
B.

For areas not specifically mapped as SMA and
Wetland (WR) Combining Zones and outside of
Urban Development and Expansion Areas, the
outer boundaries of the SMA shall be defined as:
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

boundaries of the SMA shall be defined as:

1.

100 feet, measured as the horizontal
distance from the stream transition line on
either side of perennial streams.

2.

50 feet, measured as the horizontal
distance from the stream transition line on
either side of intermittent streams.

1) Consistent with the Forest Practice Rule stream
buffer widths.
2) 100 feet, measured as the horizontal distance
from the stream transition line on either side of
perennial streams.
3) 50 feet, measured as the horizontal distance from
the stream transition line on either side of
intermittent streams.

C.

C. For areas not specifically mapped as SMA and
Wetland (WR) Combining Zones and inside of Urban
Development and Expansion Areas, the outer
boundaries of the SMA shall be defined as:
1) 50 feet, measured as the horizontal distance from
the stream transition line on either side of
perennial streams.
2) 25 feet, measured as the horizontal distance from
the, stream transition line on either side of
intermittent streams.
D. Where not specifically mapped as a SMA and
Wetland (WR) Combining Zone, the width of
Streamside Management Areas shall be expanded
as necessary to include significant areas of riparian
vegetation adjacent to the buffer area, slides, and
areas with visible evidence of slope instability, not to
exceed 200 feet measured as a horizontal distance.
Where Forest Practice Rules designate wider stream
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D.

For areas not specifically mapped as SMA and
Wetland (WR) Combining Zones and inside of
Urban Development and Expansion Areas, the
outer boundaries of the SMA shall be defined as:
1.

50 feet, measured as the horizontal
distance from the stream transition line on
either side of perennial streams.

2.

25 feet, measured as the horizontal
distance from the, stream transition line on
either side of intermittent streams.

Where not specifically mapped as a SMA and
Wetland (WR) Combining Zone, the width of
Streamside Management Areas shall be expanded
as necessary to include significant areas of riparian
vegetation adjacent to the buffer area, slides and
areas with visible evidence of slope instability, not
to exceed 200 feet measured as a horizontal
distance. Where Forest Practice Rules designate
wider stream buffer areas, the width of the SMA
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
buffer areas, the width of the SMA shall be
expanded to be consistent with those regulations
when they are applicable.
E. The Streamside Management Area may be reduced
or eliminated where the County determines, based
on specific factual findings, that:

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
shall be expanded to be consistent with those
regulations when they are applicable.
E.

1) The USGS mapping of the stream as perennial or
intermittent is not accurate, and typical stream
flow can be shown to be less than that required
to be classified as either perennial or intermittent;
and
2) It will not result in cumulatively or individually
significant adverse impacts to fish, wildlife,
riparian habitat, or soil stability.
F.

SMAs do not include watercourses consisting entirely
of a drainage ditch, or other man-made drainage
device, construction, or system.
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F.

The Streamside Management Area may be
reduced or eliminated where the County
determines, based on specific factual findings,
that:
1.

The USGS mapping of the stream as
perennial or intermittent is not accurate,
and typical stream flow can be shown to
be less than that required to be classified as
either perennial or intermittent, or

2.

It will not result in a significant adverse
impact to fish, wildlife, riparian habitat, or
soil stability.

Streamside Management Areas do not include
watercourses consisting entirely of a drainage
ditch, or other man-made drainage device,
construction, or system.
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Stream Channels

Stream Channels

BR-S6.

Development within Stream Channels. Development
BR-S6 Development within stream channels may be approved
within stream channels may be approved where
where consistent with Policy BR-P3 and is limited to the
consistent with Policy BR-P4 - Development within Stream
following projects.
Channels, and is limited to the following projects.
A. Fishery, wildlife, and aquaculture enhancement and
A. Fishery, wildlife, and aquaculture enhancement and
restoration projects.
restoration projects.
B. Road crossings consistent with Standard 9 of this section.
B. Road crossings consistent with Standard BR-S9 Erosion Control of this section.
C. Flood control and drainage channels, levees, dikes and
C. Flood control and drainage channels, levees, dikes,
floodgates.
and floodgates.
D. Mineral extraction consistent with other County
D. Mineral extraction consistent with other County
regulations.
regulations.
E. Small-scale hydroelectric power plants in
compliance with applicable County regulations and
those of other agencies.
F.

Wells and spring boxes, and agricultural diversions.

G. New fencing, so long as it would not impede the
natural drainage or would not adversely effect the
stream environment or wildlife.
H. Bank protection, provided it is the least
environmentally damaging alternative.
I.

Other essential projects, including municipal
groundwater pumping stations, provided they are
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E. Small scale hydroelectric power plants in compliance
with applicable County regulations and those of other
agencies.
F.

Agricultural diversions, wells and springboxes.

G. New fencing, so long as it would not impede the natural
drainage or would not adversely effect the stream
environment or wildlife.
H. Bank protection, provided it is the least environmentally
damaging alternative.
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
the least environmentally damaging alternative, or
necessary for the protection of the public's health
and safety.
Streamside Management Areas
BR-S7.

Development within Streamside Management Areas.
Development within Streamside Management Areas
may be approved where consistent with Policy BR-P6 Development within Streamside Management Areas,
and shall be limited to the following uses:
A. Development permitted within stream channels per
BR-S6 - Development within Stream Channels.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
I.

Other essential projects, including municipal
groundwater pumping stations, provided they are the
least environmentally damaging alternative, or
necessary for the protection of the public's health and
safety.
Streamside Management Areas

BR-S7 Development within Streamside Management Areas may
be approved where consistent with Policy BR-P5 and shall
be limited to the following uses:
A.

Development permitted within stream channels
per BR-S6.

B.

Timber management and harvests not otherwise
excluded by Applicability Section as well as
noncommercial cutting of firewood and clearing
for pasturage, provided:

B. Timber management and harvests not otherwise
excluded by provisions of Standard BR-S1 Development Excluded from Policies, as well as
noncommercial cutting of firewood and clearing for
pasturage, provided:
1) Cottonwoods are retained.
2) Remaining willows and alders, as well as other
unmerchantable hardwoods and shrubs are to
be protected from unreasonable damage.
3) Integrity of tree canopy to be maintained within
temperature impaired water bodies consistent
with applicable TMDL’s.
C. Road, bridge, and trail replacement or construction,
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C.

1)

Cottonwoods are retained.

2)

Remaining willows and alders, as well as
other unmerchantable hardwoods or
shrubs should be protected from
unreasonable damage.

Road and bridge replacement or construction,
when it can be demonstrated that it would not
degrade fish and wildlife resources or water
quality, and that vegetative clearing is kept to a
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
when it can be demonstrated that it would not
degrade fish and wildlife resources or water quality,
and that vegetative clearing is kept to a minimum.
D. Removal of vegetation for disease control or public
safety purposes.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
minimum.
D.

Removal of vegetation for disease control or
public safety purposes.
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BR-S8.

BR-S8 Mitigation measures for development within Streamside
Management Areas shall, at a minimum, include:

BR-S9.

Required Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures for
development within Streamside Management Areas
shall, at a minimum, include:
A.

Retaining snags unless felling is required by CALOSHA, by the California Department of Forestry
forest and fire protection regulations, or for public
health and safety reasons. The felling must be
approved by the appropriate County department.
Felled snags shall be left on the ground if consistent
with fire protection regulations as long as they
have no economic value.

B.

Retain live trees with visible evidence of use as
nesting sites by hawks, owls, eagles, osprey, herons,
or egrets.

C.

Replanting of disturbed areas with riparian
vegetation (including such species as alders,
cottonwoods, willows, sitka spruce, etc.) shall be
required prior to the completion of the
development project.

D.

Erosion control measures (as per Standard BR-S9Erosion Control).

Erosion Control. Erosion control measures for
development within Streamside Management Areas
shall include the following:
A.

During construction, land clearing and vegetation
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A.

Retaining snags unless felling is required by CALOSHA, or by California Department of Forestry
forest and fire protection regulations, or for public
health and safety reasons, approved by the
appropriate County department. Felled snags
shall be left on the ground if consistent with fire
protection regulations as long as they have no
economic value.

B.

Retain live trees with visible evidence of use as
nesting sites by hawks, owls, eagles, osprey, herons,
or egrets.

C.

Replanting of disturbed areas with riparian
vegetation (including such species as alders,
cottonwoods, willows, sitka spruce, etc.) shall be
required prior to the completion of the
development project.

D.

Erosion control measures (Standard 9).

BR-S9 Erosion control measures for development within
Streamside Management Areas shall include the following:
A.

During construction, land clearing and vegetation
removal will be minimized.
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removal will be minimized, following the provisions
of the Water Resources Element and the standards
listed here.
B.

C.

Construction sites will be planted with native or
naturalized vegetation and mulched with natural
or chemical stabilizers to aid in erosion control and
ensure revegetation.
Long slopes will be minimized to increase infiltration
and reduce water velocities down cut slopes by
such techniques as soil roughing, serrated cuts,
selective grading, shaping, benching, and berm
construction.

D.

Concentrated runoff will be controlled by the
construction and continued maintenance of
culverts, conduits, non-erodible channels, diversion
dikes, interceptor ditches, slope drains, or
appropriate mechanisms. Concentrated runoff will
be carried to the nearest drainage course. Energy
dissipaters may be installed to prevent erosion at
the point of discharge, where discharge is to
natural ground or channels.

E.

Runoff shall be controlled to prevent erosion by onsite or off- site methods. On-site methods include,
but are not limited to, the use of infiltration basins,
percolation pits, or trenches. On-site methods are
not suitable where high groundwater or slope
stability problems would inhibit or be aggravated
by on-site retention or where retention will provide
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
B.

Construction sites will be planted with native or
naturalized vegetation and mulched with natural
or chemical stabilizers to aid in erosion control and
insure revegetation.

C.

Long slopes will be minimized to increase infiltration
and reduce water velocities down cut slopes by
such techniques as soil roughing, serrated cuts,
selective grading, shaping, benching, and berm
construction.

D.

Concentrated runoff will be controlled by the
construction and continued maintenance of
culverts, conduits, non-erodible channels, diversion
dikes, interceptor ditches, slope drains or
appropriate mechanisms. Concentrated runoff will
be carried to the nearest drainage course. Energy
dissipaters may be installed to prevent erosion at
the point of discharge where discharge is to
natural ground or channels.

E.

Runoff shall be controlled to prevent erosion by onsite or off- site methods. On-site methods include,
but are not limited to, the use of infiltration basins,
percolation pits, or trenches. On-site methods are
not suitable where high groundwater or slope
stability problems would inhibit or be aggravated
by on-site retention or where retention will provide
no benefits for groundwater recharge or erosion
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
no benefits for groundwater recharge or erosion
control. Off-site methods include detention or
dispersal of runoff over non-erodible vegetated
surfaces where it would not contribute to
downstream erosion or flooding.
F.

Disposal of silt, organic, and earthen material from
sediment basins and excess material from
construction will be disposed of out of the
Streamside Management Area to comply with
Department of Fish and Game and the North
Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
requirements.
Winter operations (generally October 15 thru April
15) shall employ the following special
considerations:

G.

H.

Slopes will be temporarily stabilized by stage
seeding and/or planting of fast germinating seeds,
such as barley or rye grass, and mulched with
protective coverings such as natural or chemical
stabilizations.
Runoff from the site will be temporarily detained or
filtered by berms, vegetated filter strips, and/or
catch basins to prevent the escape of sediment
from the site. Drainage controls are to be
maintained as long as necessary to prevent
erosion throughout construction.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
control. Off-site methods include detention or
dispersal of runoff over non-erodible vegetated
surfaces where it would not contribute to
downstream erosion or flooding.
F.

Disposal of silt, organic, and earthen material from
sediment basins and excess material from
construction will be disposed of out of the
Streamside Management Area to comply with
California Fish and Game and Regional Water
Quality Control Board.

Winter operations (generally October 15 thru April 15) shall employ
the following special considerations:
G.

Slopes will be temporarily stabilized by stage
seeding and/or planting of fast germinating seeds
such as barley or rye grass; and mulched with
protective coverings such as natural or chemical
stabilizations.

H.

Runoff from the site will be temporarily detained or
filtered by berms, vegetated filter strips, and/or
catch basins to prevent the escape of sediment
from the site. Drainage controls are to be
maintained as long as necessary to prevent
erosion throughout construction.
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Wetlands and Other Wet Areas

BR-S10 Wetlands and Other Wet Areas

BR-S10.

Development Standards. Development shall be
consistent with the standards for streamside
management areas, as applicable, including
recommended buffer setbacks where appropriate for
natural ponds, springs, vernal pools, marshes, wet
meadows (exhibiting standing water all year long or
riparian vegetation), and wetlands as defined in the
California Fish and Game Code Section 2785(g).

BR-S11.

Wetlands Defined. The County shall follow the
identification and classification policies of the
Department of Fish and Game which considers wetlands
as lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic
systems where the water table is usually at or near the
surface or the land is covered by shallow water.
Wetlands must have one or more of the following three
attributes: (1) at least periodically, the land supports
hydrophytes, (2) the substrate is predominantly
undrained hydric soil, and (3) the substrate is non-soil
and is saturated with water or covered by shallow water
at some time during the growing season of each year.
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For natural ponds, springs, vernal pools, marshes, wet
meadows (exhibiting standing water yearlong or riparian
vegetation), and wetlands as defined in the California
Fish & Game Code Section 2785(g): Development shall
be consistent with the standards for streamside
management areas, as applicable, including
recommended buffer setbacks where appropriate.
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Other Sensitive and Critical Habitats

BR-S11 Other Sensitive and Critical Habitats

BR-S12.

Sensitive and Critical Habitats. In addition to the
preceding policies for streams, adjacent streamside
areas, wetlands, and buffer areas adjacent to wetlands,
several other sensitive and critical habitat areas exist
within community planning areas. These include:
A. Habitat for listed and candidate rare, unique,
threatened, and endangered species in the federal
and state endangered species acts.
B. Sensitive avian species rookery and nest sites (e.g.,
osprey, great blue heron, and egret).
C. Rare and endangered vascular plant communities
as compiled by the California Native Plant Society or
the Department of Fish and Game.
D. Other sensitive habitats and communities as listed in
the Department of Fish and Game’s California
Natural Diversity Data Base, as amended
periodically.
E. As part of the review of all discretionary
development project applications, the County will
consult with the Department of Fish and Game, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Marine
Fisheries Service, and other regional, state, and
federal resource and trustee agencies, as
applicable to the specific project location, class of
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In addition to the preceding policies for streams,
adjacent streamside areas, wetlands, and buffer areas
adjacent to wetlands, several other sensitive and critical
habitat areas exist within the Community Planning Area.
These include:
•

Habitat for listed and candidate rare, unique,
threatened, and endangered species in the
federal and state Endangered Species Acts.

•

Sensitive Avian Species Rookery and Nest Sites
(e.g., Osprey, Great Blue Heron, Egret sp.).

•

Rare and endangered vascular plant communities
as compiled by the California Native Plant Society.

•

Other sensitive habitats and communities as listed
in the Department of Fish and Game’s California
Natural Diversity Data Base, as amended
periodically.

As part of the review of all discretionary development
project applications within the Plan Area, the Planning &
Building Department will consult with the California
Department of Fish and Game, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the National Marine Fisheries Service, and other
regional, state and federal resource and trustee
agencies, as applicable to the specific project location,
class of development, or natural resource involved.
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development, or natural resource involved.
Oak Woodlands
BR-S13. Discretionary Review. Staff should encourage
applicants for discretionary projects in oak woodlands
(defined as lands on which the majority of the trees are
of the genus Quercus) to design the project to reduce
ecological and aesthetic impacts. Ideally, the
placement of proposed roads and structures should
avoid oak trees and their drip lines and site layout and
design should minimize the destruction of trees.
Invasive Plant Species
BR-S14. Principally Permitted Accessory Use. Non-commercial
invasive plant species control measures shall be
considered a principally permitted accessory use in all
zones.
Implementation Measures
BR-IM1. Biological Resource Maps. The County shall maintain
best available data in the form of GIS maps for the
location and extent of wetlands, critical habitats,
streamside management areas, rookeries, and ranges of
species identified in the California Natural Diversity
Database.
BR-IM2. State and Federal Agency Permitting Coordination. The
County shall maintain efficient and timely procedures for
project referral to state and federal agencies for
biological review and consultation.
BR-IM3. Staff Training. Building and Planning Division staff shall
receive periodic training related to the field
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identification of biological resources and mitigation of
impacts. The County shall maintain efficient and timely
procedures for project referral to state and federal
agencies for biological review and consultation.
BR-IM1 Streamside Management Area Ordinance. (HCC 31461.1) Provides minimum standards pertaining to lands
located within streamside management areas, wetlands,
and other wet areas. Review and revise to be consistent
with any adopted revisions to the policies and standards
of this Chapter.
BR-IM2 Streamside Management Areas and Wetlands (WR)
Combining Zone. (HCC 314-38.1) Utilize WR Combining
Zone to assist in the application of minimum standards
pertaining to lands located within streamside
management areas, wetlands, and other wet areas.
BR-IM3 CEQA Review. Use review required by the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) to assist in
implementing biological resource policies and standards.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 10.4 Mineral Resources
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 10.4 Mineral Resources (MR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

MR-G1. Long-Term Supply of Mineral Resources. A geographically
distributed inventory of mining sites protected from
incompatible land uses, permitted and operated to prevent
significant environmental impacts and to satisfy long-term
demand for mineral resources and construction materials.
MR-G2. In-stream Sand and Gravel Extraction. Continued supplies
of in-stream sand and gravel using extraction methods and
rates that support threatened or endangered species
recovery, protect riparian corridors, and preserve existing
river bed elevations.

MR-G1. Long-Term Supply of Mineral Resources. To assure the
long-term availability of adequate supplies of mineral
resources and construction materials, to protect mineral
resource areas from incompatible land uses, and to
minimize adverse environmental impacts.

Policies
MR-P1. Production and Conservation. Encourage the production
and conservation of minerals, while preserving to the
maximum extent feasible the values relating to recreation,
watershed, wildlife, range and forage, science, and aesthetic
enjoyment.
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MR-P4. Production and Conservation. Encourage the production
and conservation of minerals, while preserving to the
maximum extent feasible the values relating to recreation,
watershed, wildlife, range and forage, science, and
aesthetic enjoyment.
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MR-P2 Right to Mine. Discretionary projects in the vicinity of vested
and permitted surface mining extraction sites or along existing
haul routes shall be required to record a notice of the right to
mine against the property for which a discretionary permit is
sought. The notice shall advise owners and subsequent
interests in ownership that the existing mining operation has a
permitted right to continued mining operations.

MR-P15.

MR-P3. Identify Mineral Deposits. The County shall maintain an
inventory of the county's mineral deposits and mining sites.
MR-P4. Sand and Gravel Extraction and Mean Annual Recruitment.
Annual in-stream gravel extraction prescriptions shall be
based on maintaining long-term extraction rates below the
best available scientific estimate of Mean Annual
Recruitment for the affected river segment.
MR-P5. Over-subscribed River Segments and New Permit
Applications. New permit applications for in-stream mining
shall not be approved on over-subscribed river segments
where the total existing entitled permit extraction volumes,
as stated in Conditional Use Permits or Reclamation Plans,
exceeds the best available scientific estimate of Mean
Annual Recruitment, unless it can be conclusively shown
that the current estimate of Mean Annual Recruitment is
inaccurate and the river segment is not over-subscribed.

MR-P1. Mapping Mineral Deposits. Maintain and update maps of
the county's identified mineral deposits.
MR-P9. Sand and Gravel Extraction and Mean Annual
Recruitment. Annual in-stream gravel extraction
prescriptions shall be based on a management strategy
that does not result in exceeding the mean annual
recruitment of a river segment.

MR-P6. Water Diversion Projects. Evaluate significant water diversion
projects that reduce the replenishment rate of in-stream
gravel, taking into account the impact the projects would
have on local mineral supplies in Humboldt County.

MR-P11.Water Diversion Projects. Evaluate significant water
diversion projects that reduce the replenishment rate of instream gravel, taking into account the impact the projects
would have on local mineral supplies in Humboldt County.
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Right to Mine. Discretionary projects in the vicinity of
vested and permitted surface mining extraction sites or
along existing haul routes shall be required to record
against the property for which a discretionary permit is
sought a notice of the right to mine. The notice shall
advise owners and subsequent interests in ownership
that the existing mining operations has a permitted right
to continued mining operations.
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MR-P7.

Reclamation for Alternative Uses. Ensure adverse
environmental effects are prevented or mitigated to the
fullest extent feasible and that mined lands are reclaimed
to a usable condition, which is readily adaptable for
alternative land uses under the General Plan.

MR-P3. Reclamation for Alternative Uses. Ensure adverse
environmental effects are prevented or mitigated to the
fullest extent feasible and that mined lands are reclaimed
to a usable condition, which is readily adaptable for
alternative land uses under the General Plan.

MR-P8.

Future Development Planning. Plan future development
such that it will not interfere with the utilization of identified
mineral deposits.

MR-P2. Future Development Planning. Plan future development
such that it will not interfere with the utilization of identified
mineral deposits.

MR-P9. Location of Mineral Haul Routes. Require new mineral haul
routes to avoid incompatible areas such as landslides, highly
erodible soils, residential areas, and schools, when feasible.
MR-P10. Maintenance of Mineral Haul Routes. Haul routes involving
the county public road system shall be maintained in
satisfactory condition. Mining operations shall pay for their
proportional share of maintenance costs as determined by
the Department of Public Works.
MR-P11. Permit Conditions to Reduce Impacts. Permit conditions
for mineral extraction operations shall address allowable dust
and noise levels, hours of operation, fencing, traffic, access,
setbacks, and other performance standards necessary to
minimize significant environmental impacts and reduce
conflicts with adjacent development.

MR-P7. Mineral Haul Routes. Require mineral haul routes to avoid
incompatible areas such as landslides, highly erodible soils,
residential areas, and schools, if feasible.

MR-P8. Conflict Reduction. Permit conditions for mineral
extraction operations should address allowable dust and
noise levels, hours of operation, fencing, traffic, access,
setbacks, and other means to reduce conflicts with
adjacent development.
MR-P6.Community Character. While recognizing that mineral
resources are limited in location, reasonable efforts should
be made to prevent the disruption of community
character in siting and planning mineral resource
extraction operations.

Standards
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Section 10.4 Mineral Resources (MR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

MR-S1. Surface Mining Standards. Surface mining operations shall
conform to standards contained in Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act Ordinance, Title III, Division 9, County
Ordinance #1373 as amended.

MR-S1. Surface Mining Standards. See Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act Ordinance, Title III, Div. 9, County
Ordinance #1373.

MR-S2.

MR-S2. Timberland Conversion. Timberland conversion as a
consequence of surface mining activities must meet the
requirements of the Forest Practices Act.

Timberland Conversion. Timberland conversion as a
consequence of surface mining activities shall meet the
requirements of the California Forest Practices Act.

MR-S3. Permitted Land Use Designations. SMARA mining operations
shall be conditionally permitted in all land use and zoning
designations.

MR-S4. Permitted Land Use Designations. Mining operations and
subsequent reclamation activities shall be conditionally
permitted in all land use designations and implementing
zoning districts.

MR-S4. Reclamation Permit Requirements. Reclamation of
conditionally permitted mining operations may be a
ministerial approval if consistent with the Conditional Use
Permit, CEQA evaluation, and approved Reclamation Plan.
MR-S5. Forest and Agricultural Borrow Pits. Borrow pits to support
farming activities and timber road construction and
maintenance operations shall be considered a principally
permitted use when operated within SMARA exemption
parameters, a grading permit is secured and the activity is
otherwise consistent with this Chapter.
MR-S6. Subdivision for Mineral Production. Subdivisions shall be
allowed to create parcels dedicated exclusively to the
production of mineral resources.

MR-S7. Subdivision. Subdivisions that create parcels whose
primary purpose is to provide road and construction
materials shall be consistent with this plan.

MR-S7. Hearing Notification. For discretionary decisions associated

MR-IM3. Hearing Notification. Notification for use-permit hearings
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MR-S6. Borrow Pits. The operation of borrow pits on resource
production lands (timber and agriculture) for noncommercial purposes is considered a principle use
necessary to maintain the primary use of the land.
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Section 10.4 Mineral Resources (MR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

with SMARA mining operations, public notice shall be
provided to landowners within 600 feet of the mining
operation or 1,500 feet from any associated processing plant,
and along proposed local and collector street haul routes.
Similarly, for discretionary projects within 600 feet of mining
operations, notice shall be provided to the mine owners.

is provided to landowners within 300 feet of a project's
boundaries. For mining operations the Planning
Department should provide expanded notice for
landowners affected by the mining operation and hauling
routes. Similarly, for projects near mining operations, the
Planning Department should provide expanded notice to
the mine owners.

Implementation Measures
MR-IM1. Scientific Review of In-stream Mining. The County shall
maintain and support the County of Humboldt Extraction
Review Team (CHERT) to advise the County on instream
mining methods, extraction volumes, and environmental
impacts.
MR-IM2. Mapping of Mineral Deposits and Mine Sites. The County
shall maintain GIS maps of the county's known mineral
deposits and mining sites.

MR-IM3. Development Consultant. The County shall hire a
consulting firm of its choosing qualified in surface mining and
reclamation practices to advise the County when surface
mineral deposits of five acres or more are proposed for
development and when an environmental impact report
(EIR) is required. This should include, but is not limited to, EIR
preparation, mitigation measures, and reclamation plans.
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MR-IM2. Mapping. The Planning Department shall utilize the
mapping in Policy 2533.1 when reviewing permit
applications to:
Prevent development that would preclude utilization of
those deposits.
Prevent the disruption of adjacent development by siting
and planning for mineral resource extraction operations,
ensuring the elimination or reduction of nuisances and
hazards with regard to noise, dust, traffic, and public
health and safety.
MR-IM4. Development Consultant. The County should hire a
consulting firm qualified in surface mining and reclamation
practices to advise the County when surface mineral
deposits of five acres or more are proposed for
development and when an environmental impact report
(EIR) is required. This should include, but is not limited to,
EIR preparation, mitigation measures, and reclamation
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Section 10.4 Mineral Resources (MR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

The consultant's fees should be paid via reimbursements from
the mine developers. Hiring of the consultant shall be
conditioned upon entry into an agreement with the
applicant. The applicant shall be provided with a list of
potential consultants.
MR-IM4. Combining Zone. Establish a mineral resources (MR)
combining zone to facilitate implementation of the County's
regulations for surface mining, conservation, and
reclamation. The purpose of the MR combining zone is to
ensure compatibility of adjacent uses. The MR combining
zone shall be applied to parcels with permitted surface
mining operations and to parcels within 600 feet of permitted
surface mining extraction sites and existing haul routes on
local and collector streets.

plans. The consultant's fees should be paid via
reimbursements from the mine developers. Hiring of the
consultant shall be conditioned upon entry into an
agreement with the applicant. The applicant shall be
provided with a list of potential consultants.
MR-S3. Mineral Resource Combining Zone. Establish a mineral
resource (MR) combining zone to facilitate
implementation of the County's regulations for surface
mining, conservation, and reclamation. The purpose of
the MR combining zone is to ensure compatibility of
adjacent uses. The MR combining zone shall be applied
to parcels with permitted surface mining operations and
to parcels adjacent to permitted surface mining
extraction sites and along existing haul routes.
MR-IM5. Combining Zone. Develop and utilize a mineral
resources combining zone to facilitate implementation of
the County's regulations for surface mining, conservation,
and reclamation. The purpose of the MR combining zone
is to ensure compatibility of adjacent uses. The MR
combining zone shall be applied to parcels with permitted
surface mining operations and to parcels adjacent to
permitted surface mining extraction sites and along
existing haul routes.
MR-IM7. Coordination with the Air Quality Management District.
The County shall coordinate with the North Coast Unified
Air Quality Management District (NCUAQMD) during
review of mining operations in mapped areas with
naturally occurring asbestos to develop asbestos control
plans for the duration of quarrying activities.

MR-IM5. Coordination with the Air Quality Management District. The
County shall coordinate with the North Coast Unified Air
Quality Management District during discretionary review of
proposed mining operations in ultramafic rock areas with
naturally occurring asbestos to develop asbestos control
plans for the duration of quarrying activities.
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Section 10.4 Mineral Resources (MR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
MR-IM1. Permit and Ordinance. The County will maintain the
conditional use permit requirement for mineral, oil, and gas
production operations and utilize the County Surface Mining and
Reclamation Ordinance.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 10.5 Waste Management
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 10.5 Waste Management (WM)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

WM-G1. Comprehensive System. A flexible system for the
management of solid wastes and waste resources on a
countywide basis, which encompasses storage,
collection, separation, processing, reduction, reuse and
repair, recycling, recovery, marketing, and, when
necessary, landfill disposal.
WM-G2. Environment, Health, and Safety. A solid waste
management system that protects and improves the
county’s environment, public health, safety, and
economy.
WM-G3. Reduce Waste Toxicity. A low toxicity waste stream that
reduces risk of exposure to residents, solid waste and
recycling industry workers, and the environment.
WM-G4. Management Strategy Hierarchy. An integrated waste
management hierarchy that first emphasizes source
reduction, followed by reuse and repair, recycling,
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WM-G1 Establish Comprehensive System. Establish and maintain
a dynamic and flexible system for the management of
solid wastes and waste resources which encompasses
the storage, collection, transportation, separation,
processing, reduction, reuse and repair, recycling,
recovery, marketing, and disposal of solid waste and
resources which would otherwise become solid waste, on
a Countywide basis.
WM-G2 Protect Environment, Health, Safety. Protect and improve
the County environment, public health, safety, and
economy.
WM-G3 Reduce Waste. Reduce the amount and toxicity of
waste generated by residents, businesses, industries, and
institutions in the County to the greatest degree possible.
WM-G4 Establish Hierarchy. Establish an integrated waste
management hierarchy consisting of the following:
source reduction, reuse and repair, recycling,
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Section 10.5 Waste Management (WM)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

composting, materials recovery, environmentally safe
energy recovery, environmentally safe transformation,
and, as a last resort, landfill disposal.
WM-G5. Maximize Achievement of Objectives. Successful
achievement of integrated waste management
objectives through education, economic incentives,
and voluntary participation in waste reduction
programs.
WM-G6. Participation. Widespread participation by individuals
and groups in the planning and the implementation of
waste reduction programs.

composting, materials recovery, environmentally safe
energy recovery, environmentally safe transformation,
and landfill disposal.
WM-G5 Maximize Achievement of Objectives. Maximize the
achievement of integrated waste management
objectives through education, economic incentives and
voluntary participation in waste reduction programs.

WM-G7. Recovered Materials for Local Industry. Growth in local
businesses using previously discarded materials as a
resource for value added manufacturing.
WM-G8. Coordination. An integrated waste management
strategy emphasizing cooperation and coordination
among local jurisdictions, waste haulers, and recyclers
consistent with state and federal regulations and
programs.

WM-G6 Maximize Opportunity to Participate. Maximize the
opportunity for individuals and groups to participate in
the planning and the implementation of waste reduction
programs.
WM-G7 Maximize Reuse. Maximize the use of previously
discarded materials as a resource for local businesses
and manufacturers.
WM-G8 Ensure Coordination. Ensure the coordination of and
cooperation with all Federal, State and local programs
and regulations.

Policies
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Section 10.5 Waste Management (WM)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

WM-P1. Implementation of Waste Reduction Programs. Waste
WM-P1
reduction, re-use and recycling programs should be
implemented countywide on a continuous basis to
achieve waste diversion goals using the following criteria
for program prioritization and selection:

Basic Principles. The basic principles for program
selection include:
a. achieving the maximum feasible reduction in volume
and/or weight of waste requiring landfill disposal;

A. Achieves the maximum feasible reduction in volume
and/or weight of waste requiring landfill disposal;

b. maximizing the economic value of materials
heretofore discarded; and,

B. Maximizes the economic
heretofore discarded;

c. accomplishing both of the above in ways which
protect the quality of the environment and the health
and safety of county citizens.

value

of

materials

C. Benefits the environment and health and safety of
county citizens;
D. Is able to be implemented on a timely, practical,
and cooperative basis;
WM-P2

Target Implementation. Target program implementation
efforts and funding to the greatest concentrations of
disposed waste, and to cost-effective programs with the
greatest potential for increased waste diversion.

WM-P2. Support Successful Programs. Support successful existing WM-P3
programs and diversion activities through increased
promotion and technical assistance. Identify, develop,
and fund new programs using selection and prioritization

Support Successful Programs. Support successful existing
programs and diversion activities through increased
promotion and technical assistance. Identify, develop,
and fund existing programs with the potential to satisfy

E. Lowers impacts to
diversion programs;
F.

existing or planned

waste

Is supported by and is sustainable over the long-term
by residents, businesses, and jurisdictions;

G. Allows cost-effective achievement of the above
criteria.
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Section 10.5 Waste Management (WM)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

criteria identified in WM-P1.

WM-P3. Joint Facility Planning. Facilities that are intended to
serve all county residents should be jointly planned and
implemented by all affected stakeholders. Priority
facilities recommended for joint planning are:
A. County disposal facility: local new landfill, expansion,
or export;

Part 3, chapter 10, Section10.5 Waste Management 12-18-08

the requirements of policy guideline WM-P2, above.
WM-P4

Begin with Easy Programs. Begin as soon as possible to
implement any and all additional programs which may
be implemented cost-effectively, easily and safely, which
are consistent with IWM guidelines, and which do not
adversely affect other existing or planned diversion
programs.

WM-P5

Reduction and Recycling. Develop and implement
programs to increase waste reduction and recycling
opportunity for all county residents and all segments of
waste generators.

WM-P6

Implement Sustainable Programs. Implement programs
with the greatest potential to be supported and
sustained by residents and businesses.

WM-P7

Local Level Preference. Programs should be
implemented at the local level whenever possible and
cost-effective.

WM-P8

Joint Facility Planning. Facilities which are intended to
serve all county residents should be jointly planned and
implemented by all affected stakeholders. Facilities
recommended for inclusion are:
- County disposal facility: local new landfill, expansion, or
export;
- centralized composting facility: materials to be
included, size, location, design, and cost; and,
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Section 10.5 Waste Management (WM)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

B. Centralized composting facility: materials to be
processed, size, location, design, and cost; and,

- household hazardous waste transfer facility; ownership,
operation, funding & liability issues.

C. Household hazardous waste transfer facility: WM-P9
ownership, operation, funding, and liability issues.

Joint Program Planning. Other Countywide programs
and events should be jointly planned and implemented
on an as-needed basis.

WM-P4. Information Sharing. The County shall support ongoing
dialogue between city and County integrated waste
management staff to reduce duplication of efforts and
increase cooperative implementation of integrated
waste management strategies.
WM-P5. Administrative Structure. The County supports unified
administration and funding of countywide integrated
waste management strategies and programs
cooperatively sustained by the County and cities.
WM-P6. Illegal Waste Disposal. The County shall work to reduce
litter and other illegal waste disposal items such as
automobiles, e-wastes, and toxics through public
education, maintaining affordable and geographically
distributed opportunities for waste disposal and
recycling, proactive prevention programs, site cleanup,
and code enforcement.
WM-P7. Participate in Revisions. The County shall participate in
revisions to the IWMP lead by the HWMA and consider
the need to amend this General Plan to maintain
consistency.

WM-P10 Information Sharing. Providing an opportunity for
ongoing dialogue between city and county integrated
waste management staff for sharing information and
ideas will reduce duplication and increase effectiveness
at all levels of government.
WM-P11 Administrative Structure. The effective implementation of
countywide programs depends upon the development
and adoption of a workable administrative and funding
structure.
WM-P12 Illegal Waste Disposal. Reduce litter and other illegal
waste disposal such as automobiles and e-wastes
through proactive and innovative programs.

WM-P13 Participate in Revisions. The County shall participate in
revisions to the Integrated Waste Management Plan lead
by Humboldt Waste Management Authority and
consider the need to amend this general plan to
maintain consistency.

Standards
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Section 10.5 Waste Management (WM)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

WM-S1. Solid Waste Facility Permit. When seeking approval for
the construction or expansion of a solid waste facility in
Humboldt County, project applicants must obtain a
Solid Waste Facility Permit from the Humboldt County
Health Department with concurrence by the California
Integrated Waste Management Board pursuant to the
requirements of the California Code of Regulations, Title
14, Division 7, or successor regulations.

Health Department Clearance
WM-S1 In seeking approval for the construction or expansion of
a solid waste facility in Humboldt County, project applicants must
obtain a Solid Waste Facility Permit from the Humboldt County
Health Department with concurrence by the California Integrated
Waste Management Board pursuant to the requirements of the
California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Division 7, or successor
regulations.

Prior to submitting application for a Solid Waste Facility
Permit, a project applicant must obtain the clearances,
approvals, or permits listed below:

WM-S2 Prior to submitting application for a Solid Waste Facility
Permit, a project applicant must obtain clearances, approvals or
permits listed below:

A. Certification of compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to the
requirements of the California Code of Regulations
Division 6.3.

a. Certification of compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to the requirements
of the California Code of Regulations Division 6.3.

B. Land use approval from the appropriate city or
County land use authority.

b. Land Use approval from the appropriate City or
County Land Use Authority (Planning Commission). See County
Planning Land Use Clearance section.

C. Approval from the North Coast Unified Air Quality
Management District.

c. Approval from the Northcoast Unified Air Quality
Management District.

D. Approval from the North Coast Regional Water
Quality Control Board. Note: that NCRWQCB
approval may require permits for stormwater
discharges (NPDES) and/or waste discharge permits.

d. Approval from the Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB), Northcoast Region. Note that RWQCB approval
may require permits for Stormwater Discharges (NPDES) and/or
Waste Discharge permits.

E. Other approvals and clearances such as streambed
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Section 10.5 Waste Management (WM)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
alteration agreements, Williamson Act cancellation,
timberland conversion approval from the Board of
Forestry, a Section 404 permit from the Army Corps of
Engineer—if wetlands are involved—and any others
which are required as a result of site design or facility
location.
WM-S2. Solid Waste Disposal Facility Conformance with
Integrated Waste Management Plan (IWMP). Any
proposed new or expanded solid waste facility must be
in conformance with the IWMP and included in the
adopted Countywide Siting Element or the Non-Disposal
Facility Element prior to issuance of a Solid Waste Facility
Permit.
WM-S3. Solid Waste Facility Consistency with State and Federal
Laws. Proposed solid waste facilities shall meet any
applicable requirements of the Resources Conservation
and Recovery Act’s Subtitle D, the California Integrated
Waste Management Board regulations (Title 14, Division
7), and requirements of the State Water Resources
Control Board regulations (Title 23, Division 3), or
successor regulations.
WM-S4. Land Use Permits for Solid Waste Facilities. Solid waste
facilities are allowed by Conditional Use Permit in most
non-residential land use and zoning designations and
where otherwise consistent with this Chapter. To ensure
consistency with the IWMP at the time of issuance of
applicable land use permits for solid waste
management facilities, the applicant shall submit the
following supplemental information with the land use
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
e. Other approvals and clearances such as streambed
alteration agreements, Williamson Act Cancellation, Timberland
Conversion approval from the Board of Forestry, a Section 404
permit from the Army Corps of Engineers if wetlands are involved,
and any others which are required as a result of site design or
facility location.
WM-S3 Any proposed new or expanded solid waste facility must
be in conformance with the County Integrated Waste
Management Plan. To be in conformance with the Integrated
Waste Management Plan, the facility must be described in either
the Countywide Siting Element or the appropriate jurisdiction's
Non-Disposal Facility Element(s).
WM-S3…
Project shall meet the requirements of the Resources
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle D; the
California Integrated Waste Management Board
regulations [California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title
14, Division 7]; requirements of the State Water Resources
Control Board regulations, (CCR, Title 23, Division 3), or
successor regulations as applicable.
County Planning Land Use Clearance
WM-S4 Prior to approval of a solid waste disposal project, the
applicant shall submit a solid waste disposal initial study plan
which includes:
a. Estimations of the quantity of waste to be disposed of
and the area and volume required for disposal, on an annual
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Section 10.5 Waste Management (WM)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

permit application:

basis, including 5 and 10 year projections;

A. Assessment of conformance with the adopted
Countywide Solid Waste Facility Element or NonDisposal Facility Siting Element.

b. Description of toxicity and harmful effects on people,
plants, and animals;

B. Projections of the quantity of waste to be managed
in weight and volumetric measures and the area
required for disposal or processing on an annual
basis for the life of the facility.
C. Operational plans in compliance Solid Waste Facility
Permit requirements.
D. Analysis of a minimum of three alternative sites with a
summary description of the operational
characteristics and environmental impacts
associated with each alternative.
E. Relationship of the solid waste facility to existing solid
waste facilities in terms of waste streams, end
products, operational capacity, and compatibility.
F.

A site post closure plan consistent with applicable
state and federal regulations and a description of
any land use limitations after project completion.

c. Site alternatives and description of impacts
associated with each;
d. Relationship of the disposal project to other disposal
projects in the area;
e. A monitoring and mitigation program to insure the
prevention of damage to soil, plant and animal life, and surface
and subsurface water supplies;
f. A post closure plan including descriptions of
recontouring, revegetation, visual buffering during and after the
project, and a list of possible future uses for each of the sites
considered, and a list of uses which would not be possible after
project completion; and
g. Assessment of conformity with the Integrated Waste
Management Plan.

G. Assessment of conformance with the policies and
provisions of the IWMP.
WM-S5

Part 3, chapter 10, Section10.5 Waste Management 12-18-08

Any solid waste disposal project is to conform to the
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Section 10.5 Waste Management (WM)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Integrated Waste Management Plan.
WM-S6 Projects should take place at approved disposal sites, as
designated in the Integrated Waste Management Plan. New
wood waste, sludge, and non-toxic drilling muds projects may,
however, be allowed by conditional use permit in any land use
designation, except Residential, if the least environmentally
damaging alternative is selected. Such projects (those not
designated in the Integrated Waste Management Plan) in
agricultural and timberland designations shall be limited to nontoxic materials that would be compatible with continued
agriculture or timberland use.
WM-S7 Projects shall demonstrate consistency with this General
Plan.
Implementation Measures

WM-IM1. Local Enforcement Agency. The County Division of
Environmental Health shall continue to function as the
designated local enforcement agency.
WM-IM2. Solid Waste Management Authority. The County shall
continue to participate in the Humboldt Waste
Management Authority.
WM-IM3. Code Compliance. The County shall maintain a code
compliance program to respond to complaints of illegal
waste disposal.
WM-IM4. Support for Waste Diversion and Recycling Operations.
The County shall provide technical and permitting
assistance to waste diversion activities, particularly those
that reduce illegal disposal activities; for example, junk
yards and car recycling operations.

Part 3, chapter 10, Section10.5 Waste Management 12-18-08

WM-I1 Implementation is provided through the Integrated
Waste Management Plan administered by Humboldt Waste
Management Authority.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 10.6 Cultural Resources
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 10.6 Cultural Resources (CU)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

CU-G1

Protection and Enhancement of Cultural Resources.
Protected cultural resources providing significant historic,
scientific, educational, social, and economic
contributions to present and future generations.

CU-G1 Protection and Enhancement of Cultural Resources. To
provide for the protection and enhancement of cultural
resources for the historic, scientific, educational, and
social contributions they render to the present generation
and to generations that follow.

Policies
CU-P1.

Identification and Protection. Cultural resources shall be
identified during ministerial and discretionary permit review,
assessed as to significance, and if found to be significant,
protected from deterioration, loss, or destruction.

CU-P1

Identification and Protection. Cultural resources, as defined,
shall be identified where feasible, assessed as to significance,
and if found to be significant, protected from loss or
destruction.

CU-P2.

Consultation. Tribal organizations, historical
organizations, and applicable agencies shall be
consulted during discretionary project review, zone
reclassifications, and Plan amendments for the
identification and protection of cultural resources.
Consultation on ministerial permits shall be initiated if it
has been determined the project may create a

CU-P2

Consultation. Tribal organizations, historical organizations,
and applicable agencies shall be consulted during
project review and plan amendments for the
identification and protection of cultural resources.
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Section 10.6 Cultural Resources (CU)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

CU-P3.

CU-P4.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

substantial adverse change in the significance of a
historical resource.
Avoid Loss or Degradation. Projects located in areas
found to have cultural resources shall be conditioned
and designed to avoid loss or substantial degradation of
these resources.

Findings. Cultural resources shall not be knowingly
destroyed or lost through a ministerial or discretionary
action unless:

CU-P3

Avoid Loss or Degradation. Projects located in areas
found to have cultural resources shall be conditioned and
designed to avoid loss or degradation of these resources.

CU-P4

Assessment of Impacts. Expert opinions and field
reconnaissance at the applicant's expense may be
required during environmental assessment to determine
the presence, extent, and condition of cultural resources
and the likely impact upon such resources.
Findings. Cultural resources shall not be knowingly
destroyed or lost through a discretionary action unless:

CU-P5

A. The site or resource has been found to be of
insignificant value by representatives of the cultural
resources community and relevant experts; or
B. There is an overriding public benefit from the
project, and compensating mitigation to offset the loss is
made part of the project.

A. The site or resource has been found to be of
insignificant value by representatives of the cultural
resources community and relevant experts; or
B. There is an overriding public benefit from the
project, and compensating mitigation to offset the loss is
made part of the project.
CU-P5.

Mitigation. Mitigation measures shall be required where
new development would adversely impact cultural
resources.

CU-P6

Mitigation. Mitigation measures shall be required where
new development would adversely impact cultural
resources, as defined.

CU-S1

Cultural Resources. "Cultural resources" include, but are
not limited to, any object, building, structure, site, area, or
place which is culturally, historically, or archeologically
significant, or is significant in the architectural,

Standards
CU-S1.

Cultural Resources. Cultural resources include, but are
not limited to, any object, building, structure, site, area,
or place that is culturally, historically, or archeologically
significant, or is significant in the architectural,
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Section 10.6 Cultural Resources (CU)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

CU-S2.

CU-S3.

CU-S4.

engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural,
educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals
of Humboldt County. Sites, resources, or structures
placed in federal, state, or local historic registration
programs shall also be recognized as historical
resources. Cultural resources also include cultural
places, as defined by California Public Resources Code
Sections 5097.9 and 5097.993, including any Native
American sanctified cemetery, place of worship,
religious or ceremonial site, or sacred shrine or any
Native American historic, cultural, or sacred site that is
listed or may be eligible for listing in the California
Register of Historic Resources, including any historic or
prehistoric ruins, any burial ground, and any
archeological or historic site.
Confidentiality. The exact location of archeological,
paleontological, and grave sites shall not be publicly
identified in order to prevent the possibility of theft or
vandalism.
Tribal Organizations, Historical Organizations, and
Applicable Agencies. Tribal organizations, historical
organizations, and applicable agencies, include, but
are not be limited to, tribal governments, the Humboldt
County Historical Society, North Coastal Information
Center, California Archeological Site Survey at Sonoma
State University, Humboldt County Public Works and the
Planning Division, the California State Office of Historic
Preservation, and other Native American groups and
affected citizens.
Conditioning, Designing, or Mitigating Projects to Avoid
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural,
educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of
Humboldt County. Sites, resources, or structures placed in
federal, state, or local historic registration programs shall
also be recognized as historical resources. Cultural
resources also include cultural places as defined by
California Public Resources Code Sections 5097.9 and
5097.993, including any Native American sanctified
cemetery, place of worship, religious or ceremonial site,
or sacred shrine, or any Native American historic, cultural,
or sacred site, that is listed or may be eligible for listing in
the California Register of Historic Resources, including any
historic or prehistoric ruins, any burial ground, and any
archeological or historic site.
CU-S2

CU-S3

CU-S4

Confidentiality. The exact location of archeological,
paleontological, and grave sites shall not be publicly
identified in order to prevent the possibility of theft or
vandalism.
Tribal Organizations, Historical Organizations and
Applicable Agencies. "Tribal organizations, historical
organizations, and applicable agencies", include, but
are not be limited to, tribal governments, the Humboldt
County Historical Society, North Coastal Information
Center, California Archeological Site Survey at Sonoma
State University, Humboldt County Public Works and
Planning Departments, the California State Office of
Historic Preservation, and other Native American groups
and affected citizens.
Conditioning, Designing or Mitigating Projects to Avoid
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Section 10.6 Cultural Resources (CU)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Loss. Conditioning, designing, or mitigating projects to
avoid loss of cultural resources in general, but
archeological or paleontological resources in particular,
shall include, where applicable:

Loss. Conditioning, designing, or mitigating projects to
avoid loss of cultural resources in general, but
archeological or paleontological resources in particular
shall include, where applicable:

A.

Change building and construction sites and/or road
locations to avoid sensitive areas; or

B.

Provide protective cover for sites that cannot be
avoided; or

A. Changing building and construction sites and/or road
locations to avoid sensitive areas; or
B. Providing protective cover for sites that cannot be
avoided; or
C. Where appropriate and with the approval of all
parties concerned, providing for the removal or transfer
of culturally significant material by a cultural heritage
specialist, professional archeologist, or geologist.

Provide for removal or transfer of culturally significant material by
a cultural heritage specialist, professional archeologist,
or geologist where appropriate and with the approval of
all parties concerned.
CU-S5. Assessment of Impacts. A cultural resources study
prepared by a professional who meets the U.S. Secretary
of the Interior’s professional qualification guidelines (36
Code of Federal Regulations Part 61 as amended) may
be required during environmental assessment to
determine the presence, extent, and condition of
cultural resources and the likely impact upon such
resources.
Implementation Measures
CU-IM1 Review Existing Protections. Review existing ordinances
and guidelines and make necessary amendments to
assure the protection of cultural resources.
CU-IM2 Implementation Guidelines. Adopt implementation
guidelines for cultural heritage, archeological, or
paleontological resources and for historic resources.
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CU-IM1 Review Existing Protections. Review existing ordinances
and guidelines and make necessary amendments to
assure the protection of cultural resources.
CU-IM2 Implementation Guidelines. Adopt implementation
guidelines for cultural heritage, archeological, or
paleontological resources and for historic resources.
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Section 10.6 Cultural Resources (CU)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

CU-IM3 Historical Registration. Encourage and actively support
federal, state, and local historical registration programs.
CU-IM4 Historic Building Code. Promote the use of the Historic
Building Code of the State of California for historical sites.
CU-IM5 Historic Building Identification. Establish and maintain a
system for identifying historic properties.

CU-IM3 Historical Registration. Encourage and actively support
federal, state, and local historical registration programs.
CU-IM4 Historic Building Code. Promote the use of the Historic
Building Code of the State of California for historical sites.
CU-IM5 Historic Building Identification. Establish and maintain a
system for identifying historic properties.

Part 3, Chapter 10, Section 10.6 Cultural Resources 12-18-08
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Section 10.7 Scenic Resources
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Section 10.7 Scenic Resources (SR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

SR-G1. Scenic Resource Protection. Protected high-value
forest, agriculture, river, and coastal scenic areas that
contribute to the enjoyment of Humboldt County’s
beauty and abundant natural resources.
SR-G2. Community Separators. Visible and aesthetic open
space areas between urban development areas that
separate and preserve unique identities of the county’s
cities and communities.

SR-G1. Scenic Resource Protection. Conserve, enhance, and
protect scenic areas to increase the enjoyment of, and
opportunities for, recreational and cultural pursuits and
tourism in the County.
SR-G2 Community Separators. Preserve the identities of
communities by maintaining visible open space areas
between cities and communities.

Policies
SR-P1. Development in Identified Scenic Viewsheds. In
identified scenic areas, new development shall be
consistent with and subordinate to natural contours
including slopes, visible hilltops and treelines, and bluffs
and rock outcroppings. Visible disturbance shall be
minimized to the extent feasible.
SR-P2. Heritage Landscapes. Protect the scenic quality of
mapped heritage landscape areas with appropriate
land use designations and design review standards to
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SR-P1. Development in Scenic Areas. In highly scenic areas, new
development shall be subordinate to the character of the
area, and natural contours, including slope, visible contours
of hilltops and treelines, bluffs and rock outcroppings, shall
suffer the minimum feasible disturbance compatible with
development of any permitted use.
SR-P2. Heritage Landscapes. Protect the scenic quality of mapped
heritage landscape areas with appropriate land use
designations and design review standards to ensure that
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Section 10.7 Scenic Resources (SR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

SR-P3.

SR-P4.

SP-P5.

SR-P6.
SR-P7.
SR-P8.

SR-P9.

ensure that new development preserves or enhances
the heritage landscape values of the site.
Scenic Roadway Protection. Protect the scenic quality
of designated scenic roadways for the enjoyment of
natural and scenic resources, landmarks, or points of
historic and cultural interest.
Community Separators. Protect the scenic quality of
“community separators” from degradation by
maintaining adequate open space between
communities and cities.
Development within Community Separators. Retain a
rural character and promote low intensities of
development in community separators. Avoid
annexation or inclusion in spheres of influence for sewer
and water services. Provide opportunities for
consideration of additional development in community
separators in exchange for permanent open space
preservation.
Limit the Term of Off-Premise Billboards. Limit the term of
new off-premise billboards with use agreements to
provide for removal.
Reduce Scenic Impacts of Billboards in Sensitive Habitat
Areas. Limit the location of billboards in industrial zones
with mapped sensitive habitat areas.
Removal or Relocation of Billboards in the Northwestern
Pacific Railroad Right-of-Way. Support efforts of the
North Coast Railroad Authority to remove or relocate
billboards from their right-of-way between Fields
Landing and Arcata.
Removal of Illegal Billboards. Petition Caltrans’ Outdoor
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
new development enhances the heritage landscape values
of the site.
SR-P3. Scenic Roadway Protection. Protect the scenic quality of
designated scenic roadways for the enjoyment of natural
and scenic resources, landmarks, or points of historic and
cultural interest.
SR-P4. Community Separators. The scenic quality of Community
Separators shall be protected from degradation by
maintaining adequate open space between communities
and cities.
SP-P5. Development Within Community Separators. Retain a rural
character and promote low intensities of development in
Community Separators. Avoid their annexation or inclusion
in spheres of influence for sewer and water services. Provide
opportunities for consideration of additional development in
community separators in exchange for permanent open
space preservation and other overriding public benefits
SR-P6. Limit the Term of Off-Premise Billboards. Limit the term of
new off-premise billboards with use agreements to provide
for their removal.
SR-P7. Reduce Scenic Impacts of Billboards in Sensitive Habitat
Areas. Limit the location of billboards in industrial zones with
mapped sensitive habitat areas.
SR-P8. Removal or Relocation of Billboards in the Northwestern
Pacific Railroad Right of Way. Support efforts of the
Northwestern Pacific Railroad Authority to remove or
relocate billboards from their right of way between Fields
Landing and Arcata.
SR-P9. Removal of Illegal Billboards. Petition the State Outdoor
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Section 10.7 Scenic Resources (SR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Advertising Office to remove illegal billboards along
highways.
SR-P10. Wayfarers Signage. Establish a local scenic byways
network designed to direct travelers to areas of scenic,
cultural, and historic interest.

Advertising Branch to remove illegal billboards.
SR-P10. Wayfarers’ signage. Establish a local scenic byways network
designed to direct travelers to areas of scenic, cultural and
historic interest.

Standards
SR-S1. Natural Landform Protection. Natural contours, including
slopes, visible hilltops and treelines, and bluffs and rock
outcroppings, shall not suffer beyond the minimum
feasible disturbance compatible with development of
any permitted use, and the following standards shall, at
a minimum, secure these objectives:
A. Under any permitted alteration of natural landforms
during construction, mineral extraction, or other
approved development, the topography shall be
restored to as close to natural contours as possible,
and the area planted with attractive vegetation
common to the area.
B. In permitted development, land form alteration for
access roads and public utilities shall be minimized
by running hillside roads and utility corridors along
natural contours where feasible, and the optional
waiving of minimum street width requirements,
where proposed development densities or use of
one-way circulation patterns make this consistent
with public safety, in order that necessary hillside
roads may be as narrow as possible.
SR-S2. Scenic and Visual Quality Protection. Consider and
protect the scenic and visual qualities of scenic areas as
a resource of public importance. Permitted
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SR-S1. Natural Landform Protection. Natural contours, including
slope, visible contours of hilltops and treelines, bluffs and rock
outcroppings, shall suffer the minimum feasible disturbance
compatible with development of any permitted use, and
the following standards shall at a minimum secure this
objective:
A.
Under any permitted alteration of natural landforms
during construction, mineral extraction or other
approved development, the topography shall be
restored to as close to natural contours as possible, and
the area planted with attractive vegetation common to
the region.
B. In permitted development, land form alteration for
access roads and public utilities shall be minimized by
running hillside roads and utility corridors along natural
contours where feasible, and the optional waiving on
minimum street width requirements, where proposed
development densities or sue of one-way circulation
patterns make this consistent with public safety, in order
that necessary hillside roads may be as narrow as
possible. (HBAP 3.40 (B)(2), modified)
SR-S2 Scenic and Visual Quality Protection. The scenic and visual
qualities of scenic areas shall be considered and protected
as a resource of public importance. Permitted development
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Section 10.7 Scenic Resources (SR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
development shall be sited and designed to protect
views to and along scenic areas, to minimize the
alteration of natural land forms, to be visually
compatible with the character of surrounding areas,
and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual
quality in visually degraded areas.
SR-S3. Scenic Roadway Plan Standards. The Plan for scenic
roadway protection includes the following standards:
A. Visual Buffer Width. The width of the visual buffer
along the road shall not exceed 200 feet from the
edge of the traveled roadway.
B. Permitted Uses. Permitted uses shall be allowed
except that within the visual buffer area measures
may be required to protect scenic qualities of the
site.
C. Site Development. Buildings and landscaping within
the visual buffer shall be designed and located on
the site to create a harmonious visual relationship
with surrounding development and the natural
terrain and vegetation.
1) Existing topography, vegetation, and scenic
features of the site shall be retained to the
maximum extent possible and incorporated into
the proposed development.
2) Structures and signs shall be limited in height,
bulk, and siting to be visually compatible with,
and subordinate to, the character of
surrounding areas.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
shall be sited and designed to protect views to and along
scenic areas, to minimize the alteration of natural land forms,
to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding
areas, and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual
quality in visually degraded areas. New development in
highly scenic areas shall be subordinate to the character of
its setting. (Coastal Act, Section 30251 of the Public
Resources Code)
SR-S3 Scenic Roadway Plan Standards. The plan developed for
scenic roadway protection should consider the following
standards:
Visual Buffer Width. The width of the visual buffer along the
road shall not exceed 200 feet from the edge of the
traveled roadway.
Permitted Uses. Permitted uses shall be allowed except
that within the visual buffer area, measures may be
required to protect scenic qualities of the site.
Site Development. Buildings and landscaping within the
visual buffer shall be designed and located on the site to
create a harmonious visual relationship with surrounding
development and the natural terrain and vegetation.
Existing topography, vegetation and scenic features
of the site shall be retained to the maximum extent possible
and incorporated into the proposed development.
Structures and signs shall be limited in height, bulk,
and siting to be visually compatible with, and subordinate
to, the character of surrounding areas.
Consideration of Views. Structures, signs, and plant
materials within the visual buffer shall be constructed,
installed and planted to complement, enhance, and retain
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Section 10.7 Scenic Resources (SR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
D. Consideration of Views. Structures, signs, and plant
materials within the visual buffer shall be
constructed, installed, and planted to complement,
enhance, and retain scenic views. Vegetative
screening shall be used where needed to prevent
significant intrusion or degradation of public views.
E. Location and Screening of Unsightly Features.
Potentially unsightly features within the visual buffer
area, such as parking lots etc., shall be located in
areas not visible from the scenic highway. Where it
is not possible to locate such features out of view,
features shall be screened from view by planting
and/or fences, walls, or berms. Screening shall utilize
primarily natural materials rather than solid fencing,
preferably vegetation, in conjunction with low-earth
berms.
F. Site Grading. Grading or earth-moving operations
within the visual buffer area shall be planned and
executed in such a manner that final contours
appear to be consistent with the existing terrain both
on, and adjacent to, the site.
1) Vegetative cover shall be provided within a
reasonable time after grading is completed to
prevent visible scars remaining on the land from
such operations.
2) Contours altered by grading shall be restored by
means of land sculpturing and a cover of topsoil
in such a manner as to minimize runoff and
erosion and prevent ponding of water.
3) Finished contours shall be planted with native
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
scenic views. Vegetative screening shall be used where
needed to prevent significant intrusion or degradation of
public views.
Location and Screening of Unsightly Features. Within the
visual buffer area, potentially unsightly features such as
parking lots, etc. shall be located in areas not visible from
the scenic highway. Where it is not possible to locate such
features out of view, they shall be screened from view by
planting and/or fences, walls, or berms. Screening shall
utilize primarily natural materials rather than solid fencing,
preferably vegetation in conjunction with low earth berms.
Site Grading. Any grading or earth-moving operation
within the visual buffer area shall be planned and
executed in such a manner that final contours appear to
be consistent with the existing terrain both on, and
adjacent to, the site
−
Vegetative cover shall be provided within a
reasonable time after grading is completed to prevent
visible scars remaining on the land from such operations.
−
Contours altered by grading should be
restored by means of land sculpturing and a cover of top
soil in such a manner as to minimize runoff and erosion and
prevent ponding of water.
−
Finished contours shall be planted with plant
materials native to the area, so as to require minimum care
and to be visually compatible with the existing ground
cover.
Access Roads. The location and design of access roads
within the visual buffer area should not detract from the
scenic quality of the road.
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Section 10.7 Scenic Resources (SR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
vegetation, so as to require minimum care and
to be visually compatible with the existing
ground cover.
G. Access Roads. The location and design of access
roads within the visual buffer area shall not detract
from the scenic quality of the road.
H. Utilities. New, relocated, or existing utility distribution
lines within the visual buffer area shall be placed
underground whenever feasible. When it is not
feasible to place lines underground, they shall be
located so as to be inconspicuous from the scenic
route wherever feasible. Combined or adjacent
rights-of-way and common poles shall be used
wherever feasible.
I. Railroads and Public Facilities. Visual buffers shall
exclude railroad rights-of-way and public facilities.
SR-S4. Development within Community Separators. Unless
there are existing design standards adopted for
community separators, new structures within these areas
shall:
A. Site and design structures to take maximum
advantage of existing topography and vegetation
in order to substantially screen structures from view
along scenic corridors.
B. Minimize cuts and fills on hills and ridges.
C. Minimize the removal of trees and other mature
vegetation.
D. Install landscaping consisting of native vegetation in
natural groupings that fits with the character of the
area in order to screen structures from view where
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Utilities. New, relocated or existing utility distribution lines
within the visual buffer area should be placed underground
whenever feasible. When it is not feasible to place lines
underground, they should be located so as to be
inconspicuous from the scenic route. Combined or
adjacent rights of way and common poles should be used
wherever feasible.
Railroads and Public Facilities. Visual buffers shall exclude
railroad rights of way and public facilities.

SR-S4 Development within Community Separators. Unless there are
existing design standards adopted for Community
Separators, new structures within these areas must meet the
following:
1. Site and design structures to take maximum advantage
of existing topography and vegetation on order to
substantially screen from view from scenic corridors.
2. Minimize cuts and fills on hills and ridges.
3. Minimize the removal of trees and other mature
vegetation.
4. Where existing topography and vegetation would not
screen structures from view from scenic corridors, install
landscaping consisting of native vegetation in natural
groupings that fits with the character of the area in order
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Section 10.7 Scenic Resources (SR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

existing topography and vegetation would not
screen structures from view from scenic corridors.
E. Design structures to use building materials and color
schemes that blend with the natural landscape.
F. Cluster structures on each parcel within existing built
areas and near existing natural features, to the
extent feasible.
SR-S5. Subdivisions in Community Separators. Subdivisions in
community separators shall:
A. Ensure developments are subordinate to the
viewscape, from the point of view of public
roadways.
B. Reduce visual impact where consistent with the
Land Use Element by clustering.
C. Preserve natural features and native vegetation by
locating building sites and roadways.
D. Require dedication of permanent open space
easement at the time of subdivision to the extent
possible.
SR-S6. New Off-Premise Billboards. New off-premise billboards
shall be restricted to a maximum term of 15 years and
limited to areas designated as Commercial Services or
Industrial General as described in the Land Use Element.

to screen from view.
5. Design structures to use building materials and color
schemes that blend with the natural landscape.
6. To the extent feasible, cluster structures on each parcel
within existing built areas and near existing natural
features.
7. Exempt agricultural accessory structures and
telecommunication facilities from these requirements.
SR-S5. Subdivisions in Community Separators. Subdivisions in
Community Separators shall:
1. Establish building envelopes for structures and consider
use of height limitations if necessary to further mitigate
visual impacts.
2. Use clustering to reduce visual impact where consistent
with Land Use Element.
3. Locate building sites and roadways to preserve natural
features and native vegetation.
4. To the extent possible, require dedication of permanent
open space easement at the time of subdivision.
SR-S7. New Off-Premise Billboards. New off-premise billboards shall
be restricted to a maximum term of 15 years.

Implementation Measures
SR-IM1. Identification and Protection of Scenic Landscapes. Map
heritage landscape areas in the Ferndale and Arcata
Bottoms and the forested hillslopes between Eureka and
Arcata and develop protection measures that protect the
scenic quality of these areas with appropriate land use
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SR-IM2 Identification and Protection of Heritage Landscapes and
Forested Hillslopes. Map heritage landscape areas in the
Ferndale and Arcata Bottoms, and the forested hillslopes
between Eureka and Arcata and develop protection
measures that protect the scenic quality of these areas with
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Section 10.7 Scenic Resources (SR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
designations and design review standards.
SR-IM2. Community Separators. Identify, map, and designate
an overlay zone for community separators with specific
standard for open space protections and design review
SR-IM3. Scenic Road Protection Program. Community
Development Services and Department of Public Works
staff shall develop a program for coordinated
protection of scenic roads in concert with the involved
public and private agencies.
SR-IM4. Off-Premise Billboards. Amend the sign ordinance to
limit the term of new billboards to 15 years, and to
disallow new billboards in the Resource Dependant land
use designation within the industrial land use category.
SR-IM5. Removal of Illegal Billboards. Identify billboards that
may have been placed without permits—and with the
help of Caltrans’ Outdoor Advertising Office—pursue
removal of billboards found to be illegally placed.
SR-IM6. Wayfarers Signage. Establish a local scenic byways
network designed to direct travelers to areas of scenic,
cultural, and historic interest.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
appropriate land use designations and design review
standards.
SR-IM4. Scenic Resource Protection for Community Separators.
Protect mapped community separators by requiring design
review for new structures.
SR-IM3. Scenic Road Protection Program. Provide staffing and
funding to Planning and Public Works staff to develop a
program for coordinated protection of scenic roads in
concert with the involved public and private agencies.
SR-IM5. Off-Premise Billboards. Amend the sign ordinance to limit
the term of new billboards to 15 years, and to disallow new
billboards in the Resource Dependant Industrial land use
designation.
SR-IM6. Removal of Illegal Billboards. Provide staffing and funding
to identify billboards that may have been placed without
permits, and through the State Outdoor Advertising Branch,
pursue removal of billboards found to be illegally placed .
SR-IM7 Wayfarers signage. Provide staffing and funding to establish
a local scenic byways network designed to direct travelers
to areas of scenic, cultural and historic interest.
SR-IM1. General Plan, Zoning and Environmental Review. Implement
policies for scenic resource protection and enhancement
though General Plan, Zoning and CEQA review.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Chapter 11 Water Resources Element
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Goals
WR-G1. Water Supply, Quality, and Beneficial Uses. High quality
and abundant surface and groundwater water
resources that satisfy the water quality objectives and
beneficial uses identified in the Water Quality Control
Basin Plan for the North Coast Region.

WR -G1: Protect, restore and enhance the quality of surface
resources to meet the needs of all beneficial uses.
WR-G2: Manage groundwater as a valuable and limited shared
resource.

WR-G2. Water Resource Habitat. River and stream habitat
capable of supporting abundant salmon and steelhead
populations.
WR-G3. Planning, Coordination, and Advocacy. A system of
local coordination and intra-regional cooperation to
advance local, regional, and state water management
priorities and objectives.
WR-G4. Watershed Planning Framework. Land use decision
making that makes use of watersheds as a planning,
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WR-G6: Foster understanding, valuation and sound management
of the water resources in Humboldt County's diverse
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
management, and coordinating framework to
cooperatively manage water and other natural
resources with local communities, neighboring counties,
and state and federal agencies.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
watersheds.

WR-G5. Watershed Management. A system of water resource
management that recognizes watersheds as natural
systems producing multiple economic, social, and
environmental benefits that can be optimized with
sound data, cooperative public processes, adaptive
management, and leadership.
WR-G6. Public Water Supply. Public water systems able to
provide adequate water supply to meet long-term
community needs in a manner that protects other
beneficial uses and the natural environment.

WR-G7. Effective Conservation Strategies. Effective application
of conservation, water re-use, and storage strategies in
meeting year-round water supply needs in water supply
limited areas.
WR-G8. Restoration of River Flows. Sufficient water flows in the
Trinity, Klamath and Eel rivers to meet all beneficial use,
including support of salmon and steelhead recovery
plans, recreation activities, and the economic needs of
river dependent communities and no additional upper
or mid-level watershed exports from rivers flowing
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WR -G3: Assure that public water systems and their sources
provide an adequate supply to meet long -term needs that is
consistent with adopted general plans and municipal service
review plans and that water is provided in a manner that
maintains water resources for other water users while protecting
the natural environment. Assure that new development is
consistent with the limitations of the local water supply.
WR-G4: Increase the role of conservation and safe, beneficial reuse in meeting water supply needs of both urban and rural
users.
WR-G5: Assure that there are no surface water or groundwater
imports into or exports out of Humboldt County unless the
proponent establishes by clear and convincing evidence that
said import or export is consistent with Humboldt County’s ability
to sustain an adequate and quality water supply for its water
users and dependent natural resources.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
through the county.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
WR-G7: Continue to challenge FERC re-licensing of hydroelectric
projects if the project degrades the water quality of Humboldt
County’s water bodies.

WR-G9. Storm Drainage. Storm drainage utilizing natural
drainage channels and watersheds and the minimum
possible erosion, runoff from new development, and
interference with surface and groundwater flows.

Policies – Water Resources and Land Use
WR-P1. Sustainable Management. Ensure that land use
decisions conserve, enhance, and manage water
resources on a sustainable basis to assure sufficient
clean water for beneficial uses and future generations.

WR-P1.Ensure that land use decisions are consistent with the long
term value of water resources in Humboldt County.

WR-P2. Protection for Existing Surface and Groundwater Uses.
Impacts on existing beneficial water uses shall be
considered and mitigated during discretionary review of
land use permits that are not served by municipal water
supplies. Compliance measures for un-permitted
development not served by municipal water supplies
shall include mitigations for surface or groundwater
resource impacts.
WR-P3. Proactive Protections. Focus regulatory attention in
specified watersheds where limited water supply or
threats to water quality have potentially significant
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

cumulative effects on the availability of water for
municipal or residential water uses or the aquatic
environment.
WR-P4. Critical Municipal Water Supply Areas. The Board of
Supervisors shall designate all or portions of watersheds
as “Critical Water Supply Areas” if cumulative impacts
from land uses within the area have the potential to
significantly impact the quality or quantity of municipal
water supplies. Water resources within Critical Water
Supply Areas shall be protected by the application of
specific standards for such areas.

WR-P5.

WR-S2. A Critical Water Supply Area is defined as the specific
area used by a municipality or community for its water
supply system, which is so limited in area that it is
susceptible to a potential risk of contamination from
development activities.* (3362.2)
WR-S3. Development proposed within Critical Water Supply Areas
shall demonstrate that no risk of contamination to the
water supply area would occur due to the development
activity proposed.* (3362.3)

Critical Watershed Areas. The Board of Supervisors shall
designate all or portions of watersheds as “Critical
Watersheds” if cumulative impacts from land uses within
the area have the potential to create significant
environmental impacts to threatened or endangered
species, including Coho salmon or steelhead habitat.
Water resources within Critical Watersheds shall be
protected by the application of specific standards for
such areas to avoid the take of threatened or
endangered species.

WR-P6. Subdivisions. Subdivision approval shall be conditioned to
require evidence of sufficient water supply during
normal and multiple-dry years to meet the projected
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

demand associated with the proposed subdivision.
Sufficient water supply shall include the requirements of
the proposed subdivision and existing and planned
future uses. Written service letters from a public water
system written in conformance with this policy is
sufficient evidence. Subdivisions to be served through
on-site water supplies or private water systems must
provide evidence of sufficient water supply to the
County Department of Environmental Health.
RD-P7. Cumulative Impacts of Rural Subdivision. Cumulative
impacts of water withdrawal from surface and
groundwater sources and sewage disposal shall be
assessed during the zoning and subdivision of all areas
designated for Rural Development.
WR-P8. Erosion and Sediment Discharge. Ministerial and
discretionary projects requiring a grading permit shall
comply with performance standards adopted by
ordinance and/or conditioned to minimize erosion and
discharge of sediments into surface runoff, drainage
systems, and water bodies consistent with best
management practices, adopted Total Maximum Daily
Loads (TMDLs), and non-point source regulatory
standards.

WR-P10. Projects requiring a grading permit shall have an erosion
control program approved, where necessary. Projects shall
be reviewed in an effort to avoid erosion and
sedimentation, and minimize soil erosion and discharge of
sediments into surface runoff, drainage systems, and water
bodies.

WR-P9.

WR-P17. Design County Facilities to Minimize Pollutant Input.
Design, construct, and maintain County buildings, roads,
bridges, drainages, and other facilities to minimize the
volume of sediment and other pollutants in storm water

County Facilities Management. Design, construct, and
maintain County buildings, roads, bridges, drainages,
and other facilities to minimize erosion and the volume
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
of sediment in stormwater flows.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
flows, and continue to improve road maintenance methods
to reduce erosion and sedimentation potential.

WR-P10. Project Design. Development should be designed to
compliment and not detract from the aesthetics and
function of rivers, streams, ponds, wetlands, and their
setback areas.

WR-P12. Rivers, streams, ponds, and wetlands shall be integrated
into new development in such a way that they enhance
the aesthetic and natural character of the site while
disturbance to the resource is avoided or minimized and
fragmentation is limited.

WR-P11. Small Hydroelectric. Encourage small hydroelectric
development when impacts to surface water flows and
habitat are in conformance with state and federal
standards.

WR-P8.The development of environmentally sound small
hydroelectric projects on publicly and privately owned
lands in Humboldt County is generally encouraged. The
County should only examine small hydroelectric project
proposals for impacts not reviewed by other agencies and
for overall consistency with the intent of the General Plan.
WR-P22. Conserve, enhance and manage groundwater
resources on a sustainable basis which assures sufficient
amounts of clean water required for future generations,
the uses allowed by the General Plan, and the natural
environment.
WR-P27. For discretionary projects involving groundwater
withdrawals, ensure that groundwater will not be
adversely affected by saltwater intrusion.

WR-P12. Groundwater Quality Protection. Commercial and
industrial discretionary uses shall be evaluated for their
potential to contaminate groundwater resources, and
mitigated as necessary.
WR-P13. Saltwater Intrusion. For discretionary projects involving
municipal or large-scale agricultural groundwater
withdrawals in proximity to coastal areas, ensure that
groundwater will not be adversely affected by saltwater
intrusion.
WR-P14. Pathogen and Nutrient Discharge from Septic Systems.
Support programs to reduce coliform bacteria and nitrate
discharges from septic systems that do not meet
operational standards established the North Coast
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
Regional Water Quality Control Board. Work
cooperatively with Environment Health to assess the need
for land use controls in areas where septic discharge
threatens public health or beneficial uses.
WR-P15. Nutrient Discharge from Agricultural Operations.
Support programs that reduce nutrient discharge from
agricultural operations, such as the voluntary manure
management programs supporting local dairies.

WR-P16. State and Federal Regulation. Encourage state and
federal agencies to maintain responsibility for water
resources supply and water quality management. The
County shall not accept administrative responsibility for
state or federal regulatory programs unless sustainable
funding sources are secured.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
agencies, and community groups to address pathogen,
sediment, and nutrient management in rural watersheds.
WR-P16. Reduce Pathogen, Sediment, and Nutrient Levels. Support
programs to maintain pathogen and nutrient levels at or
below target levels set by the Regional Water Quality
Control Boards, including the efforts of ranchers, dairies,
agencies, and community groups to address pathogen,
sediment, and nutrient management in rural watersheds.
WR-P9. Resist accepting administrative responsibility for regulatory
programs required of State or Federal agencies unless a
State or Federal subvention will compensate the County
for costs associated with such shift in administrative
responsibility.

WR-P2. Regulate development that would pollute watershed
areas. *
WR-P3. Ensure that the intensity and timing of new development
will be consistent with the capacity of water supplies.*
WR-P4. Existing water uses shall be considered during the review
for new water uses.*
WR-P5. Projects must provide evidence of water availability prior
to recordation of map.*
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
WR-P6. Continue participation in all state, regional or local water
resource planning efforts effecting surface run-off or
groundwater supplies.*
WR-P7. Encourage further investigation on the County's water
resources by federal and state water resource agencies.*
WR-P11. Where practical and when warranted by the size of the
project, parking lot storm drainage shall include facilities
to separate oils and salts from storm water in accordance
with the recommendations of the Storm Water Quality
Task Force’s California Storm Water Best Management
Practices Handbooks (1993).
WR-P14. Modification of natural stream beds and flow shall be
regulated to ensure that adequate mitigation measures
are utilized.
WR-P18. Continue to support local storm water and community
watershed group efforts to inform the public about
practices and programs to minimize water pollution.
WR-P19. Require quality of treated water to conform with
beneficial water use standards to the extent feasible.
WR-P20. The availability of groundwater should be used as a prime
factor in determining the desirable amount of residential
development in a particular area in order to protect
groundwater resources from depletion or contamination.
(3361.5)*
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
WR-P21.

Utilize the CEQA process to address the cumulative
impacts of new agricultural wells and new residential wells
required for discretionary projects on existing water users
and upon creeks in all areas of the County.

WR-P23. Be willing to modify policies and programs as new
information becomes available, recognizing the difficulty
of assessing and resolving groundwater problems.
WR-P24. Require that discretionary projects, to the maximum
extent practicable, utilize BMPs to maintain or increase
the site’s pre-development absorption of runoff to
recharge groundwater.
WR-P25. Encourage new groundwater recharge opportunities and
protect existing groundwater recharge areas.
WR-P26. Require consideration of naturally occurring and human
caused
contaminants
in
groundwater
in
new
development projects. Work with the NCRWQCB to
educate the public on evaluating the quality of
groundwater.

Policies – Watershed Planning
WR-P17. Watershed Planning. Use watersheds as the geographic
planning framework for water resource planning and
coordination with other regional, state, and federal
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
planning, implementation, and funding efforts.
Maintain relevant land use data on watershed basis to
support watershed based management and decisionmaking processes. Encourage and support continued
research, investigation, and analysis of the County's
water resources by federal and state water resource
agencies. Encourage compilation of data on a
watershed basis.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
local industry, agriculture and the natural environment.

WR-P18. Watershed and Community Based Efforts. Support the
efforts of local community watershed groups to protect
water resources and work with local groups to ensure
decisions and programs take into account local
priorities and needs.

WR-P49. Work with the NCRWQCB, watershed-focused groups
and stakeholders in the collection, evaluation and use of
watershed-specific water resource information.

WR-P19. Regional Water Management Planning. Work on a
regional basis through the North Coast Integrated
Regional Water Management Plan (NCIRWMP) to
ensure coordination and adaptive management
between statewide water resource planning efforts,
regional priorities, and local needs. The goals and
objectives of the NCIRWMP shall be considered in
establishing County water resource priorities and policy
positions.

WR-P49. Work with the NCRWQCB, watershed-focused groups
and stakeholders in the collection, evaluation and use of
watershed-specific water resource information.

WR-P20. State and Federal Watershed Initiatives. Support
implementation of state and federal watershed
initiatives such as the Total Maximum Daily Loads
(TMDLs), the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board’s (NCRWQCB) Watershed Management Initiative,
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

and the California Non-Point Source Program Plan.
WR-P45. Support the development of fisheries enhancement
projects on small Humboldt County streams.* (3361.12)
WR-P46. Ensure that projects located within state designated wild,
scenic or recreational river basins are consistent with the
guidelines in the State Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (as
amended).* (3361.13)
WR-P47. Support flow release schedules from existing reservoirs that
maintain or enhance the fisheries of those rivers.* (3361.11)

Policies - Public Water Supply
WR-P21. Sufficient Water Supply. Support the actions and
facilities needed by public water systems to supply the
water demands projected in this Plan.

WR-P28. Support to the extent feasible the actions and facilities
needed by public water systems to supply water sufficient
to meet the demands which are estimated in adopted
master facilities plans, consistent with adopted general
plans, urban water management plans and the
sustainable yields of the available resources and in a
manner protective of the natural environment.

WR-P22. Critical Water Supply Areas. Coordinate with public
water systems in the designation and regulation of
water resources in Critical Water Supply areas.

WR-P33. Critical Water Supply Areas. Critical Water Supply Areas
within the unincorporated County shall be protected by
the application of standards for such areas (see
Standards WR-S2, S3, and S4).
WR-P34. Maximize the use of water conservation techniques

WR-P23. Conservation and Re-use Strategy. Promote the use of
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
water conservation and re-use as a strategy to lower
the cost, minimize energy consumption, and maximize
the overall efficiency and capacity of public water
systems. Encourage and support conservation for
agricultural activities that increase the efficiency of
water use for crop irrigation and livestock. Support the
use of treated water for irrigation, landscaping, parks,
public facilities, and other appropriate uses and
coordinate with cities and other wastewater treatment
entities in planning uses and minimizing impacts for
treated water in unincorporated areas. Avoid water
reuse that could adversely affect the quality of
groundwater or surface water.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
appropriate for new and existing development.*
WR-P35. Encourage disposal methods which minimize reliance on
discharges into natural waterways. If discharge is
proposed, review and comment on projects and
environmental documents and request that projects
maximize reclamation, conservation and reuse programs
to minimize discharges and protect water quality and
aquifer recharge areas.

WR-P29. Assist public water suppliers in assuring that proposed
water supplies and facilities are consistent with adopted
general plans, that all planning jurisdictions are notified of
and consider potential water supply deficiencies during
the preparation of such plans, and that adopted general
plans accurately reflect secure water sources.
WR-P30. Encourage the preparation of municipal service reviews
and urban water management plans where required by
State law, for all public water supply systems to design
and construct all facilities in accordance with sustainable
yields and the general plans of applicable jurisdictions.
WR-P31. Maintain consistency between the General Plan,
adopted groundwater management plans and the
municipal service reviews of public water suppliers
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
through meetings between staff of the Local Agency
Formation Commission (Lafco) and public water suppliers,
Lafco review of proposed municipal service reviews, and
referral of General Plan changes to all public water
suppliers.
WR-P32. Coordinate the County’s land use decisions and actions
to be consistent with the Water Resources Element.

Policies – Conservation and Re-use
WR-P37.

Encourage service providers to increase the use of
treated water where the quality of the recycled water is
maintained, meets all applicable regulatory standards
and is appropriate for the intended use and beneficial
uses of other water resources will not be significantly
impacted.

WR-P38. Promote and encourage the efficient use of water by all
water users.
WR-P39 Avoid water reuse which could significantly adversely
affect the quality of groundwater or surface water.
WR-P40.
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
management plans, master facilities plans, and
wastewater treatment plans.
WR-P41. Encourage monitoring for all water use and water
metering and pricing systems for public water suppliers
which require water users to pay all costs associated with
the amount of water used. Encourage pricing
mechanisms for public water suppliers which provide
incentives for water users employing conservation and
reuse programs.
WR-P42. Encourage and support conservation for agricultural
activities which increase the efficiency of water use for
crop irrigation, frost protection and livestock.

Policies – Water Exports
WR-P24. Restoration of Flow Rates. The County shall advocate
for reductions in water exports and improved flow
release schedules from existing reservoirs on the Trinity,
Klamath and Eel rivers to enhance fisheries, natural
sediment transport, and recreational opportunities.
WR-P25. Compliance with Water Code Export Law. Water export
projects will not be approved or supported unless the
specific requirements of California Water Code Section
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10505 protecting development rights and Section 11460
protecting beneficial uses of the watersheds are met
and substantiated through a scientifically based public
process.
WR-P26. Impact Analysis. All new export proposals and renewal
of licenses for existing water exports shall include a full
assessment of impacts on the environment, economy,
and water supply needs of the county.

WR-P44. Require full assessment of impacts on the environment
and impacts on the quality and quantity of water for
Humboldt County water users of all existing and new
proposals to physically export water to new locations
outside from Humboldt County or to substantially increase
water supply to existing out-of-county locations. Any
consideration of exporting additional water resources shall
place primary priority upon the benefit of and need for
the water resources in Humboldt County and shall assure
that water resources needed by urban, rural and
agricultural water users and dependant natural resources
in Humboldt County will not be exported outside the
County.

WR-P27. County Needs. Any consideration of exporting
additional water resources shall place primary priority
upon the benefit of and need for the water resources in
the county and shall ensure that water needed by
water users and natural resources will not be exported
outside the county.

WR-P44. Require full assessment of impacts on the environment
and impacts on the quality and quantity of water for
Humboldt County water users of all existing and new
proposals to physically export water to new locations
outside from Humboldt County or to substantially increase
water supply to existing out-of-county locations. Any
consideration of exporting additional water resources shall
place primary priority upon the benefit of and need for
the water resources in Humboldt County and shall assure
that water resources needed by urban, rural and
agricultural water users and dependant natural resources
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Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
in Humboldt County will not be exported outside the
County.

WR-P28. Public Trust Resources and Interests. The County shall
advocate that dam relicensing projects effectively
balance development values (electric power, flood
control, and water supply) with non-developmental
values (environmental resource protection, habitat
restoration, and water quality), and other values that
best reflect the public interest.

WR-P50. The County should request a determination from relicensing projects on what conditions will effectively
balance development values (electric power, flood
control and water supply) with non-developmental values
(environmental resource protection and values) that best
reflect the public interest.

WR-P29. Public Input. The County shall advocate for the
relicensing applicant to sponsor a participatory process
involving all affected stakeholders prior to the submittal
of a final relicensing application to the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission.

WR-P51. The County should request that the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) takes the time to complete its
ongoing environmental review under the California
Environmental Quality Act. A full review is required to
document cumulative damages and potential impacts of
ownership transfer and to provide a basis to identify
necessary mitigation measures.
WR-P43. Large water export projects will not be approved or
supported unless specific requirements and assurances
are satisfied. These shall include the 1978 water policy
statement policies regarding "Water Export Projects on
Humboldt County Streams".

Policies – Stormwater Drainage
WR-P30. Natural Stormwater Drainage Courses. Natural drainage
courses, including ephemeral streams, shall be retained
and protected from development impacts which would
alter the natural drainage courses, increase erosion or
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sedimentation, or have a significant adverse effect on
flow rates or water quality. Natural vegetation within
riparian and wetland protection zones shall be
maintained to preserve natural drainage characteristics
consistent with the Biological Resource policies. Storm
water discharges from outfalls, culverts, gutters, and
other drainage control facilities that discharge into
natural drainage courses shall be dissipated so that they
make no contribution to additional erosion and, where
feasible, are filtered and cleaned of pollutants.
WR-P31. Downstream Peak Flows. Peak stormwater discharge
shall not exceed the capacity limits of off-site drainage
systems or cause downstream erosion, flooding, habitat
destruction, or impacts to wetlands and riparian areas.

Formerly in the Safety Element as: S-P13
Downstream Peak
Flows. Development shall only be allowed in such a manner
that downstream peak flows will not be increased.

WR-P32. New Drainage Facilities. Where it is necessary to
develop additional drainage facilities, they shall be
designed to be as natural in appearance and function
as is feasible. All drainage facilities shall be designed to
maintain maximum natural habitat of streams and their
streamside management areas and buffers.
Detention/retention facilities shall be managed in such
a manner as to avoid reducing streamflows during
critical low-flow periods.

Formerly in the Safety Element as: S-P14
Additional Drainage
Facilities. Where it is necessary to develop additional
drainage facilities, they shall be designed to be as natural
in appearance
and function as is feasible. All drainage
facilities shall be designed to maintain maximum natural
habitat of streams and their streamside management areas
and buffers. Detention/retention facilities shall be managed in
such a manner as to avoid reducing streamflows during critical
low flow periods.

WR-P33. Restoration Projects. The County shall encourage
restoration projects aimed at reducing erosion and
improving existing habitat values in Streamside

Formerly in the Safety Element as: S-P15
Restoration Projects.
The County shall encourage restoration projects aimed at
reducing erosion and improving existing habitat values in
Streamside Management Areas. These projects may be
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Management Areas and wetlands.
WR-P34. Commercial and Industrial Activities. Commercial and
industrial activities shall minimize, and eliminate to the
extent possible, facility-related discharges to the
stormwater system. As required by state codes and
local ordinances, commercial and industrial stormwater
discharge must be routed to a wastewater collection
system; for example, minimizing runoff from vehicle
maintenance yards, car washes, restaurants cleaning
grease, contaminated mats/carts into storm drains, and
other wash practices that result in materials other than
plain water entering the storm drain system.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
pursued utilizing community volunteer programs and urban
stream renewal grants.
Formerly in the Safety Element as: S-P16
Commercial and
Industrial Activities. Commercial and industrial activities shall
minimize, and eliminate to the extent possible, facility related
discharges to the storm water system. As required by state
codes and local ordinances, commercial and industrial storm
water discharge must be routed to a wastewater collection
system. For example, minimization of runoff from vehicle
maintenance yards, car washes, restaurants cleaning grease,
contaminated mats/carts into storm drains, other wash
practices which results in materials other than plain water
entering the storm drain system

WR-P35. Oil/Water Separation. Parking lot storm drainage shall
include facilities to separate oils from stormwater in
accordance with Public Works requirements and the
recommendations of the Stormwater Quality
Association’s California Stormwater Best Management
Practices Handbooks or their equivalent.
WR-P36. Erosion and Sediment Control Measures. The following
erosion and sediment control measures shall be
incorporated into development design and
improvements:
A. Minimize soil exposure during the rainy season by
proper timing of grading and construction;
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B. Retain natural vegetation where feasible;

B.

C. Vegetate and mulch denuded areas to protect
them from winter rains;

C. Vegetate and mulch denuded areas to protect them
from winter rains;

D. Divert runoff from steep denuded slopes and critical
areas with barriers or ditches;

D. Divert runoff from steep denuded slopes and critical
areas with barriers or ditches;

E. Minimize length and steepness of slopes by
benching, terracing, or constructing diversion
structures;

E. Minimize length and steepness of slopes by benching,
terracing or constructing diversion structures;

F.

Trap sediment-ladened runoff in basins to allow soil
particles to settle out before flows are released to
receiving waters;

G. Inspect sites frequently to ensure control measures
are working properly and correct problems as
needed; and
H. Allow for the construction of public roads, trails, and
utilities, when properly mitigated.

Retain natural vegetation where feasible;

F.
Trap sediment-ladened runoff in basins to allow soil
particles to settle out before flows are released to receiving
waters;
G. Inspect sites frequently to ensure control measures are
working properly and correct problems as needed;
H. Allowance for the construction of public roads, trails, and
utilities, when properly mitigated.

WR-P37. Storm Drainage Design Standards. Drainage design
standards for new development shall be adopted by
ordinance. The design standards shall ensure that
storms of specified intensity, frequency, and duration
can be accommodated by engineered drainage
systems and natural drainage courses.

Formerly in the Infrastructure Element as: IS-P18
Storm
Drainage Design Standards. Prepare consistent storm drainage
design standards for new development based on a design storm
with specified intensity, frequency and duration standards.

WR-P38. Storm Drainage Impact Reduction. Develop storm

Formerly in the Infrastructure Element as: IS-P19 Low-Impact
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drainage development guidelines with incentives to
encourage low-impact development standards to
reduce the quantity and increase the quality of
stormwater runoff from new developments.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Development Standards. Develop storm drainage
development guidelines with possible associated impact
fee discounts to encourage low-impact development
standards to reduce the quantity and increase the quality
of stormwater runoff from new developments.

WR-P39. Reduce Toxic Runoff. Minimize chemical pollutants in
stormwater runoff such as pesticides, household
hazardous wastes, and road oil by supporting education
programs, household hazardous waste and used oil
collection, street and parking lot cleaning and
maintenance, use of bio-swales and other urban
stormwater best management practices described in
the California Stormwater Best Management Practices
Handbooks or their equivalent.

WR-P15. Reduce Toxic Runoff. Reduce the volume of urban run-off
from pollutants—such as pesticides from homes, golf
courses, and other uses), cleaning agents, swimming pool
chemicals, and road oil—and of excess sediments and
nutrients from agricultural operations, and other toxic
materials in runoff.

WR-P40. Fish Passage Designs. Work with federal and state
agencies to retrofit existing drainage and flood control
structures and design new structures to facilitate fish
and other wildlife passage in partnership with federal
and state agencies.

Formerly in the Infrastructure Element as: IS-P20 Fish Passage
Designs. Retrofit existing drainage and flood control
structures and design new structures to facilitate fish and
other wildlife passage, in accordance with federal and
state guidelines.

Standards - Water Resources and Land Use
WR-S1. Designation of Critical Water Supply and Watershed Areas.
The designation by the Board of Supervisors of Critical
Water Supply and Watershed Areas shall be a public
process, involving a recommendation from the Planning
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Commission and input from the public, affected water
providers, and state and federal agencies.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
development activities.* (3362.2)

WR-S2. Development within Critical Water Supply Areas.
Ministerial land use development proposed within Critical
Water Supply areas shall comply with performance
standards adopted by ordinance. Discretionary
development shall comply with performance standards
and supplemental permit conditions. Standards and
permit conditions shall require: 1) demonstrating that no
risk of contamination to the water supply would occur
due to the development activity; and 2) avoiding
degradation of municipal water supplies by reducing
cumulative impacts to surface water quality and water
quantity during low-flow periods to below levels of
significance.

WR-S3. Development proposed within Critical Water Supply Areas
shall demonstrate that no risk of contamination to the
water supply area would occur due to the development
activity proposed.* (3362.3)

WR-S3. Development within Critical Watershed Areas. Ministerial
land use development proposed within Critical Watershed
Areas shall comply with performance standards adopted
by ordinance. Discretionary development shall comply
with performance standards and supplemental permit
conditions. Standards and permit conditions shall avoid
take of endangered or threatened species by reducing
cumulative impacts to aquatic habitat to below levels of
significance.

WR-S4. Development within Critical Water Supply Areas shall
utilize appropriate Erosion Control Measures including, but
not limited to, those in the grading ordinance and this
chapter.* (3362.4)

WR-S4. Protection of Groundwater Recharge Areas. Ministerial
and discretionary development in Critical Water Supply
or Watershed Areas where maintenance of
groundwater recharge is determined to be necessary to

WR-S6. The County shall review new development proposals that
include the withdrawal of groundwater resources for use
within the County to determine the safe yield, and to
ensure that other users are not adversely affected.
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maintain sustainable groundwater demands or surface
water flows shall maintain or increase the site’s predevelopment absorption to recharge groundwater or
be conditioned to reduce effects to water supplies to
below levels of significance.
WR-S5.

Surface Water Withdrawal Permitting. Ministerial and
discretionary permits for land use development that
include development of new in-stream water sources or
other streambed alterations subject to California Fish
and Game Code Section 1602 shall provide evidence
of, or be conditioned to obtain a Streambed Alteration
Agreement from the Department of Fish and Game.

WR-S6. Subdivisions Demonstration of Sufficient Water Supply.
Demonstration of sufficient water supply shall include the
requirements of the proposed subdivision, existing uses,
and planned future uses. Subdivisions subject to state
requirements of SB 610 and SB221 shall make the
appropriate demonstrations consistent with regulations (as
amended) established by these acts. Written service
letters from a public water system written in conformance
with this policy is sufficient evidence. Subdivisions to be
served through on-site water supplies or private water
systems must provide evidence of sufficient water supply
to the County Department of Environmental Health.
WR-S7.

Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) Implementation.
Discretionary development within watersheds
containing impaired water bodies as defined under
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Section 303(d) of the federal Clean Water Act and
governed by TMDL pollution prevention plans shall be
conditioned to reduce or prevent further impairment
consistent with applicable TMDLs.
WR-S8.

Erosion and Sediment Discharge. Ministerial and
discretionary projects shall conform to grading
ordinance standards for erosion and sediment control.

WR-S9. County Facilities Management. The design, construction,
and maintenance of County roads, bridges, drainages,
and other facilities shall minimize erosion and discharge of
sediments by following best management practices in
accordance with the Five County Water Quality and
Stream Habitat Protection Manual for County Road
Maintenance in Northwestern California Watersheds (5C’s
Manual) or its equivalent.

WR-IM2.Design, construct, and maintain County buildings, roads,
bridges, drainage and other facilities to minimize sediment
and other pollutants in storm water flows. Develop and
implement “best management practices” for ongoing
maintenance and operation.

WR-S10. Projects in Proximity to Wild and Scenic Rivers. Projects
located within state designated wild, scenic, or
recreational river basins shall be consistent with the
guidelines in the State Wild and Scenic Rivers Act as
amended.
WR-S11. Small Hydroelectric. Development of small run-of-theriver hydroelectric projects on privately owned lands are
considered accessory to allowed uses if they are sized
and designed to meet the electrical demands of the
subject property only.
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WR-S10. Small hydroelectric projects for the purposes of this policy
are defined as run of the river type diversions and existing
impoundments with a maximum generating capacity of
five (5) megawatts.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
WR-S1. Development which could potentially "pollute a
watershed area" includes, but is not limited to: the
placement of septic systems, junkyards, waste disposal
facilities, industries utilizing toxic chemicals, and other
potentially polluting substances proximate to streams,
creeks, reservoirs, or groundwater basins. It can also
occur from additions of natural material into a stream
because of land use practices but does not include
normal agricultural practices which do not require permits
from the County.
WR-S5. "Water Conservation Techniques" include but are not
limited to, domestic and industrial low-flow water fixtures
and native vegetation landscaping.
WR-S7. The County will review projects and include requirements
for compliance with State and Federal water quality
regulations, including the Clean Water Act and
requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES).
WR-S9. Development of fisheries enhancement projects should
include:
A.
An immediate pilot project initiated on one
of the Humboldt County streams for the express purpose
of establishing the feasibility of small dams designated
and operated only for fishery development and
enhancement.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
B.
Efforts designed to improve the
anadromous fishery resources of Humboldt County
streams. Specifically, the assessment of the natural
capacities of the streams and identification of factors
limiting production of anadromous fish.
C.
The use of Humboldt County Water Resources for
the development of mariculture and aquaculture, with
appropriate regulations to protect the native fish
populations and the general public interests.

Standards - Water Exports
WR-S12. Water Export Projects on Humboldt County Rivers. The
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors, prior to giving its
approval and support to export projects on county
rivers, will require following information to demonstrate
the export project’s adherence to the requirements of
California Water Code Section 10505 protecting
development rights and Section 11460 protecting
beneficial needs of the watersheds. The analysis of the
export project shall include:
A. Effects on in-stream flows including flood events.
B. Assessment of the environmental impact of the
proposed project using appropriate ecological
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WR-S8. Water Export Projects on Humboldt County Streams.
The Humboldt County Board of Supervisors, prior to giving
its approval and support to large export projects on
County streams, will require the following:
A. Assurances must be given that each project
constructed on any stream tributary to Humboldt County
be designed and operated in a manner that provides
maximum practical flood protection from the water
flowing from the project consistent with the project
purposes.
B. Full recognition shall be given to the ecological impact
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
studies by a team of independent experts, qualified
to conduct such studies, funded by the project
sponsor and completed before project
authorization.
C. Effects on fisheries and native wildlife habitat and
restoration efforts. Analysis of the sustainability of
any proposed fisheries and wildlife habitat
mitigations.
D. Impacts to Native American communities, including
cultural and archaeological resources, economies,
fisheries, and water supplies.
E. Water supplies necessary to meet the ultimate future
development needs of residential, agricultural,
municipal, industrial, and recreational users and to
promote environmental protection and fisheries
habitat restoration.
F.

Cost and benefits to recreation.

G. Water quality impacts and provisions for
enhancement of any impaired water bodies
(Section 303(d) of the federal Clean Water Act.
H. Property tax and other fiscal or economic losses to
local entities.
I.

Public infrastructure and service demands and costs
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
of any proposed project. Appropriate ecological studies
by a team of independent experts, qualified to conduct
such studies, should be funded by the project sponsor and
completed before project authorization.
C. Absolute assurance must be given that funding will be
made available for development and improvement of
suitable fisheries above, and maintenance and
improvement of native fisheries below, any project.
Absolute assurance must also be given that funding will
be made available for the effort to replace, restore, and
maintain the native wildlife habitat destroyed or altered
by any of the contemplated projects. The funding
requirement for such development, improvement and
maintenance of the fisheries and native wildlife habitat
set forth herein above, shall be a funding requirement of
the project and shall be identified as a commitment of
the state, federal or local entity sponsoring the project.
Recognition must also be given to the difficulty in
accurately predicting long range financial requirements
to meet the fisheries and wildlife policies set forth herein.
Consequently, reappraisal and adjustments should be
considered on five to ten year schedules throughout the
projected project life in order to meet all of the funding
requirements which may occur during the project life.
Funding shall be provided for post project evaluation.
Wildlife mitigation should be accomplished insofar as
possible on existing public lands with prime consideration
given to the wildlife resources involved and to its habitat
requirements.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
including roads and recreation facilities.
J.

Public cost and benefits on statewide, regional,
county, and local scales including the monetized
value of impacted ecological services.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
D. Inasmuch as Native Americans comprise a large
segment of Humboldt County's population with
environmental and historical ties to some of the river
valleys, assurances must be given prior to the construction
of any water project that no Indian tribal lands, including
burial, or ceremonial grounds in Humboldt County will be
inundated without specific prior consultation with the
Indian people concerned.
E. Water supplies must be planned and financed as part
of any project in sufficient quantity to provide ultimate
future supplies of agricultural, municipal, industrial,
recreational, and environmental water, and water for
fisheries and wildlife habitat development. Recreational,
and environmental water requirements (i.e., nonconsumptive water requirements for the general public
enjoyment including non-resident populations of tourists to
north-western California) may well exceed consumptive
uses in many hydrographic areas. Thus, the project
sponsor must take an active role in providing such water
and must absorb the burden of expenses for such water.
Greater consideration of the values of non-consumptive
water uses should be given when assessing the economic
feasibility of water projects.
F. Recreation land acquisition should be included in the
project development, consistent with the project's
purpose.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
G. Land acquisition should include provisions for
exchange.
H. Water quality control must be included as a specific
purpose of the project.
I. Projects which result in property tax loss to local entities
shall have in-lieu taxes as a part of the project costs.
J. The state must assume the non-federal recreational
costs of a federal project. These costs must include the
improvement of existing roads and development of roads
required for the recreational development.
K. If hydroelectric power is generated by a major water
project using the water resources of the county, the
county should be compensated for the sale of such
power.
L. Department of Fish and Game shall develop a flow
release schedule to provide for the maintenance of the
fishery resources and habitat. The project sponsor shall
agree to provide the water for the release schedule.

WR-S13. Minimizing Effects of Water Exports. The County shall
require that exports not damage the county’s
environmental and economic setting by ensuring that
“no unreasonable effect” occurs in the transfer and
withdrawal of water resources pursuant to Section 1810
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

of the State Water Code.
County standards for defining “no unreasonable effect”
include actions that will not:
A. Contribute to a decline in the population of any
sensitive or protected plant, fish, or wildlife species.
B. Reduce water levels in any existing public or private
groundwater wells to levels that preclude
withdrawal by existing users or would substantially
increase the costs or such withdrawal.
C. Contribute to any impacts on water quality that
reduces water quality below health standards or
federal or state water quality standards.
D. Contribute to effects on water quality that would
result in a deficiency by the water treatment
agency’s ability to treat water to appropriate
standards.
E. Reduce available groundwater or surface water
resources to levels that would make access and/or
use of these waters uneconomical for development
planned in accordance with this General Plan.
F.

Directly or indirectly discharge contaminants into
surface or groundwater resources.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Standards – Stormwater Drainage
WR-S14. Storm Water Management. All commercial, industrial,
multi-family, quasi-public, and public parking facilities
shall, whenever possible, provide stormwater treatment
for parking lot runoff using bio-retention areas, filter
strips, and/or other practices that be integrated into
required landscaping areas and traffic islands. In all
other cases, oil/water separators shall be required. A
maintenance plan for oil/water separators shall be
required.
Implementation Measures – Water Resources and Land Use
WR-IM1. Critical Water Supply and Watershed Area Ordinance.
Prepare and adopt an ordinance to implement Critical
Water Supply and Watershed Area policies.
WR-IM2. Critical Water Supply and Watershed Area Designation.
Identify and designate Critical Water Supply and
Watershed Areas through a zoning overlay process using
best available scientific data, consultation with municipal
water suppliers and resource agencies, and public
outreach and input.
WR-IM3. Require Restoration of Degraded Areas. Require
replanting of vegetation and remediation of erosion
conditions in conjunction with related discretionary land
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WR-IM11. Require Restoration of Degraded Areas. Require
replanting of vegetation and remediation of associated
erosion in conjunction with requested land use approvals,
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
use approvals, especially those including roads and
grading on steep slopes.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
especially those including roads and grading on steep
slopes.

WR-IM4. County Facilities. The Department of Public Works shall
manage and conduct internal reviews of County
construction and maintenance activities to ensure
conformance with adopted best management practices
for erosion and sediment control.

WR-IM2. Design, construct, and maintain County buildings, roads,
bridges, drainage and other facilities to minimize sediment
and other pollutants in storm water flows. Develop and
implement “best management practices” for ongoing
maintenance and operation.

WR-IM5. Septic Systems. Actively pursue the abatement of
failing septic systems that have been demonstrated to
represent a health and safety hazard.

WR-IM6. Actively pursue the abatement of failing septic systems
that have been demonstrated as causing a health and
safety hazard.

WR-IM6. Permitting Coordination. The County shall maintain
efficient and timely procedures for project referral to the
North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board for
review and consultation.

WR-IM3.Work cooperatively with the RWQCB to manage the
quality and quantity of storm water runoff from new
development and redevelopment in order to:
(1) Prevent, to the maximum extent practicable, pollutants from
reaching storm water conveyance systems.
(2) Limit, to the maximum extent practicable, storm water flows
from post development sites to pre -development
quantities.
(3) Conserve and protect natural areas to the maximum extent
practicable.

WR-IM7. Basin Plan Septic Requirements. Update and amend
existing County septic regulations to reflect the latest
Basin Plan standards for design and maintenance of on-
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

site wastewater systems.
WR-IM1.Coordinate with federal and state land management
agencies to ensure adequate protection of watersheds
that are vital to Humboldt County’s groundwater and
surface water resources.
WR-IM4.Continue to require grading plans to include measures
that address soil erosion and on-site sediment retention
and consider upgrading requirements as needed to avoid
sedimentation in storm water to the maximum extent
practicable. Require developments to include on-site
facilities for the retention of sediments, and, if necessary,
upon project completion, require continued monitoring
and maintenance of these facilities.
WR-IM5.Seek opportunities to participate in developing programs
and implementing projects for water quality restoration
and remediation with agencies and organizations such as
RWQCBs, CDFG and RCDs in areas where water quality
impairment is a concern.
WR-IM7. The County shall continue to implement Ordinance
provisions for buffers and special setbacks for the
protection of riparian areas and wetlands. The County shall
encourage the incorporation of protected areas into
conservation easements or natural resource protection
areas.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
WR-IM9.

Work with the North Coast Regional Water Quality
Control Board (NCRWQCB) and interested parties in the
development and implementation of future NCRWQCB
requirements so that the needs of Humboldt County can
be met.

Implementation Measures – Watershed Planning

WR-IM8. Watershed Planning. The County shall maintain relevant
land use data on watershed basis to support watershed
based management and decision-making processes.

WR-IM13.
Watershed Planning: Seek funding opportunities for
collaborative watershed planning approaches to water
quantity and quality enhancement and protection, where such
an approach is the desired method of accomplishing the
program objectives.

WR-IM9. North Coast Integrated Regional Water Management
Planning. The County shall participate in the continued
update and implementation of the North Coast
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan.

WR-IM12. Integrated Water Resources Funding Program
Description: Work with public water suppliers, utility
districts, stakeholder groups and interested parties to seek
and secure outside funding sources for Water Resources
Element programs and associated plans.

WR-IM10. Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs). Map impaired
water bodies as defined under Section 303(d) of the
federal Clean Water Act with associated impairment
parameters, water quality objectives, and pollution
budgets contained in TMDL pollution prevention plans.
WR-IM11. Watershed Data. Seek and secure funding to evaluate
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
the quality and quantity of water resources in each of the
watershed basins. Support studies that correlate the
quality and quantity of water captured, stored, and
contained within watersheds to the needs of beneficial
water uses by residents, local industry, agriculture, and the
natural environment.
WR-IM12. Groundwater Management Plans. Support the
development of Groundwater Management Plans
(California Water Code Section 10750 - 10756) for Critical
Water Supply and Watershed Areas or in other areas
where maintenance of groundwater recharge is
determined to be necessary to maintain sustainable
groundwater demands. The Board shall consider serving
as the local public agency as defined by California Water
Code Section 10752, in areas within the County not served
by a water service provider.
WR-IM13. Water Planning and Coordination. Actively encourage
and participate in local and state water resource
planning efforts that have the potential to achieve Water
Resource Element goals.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

WR-IM16.
Work with NCRWQCB, DWR, DHS, CalEPA, and
applicable County and City agencies to seek and secure
funding sources for development of groundwater
assessment, protection, enhancement and management
programs.

WR-IM15. Coordinate the County’s land use decisions and actions
to be consistent with the Water Resources Element.

WR-IM14 Watershed Planning with Public Land Managers.
Participate in the planning activities of federal and state
land management agencies to advocate for watershedbased planning and management approaches and
policies and projects that are consistent with Water
Resource Element policies.

WR-IM14. Encourage and support research on and monitoring of
local groundwater conditions, aquifer recharge,
watersheds and streams.

WR-IM15. Coordinate and Support Watershed Efforts. Seek
funding and work with land and water management

WR-IM8.Coordinate Watershed Efforts. Work with land and water
management agencies, community-based watershed
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
agencies, community-based watershed restoration
groups, and private property owners to implement
programs for maintaining and improving watershed
conditions that contribute to improved water quality and
supply.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
restoration groups, and private property owners to explore
methods and programs for maintaining and improving
watershed health.

WR-IM16. Basin Plan. Work cooperatively with the North Coast
Regional Water Quality Control Board and other
interested parties in the update and implementation of
Basin Plan policies and programs.
WR-IM17. Water Resources Funding. Work with public water
suppliers, utility districts, stakeholder groups, and interested
parties to seek and secure outside funding sources to
implement this Element.

WR-IM10. Work with the SWRCB, DWR, California Department of
Health Services (DHS), CalEPA, and applicable County and
City agencies to seek and secure funding sources for
development of countywide groundwater quality
assessment, monitoring, remedial and corrective action
and awareness/education programs.

WR-IM18.Facility Construction. Coordinate with public water
suppliers in the planning, development, and
construction of the storage and transmission facilities
needed to supply water pursuant to this Plan’s policies,
urban water management plans, water supply
agreements, municipal service reviews, and programs
to mitigate identified water quantity conditions, where
applicable.
WR-IM35.
Seek and secure funding to evaluate the quality
and quantity of water resources in each of the watershed
basins.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
WR-IM36.
Where there is a problem identified, promote and
seek funding for the evaluation and remediation of the
problem through a watershed management approach.
WR-IM37.
Work with the RWQCBs, watershed-focused groups
and stakeholders in the collection, evaluation and use of
watershed-specific water resource information.
WR-IM38.
Require that building permits for residential
development that include development of a new instream water source for domestic water be conditioned
upon providing a copy of a valid Streambed Alteration
Agreement Permit from the Department of Fish and
Game.

Implementation Measures – Public Water Supply
WR-IM19. Water Facilities Consistency with the General Plan.
Pursuant to the requirements of California Government
Code, Sections 65400-65402, require public water
suppliers—including cities, county-dependent districts,
special districts, and other local public agencies—to
consult with the County prior to acquiring a site or
developing any well or facilities for public water supplies in
the unincorporated area, by requesting a determination
of the proposal’s consistency with the General Plan.

WR-IM19. Pursuant to the requirements of Government Code
65400-65402, request that public water suppliers, including
cities, county-dependent districts, special districts and
other local public agencies, consult with the County prior
to acquiring a site or developing any well or facilities for
public water supplies in the unincorporated area and
request a determination of consistency with the Humboldt
County General Plan.

WR-IM20. Technical Assistance Water Supply and Quality. Assist
public water suppliers in the assessment of available

WR-IM17. Request technical assistance and water resource data
from public water suppliers and share available water
resource information with them and the public.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

water supplies and protection of water quality.
WR-IM21. Long-term Water Supply Planning. Work with Humboldt
Bay Municipal Water District and other public water
suppliers in the development and implementation of longterm plans for water supply, storage, and delivery
necessary to first meet existing water demands and,
secondly, to meet planned growth within the designated
service areas, consistent with the sustainable yield of
water resources.
WR-IM22.Promoting Water Conservation and Re-use. Maintain
information resources for permit applicants on:
A. Water-conserving design and equipment in new
construction.
B. Water conserving landscaping measures.
C. Water conserving retrofit options for existing
buildings.
D. Residential water re-use options including greywater systems.
E. Off-stream water storage systems.

WR-IM18. Cooperate with public water suppliers in the planning,
development and construction of the storage and
transmission facilities needed to supply water pursuant to
adopted General Plan policies, urban water management
plans, water supply agreements, municipal service reviews,
and programs to mitigate identified water quantity
conditions, where applicable.
WR-IM22.
Support programs to monitor, establish and
publicize per capita or per unit water use in each
community and area and utilize this data in groundwater
management plans, municipal service reviews, and
wastewater treatment plans.
WR-P36. Use water effectively and reduce water demand by:
(1) Encouraging water conserving design and equipment in new
construction.
(2) Encouraging water conserving landscaping and other
conservation measures.
(3) Encouraging retrofitting with water conserving devices.
(4) Encouraging service providers to design wastewater systems to
minimize inflow and infiltration to the extent economically
feasible.
(5) Limiting impervious surfaces to minimize runoff.

WR-IM23. Urban Water Management Plans. Review and
comment on Urban Water Management plans (California
Water Code Sections 10610–10656) prepared by urban
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

water suppliers.
WR-IM20.
Assist public water suppliers in the assessment of
available water supplies and protection of water quality.
WR-IM21.
Work with HBMWD and other public water suppliers
in the development and implementation of long term
plans for water supply, storage, and delivery necessary to
first meet existing water demands and, secondly, to meet
planned growth within the designated service areas,
consistent with the sustainable yield of water resources.
Implementation Measures – Conservation and Re-Use
WR-IM23.
Encourage monitoring for all water use and water
metering and pricing systems for public water suppliers
which require water users to pay all costs of the amount of
water used. Encourage pricing mechanisms for public
water suppliers which provide incentives for water users
employing conservation and reuse programs.
WR-IM24.
Require that development, where feasible, retain
storm water for on-site use which offsets the use of other
water. Implementation could include standards for runoff
retention and storage, impervious surfaces, vegetation
removal, landscaping, and preservation of wetlands and
riparian areas.
WR-IM25.
Encourage and support conservation for
agricultural activities which increase the efficiency of
water use for crop irrigation, frost protection and livestock.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
WR-IM26.
Ensure that wastewater disposal systems are
designed to reclaim and reuse treated water on
agricultural lands, and for other irrigation and wildlife
enhancement projects to the extent practicable.
WR-IM27.
Encourage participation in programs for reuse of
treated water, including the establishment of wastewater
irrigation districts.
WR-IM28.
Support the use of recycled water to offset use of
other water where the quality of the recycled water is
maintained, meets all applicable regulatory standards,
and is appropriate for the intended use and beneficial
uses of other water resources will not be significantly
impacted.
WR-IM29.
Coordinate with the cities and other wastewater
treatment entities in the planning of uses and minimizing
of impacts for treated water in agricultural activities and
other uses in the incorporated and unincorporated areas.
WR-IM30.
Support the use of treated water for irrigation,
landscaping, parks, public facilities and other appropriate
uses.
WR-IM31.
Encourage graywater systems, roof catchment of
rainwater and other methods of re-using water and
minimizing the need to use groundwater.
WR-IM32.
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
the latest in knowledge regarding the design of on site
wastewater systems.

Implementation Measures – Importing and Exporting
WR-P24. Restoration of Flow Rates. The County shall actively
participate in decision-making processes that affect
water flows in the Trinity, Klamath, Eel, Mad and Van
Duzen rivers to advocate for the goals and policies of this
Plan.
Implementation Measures – Stormwater Drainage
WR-IM25. Drainage Ordinance. The County shall develop and
maintain an ordinance that regulates stormwater
drainage consistent with the policies and standards of the
Element.
WR-IM26. Low Impact Development Methods. Encourage
discretionary projects to utilize best management
practices for Low Impact Development to meet surface
water run-off standards.
WR-IM27. Nutrient Discharge from Agricultural Operations. Seek
funding and support voluntary dairy manure
management programs.
WR-IM-33. Protect the interests of Humboldt County water users in
the review of proposals to export water from the County.
WR-IM34. The County shall require that exports not damage the
County’s environmental and economic setting by
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Chapter 11 Water Resources Element (WR)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
ensuring that “no unreasonable effect” occurs in the
transfer and withdrawal of water resources pursuant to
Section 1810 of the Water Code.
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“No unreasonable effect” shall be defined as the
following:
The action would not contribute to the decline
in the population of any sensitive or protected plant, fish,
or wildlife species;
The action would not reduce water levels in
any existing public or private groundwater wells to levels
that preclude withdrawal by existing users or would
substantially increase the costs or such withdrawal;
The action would not contribute to any impacts
on water quality that reduces water quality below health
standards or federal/state water quality standards;
The action would not contribute to effects on
water quality that would result in a deficiency by the
water treatment agency’s ability to treat water to
appropriate standards;
The action would not reduce available
groundwater or surface water resources to levels that
would make access and/or use of these waters
uneconomical for development planned in accordance
with this General Plan; and/or
The action would not directly or indirectly
discharge contaminants into surface or groundwater
resources.
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Chapter 12 Energy Element
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

E-G1.

Countywide Strategic Energy Planning. An effective
energy strategy based on self-sufficiency, development of
renewable energy resources and conservation that is
actively implemented countywide through local General
Plans and the Redwood Coast Energy Authority’s
Comprehensive Energy Action Plan.

E-G2.

Increase Energy Efficiency and Conservation. Decrease
energy consumption through increased energy
conservation and efficiency in building, transportation,
business, industry, government, water and waste
management.
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E-G1. Develop and Implement Countywide Strategic Energy
Planning. Integrate energy planning into all county
plans and planning activities, in order to maximize the
effectiveness and success of energy policies and
programs. Promote, coordinate, administer, and/or
disseminate comprehensive strategic energy planning
at all levels of county government, and with other local
governments. Have a long-term energy plan for
sustainable energy use and increased self-reliance.
E-G2. Increase Energy Efficiency and Conservation.
Decrease energy consumption through increased
energy conservation and efficiency. Increase selfreliance and sustainability by decreasing dependence
on non-renewable, non-local energy sources. Increase
conservation and efficiency in all sectors: building,
transportation, business, industry, government, water
and waste management, i.e., in all activities that
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
consume energy. Reduce peak demand through
efficiency and load management.

E-G3.

Supply of Energy from Local Renewable Sources.
Increased energy supply and purchases from a distributed
and diverse array of local renewable energy sources and
providers.

E-G4.

Local Management of Energy Supply. Increased local
control, management, and ownership of energy sources
with greater diversification and competition among
suppliers.

E-G3. Increase the Supply of Energy from Renewable
Sources, Distributed Generation, and Cogeneration.
Focus on energy from renewable sources as the
primary energy supply in the county. Increase
distributed generation. Have a balanced, diverse
array of available energy sources. Increase energy
independence by decreasing the purchase and use of
non-renewable and non-local energy.
E-G4. Pursue Opportunities for Local Management of Energy
Supply. Develop greater local control over energy
supply sources and prices.
E-G5. Self-sufficiency in Energy Use. Move toward selfsufficiency in energy use, with maximum reliance on
local renewable resources for local energy needs.

Policies
E-P1.

E-P2.

Land Use and Development Review. The County shall
provide incentives for discretionary development
incorporating renewable energy sources and conservation
measures consistent with this Plan.

E-P10. Land Use and Development Review. The energy
efficiency of proposed new development shall be
considered when land use and development review
decisions are made.

Oil and Gas Development. Oil and gas development shall
be permitted consistent with the following:

E-P56. Oil and Gas Development. Oil and gas development
shall be permitted consistent with the following:

Part 3, Chapter 12 Energy Element 12-18-08
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
A. The development is performed safely and consistent
with the geologic conditions of the well site.

A. The development is performed safely and consistent
with the geologic conditions of the well site.

B. New or expanded facilities related to such
development are consolidated, to the maximum extent
feasible and legally permissible, unless consolidation will
have adverse environmental consequences and will not
significantly reduce the number of producing wells,
support facilities, or sites required to produce the reservoir
economically and with minimal environmental impacts.

B. New or expanded facilities related to such
development are consolidated, to the maximum extent
feasible and legally permissible, unless consolidation will
have adverse environmental consequences and will not
significantly reduce the number of producing wells,
support facilities, or sites required to produce the
reservoir economically and with minimal environmental
impacts.

C. Such development will not cause or contribute to
subsidence hazards unless it is determined that adequate
measures will be undertaken to prevent damage from
such subsidence.
E-P3.

Local Management and Ownership of Energy Supply. The
County shall support projects consistent with this Plan that
increase local management and ownership of energy
supply and decrease expenditures for imported energy.

E-P4.

Revitalization and Reinvestment in Existing Resources. Support
revitalization and infilling of Urban Development Areas to
reduce long-term vehicle miles traveled as an energy
conservation strategy. Favor rehabilitation and revitalization of
older existing buildings over replacement when doing so would
conserve energy resources.
Regional Energy Authority. Recognize the Redwood Coast
Energy Authority (RCEA) as the regional energy authority,

E-P5.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Part 3, Chapter 12 Energy Element 12-18-08

C. Such development will not cause or contribute to
subsidence hazards unless it is determined that
adequate measures will be undertaken to prevent
damage from such subsidence.

E-P13. Revitalization and Reinvestment in Existing Resources.
Support revitalization of and reinvestment in existing
core areas (commercial, business, employment, and
civic centers). Favor rehabilitation and revitalization of
older existing buildings over replacement when doing
so would conserve energy resources.
E-P1. Regional Energy Authority. Recognize the Redwood
Coast Energy Authority (RCEA) as the regional energy
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
which will foster, coordinate, and facilitate countywide
strategic energy planning and education. Direct RCEA to
administer the Comprehensive Action Plan for Energy.
E-P6.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
authority, which will foster, coordinate, and facilitate
countywide strategic energy planning and education.
Direct RCEA to administer the Comprehensive Action
Plan for Energy.

Comprehensive Action Plan for Energy. The County shall
assist in the implementation and align its energy strategy
with the Redwood Coast Energy Authority (RCEA)
Comprehensive Action Plan for Energy, as amended.
E-P8. Development Incentives. Provide incentives for energy
conserving projects (such as expedited permit processing
for zoning and permit requests) and to encourage the
generation of local renewable energy that could be
offered for sale at competitive prices
E-P34. Municipal Purchasing and Procurement. Encourage
the purchase and use of administrative supplies and
building materials made from recycled materials and
renewable resources whenever cost-effective (considering
life-cycle costs). Purchase or operate Energy Star®
electrical equipment whenever cost-effective (considering
life-cycle costs). Follow principles of energy-efficient source
reduction and resource recovery for County operations,
and promote these principles in the community.
E-P43. Water Conservation Saves Energy. Commit to the
principle that water conservation is also energy
conservation given the significant energy required for water
pumping, water treatment, and wastewater pumping and
treatment.

Part 3, Chapter 12 Energy Element 12-18-08
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Standards
E-S1.

Oil and Gas.

E-S7.

Oil and Gas.

A. Development associated with onshore oil and gas wells shall be
conditionally permitted by a conditional use permit in
agricultural, timber, rural lands, industrial general, and resourcerelated industrial land use classifications.

A. Development associated with onshore oil and gas wells
shall be permitted by a conditional use permit in
agricultural, timber, rural lands, industrial general, and
resource-related industrial land use classifications.

B. A permit will be required for each drill site and a separate permit
will be required for production facilities. Additional wells
proposed for an approved drill site may be administratively
approved provided that they can be accomplished within the
limitations and conditions of the original use permit for the drill
site.

B. A permit will be required for each drill site and a separate
permit will be required for production facilities. Additional
wells proposed for an approved drill site may be
administratively approved provided that they can be
accomplished within the limitations and conditions of the
original use permit for the drill site.

E-S2.

Application and Initial Study Information Requirements for
Oil and Gas Energy Exploration or Extraction Projects.
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) applications
for oil and gas exploration or extraction projects shall
include the following:
A. A plot plan for the entire area under lease or
ownership, showing the relationship of the proposed
facilities to ultimate potential development, and a
map showing the relationship of contours, buildings,
structures, and/or natural features.

Part 3, Chapter 12 Energy Element 12-18-08

E-S8. Application and Initial Study Information Requirements
for Energy Exploration or Extraction (Oil and Gas
Development) Projects. CEQA requires that an initial study
be completed to determine the necessary level of
environmental review for discretionary projects. In
submitting information for the initial study for energy
extraction projects, the applicant shall include information
sufficient to determine that the project will be sited and
designed to mitigate to the maximum extent feasible
adverse environmental effects. Specifically the following
shall be provided for:
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
B. A description of the relationship of the proposed
facilities to existing facilities.
C. Procedures for the transport and disposal of all solid
and liquid wastes to meet discharge requirements of
the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
(NCRWQCB).

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
A. A plot plan for the entire area under lease or ownership,
showing the relationship of the proposed facilities to
ultimate potential development, and a map showing the
relationship of contours, buildings, structures, and/or
natural features.
B.

D. Grading plans and procedures for minimizing erosion.
E. Where public views are affected by production
facilities, landscaping plans and measures for
minimizing visual impacts.
F.

Fire prevention procedures.

G. Air emission control measures.
H. Oil spill contingency procedures.
I.

J.

For production facilities, a phasing plan for the staging
of development, indicating an approximate
anticipated timetable and production levels for the
project.
Procedures for the abandonment and restoration of
the site, which provide for removal of all equipment;
disposal of wastes; and re-contouring, reseeding, and
planting to conform to surrounding topography and
vegetation.
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A description of the relationship of the proposed facilities
to existing facilities.

C. Procedures for the transport and disposal of all solid and
liquid wastes to meet discharge requirements of the
Regional Water Quality Control Board.
D. Grading plans and procedures for minimizing erosion.
E. Where public views are affected by production facilities,
landscaping plans and measures for minimizing visual
impacts.
F.

Fire prevention procedures.

G. Air emission control measures.
H. Oil spill contingency procedures.
I.

For production facilities, a phasing plan for the staging of
development, indicating an approximate anticipated
timetable and production levels for the project.

J.

Procedures for the abandonment and restoration of the
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

K. Drill sites should generally not be established at a
density greater than one per 80 acres.
L.

All solid and liquid wastes shall meet the discharge
requirements of the NCRWQCB.

site, which provide for removal of all equipment; disposal
of wastes; and recontouring, reseeding and planting to
conform with surrounding topography and vegetation.
K.

M. Projects shall meet all applicable air quality
regulations.

Drill sites should generally not be established at a density
greater than one per 80 acres.

L.

N. All earthen sumps or other depressions shall be
regraded to restore the area to its original condition.

All solid and liquid wastes shall meet the discharge
requirements of the Regional Water Quality Control Board.

M. Projects shall meet all applicable air quality regulations.
N. All earthen sumps or other depressions shall be regraded
to restore the area to its original condition.

E-S3.

Wind Generating Facilities.
A. Unless allowed by right pursuant to California
Government Code, Section 65892.13(f) as amended,
wind generating facilities shall be a conditionally
permitted use in all land use designations except
“resource dependent” (MR).
B. The following shall be considered in reviewing
proposed wind generating facilities: parcel size,
relationship to other structures, effect on potential
down-wind sites, compliance with Uniform Building
Code and national Electrical Code, rotor and tower
safety, noise, electromagnetic interference, utility
notification, height, liability insurance, and
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E-S9.

Wind Generating Facilities.

A. Wind generating facilities shall be a conditionally permitted
use in all land use designations except “resource
dependent” (MR).
B. The following shall be considered in reviewing proposed
wind generating facilities: parcel size, relationship to other
structures, effect on potential down-wind sites, compliance
with Uniform Building Code and national Electrical Code,
rotor and tower safety, noise, electromagnetic interference,
utility notification, height, liability insurance, and
appearance and design.
C. Findings necessary for project approval shall be:
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

appearance and design.
C. Findings necessary for project approval shall be:
1) The proposed use is not detrimental to the public
health, convenience, safety, and welfare.
2) That the use of the property for such purposes will
not result in material damage or prejudice to other
property in the vicinity.

(1)
The proposed use is not detrimental to the public
health, convenience, safety, and welfare.
(2)
That the use of the property for such purposes will not
result in material damage or prejudice to other property in
the vicinity.
(3)
The project will not have a significant adverse effect
on coastal resources, including wildlife qualities.

3) The project will not have a significant adverse effect
on coastal resources, including wildlife qualities.
E-S4.

Oil and Gas Pipelines. For pipelines serving oil and gas
facilities, the following shall apply:
A. Pipelines should, where feasible, avoid sensitive
habitat areas and archaeological sites and follow
existing utility corridors where they are present. Active
faults or other geologically unstable areas should be
avoided where feasible, or be designed to mitigate
against such hazards.
B. When avoidance of a sensitive habitat area is not
feasible, effective mitigation measures shall be
employed to minimize adverse impacts. Directional
drilling shall be employed to avoid wetlands and
riparian habitats, unless an independent engineering
contractor selected by the County determines that to
do so would not be feasible.
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E-S10. OIL AND GAS PIPELINES.
For pipelines serving oil and gas facilities, the following shall
apply:
A. Pipelines should, where feasible, avoid sensitive habitat
areas and archaeological sites and follow existing utility
corridors where they are present. Active faults or other
geologically unstable areas should be avoided where
feasible, or be designed to mitigate against such hazards.
B. When avoidance of a sensitive habitat area is not feasible,
effective mitigation measures shall be employed to
minimize adverse impacts. Directional drilling shall be
employed to avoid wetlands and riparian habitats, unless
an independent engineering contractor selected by the
County determines that to do so would not be feasible.
C. All right-of-ways shall be regraded and revegetated to
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
C. All right-of-ways shall be regraded and revegetated
to their original state. When a responsible agency
identifies a degraded habitat along the proposed
right-of-way, when it might be preferable to restore it
to a condition other than its present state, said
agency shall recommend plans to the lead agency
for restoration of the habitat. The lead agency shall
require restoration of the habitat as a condition of
approval, unless a review of the public record
indicates it would be more appropriate to do
otherwise.
D. All compressor, metering, or odorizing stations shall be
visually and acoustically buffered with vegetation and
other means as necessary.
E. Above-ground pipelines should be sited to minimize
visual impacts, when feasible. When an aboveground
pipeline must be sited in a highly scenic area, it shall
be visually buffered with vegetation and other means
as necessary.
F. For liquid carrying pipelines passing through important
coastal resource areas including recreation, habitat,
and archaeological sites and geologically unstable
areas, segments shall be isolated by automatic shutoff
valves. The County may determine whether spacing
of automatic shutoff valves is required at intervals less
than the maximum set by the U.S. Department of
Transportation to protect sensitive coastal resources.

Part 3, Chapter 12 Energy Element 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
their original state. When a responsible agency identifies a
degraded habitat along the proposed right-of-way, when it
might be preferable to restore it to a condition other than its
present state, said agency shall recommend plans to the
lead agency for restoration of the habitat. The lead
agency shall require restoration of the habitat as a
condition of approval, unless a review of the public record
indicates it would be more appropriate to do otherwise.
D. All compressor, metering, or odorizing stations shall be
visually and acoustically buffered with vegetation and other
means as necessary.
E. Above-ground pipelines should be sited to minimize visual
impacts, when feasible. When an aboveground pipeline
must be sited in a highly scenic area, it shall be visually
buffered with vegetation and other means as necessary.
F. For liquid carrying pipelines passing through important
coastal resource areasincluding recreation, habitat, and
archaeological sites and geologically unstable areas—
segments shall be isolated by automatic shutoff valves. The
County may determine whether spacing of automatic
shutoff valves is required at intervals less than the maximum
set by the U.S. Department of Transportation to protect
sensitive coastal resources.
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

E-S5.

Electrical Transmission Lines.

E-S5.

A. Transmission line rights-of-way shall be routed to
minimize impacts on the viewshed in the coastal zone,
especially in highly scenic areas, and to avoid
locations that are on or near habitat, recreational, or
archaeological resources, whenever feasible.
Scarring, grading, or other vegetative removal shall
be minimized and revegetated with plants similar to
those in the area.

A. Transmission line rights-of-way shall be routed to minimize
impacts on the viewshed in the coastal zone, especially in
highly scenic areas, and to avoid locations that are on or
near habitat, recreational, or archaeological resources,
whenever feasible. Scarring, grading, or other vegetative
removal shall be minimized and revegetated with plants
similar to those in the area.

B. Where above-ground transmission line placement
would unavoidably affect views, underground
placement shall be required where it is technically
and economically feasible, unless it can be shown
that other alternatives are less environmentally
damaging. When above-ground facilities are
necessary, design of the support towers shall be
compatible with the surroundings to the extent safety
and economic considerations allow.
C. Above-ground transmission lines should be sited so as
to minimize visual impacts.
D. Siting of transmission lines should avoid the crests of
roadways to minimize their visibility on distant views.
Where visual impacts would be minimized, lines should
cross the roadway at a downhill low elevation site or a
curve in the road.
E. New major steel tower electrical transmission facilities
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Electrical Transmission Lines.

B. Where above-ground transmission line placement would
unavoidably affect views, underground placement shall
be required where it is technically and economically
feasible, unless it can be shown that other alternatives are
less environmentally damaging. When above-ground
facilities are necessary, design of the support towers shall
be compatible with the surroundings to the extent safety
and economic considerations allow.
C. Above-ground transmission lines should be sited so as to
minimize visual impacts.
D. Siting of transmission lines should avoid the crests of
roadways to minimize their visibility on distant views.
Where visual impacts would be minimized, lines should
cross the roadway at a downhill low elevation site or a
curve in the road.
E. New major steel tower electrical transmission facilities
should be consolidated with existing electrical steel-tower
transmission facilities unless there are social, aesthetic, or
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

should be consolidated with existing electrical steeltower transmission facilities unless there are social,
aesthetic, or significant economic concerns.
F.

Existing rights-of-way should be utilized for other
related utilities to provide consolidated corridors
wherever such uses are compatible or feasible.

G. Access and construction roads should be located to
minimize landform alterations. Road grades and
alignments should follow the contour of the land with
smooth, gradual curves where possible.
E-S6.

significant economic concerns.
F.

Existing rights-of-way should be utilized for other related
utilities to provide consolidated corridors wherever such
uses are compatible or feasible.

G. Access and construction roads should be located to
minimize landform alterations. Road grades and
alignments should follow the contour of the land with
smooth, gradual curves where possible.

Consistency with Climate Action Plan. The County’s
implementation of the Redwood Energy Authority (RCEA)
Comprehensive Action Plan for Energy shall be consistent
with the Board-adopted Climate Action Plan.

Implementation Measures
E-IM1.

Alternative Energy Use. Develop or modify regulations
that eliminate obstacles to alternative energy use.
Regulations may include, but are not limited to:

E-IM23. Alternative Energy Use. Develop or modify
regulations that eliminate obstacles to alternative energy
use. Regulations may include, but are not limited to:

A. Allowing height exceptions for solar equipment.

A) Allowing height exceptions for solar equipment.

B. Allowing alternative heating and cooling systems
components such as collectors, shading louvers, or

B) Allowing alternative heating and cooling systems
components such as collectors, shading louvers, or

Part 3, Chapter 12 Energy Element 12-18-08
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
reflectors to project into yards in a manner similar to
cornices and canopies.

E-IM2.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
reflectors to project into yards in a manner similar to
cornices and canopies.

C. Defining solar heating systems and cogeneration
facilities as accessory uses.

C) Defining solar heating systems and cogeneration facilities
as accessory uses.

D. Preventing planned development covenants,
conditions, and restrictions (CC&Rs) from
unreasonably restricting alternative energy systems.
Comprehensive Action Plan for Energy. Seek funding and
support efforts to implement the Redwood Coast Energy
Authority (RCEA) Comprehensive Action Plan for Energy,
as amended.

D) Preventing planned development covenants, conditions,
and restrictions (CC&Rfrom unreasonably restricting
alternative energy systems.

E-IM3. County Energy Consumption Reduction. Develop a
comprehensive program to reduce County energy
consumption in operations including: public buildings and
facilities, street lighting, vehicle fleet management,
equipment procurement, and employee energy awareness
program.
E-IM4. Install County Systems. Pursue the installation of costeffective conservation measures, renewable energy
systems, cogeneration systems, and distributed energy
systems in County facilities.

E-IM5. Wind Energy Development. Develop wind-permitting
guidelines for residential and small commercial-scale wind
energy systems. Adopt and modify, as appropriate, the
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E-IM28. Government Energy Consumption Reduction.
Develop a comprehensive program to reduce government
energy consumption in operations including: public
buildings and facilities, street lighting, vehicle fleet
management, equipment procurement, and employee
energy awareness program.
E-IM45.
Install County Systems. Pursue the installation of
cost-effective renewable energy systems, cogeneration
systems, distributed energy systems, and district heating
systems in County facilities. Systems considered to be costeffective shall be those that exhibit a net dollar savings
(compared to reasonable alternatives) over the life of the
project.
E-IM53. Wind Energy Development. Develop wind-permitting
guidelines for residential and small commercial-scale wind
energy systems. Adopt and modify, as appropriate, the
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

guidelines established in California State Law AB 1207.
Educate the public about the benefits of small-scale wind
energy systems.
E-IM6. Energy-conserving Landscaping. Consider the use of
natural and drought-resistant planting materials and
efficient irrigation systems and the siting of trees to reduce
energy demand in the preparation of the County
landscaping ordinance.

guidelines established in California State Law AB 1207.
Educate the public about the benefits of small-scale wind
energy systems.
E-IM18. Energy-conserving Landscaping. Develop a waterconserving landscape ordinance, requiring use of natural
and drought-resistant planting materials and efficient
irrigation systems in new development. Provide information
handouts and education to residents on tree selection and
preferred siting of trees to reduce energy demand.
E-IM56 (p).
Small Hydroelectric Development. Support
local efforts to develop cost-effective, environmentally
sensitive, small-scale, run-of-the-river hydroelectric facilities
in the county.

E-IM7.

Small Hydroelectric Development. Support local efforts to
develop cost-effective, environmentally sensitive, smallscale, run-of-the-river hydroelectric facilities in the County.

E-IM10. Energy Conservation in General Plan Elements.
Incorporate energy conservation objectives and policies in
applicable General Plan elements, including but not limited
to the Circulation, Land Use, Growth Management, Design,
Water Resources, and Waste Management elements.
E-IM35. Shared Energy Facilities. Support amendment of
Building Code as necessary to eliminate barriers that may
inhibit major commercial, industrial, and public uses from
installing and/or using shared energy facilities, such as
district heating/cooling systems, solar water heating,
photovoltaic grids, and cogeneration systems.
E-IM44. Develop County Facility Guidelines. For County
facilities, establish guidelines for designing and installing
renewable energy; cogeneration; distributed energy;

Part 3, Chapter 12 Energy Element 12-18-08
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Chapter 12 Energy Element (E)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
and/or district heating systems in existing, new, and
acquired County facilities.

Part 3, Chapter 12 Energy Element 12-18-08
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Chapter 13 Noise Element
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 13 Noise Element (N)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

N-G1. Excessive Noise. A quiet and healthful environment with
limited disagreeable noise.
N-G2. Incompatible Land Uses. Land uses arranged and managed
to reduce annoyance and complaints and minimize the
exposure of community residents to excessive noise
Policies
N-P1. Minimize Noise from Stationary and Mobile Sources. Minimize
stationary noise sources and noise emanating from temporary
activities by applying appropriate standards for average and
short-term noise levels during permit review and subsequent
monitoring.
N-P2. Guide to Land Use Planning. Evaluate current noise levels
and mitigate projected noise levels when making community
planning and zoning decisions to minimize the exposure of
community residents to nuisance noise levels. Minimize
vehicular and aircraft noise exposure by planning land uses
compatible with transportation corridors and airports, and
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N-G1. Excessive Noise. Minimize the exposure of community
residents to excessive noise. (California Government
Code, Section 65302(f))
N-G2. Incompatible Land Uses. Prevent incompatible land
uses by reason of noise levels.

N-P1.

Guide to Land Use Patterns. Use current and projected
noise levels as a guide for establishing patterns of land
use that minimize the exposure of community residents
to excessive noise. (California Government Code,
Section 65302(f))
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Chapter 13 Noise Element (N)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

N-P3.

N-S1.

N-S2.

applying noise attenuation designs and construction
standards. Avoid zoning patterns that permit people to
“move to the nuisance” unless mitigated through project
conditions or recorded notice.
Noise from U.S. Highway 101 (U.S. 101) and State Highway 299.
The County shall support efforts to reduce noise levels on U.S.
101 and State Highway 299 along sections in proximity to
concentrated residential development through prioritized
roadway surface maintenance, use of noise-reducing surface
treatments, traffic-safe tree or shrub plantings, or, in cases of
significant noise exposure, use of lower speed limits and
construction of sound walls.

Standards
Land Use/Noise Compatibility Matrix. The Land Use/Noise
Compatibility Standards (Table 13-D) shall be used as a guide
to ensure compatibility of land uses. Development may
occur in areas identified as “normally unacceptable” if
mitigation measures can reduce indoor noise levels to
“Maximum Interior Noise Levels” and outdoor noise levels to
the maximum “Normally Acceptable” value for the given
Land Use Category.
Noise Impact Combining Zones. The 20-year projected noise
contours in the Map Book Appendix and the most current
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans shall be used to identify

Part 4, Chapter 13 Noise Element 12-18-08

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

N-P4. U.S. 101 Surface Maintenance. The County, through its
representation on the Humboldt County Association of
Governments and by other means, shall request the
Department of Transportation (CalTrans) prioritize
roadway surface maintenance on U.S. 101 in the
vicinity of Arcata and McKinleyville in order to minimize
roadway noise impacts, and, if feasible, consider use of
special noise–reducing surface treatments.
N-P5. U.S. 101 Speed Limits/ Noise Barriers. Should roadway
surface maintenance fail to prevent significant noise
impacts on U.S. 101 in the vicinity of Arcata and
McKinleyville, consideration should be given to
requesting from CalTrans a speed limit reduction (65 to
60 mph) or installation of noise barriers.
N-P2.

Land Use/Noise Compatibility Matrix. The Land
Use/Noise Compatibility Matrix (Figure 20-2) shall be
utilized to ensure compatibility of land uses.
Development may occur in areas identified as
“normally unacceptable” provided measures to
reduce both the indoor and outdoor noise levels to
acceptable levels are taken.

N-S1. Noise Impact Combining Zones. The 20 year projected
noise contours of Appendix A shall be used to identify
noise impact combining zone areas to indicate where
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Chapter 13 Noise Element (N)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

N-S3.

N-S4.

N-S5.

noise impact combining zone areas to indicate where special
sound insulation measures may apply.
Environmental Review Process. For noise sensitive locations
where noise contours do not exist, the environmental review
process required by the California Environmental Quality Act
shall be utilized to generate the required analysis and
determine the appropriate mitigation per Plan and state
standards. Future noise levels shall be predicted for a period
of at least 10 years from the time of building permit
application.
Noise Study Requirements. When a discretionary project has
the potential to generate noise levels in excess of Plan
standards, a noise study together with acceptable plans to
assure compliance with the standards shall be required. The
noise study shall measure or model as appropriate,
Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) and Maximum
Noise Level (Lmax) levels at property lines and, if feasible,
receptor locations. Noise studies shall be prepared by
qualified individuals using calibrated equipment under
currently accepted professional standards and include an
analysis of the characteristics of the project in relation to noise
levels, all feasible mitigations, and projected noise impacts.
The Noise Guidebook published by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, or its equivalent, shall be
used to guide analysis and mitigation recommendations.
Uniform Building Code. Use the Uniform Building Code as
adopted for California (California Code of Regulations, Title
24, Appendix Chapter 12) for determining required noise
separation requirements for buildings.
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
special sound insulation measures may apply.
N-S2. Environmental Review Process. For noise sensitive
locations where noise contours do not exist, the
environmental review process required by the
California Environmental Quality Act shall be utilized to
generate the required analysis and determine the
appropriate mitigation per state standards. Future
noise levels shall be predicted for a period of at least
10 years from the time of building permit application.
(Source: Title 24, Appendix Chapter 12, §1208A.8.2)

N-S3.

Uniform Building Code. Use the Uniform Building Code
as adopted for California (California Code of
Regulations, Title 24, Appendix Chapter 12) for
determining required noise separation requirements for
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Chapter 13 Noise Element (N)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

N-S6.

Noise Standards for Habitable Rooms. Noise reduction shall
be required as necessary to achieve a maximum of 45 CNEL
(Community Noise Equivalent Level) interior noise levels in all
habitable rooms per California building standards.

N-S4.

N-S7.

Noise Reduction Requirements for Exterior Areas in Residential
Zones. On new single family residential lots of 5,000 square
feet or more, a usable outdoor living area at least 200 square
feet in size per dwelling unit that meets the 60 CNEL
(Community Noise Equivalent Level) standard shall be
maintained somewhere on the property.

N-S6.

N-S8.

Short-term Noise Performance Standards Maximum Noise
Level (Lmax). The following noise standards, unless otherwise
specifically indicated, shall apply to all property within their
assigned noise zones and such standards shall constitute the
maximum permissible noise level within the respective zones.

N-S5.

buildings.
Noise Standards for Habitable Rooms. Noise reduction
shall be required as necessary to achieve a maximum
of 45 CNEL interior noise levels in all habitable rooms
per California building standards.
Noise Reduction Standards for Habitable Rooms. Noise
reduction standards in Appendix B of this Element shall
be used to identify building construction assemblies to
achieve acceptable interior noise levels in noise
impact areas.
Noise Reduction Guidelines for Exterior Areas. The
Noise Guidebook published by the federal Department
of Housing and Urban Development (www.hud.gov)
shall be used to guide appropriate exterior noise
reduction measures in noise impact areas. For
residential areas, a usable outdoor living area at least
200 square feet in size per dwelling unit that meets the
60 CNEL standard shall be maintained somewhere on
the property.

SHORT-TERM NOISE STANDARDS (Lmax)

Zoning Designation

Day (maximum)
6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
dBA
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Night (maximum)
10:00 p.m. to 6:00
a.m.
dBA
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Chapter 13 Noise Element (N)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

CG, MG, MC, AE,
TPZ,TC

85

75

CN, MB, ML

80

70

RM

70

60

RS, R2, RA

65

60

Decibel measurement made shall be based on a reference sound pressure of 0.0002
microbars as measured with a sound level meter using the "A" weighted network.
Ambient noise without the noise source in operation shall be observed at 15 second
intervals for a period of 15 minutes. The lowest reading is interpreted as the ambient
noise level of that sampling point. If this reading is above the standard set for the noise
zone, steps must be taken to determine the source or sources of the intruding highlevel noise followed by appropriate control action before continuing the survey. If the
reading is equal to or below the standard, the survey can proceed. With the noise
source in operation, record the instantaneous response at 15 second intervals for a 15
minute period. Or, for a noise source of less than 15 minutes, record the instantaneous
response at 15 second intervals for the time the noise source is in operation. The lowest
response level recorded while the noise source is in operation is interpreted as the
intruding noise level. Compare the intruding noise levels with the standard. If the noise
level generated from the noise source exceeds the standard, the noise source is
generating noise levels in excess of the allowable standards set for the noise zone.

Implementation Measures
N-IM1. Noise Impact Combining Zone. Utilize Noise Impact
Combining Zone designations to identify areas where noise
impact mitigations are required.
N-IM2. Periodic Review of Combining Zones. Periodically identify
and evaluate potential noise problem areas for mitigation or
as candidates for noise impact combining zones, particularly
during Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan updates.
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N-IM1. Noise Impact Combining Zone. Utilize Noise Impact
Combining Zone designations to flag where existing
standards need to be applied.
N-P3. Periodic Review of Combining Zones. Periodically
identify and evaluate potential noise problem areas.
Review and revise noise impact combining zone areas
as necessary, particularly during Airport Land Use Plan
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Chapter 13 Noise Element (N)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
updates.

N-IM3. Compliance Program. The County shall investigate
complaints of excessive noise and control noise sources
consistent with the standards established by the Plan.
Nuisance determinations shall be based on noise levels,
duration, and number of noise events.
N-IM4. Noise from U.S. Highway 101 (U.S. 101) and State Highway 299.
Working through its representation on Humboldt County
Association of Governments (HCAOG), the County shall work
with other affected jurisdictions and request California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) to consider
implementing noise reduction measures on U.S. 101 and State
Highway 299 along sections in proximity to concentrated
residential development.
N-IM2. Environmental Review. Use review required by the
California Environmental Quality Act to implement
policies for noise impacts

Part 4, Chapter 13 Noise Element 12-18-08
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2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Chapter 14 Safety Element
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 14 Safety Element (S)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

S-G1.
S-G2.

S-G3.

S-G4.

S-G5.

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

Goals
Minimize Loss. Communities designed and built to
S-G1
minimize the potential for loss of life and property
resulting from natural and manmade hazards.
Prevent Unnecessary Exposure. Areas of geologic
S-G2
instability, floodplains, tsunami run-up areas, high risk
wildland fire areas, and airport areas planned and
conditioned to prevent unnecessary exposure of
people and property to risks of damage or injury.
Natural Drainage and Watershed Protection. Natural
S-G3
drainage channels and watersheds that are managed
to minimize peak flows in order to reduce the severity
and frequency of flooding.
Fire Risk and Loss. Development designed to reduce
S-G4
the risk of structural and wildland fires supported by fire
protection services that minimize the potential for loss of S-G5
life, property, and natural resources.
Airport Safety. Land use and development in the
vicinity of airports that minimizes exposure to unsafe
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Minimize loss. Minimize the potential for loss of life and
property resulting from natural and manmade hazards.
Prevent Unnecessary Exposure. To prevent unnecessary
exposure of people and property to risks of damage or
injury from flooding.
Natural Drainage and Watershed Protection. To protect
the community’s natural drainage channels and
watersheds by minimizing erosion, runoff and
interference with surface and ground water flows.
Adequate Fire Protection. Assure adequate fire
protection for new development.
Reduce Risk. Reduce the risk of destructive fire to
Humboldt County communities.
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S-G6.

S-G7.

S-G8.

levels of noise and aircraft hazards consistent with the
applicable Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan.
Industrial Safety. Well managed industrial development
regulated by performance standards and supported by
land use plans that minimizes risk and exposure of the
population to industrial hazards.
Response Preparedness. Interagency readiness and
capacity to respond to emergencies to reduce loss of
life and property, support the population, and facilitate
recovery.
Cascadia Event Preparation. A community prepared to
withstand and recover from a high magnitude, longduration local earthquake along the Cascadia
subduction zone.

Hearing Draft vs. Preliminary Draft Comparison Chart

S-G6

Response Preparedness. Ensure that the County is
prepared to anticipate, respond to and recover from
emergencies

S-P1

Reduce the potential for loss. Plan land uses and regulate
new development to reduce the potential for loss of life,
injury, property damage, and economic and social
dislocations resulting from natural and manmade hazards,
including but are not limited to, steep slopes, unstable soils
areas, active earthquake faults, high wildland fire risk areas,
airport influence areas, flood plains and tsunami runup
areas.
Coastal Zone. Development within the coastal zone
shall minimize risks to life and property in areas of high
geologic, flood and fire hazard, assure stability and
structural integrity and neither create nor contribute
significantly to erosion, geologic instability or destruction
of the site or surrounding areas or in any way require the
construction of protective devices that would
substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs and
cliffs.
Hazard Education. Encourage the education of the

Policies

General
S-P1.

S-P2.

S-P3.

Reduce the Potential for Loss. Plan land uses and
regulate new development to reduce the potential for
loss of life, injury, property damage, and economic and
social dislocations resulting from natural and manmade
hazards, including but not limited to, steep slopes,
unstable soils areas, active earthquake faults, wildland
fire risk areas, airport influence areas, flood plains, and
tsunami run-up areas.
Coastal Zone. Development within the coastal zone
shall minimize risks to life and property in areas of high
geologic, flood, and fire hazard; assure stability and
structural integrity; and neither create nor contribute
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or
destruction of the site or surrounding areas or in any
way require the construction of protective devices that
would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs
and cliffs.
Hazard Education. Encourage the education of the
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S-P2

S-P3
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S-P4.

S-P5.

community regarding the nature and extent of hazards
and community disaster preparation and response.
Disaster Response Plans. The County shall prepare and
maintain current disaster response plans. The County
shall support and participate in the preparation of
disaster response plans by community organizations,
companies, cities, and state and federal agencies.
Hazard Mitigation. The County shall actively seek
opportunities to reduce risks through pre-disaster
planning and hazard mitigation.

Hearing Draft vs. Preliminary Draft Comparison Chart

community regarding the nature and extent of hazards.
S-P4

Disaster Response Plans. Continue to provide for the
maintenance and upgrading of disaster response plans.

S-P5

Local Hazard Mitigation Plan. Participate in FEMA’s predisaster mitigation program by developing, maintaining,
and implementing a local hazard mitigation plan. [See
S-IM8]

S-P6

Structural Hazards. Provide for the identification and
evaluation of existing structural hazards.

S-P7

Detailed Analysis. Encourage more detailed scientific
analysis of natural hazards in the County.

Geologic/Seismic
S-P6.

S-P7.

S-P8.

S-P9.

Structural Hazards. The County shall protect life and
property by applying and enforcing state adopted
building codes and Alquist-Priolo requirements to new
construction. The County shall assist property owners in
making upgrades to existing structures to mitigate
structural hazards.
Improved Information. Encourage and support more
detailed scientific analysis of Cascadia Subduction
Zone earthquake risks, probabilities, and anticipated
effects.
Preparation. The potential for a local earthquake in
excess of magnitude 8.4 (Richter scale) shall be
considered in disaster planning, risk assessment, and
pre-disaster mitigation efforts.
Cascadia Event Disaster Response. The County shall
maintain readiness for a comprehensive response to a
major earthquake consistent with the nationwide
emergency management hierarchy and the adopted
Emergency Response Plan for the Humboldt
Operational Area.

Flooding

Part 4, Chapter 14 Safety Element 12-18-08
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S-P10.

S-P11.

Federal Flood Insurance Program. The County shall
participate in the Federal Flood Insurance Program to
regulate land uses in flood hazard areas in order to
minimize loss of life and property and public floodrelated expense.
Flood Plains. Agricultural lands that are in mapped
floodplains shall be retained for use in agriculture.

Hearing Draft vs. Preliminary Draft Comparison Chart

S-P8

S-P9
S-P10

S-P11

S-P12

S-P13
S-P14
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Federal Flood Insurance Program. The County shall
participate in the Federal Flood Insurance Program to
regulate land uses in flood hazard areas in order to
minimize loss of life and property, and in order to
minimize public flood-related expense.
Flood Plains. Agricultural lands which are in flood plain
areas shall be retained for use in agriculture.
Natural Drainage Courses. Natural drainage courses,
including ephemeral streams, shall be retained and
protected from development which would impede the
natural drainage pattern, increase erosion or
sedimentation, or have a significant adverse effect on
water quality or wildlife habitat.
Storm water discharges. Storm water discharges from
outfalls, culverts, gutters and other drainage control
facilities which discharge into natural drainage courses
shall be dissipated so that they make no contribution to
additional erosion, and where feasible are filtered and
cleaned of pollutants.
Natural vegetation. Natural vegetation within and
immediately adjacent to the bankfull stream channel
shall be maintained except for flood control and public
safety purposes.
Downstream Peak Flows. Development shall only be
allowed in such a manner that downstream peak flows
will not be increased.
Additional Drainage Facilities. Where it is necessary to
develop additional drainage facilities, they shall be
designed to be as natural in appearance and function
as is feasible. All drainage facilities shall be designed to
maintain maximum natural habitat of streams and their
streamside management areas and buffers.
Detention/retention facilities shall be managed in such
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S-P15

S-P16

S-P17

Part 4, Chapter 14 Safety Element 12-18-08

a manner as to avoid reducing streamflows during
critical low flow periods.
Restoration Projects. The County shall encourage
restoration projects aimed at reducing erosion and
improving existing habitat values in Streamside
Management Areas. These projects may be pursued
utilizing community volunteer programs and urban
stream renewal grants.
Commercial and Industrial Activities. Commercial and
industrial activities shall minimize, and eliminate to the
extent possible, facility related discharges to the storm
water system. As required by state codes and local
ordinances, commercial and industrial storm water
discharge must be routed to a wastewater collection
system. For example, minimization of runoff from vehicle
maintenance yards, car washes, restaurants cleaning
grease, contaminated mats/carts into storm drains,
other wash practices which results in materials other
than plain water entering the storm drain system.
Erosion and Sediment Control Measures. The following
erosion and sediment control measures shall be
incorporated into development design and
improvements:
A. Minimize soil exposure during the rainy season by
proper timing of grading and construction;
B. Retain natural vegetation where feasible;
C. Vegetate and mulch denuded areas to protect
them from winter rains;
D. Divert runoff from steep denuded slopes and critical
areas with barriers or ditches;
E. Minimize length and steepness of slopes by
benching, terracing or constructing diversion structures;
F. Trap sediment-ladened runoff in basins to allow soil
particles to settle out before flows are released to
receiving waters;
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G. Inspect sites frequently to ensure control measures
are working properly and correct problems as needed;
H. Allowance for the construction of public roads, trails,
and utilities, when properly mitigated.
[S-P10 to S-P17 were moved. See Water Resources WR-P31 to 38
and 40]

Fire Hazards
S-P12.

Joint Planning and Implementation. The County shall
plan collaboratively with local fire agencies and
companies, CAL FIRE, and federal fire organizations on
countywide fire prevention and response strategies.
Implementation shall be coordinated to maximize
efficiency and ensure efforts are complimentary.
Subdivision Design in State Responsibility Areas (SRA).
Subdivisions within SRA high and very high fire severity
classification areas shall explicitly consider designs and
layout to reduce the risks of fire and improve
defensibility; for example, through clustering of lots in
defensible areas.

S-P18

Master Fire Protection Plan. Utilize the Master Fire
Protection Plan for overall fire protection policy.

S-P20

S-P14.

Adequate Water Supplies in State Responsibility Areas
(SRA) Proposed development within SRA high and very
high fire severity classification areas shall be serviced by
adequate water supplies for fire protection consistent
with state or local fire protection agency requirements.

S-P22

Adequate Fire Protection. The County will encourage
new development to be located in areas with
adequate fire protection.
Clustered Development. Encourage clustered
development to provide for more localized and
effective fire protection measures.
Adequate Water Supplies. Proposed development shall
be adequately serviced by water supplies for fire
protection or shall have a letter from an appropriate fire
protection agency indicating that adequate fire
protection can be provided.

S-P15.

Conformance with State Responsibility Areas (SRA) Fire
Safe Regulations. Development shall conform to
Humboldt County SRA Fire Safe Regulations.
Level-of-Service Standards. Collaborate with fire
protection agencies and develop level-of-service
standards for the provision of all emergency response
services (fire, EMS, HazMat, and rescue) in the county,
and make such standards public so that landowners

S-P24

S-P13.

S-P16.
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S-P21

S-P26

SRA Fire Safe Regulations. The County shall require
compliance with Humboldt County SRA Fire Safe
Regulations.
Level-of-Service Standards. The County shall
encourage collaboration on the development of levelof-service standards for the provision of all fire
protection services (fire, EMS, HazMat, rescue) in the
County, and make such standards public so that
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S-P17.

S-P18.

and residents understand the distribution and quality of
service.
Fire District Boundary Maps. The County shall maintain
and publish fire district boundary maps.
Prescribed Burning. Encourage the use of prescribed
burning as a management tool for hazardous fuels
reduction, timber management purposes, livestock
production, and enhancement of wildlife habitat.

Hearing Draft vs. Preliminary Draft Comparison Chart

S-P25

S-P31

S-P32

S-P19.

S-P20.

landowners and residents understand what is and is not
available to them.
Descriptive Maps. The County shall make available
descriptive maps to county residents which make them
aware of what areas and assets are currently located
within a fire protection district and which ones are not.
Prescribed Burning. Humboldt County should
encourage the use of prescribed burning as a
management tool for hazardous fuels reduction, timber
management purposes, livestock production, and
enhancement of wildlife habitat.
Hazardous Fuel Modification Projects. The County shall
support an increase in countywide coordination of
hazardous fuel modification projects by all involved
agencies and organizations.

Fire Prevention Education. Expand fire prevention and
fire safety education capacity in the county to include
fire risks and methods of prevention.
Fire Service Organization and Ratings. Make
information available to fire service organizations about
creating districts, increasing organizational capacity,
developing funding streams, and improving Insurance
Services Office (ISO) ratings for reduced insurance
costs.
S-P23

Part 4, Chapter 14 Safety Element 12-18-08

Adequate Fire Protection Services. Where no Fire District
exists, project applicants shall provide verification, from
the most appropriate local fire authority, that adequate
fire protection services exist. Where an adequate level
of service can not be verified, project approvals shall
require a condition for and deed restriction notifying the
property owner of the level of service available and
acceptance of associated risks to life and property.
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S-P27

Expanded Fire Protection Services. The County shall
encourage the development of and/or expansion of
additional fire protection services for unprotected and
under-protected areas of Humboldt County.
[See treatment in “New” Chapter 5 Community Infrastructure and
Service]

Airport Safety
S-P21.

S-P22.

S-P23.

S-P24.

Development Compatibility. Airport Land Use
Compatibility Plans (ALUCP) shall be prepared to define
planning areas around airports and establish land use
policies and standards appropriate for the public safety
and protection of airport operations.
Airport Land Use Compatibility Criteria. Regulate and
plan land use around airports according to the
Airport/Land Use Safety Compatibility Criteria (Table 14A).
Obstruction-free Approach Surfaces. The maintenance
of obstruction-free approach surfaces at all airports
identified on the Approach and Clear Zone plans
consistent with FAA requirements shall be principally
permitted.
Airport Safety Combining Zone. Utilize an airport safety
combining zone within airport influence areas to ensure
consistent application of the Airport Land Use
Compatibility Criteria matrix.

S-P33

Development Compatibility. Ensure that future
development within the community is compatible with
the airport and its associated noise and hazards.

S-P34

Airport Land Use Compatibility Criteria. Regulate and
plan land use around airports according to the Airport
Land Use Compatibility Criteria matrix.

S-P35

Obstruction-free Approach Surfaces. The County should
maintain obstruction-free approach surfaces at all
airports as a high-priority project, annually monitoring
the status of potential obstructions identified on the
Approach and Clear Zone Plans.
Airport Safety Combining Zone. Utilize an airport safety
combining zone within airport influence areas to ensure
consistent application of the Airport Land Use
Compatibility Criteria matrix.

S-P36

Industrial Hazards
S-P25.

Hazardous Industrial Development. Hazardous industrial
development may be permitted when either:
A. It includes mitigation measures sufficient to offset
increased risks to adjacent human populations; or,
B. Increased risks to adjacent human populations
have been adequately mitigated by approved
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S-P37

Hazardous Industrial Development. Hazardous industrial
development may be permitted when either:
1) It includes mitigation measures sufficient to offset
increased risks to adjacent human populations; or,
2) Increased risks to adjacent human populations have
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disaster response plans. (See definition of
"hazardous industrial development" in Standards
Section below.)
S-P26.

Hazardous Waste. Encourage new development that
may generate significant quantities of hazardous
wastes to provide a plan for disposal that emphasizes
on-site treatment, neutralization, and recycling.

been adequately mitigated by approved disaster
response plans. (See definition of "hazardous industrial
development" in Standards section.)
S-P38

Hazardous Waste. Require new development which
may generate significant quantities of hazardous wastes
to provide a plan for disposal which emphasizes on-site
treatment, neutralization, and recycling.

S-P39

The Emergency Operations Plan. The Humboldt County
Operational Area Emergency Operations Plan shall
include general procedures to implement the
nationwide National Incident Management System
(NIMS), statewide Standardized Emergency
Management System (SEMS), activate the Operational
Area Emergency Operations Center (EOC), coordinate
responders, and implement other tactical response
measures.

S-P40

Tsunami Ready Program. The County should become a
Tsunami Ready community.

Emergency Management
S-P27.
S-P28.

S-P29.

S-P30.

Pre-disaster Planning and Mitigation. The County shall
proactively reduce known hazards through pre-disaster
planning and mitigation efforts.
Hazard Mitigation Plan. The County incorporates by
reference into this Safety Element the Humboldt
Operational Area Hazard Mitigation Plan for
unincorporated areas (Volume I and the Humboldt
County Annex and the Appendices of Volume II) as
adopted and amended by the Board of Supervisors, in
accordance with the Federal Disaster Mitigation Act of
2000 and California Government Code, Section
65302.6.
Emergency Operations Capability. The County shall
maintain the ability to implement the nationwide
National Incident Management System (NIMS),
statewide Standardized Emergency Management
System (SEMS), activate the Operational Area
Emergency Operations Center (EOC), coordinate
responders, and implement other tactical response
measures as required. Emergency operations shall
conform to the Humboldt County Operational Area
Emergency Operations Plan.
Tsunami Ready Program. The County shall support
efforts of low-lying coastal communities to attain
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TsunamiReadyTM status, as developed by the National
Weather Service.
Standards

Geologic
S-S1.

Geologic Report Requirements. Site specific reports
S-S1
addressing geologic hazards and geologic conditions
shall be required as part of the review of discretionary
development and ministerial permits. Geologic reports
shall be required and prepared consistent with land use
regulations (Title III, Land Use and Development, Division
3, Building Regulations, Chapter 6—Geologic Hazards.)

Geologic Report Requirements. Require geologic
reports according to the Geologic Hazards Land Use
Matrix (Figure 21-2) as follows:
A. R1 Report Requirements:
1. A preliminary engineering geologic report and a
preliminary soils engineering report shall be prepared for
the classes of development and hazard areas indicated
by "R1" in the Geologic Hazards Land Use Matrix.
2. The preliminary engineering geologic report shall be
prepared by a certified engineering geologist and shall
provide a geological reconnaissance and evaluation of
the project site and surrounding terrain. The preliminary
report shall identify areas or issues which either do or do
not require further engineering geologic and/or soils
engineering evaluation.
3. The preliminary soil engineering report shall describe
the nature of the subsurface soils and any soil conditions
which would affect the design and/or layout of the
proposed development. The report shall include the
locations and logs of any test borings and percolation
test results if on-site sewage disposal is proposed. The
report shall recommend areas or issues of concern
which require additional engineering or geologic
evaluation.
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4. The additional information that is recommended by
the preliminary reports shall be provided or the
proposed development shall be modified to avoid the
B. R2 Report Requirements
NOTE: A report prepared by a registered geologist is
required in the fault rupture Special Studies Zone unless
waived pursuant to the Alquist-Priolo Act.
1. A preliminary engineering geologic report and a
preliminary soils engineering report shall be prepared for
the classes of development and hazard areas indicated
by "R2" in the Geologic Hazards Land Use Matrix. These
reports shall be prepared by either a registered
geologist or a registered civil engineer experienced and
knowledgeable in the practice of soil engineering.
These reports shall provide a geologic reconnaissance
and evaluation of the project site and surrounding
terrain.
2. A soils engineering analysis may meet the preliminary
geologic report requirement for developments where
the primary concerns are soils mechanics and
appropriate structural design. In such cases it is
incumbent upon the engineer to consult a registered
geologist should it become apparent that an adequate
structural solution requires additional geologic input. If,
after preliminary investigation of the project site and the
surrounding terrain, no geological consultation is felt by
the engineer to be required, the engineer shall certify
that such an evaluation is not required. It is incumbent
upon the geologist to recommend that a soils engineer
be consulted when it becomes apparent that soils
mechanics analyses are needed.
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3. The applicant shall either provide additional
information as recommended by the preliminary
geologic or soils report or modify the application to
avoid identified areas of potential instability. The
proposed development shall be sited and designed in
accordance with the recommendations of the report(s)
in order to minimize risk to life and property on the
project site and for any other affected properties.
C. The above required geologic reports, "R1" and "R2",
shall be prepared in accordance with the California
Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG) Note #44,
"Recommended Guidelines for Preparing Engineering
Geologic Reports", or the current equivalent standard.
CDMG Notes #37, 43, and 49 (or the current equivalent
standard) shall be utilized as applicable when seismic or
fault rupture hazards are identified as concerns. Within
the coastal zone, the report shall follow the geologic
report guidelines of the California Coastal Commission.
D. At the discretion of the County, the report
requirement may be waived when an adequate
geologic assessment at a suitable scale already exists
for the site proposed for development.
E. The criteria for determining whether or not a report is
required when it is discretionary include the following;
however, where evaluation of items 1-6 is inconclusive,
a statement is required by a registered engineer that a
geologic report is not required for the safety of the
project.
1) the site inspection of the building inspector;
2) geologic maps and reports covering the area;
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3) the potential for the development to affect adjacent
property or improvements;
4) the degree to which public exposure to risk may be a
factor;
5) the size and scale of the proposed development;
6 ) for development within the Coastal Zone, the policies
of certified local coastal plans.
F. Waivers of the R1 report requirements as indicated in
the Land Use Geologic Hazards Matrix, but not within
critical Watersheds, may be provided for by ordinance
where consistent with protection of the public health,
safety, and welfare and with the County's certified
coastal plans.
[Figure 21-2 Geologic Hazards Land Use Matrix, not shown, has
also been removed from Hearing Draft.]
S-S2.

Landslide Maps. Utilize California Division of Mines and
Geology, North Coast Watersheds landslide mapping
as information to assist in review of developments.

S-S2

S-S3.

Alquist-Priolo Fault Hazard Zones. Utilize California
Mines and Geology Board Policies and Criteria for
Alquist-Priolo Fault Hazard Zones (Special Publication
#42) as standards of implementation within zones.
Tsunami Emergency Response Plan. The Tsunami
Emergency Response Plan shall guide interagency
response efforts.

S-S3

S-S4.

Landslide Maps. Utilize California Department of Forestry
(CDF) series of 15 minute geologic maps and 7 1/2
minute landslide maps as information to assist in review
of developments.
Special Publication #42. Utilize California Mines and
Geology Board Policies and Criteria for Alquist-Priolo
Special Studies Zones (Special Publication #42) as
standards of implementation within zones.

Flood Management
S-S5.

Flood Regulations. Regulatory standards for flood
mitigation shall be based on Flood Insurance Maps and
Regulations (Humboldt County Ordinance 1541).
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Flood Regulations. Flood Insurance Maps & Regulations
(County Ordinance 1541).
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S-S6.
S-S7.

S-S8.

Flood Plains. No new essential facilities that would be
rendered inoperable by flooding shall be permitted to
locate within the 100-year flood plain.
Tsunamis. New development below the level of the
100-year tsunami run-up elevation shall be limited to
public access, boating, public recreation facilities,
agriculture, wildlife management, habitat restoration,
and ocean intakes, outfalls, pipelines, and dredge
spoils disposal.
Flooding and Drainage Management Activities.
Flooding and drainage management shall be
principally permitted in all zones when consistent with
applicable state, federal, and local regulations.

Hearing Draft vs. Preliminary Draft Comparison Chart

S-S5
S-S6

Flood Plains. No new critical facilities which would be
rendered inoperable by flooding should be permitted to
locate within the 100 year flood plain.
Tsunamis. New development below the level of the 100
year tsunami run-up elevation as described by the best
available study shall be limited to public access,
boating, public recreation facilities, agriculture, wildlife
management, habitat restoration, and ocean intakes,
outfalls, and pipelines, and dredge spoils disposal.

S-S7

Storm Water Management. All commercial, industrial,
multi-family, quasi-public, and public parking facilities
shall, whenever possible, provide storm water treatment
for parking lot runoff using bio-retention areas, filter
strips, and/or other practices that be integrated into
required landscaping areas and traffic islands. In all
other cases, oil/water separators shall be required. A
maintenance plan for oil/water separators shall be
required.
[Moved. See Water Resources storm water standards]

Fire Hazards
S-S9.
S-S10.
S-S11.
S-S12.

SRA Fire Safe Regulations. Development within SRA
shall conform to SRA Fire Safe Regulations (Humboldt
County Code, Division 11 of Title III).
California Building Codes. New construction shall
conform to the most recently adopted California
building codes.
California Fire Code. The California Fire Code shall be
applied to all applicable development.
Fire Hazard Severity Zone Maps. The County shall use
the most recently adopted CALFIRE Fire Hazard Severity
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S-S8

SRA Fire Safe Regulations (HCC Division 11 of Title III)

S-S9

California Building Codes.

S-S10

Uniform Fire Code. The Uniform Fire Code shall be
applied to any industrial development.
Fire Hazard Severity Zone Maps

S-S11
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S-S13.

Hearing Draft vs. Preliminary Draft Comparison Chart

Zone Maps for fire planning and local land use
purposes.
Master Fire Protection Plan. Utilize the Master Fire
Protection Plan for countywide fire prevention and
response strategy and implementation.

Airport Safety
S-S14.

Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan. Development
within the jurisdiction of Airport Land Use Compatibility
Plans (ALUCP) shall conform to the policies and
standards of the ALUCP.

S-S12

Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan.

Industrial Hazards
S-S15.

S-S16.

Hazardous Materials Handling and Emergency
S-S18
Response. The County shall condition new
development that handles toxic, flammable, or
explosive materials in such quantities that would, if
released or ignited, constitute a significant risk to
adjacent human populations or development to
conform to the applicable state or federal materials
handling and emergency response plans.
Transport of Nuclear Materials. Transport of nuclear
S-S17
materials shall conform to the prohibitions of Ordinance
#1403; Humboldt County Code, Title III, Division 8,
Chapter 3.

Hazardous Industrial Development. Define "hazardous
industrial development" as any development that
handles toxic, flammable, or explosive materials in such
quantities that would, if released or ignited, constitute a
significant risk to adjacent human populations or
development.
Prohibition on Transport of Nuclear Materials (Ordinance
#1403; Humboldt County Code, Title III, Division 8,
Chapter 3).

Emergency Management
S-S17.

S-S18.

Humboldt County Operational Area Office of
Emergency Services (OES). Local emergency
management and response operations shall be
consistent with Humboldt County Operational Area
Emergency Operations Plan and Humboldt County
Ordinance 2203.
Consistency with State and Federal Framework. County
emergency response efforts shall be consistent with the
California Emergency Services Act (California
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S-S13
S-S14
S-S15
S-S16

Hazardous Materials Spills Area Plan.
Chlorine Accident Response Plans.
Oil Spill Response Plan.
Tsunami Emergency Response Plan (in revision).

S-S19

Humboldt County Operational Area (OES): Humboldt
County Ordinance 2203
The California Emergency Services Act (Gov Code 8550

S-S20
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Hearing Draft vs. Preliminary Draft Comparison Chart

Government Code, Section 8550 et seq.) and the
federal National Response Framework (effective March
2008, as amended) and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS).

Implementation Measures
S-IM1.
Code Review. Review and amend as needed the land
use code and subdivision regulations for consistency
with fire protection policies of the General Plan.
S-IM2.
Hazard Planning Information on the Internet. Maintain
countywide hazard land use planning data—such as
fire district boundaries, State Responsibility Areas (SRA),
hazard areas, and plans on the internet.
S-IM3.
S-IM4.

S-IM5.

Drainage Ordinance. The County shall implement
drainage course flood mitigation policies through the
adoption of a drainage ordinance.
Update County State Responsibilty Areas (SRA) Fire Safe
Regulations. Humboldt County SRA Fire Safe
regulations should be updated to identify specific
hazard zones, where necessary, to ensure that fire
mitigation is proportional to risk. These zones may
specify special measures for implementation including:
irrigated green belts, perimeter roads, roadway layout
and design, slope development constraints, fuel
modification zones, vegetation setbacks, and
enforcement.

et seq.)

S-I5
S-P28

Code Review. Review and amend as needed the code
and subdivision regulations for consistency with fire
protection policies of the General Plan.
Internet Access. The County shall make Internet
accessible the countywide fire planning maps illustrating
data such as fire district boundaries, SRA, and hazard
areas. Provide Internet access to other specific firehazard related information and to the County Fire Plan.

S-I2

Level of Density. Determine a level of density at which
structural fire protection services should be required.

S-I3

Update County SRA Fire Safe Regulations. Humboldt
County SRA Fire Safe Regulations should be updated to
identify specific hazard zones where necessary, to
ensure that fire risk is reduced to an acceptable level.
These zones may specify special measures for
implementation including: irrigated green belts,
perimeter roads, roadway layout and design, slope
development constraints, fuel modification zones,
vegetation setbacks, and enforcement.

Coordination with CAL FIRE on State Responsibility Areas
(SRA) Exception Requests. The County shall maintain
efficient and timely procedures for processing SRA
Exception Requests to CAL FIRE.

Part 4, Chapter 14 Safety Element 12-18-08
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S-IM6.

Master Fire Protection Plan (MFPP). Actively support
and pursue the implementation recommendations in
the MFPP. Periodically update the MFPP. The risk
assessment portion of the MFPP shall be updated at
least every five years.

Hearing Draft vs. Preliminary Draft Comparison Chart

S-I4

S-P19
S-P30

S-IM7.

Funding Fire Planning Activities. The County shall
S-P29
pursue state and federal funding sources to support the
coordination and planning needs of local fire safe
councils and fire agencies.

Fire Protection Implementation. Implementation of fire
protection and prevention planning efforts is provided
through the Humboldt County Master Fire Protection
Plan.
Implementation Recommendations. Actively support
and pursue the implementation recommendations in
the Master Fire Protection Plan.
Update Risk Assessment. The County shall update the
Risk Assessment portion of the Master Fire Protection
Plan every five years.
Title III Allocation. When available, a portion of the
Secure Rural Schools and Community Self-Determination
Act, Title III funds will be allocated to local Fire Safe
Councils and local fire prevention and protection
agencies for coordination and planning.

S-IM8.

Local Hazard Mitigation Plan. Participate in FEMA’s predisaster mitigation program by developing,
maintaining, and implementing a Local Hazard
Mitigation Plan.
S-IM9.
Emergency Operations Plan. The County shall maintain
a Humboldt County Operational Area Emergency
Operations Plan consistent with FEMA standards.
S-IM10. Geologic Reports Correction. Correct errata in the
Geologic Hazards Land Use Matrix contained in the
grading and building regulations (Title III, Land Use and
Development, Division 3, Building Regulations, Chapter
6—Geologic Hazards.)

Part 4, Chapter 14 Safety Element 12-18-08
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Preliminary Draft vs. Hearing Draft Comparison Chart

2008 Hearing Draft vs. 2007 Preliminary Hearing Draft Comparison Chart
Chapter 15 Air Quality Element
The following is a comparison of the 2008 Planning Commission Hearing Draft “New” with the 2007 Preliminary
Hearing Draft “Old” for Goals, Policies, Standards and Implementation Measures.
Chapter 15 Air Quality Element (AQ)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
Goals

AQ-G1 Improved Air Quality. Air quality that exceeds minimum
state and federal ambient air quality

AQ-G1. Promote the public health, safety, welfare, and
environmental quality of the community with improved air quality
by:
o

meeting State and federal air quality standards;

o

reducing emissions of PM10;

o

imiting emissions from new stationary sources of air
pollution consistent with State requirements; and

o

buffering existing development from new stationary
sources of air pollution consistent with State requirements.

AQ-G2 Particulate Emissions. Successful attainment of California
Ambient Air Quality Standards for particulate matter under
10 microns (PM10) standards.
AQ-G3 Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Successful mitigation of
greenhouse gas emissions associated with this Plan to
levels of non-significance as established by the Global
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Preliminary Draft vs. Hearing Draft Comparison Chart

Chapter 15 Air Quality Element (AQ)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
Warming Solutions Act and subsequent implementing
legislation and regulations.
Policies
AQ-P1 Reduce Length and Frequency of Vehicle Trips. Reduce
the length and frequency of vehicle trips through land use
and transportation policies, by encouraging mixed-use
development, compact development patterns in areas
served by public transit and alternative modes of travel.
AQ-P2 Reduce Localized Concentrated Air Pollution. Reduce or
minimize the creation of "hot spots" or localized places of
concentrated automobile emissions.
AQ-P3 Fireplace and Woodstove PM10 Emissions. Support
incentives to minimize PM10 emissions from fireplaces and
woodstoves.
AQ-P4 Construction and Grading Dust Control. Dust control
practices on construction and grading sites shall achieve
compliance with NCAQMD fugitive dust emission
standards.
AQ-P5. Air Quality Impacts from New Development. During
environmental review of discretionary permits, reduce
emissions of air pollutants from new commercial and
industrial development by requiring feasible mitigation
measures to achieve the standards of the NCAQMD.
AQ-P6 Buffering Land Uses. During environmental review of
discretionary commercial and industrial projects, consider
the use of buffers between new sources of emissions and
adjacent land uses to minimize exposure to air pollution.
AQ-P7 Interagency Coordination. Coordinate with the NCAQMD
early in the permit review process to identify expected
regulatory outcomes and minimize delays for projects
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

AQ-P1. Through land use and transportation policies, encourage
mixed use development, a compact development
pattern in areas served by public transit, and alternative
modes of travel.
AQ-P2. Through transportation policies, reduce or minimize the
creation of "hot spots" or localized places of concentrated
automobile emissions.
AQ-P3. Minimize PM10 emissions from new fireplace inserts and
new woodstoves.
AQ-P4. Minimize PM10 emissions from construction sites for projects
involving environmental review and new multifamily
residential, commercial and industrial developments
resulting in ground disturbance of one acre or more.
AQ-P6. Reduce emissions of air pollutants from new commercial
and industrial development by requiring feasible,
workable, monitor able and cost effective mitigation
measures based on standards of the District during
environmental review of discretionary permits.
AQ-P7 Establish buffers between new commercial and industrial
sources of emissions and adjacent land uses on a projectby-project basis according to the standards of the District
during environmental review of discretionary permits.
AQ-P8. Implement interagency governance policies to
encourage coordination with the District early on in the
permit review process to identify expected outcomes and
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Preliminary Draft vs. Hearing Draft Comparison Chart

Chapter 15 Air Quality Element (AQ)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
involving:

CEQA environmental review;
Building demolition projects that may
involve removal of asbestos containing
material subject to National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP); and
o Grading and mining operations subject to
State Airborne Toxic Control Measures
(ATCM) for naturally occurring asbestos.
o Rely on the air quality standards; permitting
processes and enforcement capacity of
the NCAQMD to define thresholds of
significance and set adequate mitigations
under CEQA to the maximum extent
allowable.
AQ-P8 Reduce Air Quality Impacts from Wildfires. Support and
encourage fire suppression of wildfires that may have an
acute air quality health impact on local population
centers.
AQ-P9 County Climate Action Plan. Working through the
Redwood Coast Energy Authority (RCEA) and this Plan
develop and implement a multi-jurisdictional Climate
Action Plan to achieve reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions consistent with the state Global Warming
Solutions Act and subsequent implementing legislation
and regulations (current goal set at a 10% reduction in
2003 greenhouse gas emissions by the year 2020).
AQ-P10 County Government Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reductions. To lead by example, the County of Humboldt
o
o
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
minimize delays for projects involving environmental
review and commercial demolition projects that may
involve removal of asbestos.
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Preliminary Draft vs. Hearing Draft Comparison Chart

Chapter 15 Air Quality Element (AQ)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

shall reduce its 2003 greenhouse gas emissions from
governmental operations consistent with the state Global
Warming Solutions Act and subsequent implementing
legislation and regulations (current goal set at a 10%
reduction in 2003 greenhouse gas emissions by the year
2020).
AQ-P11 Forest Sequestration and Biomass Energy. Provide
incentives for increased carbon sequestration on forest
lands and encourage the use of forest biomass for
sustainable energy generation.
AQ-P12 Solar Electric System Capacity. Encourage and provide
incentives to increase solar-electric capacity in residential,
commercial and industrial sectors.
AQ-P13 Energy Efficient Building Design. Encourage and provide
incentives for construction of LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) certified (or equivalent)
buildings and energy saving measures beyond Title 24
requirements for residential and commercial projects
AQ-P14 Electric Vehicle Accommodations. Encourage and
provide incentives for commercial and residential design
that supports the charging of electric vehicles.
AQ-P15 Preservation and Replacement of On-site Trees. Projects
requiring discretionary review should preserve large trees
where possible and mitigate for carbon storage losses
attributable to significant removal of trees.
AQ-P5. Review PM10 emissions monitoring results from the Air
Resources Board and implement new land use and
transportation policies and regulatory controls to meet
State and federal PM10 emissions standards as necessary.
Standards
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Chapter 15 Air Quality Element (AQ)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

AQ-S1 Construction and Grading Dust Control. Ground disturbing
construction and grading shall employ fugitive dust
control strategies to prevent visible emissions from
exceeding NCAQMD opacity regulations and prevent
public nuisance. Projects requiring discretionary review
that result in ground disturbance exceeding two acres at
any one time shall prepare a fugitive dust control plan.
AQ-S2 Evaluate Air Quality Impacts. During environmental review
of discretionary projects, evaluate new commercial and
industrial sources of emissions using analytical methods
and significance criteria used or recommended by the
NCAQMD.
AQ-S3 Buffering Land Uses. When considering buffers between
new commercial and industrial sources of emissions and
adjacent land uses follow the California Air Resources
Board’s Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A
Community Health Perspective and NCAQMD
recommendations.

AQ- IM2. Require implementation of dust suppression measures in
all projects involving environmental review and all new
multifamily residential, commercial and industrial
developments resulting in ground disturbance of one acre
or more.

AQ-S4 Preservation and Replacement of On-site Trees.
Discretionary review projects which remove more than 50
trees of greater than 38 inch circumference measured at
4.5 feet height shall re-plant replacement trees on-site or
provide offsetting carbon mitigations.
Implementation Measures
AQ-IM1 Review Future Monitoring Results. Review local PM10
emissions monitoring results from the California Air
Resources Board to guide future General Plan Housing
Element updates, and implement new land use and
transportation policies and other regulatory controls to
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AQ-IM5. During environmental review of discretionary projects,
evaluate new commercial and industrial sources of
emissions using analytical methods and significance
criteria approved by the District.
AQ-IM4 When establishing buffers between new commercial and
industrial sources of emissions and adjacent land uses
during environmental review of discretionary projects, use
the California Air Resources Board’s “Air Quality and Land
Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective”, and
the District’s implementation guidelines.

AQ-IM3.Review PM10 emissions monitoring results from the Air
Resources Board with future General Plan Housing Element
Updates, and implement new land use and transportation
policies and other regulatory controls to meet State and
federal PM10 emissions standards.
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Preliminary Draft vs. Hearing Draft Comparison Chart

Chapter 15 Air Quality Element (AQ)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)
meet state and federal PM10 emissions standards.
AQ-IM2 North Coast Air Quality Management Permitting
Coordination. The County shall maintain efficient and
timely procedures for project referral to the North Coast Air
Quality Management District for review and consultation.
AQ-IM3 County-wide Climate Action Plan. Through its association
with the RCEA, the County shall participate in the
development and implementation of a multi-jurisdictional
Climate Action Plan that effectively mitigates the carbon
emissions attributable to this Plan, consistent with the
requirements of the state Global Warming Solutions Act
and subsequent implementing legislation and regulations
(currently set at a 10% reduction in 2003 greenhouse gas
emissions by the year 2020).
AQ-IM4 County Government Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reductions. The County shall prepare a Climate Action
Plan for its governmental operations consistent with the
Countywide Climate Action Plan that seeks emission
reductions in the following areas:
o Energy Efficiency and Conservation
o Green Building
o Waste Reduction and Recycling
o Climate-Friendly Purchasing
o Renewable Energy and Low-Carbon Fuels
o Efficient Transportation
o Offsetting Carbon Emissions
o Promoting Community and Individual
Action
AQ-IM5 Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Update the General Plan
and Land Use Ordinances as appropriate to reflect the
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Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)
AQ-IM7 Encourage interagency coordination with the District with
measures in the Governance Element.

AQ-IM8 Update the General Plan with new State standards for
Greenhouse Gas emissions when they become available.
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Preliminary Draft vs. Hearing Draft Comparison Chart

Chapter 15 Air Quality Element (AQ)
Current Hearing Draft (“NEW”)

Preliminary Hearing Draft (“OLD”)

adopted County-wide Climate Action Plan and new state
laws and regulations for greenhouse gas emissions when
they become available.
AQ-IM6 Programs to Reduce Air Quality Impacts of Wildland Fires.
Support and encourage programs such as fuel reduction,
prescribed fires, and vegetation management as
recommended in the County’s Fire Plan to reduce air
quality impacts of wildfires.
AQ- IM1. Require new fireplace inserts and new woodstoves be
certified by the Environmental Protection Agency for air quality
standards through the building permit process.
AQ-IM6. Expand performance standards for new Cottage
Industries to prohibit air emissions in amounts greater than normal
for the neighborhood.
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